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CHAPTER 3 

Overview 

File Maintenance 

1. GENERAL. File Maintenance (FM) is that portion of MIDMS that 

handles the validation of input data and the production and 

modification of MIDMS data file records. Figure 3-1 illustrates 
the general structure of the FM subsystem which consists of ten 
separately produced load modules. Eight of the load modules are 
dynamically ovirlaid during execution of the FM process. 

The FM load module acts as File Maintenance Supervisor 
and causes the loading of the FMIO load module and the dynamic 
loading and execution of t!.c FMLP, FMIP, FMIPSRT, FMMP, and FMMPSRT 
load modules. 

b. The FMIO load module performs all of the card reading and 
line printing activities required by the other load modules and 
punches cards upon request from a logic package. The entry point 
address of FMIO is passed to the other load modules by the FM 
Supervisor. 

c. The FMIP load module comprises the Language Processor portion 
of FM. It transforms user-written Logic Packages into COBOL programs 
for Logical Maintenance and Data Source Descriptions (DSD's) into 
Data Source Tables (DST's) for Ordinary Maintenance. 

d. The FMIP load module is the Input Processor portion of 
Ordinary Maintenance which validates source data in accordance with 
previously producted Data Source Tables and generates a transaction 
file of validated data. 

e. The FMIPSRT load module sorts the transaction file produced 
by FMIP so that the transactions can be merged with the MIDMS data 
file during Maintenance Proper. FMIPSRT is not executed when FMIP 
determines that the transaction file is already in the proper sort. 

f. The FMMP load module is the supervisor to the Maintenance 
Proper portion of File Maintenance which controls the actual update 
of a MIDMS file based on the data and control information in the 

transaction file (for Ordinary Maintenance) and/or the single file 
Logic Package programs (for Logical Maintenance). Records with 
changed ID s and out of sort records are placed in a separate output 
file. FMMP causes the loading of FMMPCD, OMMP, and LMMP load 
modules and executes them, as necessary. 
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g. The FMMPSRT load module sorts out of sort records and 
merges the sorted file witn the balance of the updated MIDMS data 
file. FMMPSRT is not executed if FMMP determines that no records 

are out of sort. 

h. Figure 3-2 shows the detailed structure of the FM load 
module as well as a first level breakdown of the FMLP, FMIP and 
FMMP load modules indicating subroutines which appear repeatedly 
in File Maintenance. The detailed structure of FMLP, FMIP, and 

FMMP will be described separately. 

2. FILE MAINTENANCE (FM) SUBPROGRAMS. 

a. FM 

(1) Function. To control the overall processing of the 

File Maintenance subsystem. 

(2) Calling Sequence. 

CALL 'LOAD' USING 
CALL 'FMSET' USING 
CALL 'FMCRD' USING 
CALL 'FMPRT' USING 
CALL 'LINK' USING 

ENTRY-NAME FMIO. 

FMIO. 
FM-INPUT END-SW. 
PRT-LINE CC. 
ENTRY-N/ME FM-DD. 

(3) Program Description. 

FM is the first program to be executed for any File Maintenance process. 

This routine, the FM Supervisor, causes the loading of the FMIO 
load module, the reading of the first FM control card, and the 
dynamic loading and execution of the Language Processor (FMLP), 
Input Processor (FMIP), Input Processor Sort (FMIPSRT), Maintenance 
Proper (FMMP), and Maintenance Proper Sort (FMMPSRT) load modules. 
To load the FMIO load module, FM uses the LOAD subroutine supplying 
the entry point name (FMIO) and an area to hold the entry point 
address of the FMIO routine. This address is provided to the 
CALLIO subroutine through its FMSET entry point so that future 
calls to CALLIO via its FMCRD and FMPRT entry points will result 
in branching to FMIO to read a card or print a line. After 
setting the FMIO address in CALLIO, FMCRD is called to read a 
card and FMPRT is called to print it. If the card contains the 
proper identification for a File Maintenance control card (FMLP, 
FMIP, or FMMP in columns 1-4), the appropriate load module entry 
point name is set up and LINK is called to load and execute the 
programs necessary to perform the detailed processing of the 
user-specified actions. A comment card (* in column 1) causes 
the reading of another card. Any other cards are errors which 
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(which is the same field as CC from the calling sequence) to 
one of five possible values: 

0 * ordinary card, not an FM control card 
1 * end of file, no more cards available 
2 * FMLP control card 
3 * FMIP control card 
4 = FMMP control card 

Before printing a line, CC is checked for one of five characters, 
three of which are for carriage control: 

\t m one line 
4 * two lines 
1 * next page 
* * close print file 
C “ classification line 

Th» carriage control characters X, 0 and 1 are the usual ones 
for IBM 360 printing and are used directly by the 360 CCPOL 
WRITE statement (they cannot generally be used directly by 
other machine's COBOL compilers). When the number of lines 
reaches 52, a new page is started without regard to the 
carriage control character. When ’C' is specified for CC, a 
classification header and trailer is printed with a date on 
every page. Page numbering is always printed. 

c. FMSCN 

(1) Function. To examine the characters in a control 
statement and break the character string into words which can be 
easily analyzed by appropriate routines. 

(2) Calling Sequence. 

ENTRY 'FMSCAN1 USING FM-DD. 
ENTRY 'FMSCAN2' USING FM-DD. 

(3) Program Description. 

FMSCN examines the characters in an FM control statement or an Ordinary 

Maintenance Language Processor (OMLP) Data Source Description (DSD) 
statement and breaks the characters into woras of equal length. 
These words can easily be analyzed by the calling subroutine 
because the words are placed in a table (FM-WORD-AREA). A "word," 
as the term is used here, is a series ot consecutive characters 
terminated by a blank (0), comma (,), hyphen (-), or column 78 
of a card image. Following the blank 3r c^mma that terminates 
a word may be an arbitrary number of additional blanks not 
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considered to be part of any word. The word after a hyphen 
always begins with the next character. A word can have 
"zero length" when two consecutive terminating characters 

^ are specified in the statement (excluding blank-blank and 
comma-blank pairs). A literal may be found after a blank or 
a comma. It is initiated by a 4-8 or 5-8 punch character 
(* Dr '). The literal continues until a 4-8 or 5-8 character 
is followed by a word terminator character or column 78 of a 
card. 

The word table (FM-WORD-AREA) is described in the COBOL Data Division 

(FMDD) as follows: 

02 FM-WORD-AREA. 
03 FM-WORD-COUNT PICTURE 999 COMPUTATIONAL. 
03 FM-DATA-WORDS. 

04 FM-DATA-ITEM OCCURS 50 TIMES. 
05 FM-CHAk-uMJNT PICTURE 99 COMPUTATIONAL. 
05 FM-LIT-POINT PICTURE 999 COMPUTATIONAL. 
05 FM-LIT-LEN PICTURE 999 COMPUTATIONAL. 

* 05 FM-TERMINATOR PICTURE X. 

05 FM-DATA-WORD. 
06 FM-DATA-CHAR OCCURS 20 TIME PICTURE X. 

02 FM-LIT-CHAR-COUNT PICTURE 999 COMPUTATIONAL. 
02 FM-LIT-DATA. 

03 LM-LIT-CHAR OCCURS 999 TIMES PICTURE X. 

FM-WORD-COUNT. 

Contains the number of words in the statement examined by FMSCN. 
As indicated by the OCCURS clause for FM-DATA-ITEM, the maximum 

^ number of words a statement may have is 50. 
FM-DATA-ITEM. 

Has a fixed number of occurrences (5o). However, only the items 
matching words contain significant information (that is, item 1 
to the value of FM-WORD-COUNT). 

FM-CHAR-COUNT. 
Contains the number of characters in the word. It is zero when 
the word is a literal or when two consecutive terminating 
characters appeared in the statement. 

FM-LIT-POINT. 

Contains the subscript of the first character of a literal in 
the FM-LIT-DATA area. For words exceeding a size of 20 characters, 
FM-LIT-POINT indicates the position in FM-LIT-AREA of the 
twenty-first character of the word. In all other cases, 
FM-LIT-POINT is zero. 

FM-LIT-LEN. 

* Contains the number of characters in a literal placed in FM-LIT- 
DATA area. The 4-8 characters surrounding the literal in the 
statement is not included in this size. FM-LIT-LEN is zero when 
the word is not a literal. 
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FM-TERMINATOR. 

Contains the character which follows the word or literal. It 
is always a blank, comma, or hyphen. When two terminators are 
placed in succession (except blank-blank and comma-blank) the 
second terminator is given a separate FM-DATA-ITEM with zero 
in FM-CHAx-COUNT, FM-LIT-POINT, and FM-LIT-LEN; blank in 
FM-DATA-WORD; and the second of the delimiters is placed in 
FM-TERMINATOR. 

FM-DATA-WORD. 

Contains a non-literal word from the statement. The word is 
left justified in the 20 character area and the remaining 
characters are blanks. When FM-CHAR-COUNT is zero, FM-DATA- 
WORD is completely blank. When FM-CHAR-COUNT exceeds 20 
characters, FM-DATA-WORD contains the first 20 characters 
of the word with additional characters placed in FM-LIT-DATA 
area. (In this case, FM-CHAR-COUNT contains the size of the 
full word and FM-LIT-POINT points to the twenty-first 
character of the word.) 

FM-LIT-COUNT. 

Contains the total number of characters placed in the FM-LIT- 
DATA area. 

FM-LIT-DATA. 

Contains all literals specified on the specified on the 

statement. It also has the characters above 20 when a word 
exceeds 20 characters. In either case FM-LIT-POINT specifies 
the first position for an item. The number of characters for 
a literal is FM-LIT-LEN. When a word exceeds 20 characters, 
the number of characters in FM-LIT-DATA is FM-CHAR-COUNT minus 
20. 

LM-LIT-CHAR. 

Is one character of an item in FM-LIT-DATA. FM-LIT-POINT is 
used as the subscript of LM-LIT-CHAR when locating a literal. 
(NOTE: LM-LIT-CHAR receiver its name when it was used for 
Logical Maintenance. Due to its extensive use in LM, the 
name was not changed when the balance of File Maintenance 
programs began to reference LM-LIT-CHAR.) 

FMSCN has two entry points, FMSCAN and FMSCAN2. FMSCAN is used for 

examining a new statement. The first word is assumed to begin 
in column 1 of the card image, FM-WORD-AREA is cleared, and 
FM-WORD-COUNT and FM-LIT-CHAR-COUNT are initialized. FMSCAN2 
is used for examining a continuation card. In this case, 
scanning begins in column 2 of the card to look for the 

beginning of the first word on the card. Since FM-WORD-COUNT 
and FM-LIT-CHAR-COUNT are not initialized, the first word on 
the continuation card follows the words on the previous card(s) 
for the statement. 

FMDD from the COBOL COPY library is specified in the Linkage Section 
of FMSCN. No Working-Storage Section is present. 
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run«** " iP^* 11118 pro8rain controls the process of both OM and LM 
return t J?886* Contro1 to have the control card verified and upon 

ï? Passes contro1 t0 °MLP or returns to FM since at this 
point ali LM processing would have been completed. 

b. FMLP2. This program is used by both OM and LM. Its function 
is to pass control to FMLPVAL which validates the control card 

!heírení8‘ RILP2’ baSed °n that analysis* then determines 
whether to pass control to LMLP (in the case of a Logical Maintenance 

C*si °f ret“ra bdck to which Will pass control to OMLP (in the 
ease of an Ordinary Maintenance run). 

c. FMLPVAL. This program validates the control card (FMLP card) 
by examination of the words built by FMSCN. It further determines 

ílrorH kÍ u ^ ÍS indicated- It also reads in those logical 
records which are needed for the indicated run. 8 

d. OMLPX. This program is the supervisor for all of Ordinary 

ÜüiïdlüT“ DST“86 PrOCeSSOr- lt ‘h* processing end ' 

Moi !’ ThlS Pro8ram ls the supervisor for all of the Logical 
Maintenance Language Processor. It controls the processing of the 
user «ritten logical package and generation of appropriate COBoï 
code to accomplish the desired user specified functions. 
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2. File Maintenance Language Processor (FMLP) Subprograms, 

a. FMLP 

(1) Function. This subprogram provides the function of 
controlling the processing of all File Maintenance language 
processor runs. 

(2) Calling Sequence. 

ENTRY 'FMLP' USING FM-DD 
CALL 'FMLP2' USING FM-DD LP-DD 
CALL 1OMLP' USING FM-DD LP-DD 

(3) Program Description. 

FMLP. 

Calls FMLP2. 
CHK-RUN-TYPE. 

Upon return from FMLP2 determines if it is an Or linary Maintenance 
run type, if it is, a call is issued to OMLP. Otherwise, control 
is returned to FM. 



b. FMLP2 

k(l) Function. Acts as a go-between OMLP and FMLPVAL which 
validates the control card. Its main function is to house LMDDV which 
has the data division for the minor file logical records. For OM 
runs there is no reference to the minor file so FMLP2 can be overlayed. 

(2) Calling Sequence. 

ENTRY 'FMLP2' USING FM-DD LP-DD 
CALL ' FMVAL' USING FM-DD I.P-DD LM-DD 
CALL 'LMLP' USING FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

(3) Program Description. 

Calls FMLPVAL to validate the control card. Upon return if an Ordinjry 
Maintenance run is indicated, control is returned to FMLP. Other¬ 
wise, LMLP is called to process the logic package. Upon return 
from LMLP control is returned to FMLP. 

k 

l 

( 
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c. FMLPVAL 

It determines validates the FMLP control card. 

If U Is fUe-"4île or sîlr, ? and ln the ■>' LM 
■»ode. It also reads 1» tho^ loglMl"records fromPth8rHh0r subrouUne 
are needed for the Indicated run-type. d library which 

(2) Calling Sequence. 

ENTRY ’FMVAL' USING FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 
CALL FMSET' USING FMIO 
CALL 'FMSCN' USING F’M-DD 

CALL LB USING CALLING-SEQ (desired logical record) 

(3) Program Description. 

Calls S ío b-niîdaforcoîtroîtMrd°int °f the FMI° subr0lltin« 
FMLP. 

CHK-3R^ÍÍÍ?eS SeC0T,d WOrd (DST’ DSD’ LOt,>* 
SCAN-3RD-WRD. 

CHK-4TH-WRDUS (1°8ÍC packa8e name °r DSD name). 

CHK-s™-™“ £Ue <5 cbar*cters ending in A or T). 

Validates run-type (0 for OH. s for Si„8le File LM. F for File-to- 

CHR-RUN-TYPE. 

CHK-RUN-SPCL. t0 fÍl6 ^ Valldates minor fHe name. 

CALL-LIB-N0TE1 special ^»subroutine, D-delete, P*program). 

CHK-op!ÊoDeÏ."AJOB'L1U tr0m Lll,r‘‘ry verlf)- that MAJOH-FFT on library. 

IoT^oVlIb“1““'“161 read ln MIN0R-LR1- verify that 
CALL-LIB-N0TE2. 

CHK-R^-nÍÊi"'0" LR2> LR3> LRU- 

^minor lr2> lrj- liui- 
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CHAPTER 3 

■iPPHlWBiWiPIP 

Section II 

Ordinary Maintenance Language Processor (OMLP) 

1. SUBSYSTEM STRUCTURE. 

a. OMLPX is the supervisor for the Ordinary Maintenance Language 
Processor. It is called by FMLP. The function of OMLPX is to scan 
the incoming card images and thru the use of keywordst call the 
appropriate subprograms to validate the card and assimilate tne 
information presented on it. In this way OMLPX calls OMLPFIL for 
the FILE card, OMLPGRP for the CROUP card, OMLPREC for RECORD cards, 
and OMLPFLD for FIELD cards. v!hen the final field card has been read 
and verified, OMLPX will call OMLPRWP to do final processing on the 
last RECORD. OMLPX then calls OMLPWRP which completes final 
processing on the DSD. If the DUMPDSD option has been specified on 
the FMLP control card, OMLPX calls OMLEXH to print a dump of the DST. 
If no error conditions have been found, OMLPWRT is called to write 

the DST onto the MIDMS Library. 

b. Because of core considerations, the OMLPFLD and OMLPOPR 
subprograms have been further subdivided. OMLPFLD calls OMLPINT 
to do basic initialization of the FIELD card. OMLPPSS is called if 

the field specified is defined as a Periodic field. The remaining 
programs called by OMLPFLD verify and assimilate the information 
concerning the optional Validity Checks available to the FIELD card. 
OMLPPRO processes the PROFILE check; OMLPRNG processes the RANGE 
check; OMLPVAL processed the VALUE check, and OMLPSBR processes the 
SUBCON and SUBCHK checks. The breakdown of OMLPOPR was not designed 
by specific function but by logic flow groupings. 
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2. COBOL ENTRIES & SUBROUTINES. The following description of entries 

in DSD01 is in two parts. Part 1 is an itemized list of the items in 
the DST tables and a brief explanation of what they are used for. 
Part 2 describes the entries in the VAL-LIT-AREA for OPR's and the 
validity checks. 

a. DSD01 Entries. The DST tables are a part of the total OM-DD. 
Many of the tables in the DST have counterparts with table names 
ending in TEMP. Item entries in the TEMP tables are used by the total 
group of programs comprising OMLP. They are temporary tables that are 
kept only as long as the DSD is being processed. Once the DST is 

completed these temporary tables are destroyed. The tables comprising 
the DST begin with the 02 level DSD01 and end with the 02 level 
VAL-LIT-AREA. 

FILE-REC-HOP 

FIL-REC-LEN 
VAL-LIT-CiYI 
FIL-OPR-CT 

FIL-OPR-POINT 
FIL-ID-CNT 
GRP-ID-CNT 
GRP-TYPES-CNT 
MAX-FLDS 

MAX-TOT-FLD-LEN 
REC-IDS-CNT 
REC-TYPE-CNT 
FIELD-CNT 

FIL-OPR-NAME-CNT 
REC-FIL-OPR-CNT 
VAL-CNT 

OPR-SUP-SW 
FIL-REC-ERR 

FIL-SEQ-ORD-ERR 
GRP-SEQ-ORD-ERR 
GRP-FREQ-ERR 
FIL-NONE-SW 
FIL-SEQ-ORD-SW 
GRP-SEQ-ORD-SW 
FIL-ID-HOP 
GRP-ID-HOP 
GRP-FREQ 

REG-SIZE 

REC-TYPE-CODE 

REG-FIELD-CT 

High Order Position (HOP) of the FILE RECORD 
CODE 

Length (LEN) of the FILE RECORD CODE 

Number of positions used in the VAL-LIT-AREA 
Number of OPR entries on the FILE level 
Subscript of the first OPR in the VAL-LIST 
Number of items in the FIL-ID-LIST 
Number of items in the GRP-ID-LIST 
Number of items in the GRP-TYPES-LIST 

The maximum number of fields in an SIR taken 
over all SIR's 

Maximum size oí the largest SIR 

Maximum number of record ID's in this DSD 
Number of items in the REC-TYPE-LIST 
Number of items in the FIELD-LIST 

Number of items in the FIL-OPR-NAME-LIST 
Number of items in the REC-FIL-OPR-LIST 
Number of items in the VAL-LIST 

Indicates if the DST can process blanks 
Error action code for FILE RECORD CODE 
parameter 

Error action code for FILE SEQ/ORD field 
Error action code for GROUP SEQ/ORD field 
Error action code following the GROUP TYPES 

Set at 1 if FILE RECORD CODE NONE, otherwise 0 
Set at 0 if no FILE SEQ/ORD field specified 
Set at 0 if no GROUP SEQ/ORD field specified 
HOP of field within FFS ID specifications 
HOP cf field within GRP ID specifications 
Frequency code for the record type, default 0 
Size of the record 

Record name specified in the RECORD TYPE 
parameter 

Number of fields in the record 
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REC-FIEliD-POINT 

REC-OPR-CT 

REC-OPR-POINT 

REC-GRP-POINT 

REC-CDMS-CT 

REC-CDMS-ID 

REC-GRP-ID 

REC-TOT-FLD-LEN 

REC-FIL-SEQ-ORD 

REC-GRP-SEQ-ORD 

REC-FIL-OPR 

REC-IDS-NO 

PLC-IDS-FLD 

FLD-HOP 

FLD-LEN 

FLD-PSS-HOP 

FLD-PSS-LEN 

FLS-LR2-POINT 

FLD-VAL-CT 

FLD-VAL-POINT 

FLD-SKIP 

FLD-NAME 

FIL-OPR-LIT-POINT 

REC-FIL-OPR-FLD 

VAI-LIT-HOP 

VAL-LIT-LEN 

VAL-TYPE 

VAL-ZRR 

VAL-LIT-AREA 

Subscript of the first field in the FIELD 
LIST per record 

Number of OPR entries per record 
Subscript of first OPR in the VAL-LIST 
Subscript of the GRP-TYPE entry in the 
GRP-TYPES-LIST 

Number of FFS-ID fields in the REC-IDS-L1ST 
Subscript of the first FFS ID field in 
REC IDS-LIST 

Subscript of the first GRP-ID field in 
REC-IDS-LIST 

Sum of the lengths of the fields of an SIR 

Subscript of FILE SEQ/ORD field in FIELD-LIST 
Subscript of GROUP SEQ/ORD field in FIELD-LIST 
Subscript of FILE OPR field in REC-FIL-OPR-LIST 

Subscript of item in FIL-ID-LIST, GRP-ID-LIST, 
SUB-ID-LIST 

Subscript of field in FIELD-LIST 
HOP of FIELD in record 
LEN of field 

HOP of field's PSSQ ii recotu 
LEN of fields PSSQ 

Subscript of FFT LR2 entry or 0 

Number of validity checks on field 

Subscript of first validity check in VAL-LIST 
Indicates if field can be blank 
Name of field 

HOP of C or D OPR subscript in VAL-LIT-AREA 
Subscript of FIL-OPR field in FIELD-LIST 

Subscript of first character in VAL-LIT-AREA 
Numbei- of characters in VAL-LIT-AREA for the 
test 

Numberic designation of the OPR or Validity 
Check 

Error action code for validity check or OPR 
Data string storage for validity checks 

b. The entries in the VAL-LIT-AREA for OPR’s and validity checks 
are as follows: 
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c. Subroutines. 

(1) OMLPX 

(a) Function. The function of OMLPX is to call the 

appropriate subroutines which process the Data Source Description (DSD) 
and store the Data Source Table (DST) on the M1DMS Library. 

(b) Calling Sequence. 

ENTPf 'OMLP' 

CALL 'FMCRD' 

CALL 1FMPRI' 

CALL 1FMSCAN' 

CALL 'FMSCAN2' 

CALL 'OMFIL* 

CALL 'OMGRP' 

CALL 'OMSUB' 

CALL 'OMREC' 

CALL 'OMRWP' 

CALL 'OMFLD' 

CALL 'OMWRP' 

CALL 'OMWRT' 

CALL 'OMOPR' 

USING 

USING 

USING 

USING 

USING 

USING 

USING 

USING 

USING 

USING 

USING 

USING 

USING 

USING 

FM-DD LP-DD 

FM-INPUT END-SW 

PRT-LINE CC 

FM-DD 

FM-DD 

FM-DD OM-DD 

FM-DD OM-DD 

FM-DD OM-DD 

FM-DD OM-DD 

FM-DD OM-DD 

FM-DD LP-DD OM-DD 

FM-DD LP-DD OM-DD 

FM-DD OM-DD LP-DD 

FM-DD LP-DD OM-DD 

(c) Program Description. 

OMLP- 1A and OMLP-3. 

fSnctioMa8Inh8/rif eaCh Card and Perform the basic card scanning 
fsthp M* f0r comment cards> continuation cards as well 
as the first and image of a given card type 

QMLP-SCAN1 and OMLP-SCAN2. 

These paragraphs scan the first card Image of a given card type and 

OMLP-SUBRT " CardS bUlldl"s “ord tablcs £or “ch «r<i type. 

^Calls the appropriate subroutine to process the DSD card type. 

Wraps up the final record and providing no errors were encountered 

îâb^Llbïary ^18 t0 “rite the DSD on the 
OMLP-WRITE. 

OMLP-SÍÍ-80^™"lte Pr08r“ t0 Place tha DSD ln tba “»1» library. 

FMLpScontrol ^ ^ “aa aPaa‘«ad the 

(d) Limitations. None. 
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OMLP-SUBRT 

Perform 

OMLP-2A 

Perform 

OMLP-SCAN1 
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OMLP-SUBRT 

OMLP-SCAN!_ 

Calls FMSCAN 

to process 

first card 

of a group 

0MLP-SCAN2 

Calls FMSCAN 

to process 

continuation 

cards 

OMLP-FILE-EXIT 

If OPR-SW is 

not=0 call 

OPR programs; 
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(2) OMLPFIL 

the FILE cardi^eywôrds^earuVïhTnLF0' TPFIL 18 t0 Pr<>CeSS 
These phrases are edited If »ë ^ Parameters Into phrases. 

diagnostics are provided! The inL™«^ ^ FÎLESL"d£iisCatiI,nS• 
incorporated into the DST. d 1 

(b) Calling Sequence. 

LNTRY 'OMF1L' USING FM-DÛ OM-DD 
CALL 'FMPRT' USING PRT-LINE CC 

(c) Program Description. 

OMLPFIL. 

Determines if a file card has been processed. If so an error 
i . S Printed and control is passed to OMLPX. If not it 

FIL_1 nitiallzes counters, switclies and hold areas. 

FIL-2TeStS t0 See Íf 311 WOrdS haVe been Processed. 

Scans card for keywords and branches 
when one is found. 

FIL-3, FIL-3E, FIL-3F, FIL-4A. 

to appropriate paragraph 

These paragraphs edit the RECORD CODE phras 
the DST as follows! e and make entries in 

FIL-3E sets FIL-NON-SW. 

FIL-4C sets FIL-REC-HOP and FIL-REC-LEN. 

FIL-4 enters the error action code for this phrase in FIL-REC-ERK. 

LFîsï-™itSFÎÎe1LFf™D(PhyaSe/',d the ID in the FIL-ID- 
Liai FIL-ID-LEN la initialized to 0 for each FTT-in-WAMF 
to be used as a check to insure that all namoo d ID,NAME isure cnat all names appear in the DSD. 

nLlNÜ^FÍELDhinSíZEfParTter a"d St°reS U ln "hE-REC-SIZE. 
field™h"h^s ëhr ! to right Justify the SIZE in a BCD 
as 80. ed t0 PII-REC-SIZE. This is initialized 

odits the Sequence/Order Te«?»- Fi'oia 
FILE-SEQ-ORD FILE-SEQ-ORD-SW indicates whëheë u““."“ “ ^ 
Sequence or Order field (FIL-9/FIL-11) fti in . \ 
action code in FIL-SEQ-ORD-ERR. ‘fuÜ¿ set. ^R-"» uM'Z 
phrase is encountered. OMLPX will call the OPR program. 
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(d) Limitations. If a file record code is specified, its 
length cannot exceed 10 characters. The size of the input records 
default to 80 characters, and cannot exceed 9999 chp ^cters. 
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FIL-8 8 FIL-9 

Print: 
OPR MUS' ' 
BE LAST 
WttfiW 
PRESENT 

-o 
Print: 
OPR MUST 
BE LAST 
MHEM 

YES 

■© 
Set FIL 
SIZE-SW 

to 1 

Move 1 to 
FIL-SEQ-SW 
FIL-SEQ-OR )-SW 
Mgyg OtP flL-SEQ-ORD-CK 

Print: 
INVALID 
SIZE 
PARAMETER 

Print: 
SEQ/ORDEF 
TEST 

FIELD 
OMITTED 

INVALID 
;size 
|SPECIFICAf]|lON 

I Perform 
FIL-NUM- 
¡FLD-MOVE 

IF »0 
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(3) OMLPGRP 

rirvilr“““ »• 
GROUP card is incorporated into the DST. 

(b) Calling Sequence. 

ENTRY 1OMGRP' USING FM-DD CM-DD 
CALLS ’FMPRT1 USING PRT-LINE CC 

(c) Program Description. 

OMLPGRP. 

--- - - 
GRP 3, GRP-3A and PERFORM-GRP-SCAN. 

GRP-4The8e Para8raphs edit the GROUP-ID phrase. 

TEMprforRríD~NAfIE\GRP"ID‘LEN and G8P-NAME-CK into GRP-ID-LIST- 

the^CRP-ID-LIST^of ^ ^ ID ^ ^ 
GRP-5, GRP7. 

Branche8etoeappropriate°errortprint^rldtiWhen ^ ÍS PreSent* an error. P int routlne «Pon encountering 
GRP-6. 

Determines whether error action code is vaHH a ^ u, 

GRP^Îes-UsÏ-T^“ Phra8e- E"ters VaIld »”“•> into 
GRP-9. 

GRP-10tOrCS the fle<)Ue"Cy C°de ln Gk?-TRa> i" ». GRP-TYPES-LIST. 

Stores the error action code in GRP-FREQ-ERROR. 

that can be ^Th^e f 15 ^68 
50 GROUP TYPE names that can be specked rÏÏï a ! °f 
when file code none is specified/ * d‘ d 8 invalid 
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(4) OMLPREC 

the RECORD car^ The function of OMLPREC is to process 

ZxFr- =s ph—• 

-CORD carets 'incorporated ^ °" 

(b) Calling Sequence. 

ENTRY 'OMREC' USING FM-DD OM-DD 
CALL 'FMPRT' USING PRT-LINE CC 

(c) Program Description. 

OMLPREC. 

was^pecifled "f“ Vall<l at thlS polo<;- » “1* coda none 
passed Sack Jo MLMr0rp'”rSa8e U Prl"ted and contro1 ls 
no fields. ’ ri"tS uarn1"* “essage if record has 

REC-1. 

R£C-Ú?ltlallZeS COUnUrS' suUche8- and hold areas. 

Identifies keywords and branches to appropriate section c„ 
process specified phase HP p te Section to 

REC-2. 

Edits and processes the record type phrase Tf th* ^ j 
was previously specified on the SSouS ÍS«Í lí hSÏ k tyP<i 
as a GRP-TYPE in the GRP-TYPES-LIST P if H been stored 
to the GRP-TYPES-LIST anH n0t added 

In either case the locaUon oVfnth '"'î °f ° in GRP-FR^« 
GRP-TYPES-LIST will be stored In SeM^pS Í” Z 
REC-TYPE-LIST KtL 0RF POINT in the 

REC-3. 

Edits the size parameter and stores it in RFr cr?* ^ .u 
REC-TYPE-LIST. ic in KLC-SIZE in the 

REC-4. 

Sets FM-OPR-SW if an operator is present. 

(d) Limitations, 
in the REC-TYPE-LIST. The SIZE 

specified. When specified size 

There is a maximum of 50 records 
defaults to 80 when no size is 
cannot exceed 9999. 
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(5) OMLPFLD 

keywords on th^FIEuTclrd'aÍí"0“0“ o£ 0ra-PFLI> 1» to Identify 
process each phrase d CaU “PPtoprlate subprograms to 

(b) Calling Sequence. 

ENTO ’OMFLD* USING FM-DD LP-DD OM-nn 
CALE OMINT- USING FM-OD OM-DD “i» 
CALL ' OMPSS' USING FM-DD OM-DD 
CALL 'OMRNG' USING FM-DD OM-DD LP-DD 
CALL 1OMPRO' USING FM-DD OM-DD 

cm! 'nS.' USING 3M-DD LP-DD CALL OMSBR' USING FM-DD OM-DD 
CALL 'FMPRT* USING PRT-LINE CC 

(c) Program Description. 

OMLPFLD. 

R JuÜLltaiÄ ^ -INT to do basic 

îr/n':sjrx::dP: % arn$e\hto appropriata of c„dmg. 
subprograms, which edU S^nh»^ ! !eCtl°"8 »«form calls to 
return. * the phrase* make entries in the DST, and 

FLD-23. 

mpSOpT°PR'SW if an °PR PhraSe Was identified. OMLPX will call 
FLD-6. 

FLD-gCalls 0M^SS when the field is periodic. 

FLD-12?118 0MLPRNG t0 Procesa the RANGE phrase. 

FLD-14allS 0MLPPR° to Process the PROFILE phrase. 

FLD-21?11S 0MLPVAL t0 Pr°cess the VALUE phrase. 

Calls OMLPSBR to process the SUBCON or SUBCHK phrases. 

(d) Limitations. None. 
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(6) OMLPINT 

(a) Function. OMLPINT performs basic initialization 
prior to processing the field card. This program examines only 

íSt,tW0L0r three WOrdS °n the card‘ 11 determines if the 
ínpld i8,1” FFT’ validates the field name and saves its relative 
HOP and length. If the VAR option is specified, field HOP and 
length are processed in OMPSS. 

(b) Calling Sequence. 

ENTRY 'OMINT' USING FM-DD OM-DD LP-DD 

CALL 'FMPRT' USING PRT-LINE CC 

CALL 'MOVCMT1 USING FM-DATA-WORD CNT10 LENGTHA 

FLD-LEN CNT11 LENGTHS 

CONTINUE-SAVE 

(c) Program Description. 

FLD-1. 

Initializes the first record if record code none was specified 
on the FILE card. pcciixea 

FLD-1A. 

Initializes counters, switches, and hold areas. Edits field 
name and saves it if it's valid. 

FLD-2. 

Searchs LR11 to determine if field is defined in the FFT The 

position in LR11 is saved in FLD-LR¿-POINT in the field-list 

FLD-2A DST' FLD"H0P and FLD'LEN are inlt*alized at zero. 

FLD_3Stores the FLD_H0P and FLD-LEN from the given HOP and LOP. 

Determines the location of the field in the FFT and stores the 
location in FLD-LR2-P0INT in the field-list 

FLD-4. 

Compares DSD FIELD-SIZE to FFT FIELD-SIZE. If the DSD FIELD is 

FLD-SUBrn^rifwarning mfsage is printed; if it’s larger, 

specified^ ^ 1S ^ t0 1* In the iatter case a SUBCON must be 

FLD-4A. 

levels63 the fleld name Wlth the ID liStS °n the file and grouP 
FIL-REC-IDS. 

Computes the subscript that points to the first field of a 
record type. 
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FLD-4C. 
Identifies those fields that may have blank input during the 
update phase. If blanks are allowed, FLD-SKIP is set to 1; 

otherwise, it is set to 2. 

(d) Limitations. The REC-IDS-LIST has a limit of 100 entries. 

The FIELD-LIST has a limit of 300 entries. 
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(7) OMLPOPR 

(1) The purpose of OMLPOPR is to process a part of the 
OPR phrase and call other subroutines to process remaining elements 
of the phrase. 

(2) Calling Sequence. 

ENTRY 'OMOPR' 
CALL ’FMPRT’ 
CALL 1OMCPR?1 

CALL ’0M0PR3’ 
CALL '0M0PR4’ 

USING FM-DD LP-DD OM-DD 
USING PRT-LINE CC 
USING FM-DD OM-DD LP-DD 
USING FM-DD OM-DD LP-DD 
USING FM-DD OM-DD LP-DD 

(3) Program Description. 

OMLPOPR and OPR-1. 
Initializes switches. 

OPR-1A. 

Checks the value set in FM-OPR-SW and branches to initilize 
the file, record, or field level as appropriate. 

OPR-2. 

Sets VAL-TYPE to 6 in the VAL-LIST for an OPR and sets the HOP 
for the OPR literal in the data string VAL-LIT-AREA, in 
VAL-LIT-HOP in the VAL-LIST. VAL-LIT-LEN is incremented 
throughout the program as the different formats have varying 
literal lengths. If the second word in the phrase is followed 
by a comma, the OPR is conditional and FM-OPR-COND-SW is set 
to 1 and 0MLP0P2 is called. Upon return from OMLPOP2 the 
OPR-RETURN-SW is a 1, 2, 3, or 4. A branch is taken either 
to 0PR-1B which prints an OPR-phrase in complete diagnostic, 
or CALL-OMOPR3 which calls OMOPR3 and OMOPR4, or OPR-4 which 
completes processing of the parameter, or OPR-3 which processes 
a literal, depending on OPR-RETURN-SW. 

CALL-OMOPR3. 

If the format Is type 1, 0M0PR3 is called followed by a call to 
0M0PR4. The return codes from this double call are 1, 2, and 3 
indicating a multiple OPR specification, incomplete OPR phrase, 
and complete OPR phrase respectively. When multiple OPR 

specifications are given in a single phrase, those specifications 
following the first one are coded as OPR-TYPE-6. 

OPR-3. 

Edits the literal in the OPR specification and moves it into the 
VAL-LIT-AREA and branches to paragraph CALL-OMOPR3. 

OPR-4. 

Initiates processing of another OPR phrase if the error action 
code of the proceeding OPR phrase was 0 for an OR condition. 
OMLPOPR verifies that conditional and unconditional OPR's have 
not been mixed for the same field and record using the VAR 
option. 
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(d) Limitations. OMLPOPR provides entries primarily to the 

VAL-LIST and VAL~LIT~AREA. The number of OPR specifications is 

limited by the 50 words per card in the DSD. There may be 600 

entries in the VAL-LIST including OPR's and validity checks. The 

VAL-LIT-AREA cannot exceed 5000 characters. 
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(8) 0MLP0P2 

(a) Function. The function of 0MLP0P2 is to process 
the second parameter of a conditional operator phrase. If the 
operator is a Type D, the third parameter is also processed. 

(b) Calling Sequence. 

ENTRY '0M0PR2' USING FM-DD OM-DD LP-DD 
CALL 'FMPRT' USING PRT-LINE CC 

(c) Program Description. 

0MLP0PR2. 

Checks to see if OPR Type B is present. 
OPR-SCAN. 

Checks for alpha field. 
OPR-2. 

Determines the length and low order position of the literal. 
Saves the length in VAL-LIT-LEN and puts the literal in the 

VAL-LIT-AREA. 
OPR-3. 

If the field is alphabetic edits the field name and stores it 
in the OPR-NAME-LIST-TEMP. Increments VAL-LIT-LEN. If the 
operator is a file operator phrase, the next position in 
VAL-LIT-AREA is stored in FIL-OPR-LIT-POINT. 

0PR-4A. 

Stores the next available location in VAL-LIT-AREA in OPR-VAL- 
LIT-HOP in the OPR-NAME-LIST-TEMP. 

OPR-4. 

Validates the operator for Type C or D. If invalid, an error 
message is printed. 

(d) Limitations. The OPR-NAME-LIST-TEMP and FIL-OPR- 
NAME-LIST can have no more than 40 entries in them. 
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(9) OMLPOPJ 

(a) Function. ITie function OMLPOP3 is to continue 

processing of the OPR phrase. Specifically, this subprogram converts 

the operation in the OPR phrase to a two digit numeric code, and 

insures that the operation specified meets required logical 
prerequisites. 

(b) Calling Sequence. 

ENTRY '0M0PR3' USING FM-DD OM-DD LP-DD 

CALL 'FMPRT' USING PRT-LINE CC 

(c) Program Description. 

0MLP0PR3 

Converts the opcode to a two digit numeric code. If opcode is 
invalid for the field, print an error messaue. 

OPR-VAL. 

For the special operations, OPR-VAL insures that logic 

prerequisites are met (i.e., GER cannot be use when VAR option 
is present). 

OPR-13 thru 0PR-13E. 

When conventional operation codes are used these paragraphs 
process logic prerequisites. 

OPR-5, 0PR-5A, OPR-5B. 

Sets DPR-retorn-8« to 1, 2, or 3 respectively and returns control 
to the calling program. 

Limitations. None. 
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(10) OMLPOP4 

(a) Function. The function of 0MLP0P4 is to continue 

processing the OPR phrase. More specifically, it further validates 

the OPR and edits the error action code. If the OPR is good after 
this final edit it is placed in the DST. 

(b) Calling Sequence. 

ENTRY 'ÜM0PR4' USING FM-DD OM-DD LP-DD 

CALI 'FMPRT' USING PRT-LINE CC 

CALL 'MOVNUM' USING FM-DATA-WORD CNT10 

LENGTHA VAL-LIT-AREA 

CNT11 LENGTHB 

EXIT-SW2 

(c) Program Description. 

OMLPOPR4. 

Upon entering OMLPOPR4 further OPR processing is determined by 

a branch to OPR-5, 0PR-5A or OPR-5B depending on the value of 
OPR-RETURN-SW. 

OPR-5. 

If the OPR is on the field card level and is present in the 

FFT and is not a VSC or PSC and OPR is not a control field 

with an opcode of GENU or GECU then it is legal. 
0PR-5B. 

This paragraph validates the OPR for the VAR, FIELD, and 

control field levels. It identifies OPR types 1 and 2 and 

saves the internal numeric operation code. 
OPR-5D. 

This oaragraph edits the error action code and stores a 

numeric code in VAL-ERR in VAL-LIST. If code is invalid, an 
error message is printed. 

0PR-5E. 

If allowable blank fields have been specified, set appropriate 

level switches. When OPR-SUP-SW is 0, no allowable blank fields 
were specified for the DSD. 

0PR-6B. 

This paragraph validates the hOP and LOP and moves them into 
the VAL-LIT-AREA. 

OPR-8. 

Once an OPR on the FIELD card has passed the edit thru 

paragraph OPR-5B, a branch is made to OPR-8 where the interal 

numeric code is moved to the VAL-LIT-AREA. 

(<*) Limitations. OMLPOP4 makes entries in VAL-LIST and 

VAL-LIT-AREA. There may be 600 entries in VAL-LIST and VAL-LIT-AREA 
cannot exceed 5000 characters. 
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(11) OMLPRNG 

(a) Function, hmlprng edi«-* l:.o rampu u . ■ 

Lh"hl?fuset/orMt is —«. phrase 
r this format, error messages are eiven Tnfn™.„n 

from this phrase is validated, interpreted and s^red Ín “e DST. 

(h) Calling Sequence. 

ENTRY 'OMRNG' 
CALL 'FMPRT' 
CAJ.L 'MOVNUM' 

USING FM-DD OM-DD 
USING PRT-LINE CC 

USING FM-DATA-LINE CNT10 
LELGTHA 

VAL-LIT-AREA CNT11 
LENGTHB EXIT-SW2 

(c) Program Description. 

FLD-9. 

Initializes VAL TYPE ("1" for low range and "9" for m k 
and m-M, (..3..) in the VA1.L1SI_ FLD-VAL-GT i h 

LIST is incremented for each validity check MOW.imY 
to move the Range Literal to the VAL-LIT-AREA ^ unv Í 
set in the Vat-ttt uad j a, , AREA. Its HOP is 
VAL-LIST. LIT'H0P and ÍtS len«th ln VAL-LIT-LEN in the 

FLD-10B. 

Moves the error action code to VAL-ERR in the VAL-LIST. 

range checks on^a field^burônlv^O^1^"0 1Ímít t0 the number of 

field. The VAL-LIT-AREA cannoï exceed SOOO^a :PeClfled ^ 3 
LIST has a ma> -num of 500 entries SifÎlî ! 'ff8 and the VAL- 
and special operators. ntrles* This includes all validity checks 
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(12) OMLPVAL 

(a) Function. The function of OMLPVAL is to edit the 

value phrase on the field card insuring that the user format is 

correct. If errors are detected in this format, appropriate error 

messages are given. Information from this phrase is validated, 

interpreted, and stored in the DST. This program insures that 

table sizes are not exceeded. 

(b) Calling Sequence. 

ENTRY 'OMVAL' 

CALL 'FMPRT’ 

CALL ’KOVNUM' 

CALL 'MOVALF' 

USING FM-DD OM-DD LP-DD 

USING PRT-LINE CC 

USING FM-DATA-WORD CNT10 LENGTHA 

VAL-LIT-AREA CNT11 LENGTHS 

EXIT-SW2 

USING FM-DATA-WORD (OR FM-LIT-DATA) 

CNT10 LENGTHA 

VAL-LIT-AREA 

CNT11 LENGTHS 

(c) Program Description. 

FLD-14A. 

Determines whether the validity check is a full field value or 

if it uses partial field addressing and branches to appropriate 

paragraph. 

FLD-15. 

If the value check does not use partial field addressing 

determine if the value is a literal or a nonliteral. 

FLD-16. 

If the value is a literal, see if it is numeric; if it is, see 

if the value is blank. 

FLD-16B. 

If the value is a nonliteral, determine whether the field is 

defined as numeric and if so move the data to the VAL-LIT-AREA 

by branching to a paragraph which performs FLD-MOVE-MJM. If 

the field is alpha, a branch is made to a paragraph which 

performs FLD-MOVE-ALPHA. 

FLD-17. 

If partial field addressing is used, move the relative HOP of 

the field to VAL-LIT-AREA and store the value using MOVALF. 

FLD-18 thru FLD-19. 

These paragraphs perform further processing of the literal and 

full field parameters. They compute VAL-LIT-LEN and VAL-LIT-CNT 

determines if the field is alpha or numeric and branch to the 

appropriate paragraph to m^ve the field to the VAL-LIT-AREA. 
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(13) OMLPPRO 

(1) Function. Edits the PROFILE /alidity check phrase 
on the field card. If errors are detected appropriate error messages 

are printed. Information from this phrase is validated, interpreted 
and stored in the DST. 

(2) Calling Sequence. 

ENTRY 'OKPRO' USING FM-DD OM-DD 

Call 'FMPRT' USING PRT-LINE CC 

CALL 'MOVALF' USING GROUP-HOLD CNT10 LENGTHA 

VAL-LIT-AREA CNT11 LENGTHB 
EXIT-SW 

(3) Program Description. 

FLD-12A. 

FLD-12A increments FLD-VAL-CT in the FIELI>-LIST and sets the HOP 

for tne profile literal in the data string VAL-LIT-AREA in 
VAL-LIT-HOP in the VAL-LIST. 

FLD-12C. 

Converts each character of the profile to a two digit numeric code 
FLD-13D. 

Stores this converted string in the VAL-LIT-AREA, enters VAL-LIT- 

LEN ia the VAL-LIST, and enters a 2 for PROFILE in VAL-TYPE in the 

VAL-LIST. FLD-14 stores the error action code in VAL-ERR. 
FLD-13A. 

Will branch to FLD-12A when multiple profiles are specified 
FLD-14. F 

Edits and stores the error action code in VAL-ERR in the VAL-LIST. 

(^) Limitations. A maximum of 52 profile characters 

may describe one field. There is no limit of profile checks on a 

field, but only 50 words may be specified on the field card. The 

VAL-LIT-AREA cannot exceed 5000 characters. There is a maximum of 

600 entries in the VAL-LIST. This includes all validity checks and 
operations. 
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(14) OMLPSBR 

* nhrncoc < 0MLpSBR edits the SUBCON and SUBCHK 
phrases insuring that the user format is correct This formar 

documented 1„ the MIDMS User's Reference Manual, Chapíer 3 Íf 

given8 aínforMtíed í" '"‘ã appr0prlate errpp "p^ãges are 

and scored ?níê Ssír0" " 8888 ualldated' i"terpreted, 

(b) Calling Sequence. 

ENTRY ’OMSBR* USING FM-DD OM-DD 

CALL 'FMPRT' USING PRT-LINE CC 

CALL 'MOVALF' USING FM-LIT-DATA CNT10 LENGTHA 

VAL-LIT-AREA CNT11 LENGTHS 

(c) Program Description. 

OMLPSBR. 

There are multiple formats of the SUBCON/SUBCHK phrase. The key 

phrase88 SS K avhy?'‘8n í0110“1"8 the Sedd"d “°pd phrase. OMLPSBR checks for this hyphen and if it is found 

appropriate coding is executed. If a hyphen is present, it may 

or may not be preceeded by a literal, but it must be followed 

a^ubroutin^name3"16, “ ÍS n0 hyphen’ the Word must be 
FLD-21. 

FLD-MWE2dateS the SUbrOUtine name and moves it to the VAL-LIT-AREA. 

FLD-MOVE-LITthe SUbr0U,:ine name in the VAL-LIT-AREA. 

FLi^2^es the literal preceding the hyphen to the VAL-LIT-AREA. 

Stores the numeric error action code in VAL-ERR in the VAL-LIST. 

a u ^ Limitations. Multiple subroutine names may be 
specified; however, the interlinkage must be set up by the user Only 

nam¡ Is cL^deí^r“ E8dh S“bPdd“”' 

% 
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(15) OMLPPSS 

(a) Function. Processes the PSSQ entry if the field 
is defined as periodic. If errors are detected in format, 

appropriate error messages are printed. Information from’this phrase 
is validated and stored in the DST. 

(b) Calling Sequence. 

ENTRY 'OMPSS' USING FM-DD OM-DD 

CALL 'FMPRT' USING PRT-LINE CC 

CALL 'MOVCMP' USING FM-DATA-WORD CNT10 

LENGTHA 

FLD-PSS-LEN CNT11 

LENGTHB CONTINUE-SAVE 

(c) Program Description. 

OMLPPSS. 

Scans the first word to determine if it is alpha or numeric. 

FLD-6ß1Pha fíeld are handled fay FLD-bB and numeric fields by FLD-6D. 

Edits the name and stores it in FLD-PSS in the FlFT.n-T tsj. 

FLD-6D. 

Stores the HOP-LOP pair as a HOP and LEN in FLD-PSS-HOP and 
FLD-PSS-LEN in the FIELD-LIST. 

FLD-7F. 

Checks for the OPR phrase which should b 

following the VAR option if it is used. 
¿ present immediately 

is 200. 
(d) Limitations . Maximum entries in the PSS-LIST-TEMP 
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(16) OMLPWRP 

(a) Function. OMLPWRP completes final processing of 
the DST checking basic information that could not be checked 
logically before the entire DSD was read. 

(b) Calling Sequence. 

ENTRY 'OMWRP1 USING FM-DD LP-DD OM-DD 
CALL 'FMPRf' USING PRT-LINE CC 

(c) Program Description. 

$s 

I 

OMLPWRP. 

Paragraph OMLPWRP .nitiates the following processing. If a 
FILE level SEQ/ORL field is specified, the fields in the DSD 
are searched for a match (FIND-SEQ-ORD-FLD). If a GROUP level 
SEQ/ORD field is specified, the fields in the DSD are searched 
for a match (FIND-SEQ-0RD-FLD2). The GRP-ID fields must be 
specified in at least one record of the DSD (GRP-ID-CK not 
equal to 0). All fields specified in the FILE card should be 
present in the FFT and their size should equal the FFT control 
field size. 

FIL-ID-VALID VIE. 

Stores the relative HOP of the FIL-ID fields in FIL-ID-HOP 
in the FIL-ID-LIST. 

SET-GRP-ID-HOP. 

Stores the relative HOP of the Group ID field in GRP-ID-HOP. 

(d) Limitations. None. 

1 
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(17) OMLPWRT 

(a) 

Table Library. 
Function. To write the DSD tables to the MIDMS 

(b) Calling Sequence. 

ENTRY 'OMWRT' 

CALL ’FMPRT' 

CALL 'DATESUB' 

CALL 'LB' 

(Separate Calls) 

USING FM-DD OM-DD LP-DD 

USING PRT-LINE CC 

USING ITEM-DATE 

USING DSD01 

ORP-TYPES-LIST 

REC-IDS-LIST 

FIL-OPR-NAME-LIST 

REC-FIL-OPR-LIST 
REC-TYPE-ITEM 

FIELD-ITEM 

VAL-ITEM 

VAL-LIT-CHAR 

(c) Program Description. 

OMLPWRT. 

Consists of separate calls of LB writing out tables whose sizes 

are relatively small. The REC-TYPE-LIST, FIELD-LIST, VAL-LIST 

and VAL-LIT-AREA are written onto the MIDMS table library bv 

repetitions of paragraphs WRITE-MORE-RECS, WRITE-MORE-FIELDS 

WRITE-MORE-VALS and WRITE-MORE-LITS espectively. ’ 

(d) Limitations. None. 
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(18) OMLPRWP 

(a) Function. The function of OMLPRWP is to complete 

processing of a record after all field cards for that record have 

been processed. 

(b) Calling Sequence. 

ENTRY 'OMRWP1 USING FM-DD OM-DD 

CALL 'FMPRT' USING PRT-LINE CC 

(c) Program Description. 

OMLPRWP. 

Performs conditioned searches of the field names that occur 

within the record for the following information. If a FILE 

SEQ/ORD field was specified and the field is in the record, 

the subscript of the field in FIELD-LIST is stored ir. REC- 

FILE-SEQ-ORD in the REC-TYPE-LIST. If a GROUP SEQ/ORD field was 

specified and it occurs in the record, the subscript of the 

field is stored in REC-GRP-SEQ-ORD in the REC-TYPE-LIST. If 

any of the specified GRP-ID fields were present in the record 

(compared on the field level) then all must be present. The 

GRP-ID-LIST is checked to verify this. The subscript of the 

field name matching the GRP-ID is stored in REC-IDS-FLD in the 

REC-IDS-LIST, and the subscript of the GRP-ID in the GRP-ID- 

LIST is stored in REC-IDS-NO in the REC-IDS-LIST. The 

subscript of the first REC-IDS-LIST entry for the GRP-ID found 

in the record is stored in REC-GRP-ID in the REC-TYPE-LIST. 

OPR-NAME-VALIDATION. 

Checks OPR-NAME-LIST-TEMP to verify that those fields named on 

the record level are present on the field level for that 

record. If the OPR field name occurred on the file level, 

the subscript of the field name in the FIELD-LIST is stored in 

REC-FIL-OPR-FLD in the REC-FIL-OPR-LIST. 

CK-TYPE5-0PRS. 

Checks to see that the OPR field lengths are equal. 

0PR-PHASE4. 

Moves the HOP of the name in VAL-LIT-AREA (OPR-VAL-LIT-HOP in 

the OPR-NAME-LIST-TEMP) to the VAL-LIT-AREA. 

F1ND-PSS-SUBSCRIPT. 

If periodic fields are described in the record and these fields 

use a field name to give the location of the PSSQ compare the fiel 

name with FLO-PSS subscripted by PSS-FLD-POINT in the FIELD-LIST. 

The name in FLD-PSS must occur in a field card ior that record. 

(d) Limitations. The only table used by the program is 

REC-FIL-OPR-LIST. It has a maximum of 40 entries. 



3. ERROR MESSAGES. 

; 

$ 

$ 

a. ALREADY SPECIFIED 

(1) OMLPFIL, OMLPGRP, OMLPREC 

^ (2)J Parameter was previously specified on the card, 
the dupe and rerun. Remove 

b. CARD ILLEGAL WITH FILE CODE NONE 

(1) OMLPREC 

specified2»« ïîe nu“ard"d ^ PreSent When "N0NE" ls 

c. DOUBLY DEFINED LMCON 

(1) OMLPINT 

(2) Indicates that a non FFT defined field 
been defined twice. 

d. DUPLICATE RECORD TYPE 

(LM CONSTANT) has 

Record 

(1) OMLPREC 

(2) Indicated record type name has been used previously, 
types must be unique. ^ 

e. DSD FIELD LARGER THAN FFT FIELD, SUBCO! MISSING 

(1) OMLPFLD 

(2) User must specify a conversion program. 

f. DST, DSD or LOG REQUIRED 

FMLPVAL 

The second word of the FMLP control card has to be DST, 

(1) 

(2) 
DSD or LOG. 

0 
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g. DSD NAME MUST END IN Ü 

(1) 

(2) 
letter D. 

FMLPVAL 

The last character of the DSD name has to be the 

h. DST SIZE GREATER THAN PROGRAMMED MAXIMUM 

(1) OMLPWRT 360 only 

(2) The total US! size exceeds 20000 characters. 

i. ERROR CODE 0 ILLEGAL PRECEEDING FIRS OPR 

(1) OMLPFLD 

(2) 0 must be used 
are being used but it should 

after the first OPR when multiple OPR's 

not appear before the first one. 

j. EXCEEDS PROGRAMMED MAXIMUM 

(1) OMLPFIL, OMLPGRP, OMLPREC, OMLPINT 

FLD-LIST-MAX, gSs-mÍT GRp8ID-MAX0M^r ^ CXceeded* Chec 
*vr rirtb MA.,, GRP-II>-MAX, REC-TYPE-MAX, FIL-ID-MAX. 

k. FFS ID FIELDS EXCEED PROGRAMMED MAXIMUM 

(1) OMLPIN1 

c , There is a maximum of 100 record Tn 
figure has been exceeded. d ID fields allowed. ThU 

l. FIELD LOCATION EXCEEDS RECORD DEFINITION 

(1) OMLPINT 

record. ^ SP*Cl£led Mt'"ds the area aaalgaed to th 

m. FIELD MUST BE A LITERAL 

(±) OMLFSBR 

(2) Value test is expecting a literal. 
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n- FILE CARD OUT OF place 

(1) omlpfil, omlpgrp, omlpfld 

<2> F1Ie Card S"OUld card ln the DSD 

FILE ID SIZE El>^ m CONTROL SIZE 

(I) O.WLPWRP 

DSD. and must be equal^ maint«ined throughout all 
equal to the FFT id size. * C 11 Cards in the 

P' FIU REC0R0 C0DE greater ™an 10 

(1) OMLPFIL 

cannot exceed lo'characteis?8111 (dlffer<!"« between HOP and LOP) 

q* frequency code omitted 

(I) OMLPGRP 

"“t Valld,«roup’tJpneC! CCheck°for Pr°Sram for 

r' GR0ÜP ID FIELDS «OORA^o 
(1) OMLPRWP 

(2) Th 

fignre Haa been'I'c^ed? ” °f 100 ■'»cord ID flelda. Thi, 

s. GRP-ID FIELDS OMITTED 

il) OMLPWRP 

(2) The GROUP 10 fd u 

eXiSt in a"E -- bbe^s8^^/^ GROUP card did not 

HOP GREATER THAN LOP, LOCATION REJECTED 

(D OMLPINT, OMLPPSS, OMLPFIL 

be greater. R record code. PSSQ location field. LOP 
must always 



u. ID OMITTED FROM PREVIOUS RECORD 

(1) OMLPRWT 

(2) A GROUP ID field whs omitted from the previous record. 

V. ILLEGAL FOR RECID 

(1) OMLPOP3 

(2) The OPR code specified cannot be used on a Record ID 
field. 

w. ILLEGAL PROFILE CHARACTERS 

(1) OMLPPRO 

(2) Character(s) used is not a valid test character. See 

MIDMS User’s Reference Manual for list of profile test characters. 

X. ILLEGAL RUN SPECIAL...CODE IGNORED 

(1) FMLPVAL 

(2) Not one of the valid run special keywords. Should be 

PROGRAM, SUBROUTINE, DELETE, or DUMPDSD. Check your FMLP control 

card for spelling or possible omission of keyword. 

y. ILLEGAL RUN TYPE 

(1) FMLPVAL 

(2) Acceptable run types are 0 for Ordinary Maintenance, S 

for Single File LM and F for File to File LM or File Retrieval. 

z. ILLEGAL VAR CONTROL FIELD LENGTH 

(1) OMLPRWP, OMLPWRP, OMLPPSS 

(2) Field length must be eight characters long, 

aa. ILLEGAL WITH OTHER UNCONDITIONAL OPR 

(1) OMLPOPR 

keyword ^ °ne unconditional OPR can occur following the OPR 
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ab. ILLEGAL KITH ^CONDITIONAL RECID REP REG GER OPRS 

(1) OMLPOPR 

(2) The OPR codee specified are nutually exclusive. 

ac. ILLEGAL WITH VAR OPTION 

(1) OMLPOP4 

(2) Only OPRS legal with VAR are: REP, GEC. REG. ATV, CHV. 

ad. INVALID CHANGE LENGTH HOP 

(1) OMLPOP4 

not numeric. hiSh POSlti°" «« either too long or 

at'. INVALID CHARACTER BETWEEN TEST VALUE AND OPCODE 

(1) OMLPOPR 

^ ^ hyphen should corae between tpQt- vai. 0 j 
it represents. en Cest vaiue and the opcode 

af. INVALID DSD or LOG NAME 

(1) FMLPVAL 

(2) Name should be five charaprovo 
an alpha character. n® anc^ must begin with 

ag. INVALID ERROR ACTION CODE 

(D OMLPFIL, OMLPGRP, OMLPRNG, OHLPVAL, OMLPPRO, OMLPSBR, OMLP, 

In the MIDMS User's^eference'Manual ""'d' be °f theSe sPeolfied 
for the particular card^p^hll^^eh^i1^1' 

ah. INVALID FREQUENCY CODE 

(1) OMLPGRP 

ru , a- (2) Frequency code must be an 'A' or *n' 
Check tor invalid characters. ° y Iluinber 0 to 9. 
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al. INVALID GROUP TYPE CODE 

(1) OMLPGRP 

(2) Check the length of the code. 

aj. INVALID INPUT RECORD HOP 

(1) OMLPOP4 

(2) The high order position indicated was either too long 

or not numeric. 

ak. INVALID LITERAL 

(1) OMLPVAL 

(2) Length of literal must equal field size. Check that 
literal is not equal to zero, or too long. 

al. INVALID LOCATION SPECIFICATION 

(1) OMLPFIL, OMLPINT, OMLPPSS 

(2) Location must be all numeric. 

am. INVALID LOP 

(1) 0MLP0P2 

(2) The LOP field is too large or contains a number greater 
than the source input record size. 

an. INVALID MAJOR FILE NAME 

(1) FMLPVAL 

(2) Last character of name must be an A or T. 

ao. INVALID MINOR FILE NAME 

(1) FMLPVAL 

(2) Minor file name must be five characters long, the first 
character must be alpha, and the last character must be either A or T. 
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ap. INVALID NAME 

(1) OMLPFIL, OMLPINT, OMLPGRP, OMLPOP2 

or improper léngíb!“ 1S lnValld- Check £or characters 

aq. INVALID OPR FOR FIELD 

field. 

(1) OMLPOP4 

(2) The OPR code indica-.ed cannot be used on the specified 

ar. INVALID PARAMETER 

(1) OMLPOPR, OMLPFIL, 
OMLPOP3, OMLPOP4 

OMLPREC, OMLPFLD, OMLPGRP, OMLPOP2, 

ard type.Parameter9 0" either "l8slr” or applieable 

as. INVALID PARTIAL FIELD 

(1) OMLPVAL 

ij Partial field must begin with numer 
field position number. Check for zero alphabet! 
c ndiTcictcrs« 

c entry indicating 

or special 

at. INVALID PSS HOP 

(1) OMLPPSS 

(2) HOP cannot be zero. 

au. INVALID RECOID CODE 

(1) OMLPREC 

(2) Address length cannot exceed 9999 or 4 characters. 

av. INVALID RECORD CODE ADDRESS 

(1) OMLPFIL 

(2) Address length should not exceed four characters. 
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aw. INVALID SIZE PARAMETER 

(1) OMLPFIL 

J2) ^ parameter ls P^bably too large. Must be four 
characters or less. 

ax. INVALID SIZE SPECIFICATION 

(1) OMLPFIL, OMLPREC, OMLPPSS 

(2) lake sure size is numeric and four characters or less. 

ay. INVALID SUBROUTINE NAME 

(1) OMLPSBR 

ind ^<2eL inbsr!UtlM 'n,,St be flVe alphatetic, 

az. INVALID TEERMINATOR BETWEEN HOP AND LOP 

(Ip OMLPFIL 

(2) Record code location must be separated by a hyphen, 

ba. LEGAL ONLY ON FIEi,D CARD 

(1) OMLPOP3 

(2) The whole record opcodes and VAR 
on a FIELD card. option can only be used 

bb. LEGAL ONLY WITH FFT DEFINED FIELD 

(D 0MLP0P3 

(2) The field to be operated on has not been found in the FFT 

be. LITERAL INVALID WITH NUMERIC FIELD 

(1) OMLPVAL 

valúa taáf aCCePtllbe ^ th* *«. oe an oianks. In this case a non-blank was found. 
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bd. LITERAL MISSING 

(1) 0MLP0P2 

(2) A literal is missing. 

be. LOCATION OUTSIDE RECORD 

(1) OMLPPSS 

(2) If the length is greater than the record size, the 
location will be outside the record. 

bf. LOG NAME MUST END IN P 

(1) FMLPVAL 360 only 

(2) Change the last character of the logic package name to a P. 

bg. LOW-RANGE GREATER THAN HI-RANGE 

(1) OMLPRNG 

(2) HI-RANGE must be higher than LOW-RANGE. 

bh. MAJOR EFT NOT ON LIBRARY 

(1) 

(2) 
the name is 

FMLPVAL 360 only 

The file named to be updated cannot be found. Make sure 

correct and the file has been placed on the library. 

bi. MINOR FFT NOT ON LIBRARY 

(1) FMLPVAL 

(2) During a file-to-file run the data source file or the old 

Ue named cannot be found on the library. See if the name is correct 
or it the fils is present. 

bj. MULTIPLE OPRS LEGAL ONLY WITH ERROR CODE 0 

(1) OMLPOPR 

(2) Multiple OPRS when used are connected with error code 0. 

bk. MULTIPLE SUBCONS LEGAL ONLY WITH ERROR CODE 0 

(1) OMLPFLD 

(2) Multiple SUBCONS when used are connected with error code 0 



bd. LITERAL MISSING 

(1) 0MLP0P2 

(2) A literal is missing. 

be. LOCATION OUTSIDE RECORD 

(1) OML^PSS 

location „ai bc'o'taidfÍhéMcord?1 th“ ^ Sl2e> 

bf. LOG NAME MUST END IN P 

(D FMLPVAL 360 only 

(2) Change the last character of the logic package name to a P 

bg. LOW-RANGE GREATER THAN HI-RANGE 

(1) OMLPRNG 

{¿) HI“RANGE must b« higher than LOW-RANGE. 

bh. MAJOR FFT NOT ON LIBRARY 

(1) FMLPVAL 360 only 

the name Is correc^and^the Îûe'hës^been placed on" thelibr^? 

bi. MINOR FFT NOT ON LIBRARY 

(1) FMLPVAL 

file named cannot be fÍuíd on th^libraíy6 ^ if^h6 fUe °r the 0ld 
or if the file is present. library. See if the name is correct 

bj. MULTIPLE OPRS LEGAL ONLY WITH ERROR CODE 0 

(D OMLPOPR 

(2) Multiple OPPS „hen used are connected „ith error code 0. 

bk. MULTIPLE SUBCONS LEGAL ONLY WITH ERROR CODE 0 

(D OMLPFLD 

(2) Multiple SUBCONS „hen used are connected with error code 0, 
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bl. MUST BE NUMERIC 

(1) OMLPVAL, OMLPRNG 

(2) Field in question must be numeric for a valid test. 

bm. OPR MUST FOLLOW HOP AND LOP 

(1) OMLPPSS 

(2) When the PSSQ location is described on a field card that 
field card must contain an OPR immediately after the high order 
position and low order position specification. 

bn. OPR OPTION MUST BE LAST WHEN IT IS U.^ED 

(1) OMLPFIL 

(2) The operational parameter is optional but when used must 
be the last entry on the card. 

bo. OPR TESTFIELD OMITTED FROM PREVIOUS RECORD 

(1) OMLPRWP 

(2) no test fields specified for the operator on the previous 
record. K 

bp. OPR TEST FIELDS OMITTED FROM RECORD 

(1) OMLPRWP 

(2) No tect fields specified for operator. 

bq. PARAMETER ALREADY SPECIFIED 

(1) OMLPREC 

(2) Parameter was previously specified on the card. 

br. PARAMETER MAY NOT FOLLOW OPR 

(1) OMLPOPR 

(2) OPR must be last parameter on field card. 
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bs. PARAMETER MAY NOT FOLLOW SUBCON 

(1) OMLPFLD 

(2) SUBCON cannot be followed by a validity check; can be 
followed only by an OPR. 

bt. PARAMETER MISSING 

(1) OMLPGRP 

(2) Check for missing parameters. 

bu. PARAMETERS NOT COMPLETED 

(1) OMLPGRP, OMLPRNG, OMLPPSS, OMLPVAL, OMLPPRO, OMLPINT 
OMLPOPR, OMLPFIL, OMLPSBR, OMLFREC ’ UnL*LNL> 

(2) Check for incomplete or missing parameters. 

bv. DARTIAL AND FULL FIELD VALUE NOT PERMITTED TOGETHER 

(1) OMLPVAL 

. , ^ ,(2ÎU Elt„her, ful1 field or Partial addressed values can be tested, 
but not both, cfe^k value validity tests. 

bw. PARTIAL LOP GREATER THAN 4 DIGITS 

(1) OMLPVAL 

(2) Largest number is 9999. Check partial LOP to insure that 
it does not exceed this figure. 

bx. PARTIAL SPECIFICATION EXCEEDS FIELD SIZE 

(1) OMLPVAL 

(2) Check that partial field is not larger than FFT field 
length. 

by. PROGRAM MODE REQUIRES RUN TYPE F 

(1) FMLPVAL 

(2) Program mode can only be specified for file to file 
processing. If this is what is desired, change run type to F. 
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bz. PSS SIZE EXCEEDS 3 CHARACTERS 

(1) OMLPRWP, CMIPPSS 

(2) PSSQ field u:ust be one to three characters long. 

ca. PSSQ COUNT EXCEEDS PROGRAMMED MAXIMUM 

(1) OMLPPSS 

(2) PSSQ count as set in OMDDV is exceeded by program. 

cb. RUN TYPE MUST BE 0 

(1) FMLPVAL 

(2) Change run type to 0 if OM run is desired. 

cc. RUN TYPE MUST BE S OR F 

(1) FMLPVAL 

(2) Change run type to either S fo*. Single File LM or F for 

File to File. 

cd. SEQ/OPJ) FIELD OMITTED FROM RECORD 

(1) OMLPWRP 

(2) The sequence or order test field definition was omitted 

from the DSD. 

ce. SEQ/ORD TESTFIELD OMITTED 

(1) OMLPGRP 

(2) The test field has been omitted from the Sequence or Order 

test phrase. 

cf. SEQUENCE/ORDER TEST FIELD OMITTED 

(1) OMLPFIL 

(2) The sequence or order test field name has been omitred 

from the FILE card. 
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cg. SEQUENCE AND ORDER NOT PERMITTED TOGETHER 

(1) OMLPGRP, OMLPFIL 

(2) Both parameters have been specified—must eliminate one. 

ch. SIZE GREATER THAN FIELD SIZE 

(1) OMLPPRO 

(2) Profile specifications larger than field size. 

ci. SIZE MUST EQUAL FIELD SIZE 

(1) OMLPVAL 

(2) The test field must be equal in size to the FFT defined 

field. 

cj. SIZE MUST EQUAL FIELD SIZE-PROCESSING ABORTED 

(1) OMLPRNG 

(2) The test field size exceeds the FFT defined field size. 

ck. SIZE PARAMETER TOO LARGE 

(1) OMLPPSS, OMLPINT 

(2) Size cannot exceed four characters. 

cl. SKIPPING FOR FILE CARD 

(1) OMLPFLD, OMLPREC, OFL-PGRP 

(2) FILE card must be first card in DSD; check sequence of 

your deck. 

cm. SPLIT FIELDS ILLEGAL 

(1) OMLPINT 

(2) When defining a field the user must use a contiguous 

area. There cannot be spaces within a field or intervening fields 

within a group of fields. 
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en. TYPE C OR D TEST FIELDS EXCEED PROGRAMMED MAXIMUM 

(1) OMLPOP2 

(2) The number of test fields is greater than the predefined 
maximum. 

co. TYPE 5 FILE OPR FLD-LENGTHS MUST BE EQUAL 

(1) OMLPRWP 

(2) Test fields used in Type D OPR format are 

compared and therefore, must have equal lengths. 

cp. UNDEFINED NAME 

(1) OMLPWRF, OMLPRWP 

(2) No location specified for name. 

cq. VALIDATION CHECK EXCEEDS PROGRAMMED MAXIMUM 

(1) OMLPPRO, OMLPVAL, OMLPOPR, OMLPSBR, OMLPRNG 

(2) Validation check maximum as set in OMDDV is exceeded by 
program. 

cr. VARIABLE SET REQUIRED WITH VAR 

(1) OMLPINT 

(2) The VAR option is legal only with variable sets. Check 

the type field to see how it has been defined in the FFT. 

cs. VARIABLE SET UPDATE ILLEGAL 

(1) 0MLP0P4 

(2) The Type E OPR format can be used only on a variable field. 

4. WARNING MESSAGES. The following messages are given as indicators 

of conditions that could possibly result in problems if the user were 

left unaware of them. These messages do not interfere with the run 
in any way and are for your information only. 

a. CARD IGNORED IF-FILE RECORD CODE NONE-SPECIFIED 

(1) OMLPGRP 
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(2) A NONE specified on the file card indicates there 

should not be a GROUP card. The group card will be passed over. 

b. DSD FIELD LARGER THAN FFT FIELD, SUBCON PRESENT 

(1) OMLPFLD 

(2) A DSD DEFINED FIELD is larger than the corresponding 

FFT defined field. A conversion subroutine has been specified. 

c. DSD SIZE SMALLER THAN FFT SIZC 

(1) OMLPINT 

(2) Sizes differ but no conversion subroutine is required. 

d. NO OPR FOR FIELD-NOP ASSUMED 

(1) OMLPFLD 

(2) No operation specified on any level. Opcode NOP is 
assumed. 

e. PSSQ MISSING, BLANK ASSUMED 

(1) OMLPFLD 

(2) în a periodic field a PSSQ must be used to indicate the 
subset to be updated. Not found in this instance. 

f. RECORD CARD MISSING, FILE RECORD CODE USED 

(1) OMLPINT 

Í ) Record card should be present unless 'NONE' has been 
specified on file card. 

g. RECORD MAS NO FIELDS-WiLL BE IGNORED BY Ir 

(1) 0M1PREC 

^ - process a record when it is input unless 
FIELD cards are speciiceci. 

h. SIZE LESS THAN FIELD SIZE 

(1) OMLPPRO 
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(2) The size of the profile being used is smaller than the 

field it is being used against. Some part of the field is not 
being validated. 

i. SIZE MISSING, 80 ASSUMED 

(1) OMLPREC, OMLPFIL 

(2) If size parameter not used, IP will assume 80. 

j. SIZE MISSING, FILE SIZE ASSUMED 

(1) OMLPREC 

(2) Size indicated on FILE card is used if no further size 

specifications are listed. 
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CHAPTER 3 

Section III 

File Maintenance (Ordinary) Input Processor (FMIP) 

1. OVERVIEW. 

a. File Maintenance (Ordinary) Input Processor (FMIP) validates 

source data in accordance with previously produced Data Source 

Tables (DST's) and generates a transaction file of validated data. 

Input Processor consists of two load modules: FMIP and FMIPSRT. 

Both are dynamically loaded and executed by the File Maintenance 

Supervisor (the FM load module). In addition, the FMIO load module 

is used for reading cards (control cards and data cards) as well 

as printing FMIP messages. Figure 3-3-1 shows the detailed structure 

of the FMIP load module and Its relationship to FM, FMIO, and 

FMIPSRT. The primary functions of the major FMIP routines are 
as follows: 

b. FMIPX is the Input Processor Supervisor and calls most 

of the other subroutines. In addition, it initializes pseudo 

subset sequence numbers and reads tape source files wien requested 
by FMIPREC and FMIPUN. 

c. FMIPCD analyzes the parameters on FMIP control cards, 

sets appropriate switches and reads File Format and Data Source 

Tables. A table of fields to be confirmed by Maintenance Proper 
is constructed by FMIPCD. 

d. FMIPREC performs the high level processing of source data 

records including validation of DSD-specified record codes, file 
and group ID's, record frequencies, etc. 

e. FMIPVAL performs the detailed field validation as specified 

in the DSD, converts the data by a user subroutine (when required), 

determines the type of maintenance operation, and builds entries 

in a table describing the transactions to update the MIDMS file. 

f. FMIPTRN sorts an input group of transaction table entries 
built by FMIPVAL and writes out transaction records. 

g. FMIPUN handles the preliminary processing of Unit Update 

data replacing FMIPREC. It validates field names, determines 

the type of maintenance operations that are valid, and builds 

a small series of data source tables so that FMIPVAL can check 
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the operation and build an entry in the transaction table. Record 

ID's on the Unit Update card are treated as group ID's for transaction 
record purposes. 

h. FMIPBIN is a binary search program used to find a field 

in FFT Logical Record 11 after being called by FMIPCD or FMIPUN. 

i. FMIPSRT sorts the transaction file produced by FMIPTRN 

so that the transactions can be merged with the MIDMS data file 

during Maintenance Proper. FMIPSRT is not executed when FMIPTRN 

determines that the transaction file is already in the proper 
sort. 

J. The relationships between the FMIP subprograms are illustrated 
by figure 3-3-2. 
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«pp 

FM 

í 
FMIP 

FMIPX 

CALLIO* 

LINK* 

FMIPTRN 

FMIPBIN 

COMARAYS* 

MOVARAYS* 

COMREC* 

MOVALF* 

MOVRAY* 

COMALL* 

COMLIST* 

DELETE* 

LOAD* 

DATESUB* 

YMDSUB* 

FMIPCD FMIPV/X 

OPR34* 
_i__ 

I 
ROLIBV2 FMSCN FMIPUN FMIPREC 

IL 
FMIPSRT 

*ALC Subroutines 

Figure 3-3-1. FM Input Processor (FMiP) Structure for 

IBM S/360 
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Link 

Call 

I/O Call (thourgh CALLIO 

Figure 3-3-2. FM Input Processor (FMIP) Subprogram 

Relationship for IBM S/360 
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2. FILE MAINTENANCE (ORDINARY) INPUT PROCESSOR (FMIP) SUBPROGRAMS, 

a. FMIPX 

(1) Function. To control the execution of the Input Processor 
subprograms, initialize pseudo subset sequence numbers, and read 
tape source data. 

(2) Calling Sequence. 

ENTRY 'FMIP' USING FM-DD. 

CALL 'FMSET' USING FMIO. 

CALL 'FMSCAN' USING FM-DD. 

CALL 'IPCD' USING FM-DD IP-DD DSD-AREA DSD-CHAR (LR11-H0P) 
CALL 'IPREC USING FM-DD IP-DD 

DSD-AREA 

uau-uitAK Ur-KEL-IDS-HOP) 

DSD-CHAR (IP-FIL-OPR-HOP) 

DSD-CHAR (IP-REC-TYPE-HOP) 

DSD-CHAR (IP-FIELD-HOP) -- v--r^-v. R- 

DSD-CHAR (IP-REC-FIL-ÜPR-HOP) DSD-CHAR (IP-VAL-HOP) 
DSD-CHAR (IP-VAL-LIT-HOP) 
input record 

CALL 'IPVAL' USING FM-DD IP-DD 

DSD-CHAR (LR2-HOP) 

DSD-CHAR (IP-REC-TYPE-HOP) 

DSD-CHAR (IP-FIELD-HOP) 

DSD-AREA 

DSD-CHAR (IP-REC-IDS-HOP) 

DSD-CHAR (IP-FIL-OPR-HOP) -r ***-*•* \ xr—r rv.— 

DSD-CHAR (IP-REC-FIL-OPR-HOP) DSD-CHAR (IP-VAL-HOP) 
DSD-CHAR (IP-VAL-LIT-HOP) 

DSD-CHAR (TRANS-ITEM-HOP) _^ 

CALL 'IPTRN' USING IP-DD UNSORTED-TRANS-TAB 
DSD-CHAR (TRANS-TEXT-HOP). 

CALL 'IPUN' USING FM-DD IP-DD 

DSD-CHAR (LR2-HOP) 

DSD-CHAR (IP-REC-TYPE-HOP) 
DSD-CHAR (IP-VAL-HOP) 

DSD-CHAR (IP-UNIT-HOP) 

CALL 'FMCRD' USING FM-INPUT END-SW.' 

CALL 'FMPRT' USING PRT-LINE CC. 

input record 

DSD-CHAR (TRANS-TEXT-HOP) 

DSD-CHAR (LR11-HOP) 

DSD-CHAR (IP-FIELD-HOP) 

DSD-CHAR (IP-VAL-LIT-HOP) 
input record. 

(3) Capabilities. 

FMIPX is the first program to be executed when input processing 

functions are required. It is entered by the FMIP entry point 

after dynamic loading of the FMIP load module is rcqu-sted 
by the FM program through the LINK subroutine. FMIPX is the 

Input Processor Supervisor and determines the execution sequenc 
of most of the subprograms of the IP phase of FM. 
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Upon entry to FMIPX, FMSET is called to supply the entry point 

address of the FMIO routine to the CALLIO subroutine so that 

future calls to CALLIO via its FMCRD and FMPRT entry point 

will result in branching to FMIO to read a card or print 

a line. FMIPIRN is called to open the transaction file. 

The CALL-OPCD paragraph calls the FMSCAN entry point to the 

FMSCN subroutine to divide the characters on the FMIP control 

card into words and calls IPCD to analyze the FMIP card, 

determine the sizes of each table in the File Format Table 

(FFT) and the Data Source Table (DST), assign relative 

locations (high order position, HOP, values) to these tables 

and to transaction item and text areas, and compute the total 

amount of memory required to hold all of this information. 

FMIPX uses the MOVARAYS subroutine to insert the total 

size value into the block size (BUCSIZE) field of the Data 

Control Block (DCB) of a dummy output file (AREAl-DD) whose 

buffer becomes a large work area. After FMIPX opens this 

artificial file, IPCD is called again to read all of the 

FFT and DST tables and process subsequent FMIP cards 

applying to the input source. The CALL-IPCD paragraph may 

be executed more than once if multiple sources of input data 

are to be processed in a single run. If an error is detected 

by FMIPCD, the File Maintenance run is terminated imnediately. 

The GET-NEXT-DATA paragraph determines if the tape source data 

file has been opened. It is not open for card data or before 

the first tape record is processed. The GET-NEXT-DATA paragraph 

is used every time a source data record is to be passed to 

FMIPREC or FMIPUN and divides the calls into two pairs: card 

calls and tape calls. 
The CARD-CALLS and TAPE-CALLS paragraphs have the tunction of 

distinguishing Batch Update runs *rom Unit Update runs. For 

card input, the CALL-IPREC paragraph or the CALL-IPUNIT paragraph 

supplies the data and Data Source Table information to the 

FMIPREC or FMIPUN subprograms. For tape input, CALL-IPREC- 

TAPE or CALL-IPUNIT-TAPE performs the same functions. The 

only difference in the calls to IPREC and IPUN is whether 

CARI>-DATA or TAPE-RECORD is specified in the calling sequence. 

(The sample calling sequence Indicates "input record".) 

The IP-'KC calling sequence indicates the beginning of every 

table in the series of Data Source Tables by specifying its 

first character position in DSD-AREA. (The HOP field values 

are inserted by FMIPCD while reading the tables.) IPUN is 

passed only those tables which it modifies. 

Upon completion of either IPREC or IPUN, the PROCESS-DATA paragraph 

determines what further action on a data record is required 

based on switch settings from the FMIPREC or FMIPUN subprograms. 

If TAPE-SW has been set to 2, a new tape record is needed 
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and control proceeds to the READ-TAPE paragraph. If the 

record processed is within the previous input group, any 

blank pseudo subset sequence numbers are changed to low- 

value and the CALL-IPVAL paragraph is used to further validate 

the record. If r.n input group is complete, pseudos are 

reinitialized for the next input group. If no transactions 

have been generated (possibly due to errors), the CHECK-EOF 

paragraph is executed to check for an end of data condition. 

Otherwise, IPTRN ic called to sort the transaction table 

entries fer an input group and write out transaction file 

records. 
The CHECK-EOF paragraph tests INPUT-EOF-SW. Upon end of file, 

it goes to CALL-FMCRD to look for another input source 

specification. If there is more data, control is passed 

to the GET-NEXT-DATA paragraph. 

The CALL-IPVAL paragraph calls the FMIPVAL subprogram to handle 

the detailed field validation of the input record and build 

transactions from the validated data. FMIPVAL is supplied 

with all tables of the Data Source Table collection, the 

input record to be validated, and the areas into which to 

place the transaction entries and data. Since all records 

have previously been handled by FMIPREC or FMIPUN, all 

distinctions between card versus tape data or Unit versus 

Batch updates are lost by the time FMIPVAL is supplied the 

input record. After completion of FMIPVAL, control is given 

to GET-NEXT-DATA. 

The CALL-FMCRD paragraph reads a card through FMCRD if tape data 

has been processed. For either card or tape data, the TEST¬ 

END paragraph decides if another FMIP card is present indicating 

that more source data is to be processed in the same run. 

If so, certain switches are cleared (so that later actions 

may be determined from the new packet of FMIP cards) and 

control is given to CALL-IPCD. 

The CALL-IPSRT paragraph is executed when all sources of input 

data have been processed. If the transaction file was never 

written on, a "NO TRANSACTIONS GENERATED" message is printed 

through FMPRT and the File Maintenance run is aborted. If 

transactions have been generated, IPTRN is called after a 2 

is placed in WRITE-SW. This causes IPTRN to close the transaction 

file and inform FMIPX whether a sort of the transaction file 

is required. If WRITE-SW contains the value 2 upon completion 

of FMIPTRN, a sort is required ann FMIPX provides this information 

to the File Maintenance Supervisor by setting FM-LINK-SW 

to 1. In either case, FMIPX returns to FM at this time. 

The READ-TAPE paragraph is used to read a single tape source data 

record. If the tape file is not open, the file is opened. 

(NOTE: Before the file is opened in the IBM 360, the block 

size (BLKSIZE), logical record length (LRECL), and record 

format (RECFM) fields of the COBOL-generated DCB are changed 

to zero so that this information can be determined from a 
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Job Control Language statement for the TAPEIN file. Ihe 

MOVARAYS subroutine is used for this purpose. Thl¿ permits 

the IBM 360 user to specify detailed format information 

at execution time and allows the program to allocate a buffer 

size in accordance with actual requirements so that core memory 

will not be wasted.) When an end of file is reached on d.c 

tape file, the file is closed, EOF-SW is set to 1, and contre., 

is given to the CARD-CALLS paragraph due to the lack of an 

actual input record to be passed to FMIPREC or FMIPUN. After 

a tape record has been read, control is given to the TAPE- 

CALLS paragraph. 
The Working-Storage Section of the FMIPX program is stored in 

the COBOL COPY library under the name of IPDDV and contains 

a collection of fields widely used throughout FMIP as well 

as those used by the FMIPX program itself. IPDDV contains two 

01 level groups: IP-DD and CARD-DATA. Both are passed to 

the IP subprograms requiring them. IPDD on the COPY library 

is used in the Linkage Section of almost every subprogram 

within FMIP to represent the data being passed from FMIPX 

to the subprogram. IPDD contains the 01 level groups IP¬ 

DD and TAPF-DATA (which includes a definition of CARD-DATA) 

as will as separate 01 level groups for each of the FFT 

and DST tables which are actually within the buffer of the 

AREA!--DD file (DSD-AREA). This permits subprograms to 

referr to any field in any table once FMIPCD has read the 

tables in and FMIPX calls the subprogram with a USING 

DSD-CHAR (IP-xxx-HOP) for each table. 

(4) Flowchart. 
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b. FMIPCD 

(1) Function. To anlyze parameters on FMIP control 

cards, indicating their specifications by switch settings and 

reading File Formal and Data Source Tables. 

(2) Calling Sequence. 

itilRY ' IP CD* 
CALL ’LB' 
CALL 'FMCRD' 
CALL 'FMPRT' 
CALL 'FMSCAN' 
CALL 'IPBIN’ 

USIWG FM-DD IP-DD DSD-AREA MAJ0R-LR11. 

USING CALLING-SBQ area. 

USING FM-INPUT END-SW. 

USING PRT-LINE CC. 

USING FM-DD. 
USING FM-DD IP-DD MAJOR-LR11. 

(3) Capabilities. 

FMIPCD is called twice by FMIPX (through the 
pach source of input. The first time, the FMIP ACCEPi cara 

must be processed and the relative location (h^ °r^P08ltion’ 

HOP, values) of each table in the File Format Table (FFT) 

and the Data Source Table (DST) must be determined. For 

the second entry processing at RE-ENTKY-PT rea s an 
DST tables into their allotted spaces and subsequent FFttP 

cards are validated. When the second word of the first FMIP 

card is not "ACCEPT", an error message is printed and process ng 

is terminated. Due to the setting of the 
to 1, any error located by FMIPCD immediately aborts an entire 

File Maintenance run. . a 
In the ACCEPT-CARD paragraph, the ACCEPT card is checked for 

file or FFT name in word 3 and DSD, DST, FREE, or UNIT in 

word A. Any other contents of either word is an ^ror. 

If DSD or DST is specified (indicating Batch Updatï)» 
DST paragraph checks for a valid form of a DS. name ( as 

character of name must be "D"). If valid, the control table 

of the DST (named xxxxDfll) is read by the Library Subroutine 

(LB) into area LSD01. If the table is not available, a message 

is printed and the run terminated. "tapp" 
The CHECK-TAPE paragraph determines whether or not the word TAPE 

is specified. If so, TAPE-SW is set to 1; otherwise it is 

set to 0. If an override value has been specified t° 
the size of the transaction text area, the VALIDATE-OVER-RIDE 

paragraph is executed. 
For any valid specification in word A, the READ-LRl paragraph 

reads FFT Logical Record 1 into MAJOR-LR1 through LB. If 

it is not present, a message is printed and FM is aborted. 

If LRi is found, space requirements for other FFT and Dbi 

tables must be calculated. For Unit Update, pr°^®!sJ;"8 ops 
con inues at UNIT-HOPS. Batch processing uses COMPUTE HUPb. 
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The RE-ENTRY-PT paragraph, which is executed during the second 

entry to FMIPCD, reads FFT LR2 and LR11 into the space 

previously allotted by UNIT-HOPS or COMPUTE-HOP:. 

At this point, Unit Update reads the next FMIP control card 

while Batch Update processing includes reading more T)ata 

Source Tables based on the control fields in DSD01. All 

of the tables are placed into DSD-AREA, which is originally 

defined as the buffer of the dummy AREA1-DD file. 

The exact location of each table within DSD-AREA was 

determined by UNIT-HOPS or COMPUTE-HOPS. The GET-DSD 

paragraph calls LB to read each required table into its proper 

position, determines that each table is actually in the library, 

and computes the high order position of the next table 

segment, if needed. The DSD tables are read in th'j following 
order under the conditions specified. 

The GROUP-TYPES-LIST (xxxxD02) is always read into 
the beginning of DSD-AREA. 

The REC-TYPE-LIST (xxxxDIO) is always read. If 

the number of record types exceeds 150 (which is 

beyond the current capability of Language 

Processor), a second portion of the REC-TYPE- 

LIST is read (xxxxDll). The high order position 

of REC-TYPE-LIST is in IP-REC-TYPE-HOP. 

The FIELD-LIST is always read. Since it may be 

divided into segments, multiple reads (xxxxD20, 

XXXXD21, ...) may be required until all 300- 

field segments are in memory. The high order 

position of FIELD-LIST is in IP-FIELD-HOP. 

If a name entry was used in a file level OPR 

specification, the FIL-OPR-NAME-LIST (xxxxD07) 

and the REC-FIL-OPR-LIST (xxxxDOS) are read. 

The high order positions are IP-FIL-OPR-HOP 
and IP-REC-FIL-OPR-HOP. 

The VAL-LIST is always read. Since it may be 

divided into segments, multiple reads (xxxxD30, 

xxxxD31, ...) may be required until all 

segments of 600 validity checks are in core. 

The high order position is IP-VAL-HOP. 

The VAL-LIT-AREA is always read. It may be divided 

into multiple segments of 5000 characters so that 
XXXXD40, xxxxDAl, ... are read as required. The 

high ->rder position is IP-VAL-LIT-HOP. 
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LM, 

The G^™EXT-cARD Paragraph reads all subsPiUent ^jp control 

cards through FMCRD. If a non-FMIP card is found, the error 
message FMIP CNTRLEND CARD MISSING" is printed and File 
Maintenance is aborted. Any FMIP card is printed and its 

fFMS(SÍeeVre brkfn UP int° WOrd8 by the FMSCN subroutine 

the type ”f SeC°nd ^ 18 CheCked to 
A CONFIRM card My either specify "ALL," which sets CONFIRM-SW 

““V131 individual fieldi to be confirmed during 
ich kî13110? ropey' Each field must be defined in the FFT 

¡VV ed °Ut by or the FM run will be 
terminated after a message is printed. Multiple CONFIRM 
cards are permitted. If "ALL" is specified and another CONFIRM 
card is present, an advisory message will be printed and 
processing will continue with the next card 

The SUBRTN card is permitted only for Unit Update. Its parameters 
must be of the form name//subrS or name-subrS (¡/ is 3-8 punch- 
«is 6-8 punch). The required name is a one to five ch«acUr 
field name; the subroutine name mu^t end with "S " The nre00 
of the field In the FFT is detennined by the PMimN^nbrou lnT 

sPpar^fSu”CASD t0 

INHIBIT, SOURCE, and RESERVE cards are acceptable to FMIPCD 

cLrrî““2 “lth mrk 111 FFS- P—-°™nPtLse 

StÄ Ä lt-Zï£s ^tenT Sï1"“88Æ 

A cLASPS8SeSdt0 íf8. END-IPCD PAragreph which retïrns^mm"01 
A CLASS card, which nay only be used once for each Input souri. 

CLASsV H8ad!r í"*888 80 be sct “P “A1”« the literal on thi 
thfL í,8”'*, he current hate. OATESUB is used to obtain 
T„fr 5Utlon date ln Julian format. YMDSUB converts the 
to the hat^ t0 form* MOVALF moves the CLASS literal 
to the header image. FMPRT is used to force a page elect 

« has 

A "lEÏÏnlrvrn °F “p“e - --“«»iS110-1 
followed hv'» subroutine name, except the last, must be 
ollowed by a comma or an error message will be nrint-o^ j 

the FM run aborted. Multiple LOAD calde are plr^Utld ^ 
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1116 -chHofsspp:crsrEshTs^iup the ïigh order po8ition fieid« 
Update ruM ^DSÍ required by for Unit 
and LRU r deterolnes the «OP values for FFT LR2 
and LRU. These values are based on the size of nqr 
generate b, 1MPÜN and ar£ IBM 360 

character. r teIlt. frea ls set to a default of 2000 

The PSEUDO-INIT Mraarach^811" aV'rri£e v“lue specified. 

It performs^INIT-PSEUDO tõlaítí ï? “nd BatCh Upd*te- 

subset sequence uu^brprocêaai^ EacrGE^Euâ'fïew'“0 
i’ ^ItL hÍ^ ÜSIÍR-PS™»-t!bIE is set to lTváLee! 

in accordance Wirt d's’Ï «q'uUel«.' *” lnltl*U^ 

Ihe T^llZ P'1* P— ».US 
These .a!uL Le BatCh U,,date- 
for the tables. Ihe site of th! ep?”dent antry sizes 

set to the largest of the followlng^rt^e^Mt^ra ihi 
sjtount of data in any source inpufrecérd (MAX-TOT-FLD-LEN^ 

2000Uéhr spaciflad “verrlde value (OVER-RIDE-MTPI.) or ^ 

pf0^^^r^hichSdid^notCcompute^MAX-TOT-FLD-LENI'i^eé var8T°n 

^“9^80éía:ac^éIésvaI;^8l" r T0l-FL"LENc“a - "s- uhi/vv. u rS* affects only very old DST’r 
VATTnTÏÎ ï,haVe never been rerun under LP. ^ T 8 
ALIDATE-OVER-RIDE verifies whether earh nf f 

rteattíLLr::r t:rotb:r:: °îré«e ^0“°r-‘r,“:erVD 
overrides valnac a j ctually numeric. Numeric rriaes values are moved to OVER-RTTif-mtitt v uj l . 
the alphanuceric definition for OVeImd”^?’ ^ ls 
values are ignored Prnr.ao-.d VCiK RiBE MTFL. Non-numeric 
either case. Pr°«S3ing continues at READ-LR1 in 

(4) Flowchart. 
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LOAD VALIDITY 
CHECK 
LITERALS VIA 

GET-DSD 

GET-MÜR-LITS 

1 
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CONFIRM-CARD 
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FLD-5 

PRINT ERROR 
MESSAGE 

MOVE 1 

CHARACTER 

FIELD NAME TO 

FIELD HOLD 

MOVE 3 

CHARACTER FII 

NAME TO 

FIELD HOLD 

8C 

f FLD-2 

MOVE 2 

CHARACTER 

FIELD NAME TO; 

FIELD HOLD 

itOVE 5 

CHARACTER FIEtD 

NAME TO FIELD 

HOLD 

FLD-4 

MOVE 4 
CHARACTER 

FIELD NAME 

TO FIELD HOLD 

0 
MOVE SUBRTN 

NAME TO 

SUB-HOLD 
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FID-CHECK 

(FLD-LRU-LU) 

CALL IPBIN 
TO SEARCH 
FFT FOR 

FIELD NAME 
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c. FMIPREC 

(1) Function. To perform the high level processing of 

Batch Update source data records. 

(2) Calling Sequence. 

ENTRY 'IPREC USING 

GRP-TYPES-LIST 

SUB-ID-LIST 

REC-TYPE-LIST 

FIELD-LIST 

REC-FIL-OPR-LIST 

VAL-LIT-AREA 

INPUT-RECORD 

CALL 'FMCRD' USING 

CALL 'FMPRT' USING 

CALL 'MOVARAYS' USING 

CALL ’COMARAYS’ USING 

CALL 'OPTRN' USING 

* Several calls are made 

subroutines . 

(3) Capabilities. 

The FMIPREC subprogram handles the preliminary processing of source 

data records and sets up certain control fields and switches 

for use by FMIPX and FMIPVAL. The following explains the 

major control fields used or set by FMIPREC (in the general 

order they are first referenced in the program): 

TAPE-SW indicates the state of processing of 

a tape source data file. TAPE-SW-0 for card 

data, 1 for tape data, or 2 when FMIPREC 

requests FMIPX to read a tape record. 

EOF-SW indicates whether or not the end of 

file has been reached for tape input source 

data. 0 = not end of file, 1 = end of file. 

NEW-GROUP-SW indicates whether or not the 

previous input group is terminated. (An input 

group is a series of consecutive input records 

applying to a single data file record and 

having the same group ID value.) NEW-GROUP-SW 

is 0 for not a new group or 1 for a new group. 

Upon first entry to FMIPREC, NEW-GROUP-SW is 

set to 1 until the first group ID is 

determined. 

FM-DD IP-DD 

SUB-TAG-LIST 

SUB-TYPES-LIST 

REC-IDS-LIST 

FIL-OPR-NAME-LIST 

VAL-LIST 

TAPE-DATA. 

CARD-DATA END-SW. 

PRT-LINE CC. 

...* 

. ..* 
IP-DD UNSORTED-TRANS-TAB TEXT-TAB. 

to MOVARAYS and COMARAYS 
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ACTUAL-FREQ-TABLE is a collection of ACTUAL- 

FREQ entries containing the number of 

times a record has appeared in an input group. 

Its entries correspond to the entries of the 

GRP-TYPES-LIST and are validated by testing 

the codes in GRP-FREQ. 

TRANS-ITEM-CNT contains the number of transaction 

entries in UNSORTED-TRANS-TAB. It is cleared 

to zero by FMIPREC for each input group. 

TEXT-COUNT contains the number of characters 

of transaction text in TEXT-TAB. It is cleared 

to zero by FMIPREC for each input group. 

REJ-GROUP-SW indicates whether or not the 

current group has been rejected due to an 

error. It is 0 for no reject, 1 for reject 

the group, or 2 to reject the balance of the 

group. (FMIPVAL sets the latter when transactions 

have exceeded the capacity' of UNSORTED-TRANS- 

TAB.) Whenever REJ-GROUP-SW is not 0, FMIPREC 

eliminates from further processing all records 

in the input group. 

SORT-SUB contains the number of current sub¬ 

ordinate group for use in the sort key of 

transaction records. (A subordinate group is 

a subdivision of an input group resulting 

from the possibility that transactions from an 

input record will exceed the allotted item 

table or text area. Subordinate groups written 

by FMIPTRN will be rejoined by OMMPTRN.) 

SORT-SUB is a counter beginning with 1 for 

each group. It is set to 0 when a group 

rejection requires that previously written 

transaction records be logically eliminated 

from further processing. (OM will ignore 

transaction records with non-zero SORT-SUB 

values for a group when it finds a zero 

in SORT-SUB.) 

GRP-ID-HOLD contains the group ID as it comes 

from a new input record. It is compared 

against GRP-ID which contains the ID of the 

current input group. 
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GRP-SEQ-ORD-SW indicates w^ther P fQT 

sequence or order test 18 orL 
no test, 1 for sequence, 2 for order. 

GRP-SEQ is the field C°n spec if in6" 
number when sequence ce ^ every 
the DSD GROUP card. It is set t 

input group. 

GRP-ORD 1. the ^DSD^RÔuP^aíd. It 

input Rtoup. 

j fílp ID as it is built up 

ToTtlie "urce record. in an input group. 

eIcTp«: oi “"d.M“u 
i.urther ID ¿¿gid is obtained once and lnrte tha c^-i“sHS ia set to all teroes 
only once, rnMS-ID-SW corresponding 

£0r ^îï'apêolîiTonTht me caïd if the 

DSp3lasset ïo 1 when the ID field is Ptuteased. 
GRP-RECiD ia used as the MUMS file «cord IP 
in the sort key of the transaction file. 

INPUT-EOF-SW indicates the logical end 0* **le 
condition after an actual end of source data 

rd nr tape file occurs. This permits 
complete processing of ^last^ut^group 

reinitialization in MPRRC^at the beginnlng 

^ r iTÏÏ; e^^when a 

new data source is processed. 

GRP-NUM contains a group number counter for use 

groups occur for one record. 

END-SW indicatea whether « not a 

Odfet“le0ha-Snorenr:?Ule: nCoîr0 - 'end of 

rnï' The logical end of file usually occura 
when a FMIP or FMMP card is found. (A Phy®^ 

d nf file may be valid if the user supplied 
the appropriate JCL to save the transaction 
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Since the control fields in FM1PREC have been described in some 

detail, processing within paragraphs will be summarized. 

START-IPREC determines whether a tape record 

has just been read, its end of file status, 

and whether or not a new group is being 

started. 

START-GROUP initializes control fields and 

switches at the beginning of an input 

group. 

CHECK-SIZE and SET-DCB-POINTERS are obsolete. 

READ-RECORD determines whether a card 

or tape data record is to be read. 

READ-CARD reads a card through FMCRD. 

PROCESS-EOF is used when an end of file 

occurs. 

READ-TAPE causes reading of a tape record 

by returning to FMIPX. 

CHECK-TYPE and TEST-REC-TYPE validate the 

record code in the input record by using 

the COMARAYS subroutine. 

BUILD-GROUP-ID determines whether the input 

record contains a group ID. 

GET-GROUP-FIELD obtains the data in the group 

ID fields and places it into GRP-ID-HOLD by 

using the MOVARAYS subroutine. 

GET-GRP-FLD is used when RECORD CODE NONE 

was specified in the DSD. The file ID is 

treated as the group ID and its fields are 

placed into GRP-ID-HOLD by the MOVARAYS 

subroutine. 

CHECK-GROUP determines whether or not the 

group ID has changed. 

TEST-GROUP is used when the group ID has 

changed to begin validation of the old group. 

CHECK-FREQ and NEXT-FREQ determine that all 

record frequencies are valid according to 

DSD specifications. 
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GROUP-FREQ-ERR is used when any record frequency 
is invalid. 

CHECK-II>-START and CHECK-ID determine that 

all M1DMS ID fields have been found in the 
input. 

CDMS-ID-ERR is used when the MIDMS ID has 
not been completely specified. 

PROCESS-RECORD to MOVE-GRP-ORD validate file 

or group sequence/order as specified in the 

DSD. The COMARAYS subroutine is used for 

the compare. 

CHECK-REC/CHECK-REC-FREQ determines if the 

DSD-specified record frequency is exceeded. 

CHECK-CDMS-ID, GET-CDMS-ID, GET-CDMS-FIELD, 

and GET-NEXT-CDMS-ID obtain the MIDMS ID 

fields from the record by using the 

MOVARAYS subroutine. 

TEST-MAXES determines whether the trans¬ 

actions which may be produced by the current 

record could exceed the allocated limits of 

the item table or the text area. 

SET-TRN-SW sets a switch to tell FMIPX to 

call FMIPTRN to write a subordinate group 

of transaction records when TEXT-MAKES 

determines that area limits may be exceeded. 

FIN1SH-IPREC is the last paragraph of FMIPREC 

to be executed. It returns to FMIPX. 

PROCESS-ERROR is used for every error 

condition found by FMIPREC and determines 

the type of error action specified in the 
DSD. 

REJECT-GROUP is used when the "G" error 

code was specified in the DSD. 

REJECT-RECORD is used when the "R" error 

code was specified in the DSD. 

CONTINUE is used when the "C" error code 

was specified in the DSD. 
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CONTINUE-SW is a GO TO which is altered to 

one of four paragraphs depending on the type 

of error to be ignored after the error 

message is printed. 

PRINT-RECID moves GRP-RECID to an error 

message area. 

PRINT-ERROR moves the e ror message area 

to PRT-LINE for printing. 

PRINT-LINE prints PRT-MNE through FMPRT. 

CHECK-FOR-END determines whether processing 

can continue with the next input group or 

processing terminates with an end of data 
condition. 

(A) Flowchart. 
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d. FMIPUN 

(1) Function. Io preproceso Unit Updnte recordo for 

validation by FMIPVAL. 

(2) Calling Sequence. 

ENTRY 

CALL 

CALL 

CALL 

CALL 

CALL 

1IPUN' USING 

MAJ0R-LR2 
REC-TYPE-LIST 

VAL-LIST 
INPUT-RECORD 

'FMCRD* USING 

’FMPRT* USING 

'IPBIN' USING 

•MOVARAYS' USING 

’MOVAL?' USING 
^ntj_Trt_unT n ONE THIRTY, 

FM-DD IP-FD 

MAJOR-LR11 

FIELD-LIST 

VAL-LIT-AREA 

TAPE-DATA. 

CARD-DATA END-SW. 

PRT-LINE CC. 
FM-DD IP-DD MAJOR-LR11. 

... * 
UNIT-REC-ID ONE IP-CNT 

* Several calls are made to the MOVARAYS 

subroutine. 

(3) Capabilities. 

^'Tprt/fecrÂtuuLtsrecUr^ertrn^^S^âbîIo 

and switches required by FMIPX end FMIPVAL. Por this reason, 

several of the paragraphs in FMIPUN have the same names as 

the FMIPREC paragraphs performing the same T_;R0UP t0 
While the overall processing of FMIPUN Paragraphs START^ROUP^o 

TEST-GROUP is similar to tnose paragraphs in FMTPREC, some 

processing variations are used to reflect the Unit Update 
emohasis. The main variations are the use of the field name 

a:Pa record type code and the record ID P-^ of he Unit 

Update record as a group ID as well as a MIDMS ID field. 

The other FMIPUN paragraphs are described below. 

PROCESS-RECORD initializes FMIPUN control 

fields and separates the processing of fixed 

and record control updates from periodic 

and variable field updates. 

MOVE-FIXED-INFO clears FLD-PSS-HOP and FLD- 

PSS-LEN for fixed fields. 

TEST-FOR-3 sets up control information for 

periodic and variable field updates. 
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PROCESS-FIELD sets up control information 

for the DEL operation. 

PROCESS-FIELD-LEN determines the length of 

the update data field by looking for a record 

mark character (0-2-8 punch). 

MOVE-FIRST sets up control information for 

the first record (non-continuation) of a field's 

update. 

MOVE-RECORD moves information from the Unit 

Update card image to INPUT-RECORD. For continuation 

cards, only actual data characters are moved. 

Checking for continuations is also performed 

in this paragraph. 

CHECK-SUB determines if a conversion subroutine 

is required for the field. If so, entries are 

placed in the special DST to tell FMIPVAL 

to convert the field. 

CHECK-SIZE insures that the amount of data 

supplied does not exceec the field length 

specified in the FFT. 

NO-CONTINUATION prints an error message when 

an end of file condition occurs after a continuation 

is specified. 

CHECK-CONTINUATION determines that an expected 

continuation actually occurs. 

CHECK-ID determines that a possible continuation 

contains the same record ID as the previous 

record. 

FINISH-IPUNIT terminates the processing of 

the FMIPUN subroutine. 

(4) Flowchart. 
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e. FMIPVAL 

(1) Function. To validate, convert and format incoming 

data into transactions via information obtained form the FFT 

and the DSD for the file to be updated. 

(2) Calling Sequence. 

CALL 'IPVAL' FM-DD 

REC-TYPE-LIST 

FIELD-LIST 

REC-FIL-OPR-LIST 

VAL-LIT-AREA 

UNSORTED-TRANS-T, 

IP-DD 

REC-IDS-LIST 

FIL-OPR-NAME-LIST 

VAL-LIST 

INPUT-RECORD 

1 TEXT-TAB. 

FM-DD. Not used in FMIPVAL. 

IP-DD. Major elements used are: 

REJ-GROUP-SW 

TRANS-ITEM-CNT 

TEXT-COUNT 

REC-POINT 

REC-INDEX 

SET-ID-2 

FIL-REC-HOP 

FIL-REC-LEN 

VAL-LIT-CNT 

FIL-OPR-CT 

FIL-OPR-POINT 

FIELD-CNT 

VAL-CNT 

REC-TYPE-LIST. Major elements used are: 

REC-FIELD-CT 

REC-FIELD-POINT 

REC-OPR-CT 

REC-OPR-POINT 

REC-FIL-OPR 

REC-IDS-LIST. Not Used. 

FIELD-LIST. All fields within this group are 

used extensively. They primarily control the processing of the data 
file fields. 

FID-HOP 

FLD-LEN 

FLD-PSS-HOP 

FoD-PSS-LEN 

RÛ-LR2-P0INT 

FlD-VAL-CT 
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FLD-VAL-POINT 

FLD-SKIP 

FLD-NAME 

FIL-OPR-NAME-LIST. Not Used. 

REC-FIL-OPR-LIST. Not Used. 

VAL-LIST. Contains pointers to the literals in 

VAL-LIT-AREA. 

VAL-LIT-HOP 

VAL-LIT-LEN 

VAL-TYPE 

VAL-ERR 

VAL-LIT-AREA. All literals, constants, and 

values used in input processing. 

INPUT-RECORD. The input record. 

UNSORTED-TRANS-TAB. Output area for FMIPVAL 

containing the basic control information required to produce 

transactions. 

TRANS-SETNO 

TRANS-SUBSET 

TRANS-FLDNO 

TRANS-OPCODE 

TRANS-LENGTH 

TRANS-HOP 

TEXT-TAB. Contains the transaction data to be 

inserted into fields by Maintenance Proper. 

(3) Capabilities. 

FMIPVAL has an extensive error checking capability. The input source 

data may be validated through RANGE, VALUE, PROFILE or any user- 

written subroutlne(s) (SUBCHK) specified in the DSD. FMIPVAL 

provides the user with an unlimited range of data conversion. 

These routines may be user written or standard utility subroutines 

provided with MIDMS. 

RANGE. 

RANGE specifies numeric (unsigned) limits within 

which a field in the data source should fall. 

The RANGE checking function is divided into two 

functional operations by OMLPVAL. These operations 

are LOWVALUE and HIGHVALUE. They are also indicated 

in the program by paragraphs named accordingly. 
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LOWVALUE and HIGHVALUE are not related In FMIPVAL. 

These, functions are distinct and are controlled 

entirely by the error action code supplied by 

OMLP. However, in reality the two operations 

are connected by an 'AND' (8) error action code, 

and together accomplish the RANGE checking. 

RANGE checking employs the use of one ALC subroutine 

(COMARAYS). COMARAYS compares two strings of 

characters logically. The length of both strings 

are assumed equal in length. 

VALUE. 

The most absolute form of validity checking 

is the VALUE. FMIPVAL provides three routines/methods 

for checking values. These methods are internally 

controlled by FMIPVAL and OMLPVAL. These routines 

will automatically control the process. These 

three routines/methods are used to provide speed 

in the input processing. "Normal" value checking 

is provided by two ALC routines — COMARAYS and 

COMLIST; however, if the field is only one character 

long the validation is done in COBOL (FMIPVAL 

paragraph VALUE-S). 

Before the COMARAYS subroutine compares the data 

field with a value, another subroutine, MOVRAY, 

isolates the control information used to determine 

the location in the input record to be compared. 

If the control information from VAL-LIT-AREA 

is equal to zero, the entire field is compared. 

Otherwise, a partial field is implied and the 

location information represents the leftmost 

position in the input record (INPUT-RECORD), relative 

to 1, to be compared to the value supplied. The 

number of characters to compare i*' taken from 

the length of the literal in VAL- ..IT-AREA (VAL- 

LIT-LEN (II)) minus 4. 

For each value that is compared in the value 

list a call to the subroutine COMARAYS is made 

and the error action code is checked. 

The Special Value processing approach (paragraph 

SPECIAL-VALUE) provides a more sophisticated 

method to check values. This approach provides 

a list of values (e.g. FLD1A VALUE A, C, D, 1, 

2). By definition A, C, D, 1, and 2 are implied 

'OR' conditions. Therefore, all of the values 
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(whole field values) may be checked during one 

CALL of the subroutine COMLIST until a match 

is found or the list is exhausted. This process 

eliminates repetitive CALLS, error action code 

cheicing, field value isolation and storage 

requirement. The formats of VAL-LIT-AREA for 
VALUE checking are: 

Regular Format: 

NNNN-VALUE1,NNNN-VALUE2,NNNN-VALUE3 

where NNNN may be zero for full-field 

specification and non-zero for 
partíais. 

SPECIAL-VALUE Format: 

00NN-VALUE1,VALUE2,VALUE3 

where OONN is the number of items 

(maximum value 99). 

PROFILE. 

PROFILE is the most powerful of the validity 

checking routines. It validates the character 

types which should make up a field in the 

input source data. A field may be any sizes 

however, a maximum number of characters 

is imposed by LP. FMIPVAL does not require 

the full field specifications to be provided 

but the first character checked is the high 

order character (left most) and continue 

until the specification list is exhausted. 

The internal number (computational unaligned) 

is moved to PROFILE-PICTURE-PART2 (right 

most part of PROFILE-PICTURES) and LOW VALUES 

(zeros) are moved to the left most. The GO 

TO ... DEPENDING ON PROFILE-PICTURE (PROCESS- 

INPUT) isolates the type(s) of characters 

permitted. When the type(s) of characters 

are determined the GO TO's for SPECIAL-CHARACTER, 

NUMERIC-CHARACTER, ALPHABETIC-CHARACTER and 

BLANK-CHARACTER are set to proceed to VALID- 

CHARACTER or INVALID-CHARACTER. Profile 

will validate 15 types/combination of characters. 
These combinations are as follows: 
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INTERNAL EXTERNA!, CORRESPONDING TYPES OF CHARACTERS 

01 A ALPHABETIC 

02 N NUMERIC 

03 S SPECIAL 

04 B BLANK 
05 E FULL SET - MINUS BLANK 

06 F FULL SET 

07 C ALPHA OR BLANK 

08 L NUMERIC OR BLANK 

09 M ALPHA OR NUMERIC 

10 T ALPHA OR SPECIAL 

11 U SPECIAL OR BLANK 

12 X SPECIAL OR NUMERIC 

13 K ALPHA, NUMERIC OR BLANK 

14 V SPECIAL, ALPHA OR BLANK 

15 Z SPECIAL, NUMERIC OR BLANK 

SUBCON/SUBCHK. 

SUBCON indicates that an input conversion 

routine is to be used on a data field. The 

name of tnis routine is stored in VAL-LIT- 

AREA (format XXXXS). 

SUBCHK indicates that an input checking or 

validation is to be performed via the subroutine. 

This specification allows the user to design 

his own input validation. The name as mentioned 

above is stored in VAL-LIT-AREA. The subroutine 

is passed to LINK (an ALC subroutine designed 

to loac and execute the subroutine requested 

in paragraph RETURN-TO-SUBCON). Data is 

passed through the MIDMS standard calling 

sequence, CALLING-SEQUENCE. When control 

is returned, the length of the outpu' and 

the EXIT-FLAG are checked. If success f-il, 

a one is moved to SUBCON-SW to signal to 

the Transaction Builder to take the data 

from the SUBCON output area and not the input 

area. 

SUBCHK functions on the same order as SUBCON, 

except date is not passed back thru OUT-DATA 

valid or not. 

Graphic display of VAL-LIT-AREA: 
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VAL-TYPE FORMAT 

1 RANGE NN...NN Low value of range 

9 RANGE NN...NN High value of range 

2 PROFILE PP...PP (Binary) profile code 

3 SUBCON XXXXS Name of conversion subroutine 

4 SUBCHK XXXXS Name of VAL Check Subroutine 

5 VALUE NNNN VALUE Partial Value 

6 OPR 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 

OPR 1 (1 OP) OP*Opcode 

OPR 2 (2 OP LLLL MMMM) 

OPR 3 3 NNNN L LITERAL OP 

NNNN * HOP of value to compart 

L - Length of literal (1-9) 

OPR 4 4 SSSS L LITERAL OP 

SSSS * Subscript of FLD-NAME entry in FIELD-LIST 

L = Length of literal (1-9) 

OPR 5 5 SSSS TTTT OP 

SSSS, TTTT = Subscripts of FLD-NAME entry in 

FIELD-LIST 

OPR 6 6 L LITERAL OP 

L * Length of literal 

7 VALUE OONN List 

where OONN = Number of elements. 

Periodic Set Assignment. 

The set assignment is very simply done. As 

previously mentioned all transactions passed 

to update a record must be sorted from left 

(RECORD ID) to right (Variable Set if present). 

The FFT set notation will not permit this; 

therefore, the values are changed for this 

purpose only. Basically, we are concerned 

about four kinds of sets — FIXED, PERIODIC, 

VARIABLE and LMCON. 

Set Notation. 

FFT NOTATION 

SET TYPE 

FIXED 

PERIODIC 

VARIABLE 

LMCON 

VALUE 

+00 
-NN 

+NN 

FMIPVAL 

000 
0NN 

INN 

200 



.Periodic jîubset Setjuence (PSSQ) Number Assignment. 

There are five different ways to assign PSSQ's: 

Numeric Pseudos (600-699) 

Ann Pseudos (A01-A99) 

Actual PSSQ (000-599) 
Blank PSSQ (Wtf) 

No PSSQ Mentioned 

There are two tables used by FMIPVAL and 

FMIPX to control the assignment of PSEUDO 

PSSQ's but before these tables can be used 

FMIPVAL must determine the characteristics 

of the PSSQ. The PSSQ may be from zero to 

three positions long and can exist in four 
forms. 

If the PSSQ length is zero, a blank PSSQ 

is assumed. If the length is less than three 

and greater than zero, the PSSQ must be 

actual PSSQ or blank PSSQ. Numeric pseudo 

(600-699) and Ann pseudos must be three 
characters. 

Numeric pseudos, Ann pseudos and blank pseudos 

cannot be used with the following opcodes 
and field types: 

ILLEGAL OPCODES WITH PSEUDO 

OPCODE FIELD TYPES 

ADD Periodic Field 

SUB Periodic Field 

CHG Periodic Field Subset 

CHGU Periodic Field Subset 

DEL Periodic Field Subset 

NEX Periodic Field Subset 

FMIPVAL controls this condition by testing 

BAD-PSSQ-SW switch each time a blank PSSQ, 

numeric pseudo and Ann pseudo is found. BAD- 

PSSQ-SW switch is set to one when one of 

the above opcode is assigned. If an error 

is detected, an appropriate error message 

is given and since the transactions have 

been built pointers must be adjusted to e’iminate 
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the transaction. This is accomplished by 

subtracting T-LENGTH (the length of the 

transaction) from the test pointer (T-POINTER) 

and the text counter (TEXT-COUNT). 

The process for determining what PSSQ's to 

assign for blank, numeric pseudo and Ann 

pseudos is described below. There are two 

tables as previously mentioned containing 

49 elements (for 49 sets) named GEN-PSEUDO 

and USER-PSEUDO. The table keeps track of 

the previous pseudo used for each ? 

The subscript that points to the carrent 

set is M. If the PSSQ provided is blank 

°t greater than 599 and equal to the previous 

one (PSSQ) used for that set, use the GEN- 

PSEUDO for that set. If they are not equal, 

a test is made to determine if the previous 

one generated (GEN-PSEUDO) is equal to 600. 

If that condition is true, the generated 

pseudo is increased by one. The USER-PSEUDO 

is assigned the input PSSQ and the PSSQ 

for the transaction is taken from GEN-PSEUDO 
(paragraph MOVE-GEN). 

If the PSSQ provided is an Ann pseudo and 

equals the orevious user pseudo for that 

set, the previously generated GEN-PSEUDO 

for that set is used. If previous USER- 

PSEUDO was not of the Ann type, the value 

nn is added to the GEN-PSEUDO. If the 

previous USER-PSEUDO was a different Ann, 

the value of GEN-PSEUDO is adjusted up 

or down reflecting the difference of 

the nn’s. The new input PSSQ value 

is saved in the USER-PSEUDO for later 

comiarison. The subset is then given 

the GEN-PSEUDO and PSSQ processing is 
terminated. 

Operation Code (OPR). 

MIDMS provides the user with a wide choice 

of operation codes (21) which can be attached 

to any field of the data source. Since 

some of these opcodes would at^empt to execute 

impossible or illegal operations, each opcode 

must be fully checked for validity in the 
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situation used. The following table contains 

all the opcode/field type possible and the 

invalid combinations are denoted by an asterisk 

(*). The operation code described as OP 

contains the two digit number specified after 

the operation abbreviation in the left 
column. 

RF'JID FIXED PER F/ 
NOP 00 001 002 003 

ADD 01 Oil* 012 013 

SUB 02 021* 022 023 

CHG 03 031* 032 033 

CHGU04 041* 042 043 

GEN 05 051 052 053 
CRE 05 

GENU06 061* 062 063 

GEC 07 071 072 073 
CAD 07 

GECU08 081* 082 083 

CID 09 091 092* 093* 

DEL 10 101 102 103 
ATC 11 in* 112* 113* 
NEX 12 121* 122 123 

CMA 13 131* 132 133 

ADS 14 141* 142* 143 

REP 15 151 152* 153* 

REG 16 161 16''* 163* 
GER 17 171 172* 173* 
GEV 18 181* 182* 183* 

ATV 19 191* 192* 193* 

CHV 20 201* 202* 203* 

NOTE * DENOTES ERROR. 

VSET SUBSET PSCNN VSCNN LMCON 

004 005 006 007 008 

014* 015* 016* 017* 018 

024* 025* 026* 027* 028 

034 035 036* 037* 038 

044 045 046* 047 048 

054 055 056* 057* 058* 

064 065 066* 067* 068* 

074 075 076* 077* 078* 

084 085 086* 087* 088* 

094* 095* 096* 097* 098* 

104* 105 106 107 108* 
114 115* 116* 117* ns* 

124* 125 126* 127* 128 

134* 135 136* 137* 138* 

144* 145 146* 147* 148* 

154 155* 156* 157* 158* 

164 165* 166* 167* 168* 

174* 175* 176* 1/7* 178* 

184 185* 186* 187* 186* 

194 195* 196* 197* 198* 

204 205* 206* 207* 208* 

vpcuaes can De -wuj.Lxuueu. illau xo, tney 
may be selected if certain tests are valid. 

Opcodes, either conditional or unconditional 

may be specified on the FILE, RECORD, or 

FIELD level. The field level opcode overrides 

the other two if they are present. When 

Ík 2c°de ÍS Processed for a transaction, 
the PSSq, if any, is next determined for 
inclusion in TRANS-DATA. 

OPR Types. 

OPR Type 1 - Paragraph OPR1 

Format: l,OP 

where 1 denotes the type of OPR and OP is 
the unconditional opcode. 
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OPR Type 2 - Paragraph OPR2 

Format: 2,LLLL,MMMM,0P 

where 2 denotes the type and OP is the unconditional opcode for 

the variable set. TYPE 2 opcode is only valid for VSET. If data is 

not variable, an error message is printed. LLLL is a pointer to another 

number. This number will represent the position that characters will 

be removed and HMMM is a pointer to a number telling how many characters 
to remove. 

OPR Type 3 - Paragraph 0PR3 

Format: 3-NNNN-L-LITERAL-OP 

where NNNN is the subscript (HOP) of the data to be tested, L is 

the length of the literal to be compared and OP is the opcode. The 

maximum length of L is 9. Subroutine OPR34 is used to isolate and 

thpVHÍÍ ValK6S rhÍCí? are St0red in VAL-LIT-AREA. OPR34 is passed 

(posin [ SÊnÏÎÎÎÎ ÍÍ ‘ÎT0 w OPR34 retur"8 che value of NN,m (POSIT), L (LENGTHY), the literal (LIT-HOLD) and the OPCODE (OPR-NUM) 

in binary. LIT-HOLD and the subscript of the INPUT-RECORD area (POSIT) 

are passed to COMARAYS for comparison. If the values are equal, 

UbllTt íaCOnrrted by the 0PR“C0NVERT routine and the transaction 
processed ° herWlse’ contro1 is returned and the next opcode is 

OPR Type <. - Paragraph 0PR4 

0PR4 is basically the same as 0PR3 except when the subscript (POSIT) 

barr-n? by 0PR3^ P0SIT does noi. point at the INPUT-RECORD area 

tW Va“!: 8ubscrlpt in the FIELD-LIST area. The position of 

lnaîrfiieÎV8 in the 8ubroutine COMARAYS to compare the 
logical information. Note when paragraph 0PR3 is PERFORMed from 

paragraph 0PR4, INDEX1 contains the subscripted value. This value is 

SAVE qn^rp?PTWbSCrÍPt (M0VE (INDEX1) TO INDEX3, 
A E SUBSCRIPT) for the field in question. At tnis point, we acquire 
the position of the data we wish to compare. acquire 

OPR Type 5 - Paragraph 0PR5 

Format: 5-SSSS-TTTT-OP 

.ndKS'ri,Sthe opcode.^lr8t °f “ fIeld- 1711 ls the sec0"d 

OPR Type 6 - Paragraph 0PR6 

Format: 6-L-LITERAL-OP 

where L is the length of the literal and OP is the conditional 

VAL°l1T aST ‘rt generated by 0MU,OP* to we storage area In 
VAL LIT-AREA and processing time. 0PR6 uses the subscript value 

stored in SAVE-SUBSCRIPT by a previous 0PR3 or 0PR4 to locate the 

ó^d SpeR6 “ÍíT“ rd C0BPare the data t0 tha lltataí 
start tL ll f es are n0t equal* contro1 is passed to 
start the process again. However, if they are equal, the opcode 
is converted and stored for the Transaction Builder. 
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The Process. 

First SSS3 and TTTT are taken out of VAL-LIT- 

AREA and put into INDEX1 and INDEX 2 

respectively. 

SSSS-INDEX1 

TTTT- INDEX2 

Now using INDEX1 and INDEX2 find the length of 

the fields we are addressing in FIELD-LIST area 

and see if they are the same length. If they 

are, continue; otherwise, print appropriate 

error message. Obtain the position of each 

field in question and pass these values to 

subroutine COMARAYS (MOVE FLD-HOP (INDEXl) TO 

INDEX3 MOVE FLD-HOP (INDEX2) TO INDEX4). 

Call the subroutine and if the result is not 

equal, return control to start the process again. 

If the fields are equal, control is passed 

to paragraph FORMAT-OPR5, where the opcode is 
converted. 

Logical Maintenance Constants (LMCON) are 

supposed to be used to change values that have 

been defined in a Logical Maintenance package. 

(Changing of LMCON*s has not been implemented 

in FM Maintenance Proper.) The disposition 

of these constants requires a special format 

for the data. The format of the date is as follows: 

NAME VALUE_ 

FLDAW 12345 

Therefore, the length of the field is 

increased by six. 

All non-FFT fields are considered LMCONs. 

Variable Length Data. FLD-HOP is 0 only when 

variable length input is used. PSS-HOP 

and PSS-LEN specify a variable control field 

of the following format: 
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CNT HOP 
I 

LlI.I lili 
4 4 

This control field is 8 digits with leading zeros 

assumed to fill the 8 standard positions. When 

the control field is blank, or the count portion 

is 0, a NOP is assumed and processing of the 

field is terminated. CNT contains the number 

of characters of input data. HOP contains the 

position (relative to 1) of the left-most character 

of the data field in this record. Only REP, 

REG, GEV, ATV, and CHV used against variable 

sets are valid with a variable length input 
field. 

Variable set operands REP, REG, GEV, ATV, and 

CHV operators can be used against variable sets 

with the data in either variable length (see 

above) or standard fixed position formats. 

CHV may have either of the two CHG formats. 

Whole Record Operations. Three operations receive 

as data a complete MIDMS data file record. These 

operations are REPlace an existing record (REP), 

REplace or Generate a record (REG), and GEnerate 

a new Itecord (GER) . REP, REG, and GER must have 

record ID operands to be whole record operations. 

However, the location of the data specified 

in ELD-HOP must refer to the record character 

count (RECCT) field of the record. The format 

of a MIDMS data file record is: 

RECCT 

—1 L. 1 

DATA ï 

♦- 4 

- —-  Drrr^r . 

i 

W 
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All periodic and variable set control fields 

(PSC's and VSC's) must be exactly in the format 

normally produced by MIDMS File Maintenance 

since no changes will be made to this data before 

it is inserted into the output file by Maintenance 

Proper. When whole record operations are used, 

no other data file field may have a transaction 

against the same record. This includes the 

input record, the input group, as well as other 

input groups against the data file record in 

the same File Maintenance job. LMCON's may 

have transactions. To insure this requirement, 

TRANS-FLDNO in the transaction entry is set 

to 1 whenever REP, REG, and GER refer to a Record 

ID. One is used as the field type. The LR2 

entry of 1 specifics the RECCT field which cannot 

have any other transactions against it and at 

the same time causes these new operations to 

sort first among the transaction items. 

Transaction Building. The building of the transaction is 

the ultimate goal of FMIPVAL. Before these transactions 

can be built, all validation, conversion and the operation 

code must be assigned. 

The output of FMIPVAL consist basically of one 

array (UNSORTED-TRaNS-TAB) and a string of characters 

(TEXT-TAB). UNSORTED-TRANS-TAB and TEXT-TAB are 

defined as follows: 

01 UNSORTED-TRANS-TAB. 

03 TRANS-ITEM OCCURS 1000 TIME0. 

04 TRANS-SORT. 

05 TRANS-SETNO PICTURE 999 

05 TRANS-SUBSET PICTUI.E 9999 

05 TRANS-FLDNO PICTURE 9999 

04 TRANS-OPCODE PICTURE 999 

04 TRANS-LENGTH PICTURE 999 

04 TRANS-HOP PICTURE 9999 
01 TEXT-TAB. 

03 TEXT-CHAR OCCURS 10000 TIMES 

01 TEXT-TAB-X REDEFINES TEXT-TAB. 

0? TEXT-DATA OCCURS 10 TIMES 

COMPUTATIONAL. 

COMPUTATIONAL. 

COMPUTATIONAL. 

COMPUTATIONAL. 

COMPUTATIONAL. 

COMPUTATIONAL. 

PICTURE X. 

PICTURE X(1000). 

Each entry in UNSORTED-TRANS-TAB defines a trans¬ 

action. The field against which the transaction 

is applied is indicated by TRANS-FLDNO, which is 

the entry in MAJ0R-LR2 for that field. The operation 

to be performed is indicated by TRANS-OPCODE. 
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TRANS-OPCODE ia a three digit number — the first 

(HIGH ORDER), the second digit defines the opeo 

and the third (RIGHT MOST) defines the field type. 

TRANS-SET-NO is produced in accordance with 

specifications provided in the discussion of SET- 

ASSIGNMENT. 

Periodic transactions have their subsets in TRANS 

SUBSET. 

If the transaction includes any data (and it usuaHy 

does), the data is sorted in TEXT-TAB. TR^"H° 
indicates the point in TEXT-TAB where the data from 

this transaction starts while TRANS-LENGTH contains 

the number of characters in the data. 

Variable set data does not require the use of field 
number (TRANS-FLDNO) and subset (TRANS-SUBSET); however, 

TRANS-FLDNO is used to snow Maintenance Proper t e 

position in the variable set where the text is o 

be inserted and TRANS-SUBSET is used to store the 

number of characters to remove. (The number of 

characters removed may be different from the length 

of the input transactions.) 

The TRANS-OPCODE field contains values combining 

operation codes and field type codes as indicated 

hoinu. 

Operation Codes. 

NOP 

ADD 

SUB 

CHG 

CHU 

GEN 

CRE 

GENU 

GEC 

CAD 

GECU 

CID 

DEL 

ATC 

NEX 

00 
01 
02 
03 

04 
05 

05 

06 

07 

07 

08 

09 

10 
11 
12 
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o
 

CMA 13 

ADS 14 

REP 15 

REG 16 

GER 17 

GEV 18 

ATV 19 

CHV 20 

Field Type Codes. 

1 - RECORD ID 

2 - FIXED 

3 - PERIODIC FIELD/GROUP 

4 - VARIABLE SET 

5 - PERIODIC SUBSET 

6 - PERIODIC SET CONTROL 

7 - VARIABLE SET CONTROL 

8 - LMCON 

Error Codes. Throughout the program, frequent 

reference is made to the error action codes. 

There are fine error action codes as follows: 

EXTERNAL 

S 

G 

C 

N 

0 
A 

B 

INTERNAL 

1 
2 
3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 
9 

ACTION TO BE TAKEN IN CASE OF ERROR 

DISCONTINUE PROCESSING OF THE FIELD IN SOURCE REC 

RECORD AS INPUT IS TO BE REJECTED 

SUBGROUP AS INPUT IS TO BE REJECTED 

(Not implemented) 

GROUP AS INPUT IS TO BE REJECTED 

CONTINUE (ACCEPT THE FIELD) AS IF NO ERROR 

NO COMMENT DISCONTINUE PROCESSING 

OR CONDITION 

AND CONDITION. 

SAME AS D EXCEPT BLANK OUT INPUT FIELD. 

(4) Flowchart. 
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ENTER 'N 

X FMIPVAL J 
^—- 
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2A 

IS 
IE LD 

DATA NON- 
X YES 

NO 
'ANY 

Operations '> yes 
permit 

BLANKS 

BLANK 

NO 

l 1A 

2C 

f 
DOES 

THIS OPERATION 
permit 

BLANK DATA? 

indicaÎe 
3LANK DATA 
FOUND 

—» YES 

t 
DOES 

FIELD HAVE 
VALIDITY 

XMECJiffl 

RECORD-LEVEL-OP R 

NO-VAL-CK T CONTINUE-PROCESSIMG 
K rw- , x CHKEND 

ANY X val-check-minus-op: 
YES j N0VA1 CHECKS 

AGAINST 
FIELD? 

X/ 

• 3A 

SET LMCW 
TY’PE 

: GET FIELD 
TYPE FR«-1 FFT 

X 

rAR OPTION 
? 

YES 

NO 

39A 

YES 
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-! f—1 
4A ; 
\ / 

ClffiCK 

1_ 

I 
LESS THAN 

. J _ 
HIGH RANGE 

LOWVALUE 

CALL COMARAYÍ 

TO COMPARE 

DATA VALUE 

WITH LOW 

RANGE yALUE 

TYPE I 

/á NDICATOR N 
? 

t2 

! 

I 

EQUAL 

i 

3 

[greater than 

Í 4D1 
\ / 

1 special-value 
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1 

t 
REJECT 
FIELD 

1 

7A 

5 

r 
CONTINUE 

r . J_ 
6B 

? 

REJECT 
RECORD 

r 

f 

x44Aj 

6 

! 

r T 
SYSTEM ERROR 

6A 

IGNORE ERROR 

7 

! 

OR CONDITION 

fj 
\ / 

J9 
CLEAR RAD 

DATA 

r 
7C 

r l_ 
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6A i : 6B 
'REJECT-SUBGROUP-* / 

S YCONTINUE-REAL 
ERR-CODE-S - 

PRINT ERROR 6YSTr:M*M0VE 
ERROR 'ACCEPTING' 

AND 'VAL CHECK' 
! TO ERROR MESSAGE 

BLANK-INPUT-FIELD 

INSERT 
ID INTO 
ERROR MESSAGE; 

! 
1A MOVE BALENCE 

I OF ERROR 
MESSAGE 

I_I 

7C 

NO 

r 

? 

< 
Xs VALIDITY YES 

OPR? 

INSERT 'VAL 
CHECK' INTO 
ERROR MESSAGE 

T 

INSERT 
'INVAL OPR' 
INTO ERROR 
MESSAGE 

- 

CALL MO VALE 
TO MOVE BAD 
DATA TO 
MESSAGE 

PRINT ERROR 
’ MESSAGE 

INSERT 'FLD 
BLANKED' 
INTO ERROR 
MESSAGE 
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7A SKIP-FIELD-D 

DELETE-TRAN 

SAVE FIELD 

LENGTH 

T 
NO 
r— 

X 
IS YES 

» 

VALIDITY 

OPR 

XX 

INSERT 'VAL 

CHECK’ INTO 

ERROR MESSAGE 

L__ 

INSERT ’ INVAL 

OPR' INTO 

ERROR MESSAGE 

-p. 

r t rej-FLD 
INSERT 

'FLD REJECTED' 

INTO ERROR 

MESSAGE 

NEXT VALIDITY 

CHECK 

INCREMENT 

VALIDITY CHECK 

COUNTER 

I— 

IS 
7C 

YES 
' 

NO ERROR CODE _ 
I OR' i 

^ / CONTINUE-CHECK-C 

ADD-I-FVC 
T NEXT- 

,/ IS CHS 

ERROR CODE YES 

'AND' 
? 

POINT TO NEXT 

VALIDITY 

CHECK 

MOVE BALENCE 

OF ERROR 

MESSAGE 

1 

1A 

SAVE ERROR 

CODE 

1 
x-^ ! 

1 INCREMENT 

VALIDITY 

CHECK 

COUNTER 

5A 
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¥ rags1” 

VALID-TEST 

EQUALA 

HIGHA 

—I 

8B 

YES 

8C] SKIP-VAL-ERR-CHECK 
f AD 

POINT TO NEXT 

VALIDITY 

CHECK 

J_ 
INCREMENT 

VALIDITY 

COUNTER 

I HIGHVAIUE 

CALL C(MARAy| 

TO COMPARE 

DATA VALUE 

WITH HIGH RANteE 
VALUE- 

..DATA 

NO ,VÂLUE > . YES 

vHIGH RANGE^ 

L. 

9 .. / 

L 
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PROFILE-CK 

SAVE VAL 

LITERAL 

LENGTH 

9B 

Y 
À PROFILE-ROUTINE 

SAVE POINTER 

TO FIRST 

CHARACTER OF 

FIELD 

INITIALIZE 

PROFILE 

LITERAL 

COUNTER 

ADJUST VaL 

. LITERAL 

POINTER 

_I 

9C j 
y TEST-PROFILE 

f 
USING BINARY 

VALUE OF DATA 

DETERMINE 

CHAR. TYPE 

SET SWITCHES 

FOR VALID 

CHAR. TYPES 

BASED ON 

PROFILE CODE 

SET UP 

PROFILE 

CODE 

NO 

T PROCESS-INPUT 

,end'\ 
PROFILE X YES 

< CHECK? 

8A 

NO YES 

VALID-CHARACTER 

5A 

\> 

'adjust val 

LITERAL 

POINTER 

L_ 

9D 
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NO 

5A 

V' 

CALL COMRAYS 
TO COMPARE 
DATA VALUE 

VALUE-S 

CALL MOVRAY 
TO OBTAIN 
HOP OF 
PARTIAL VALUji 

determine 
LENGTH OF 
VALUE 
LITERAL 

NO 
X 

TS 
LENGTH 

ONE? 

YES 

* 

NO 

ï 
5A 

IS 
Data char. v 
equal test 

CHAR? 

YES 

1— 
8A 
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SUBCON 

CLEAR 

SUBROUTINE 

NAME AREA 

RETURN-TO-SUBCON FORMAT-SUBCON-LIT 

IS GET LITERAL 
^ NO , SUBROUTINE YES JlENGTH 

literal . 

present? 

MOVE DATA 

TO SUBRT 

INPUT AREA 

11B 

; 

NO ' FFX 

FIELD? 

CALL-SUBCGN 

SX YES 

X 

_1 
EXIT PERFORM 

SUBCON-CHECK-EXIT 

12B 

I 
MOVE LIT TO 

SUBRT INPUT 

AREA 

CLEAR FIELD 

AND FILE 

NAMES 

SET UP 

FIELD AND 

FILE NAMES 

I Tin 

A 
11B 
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/ 

J 

SUBCON-ONLY 

>FIELD 

NSIZ^?^ 
' 

_t_ 
INDICATE 

SUBROUTINE 

DATA VALID 
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OPR-CK 

CLEAR ERROR 

SWITCH 

1 
_/ 
PERFORM-OPP-U 

PERFORM 

FLOW CHART 

FOLLOWS 

OPR-LOOK-UP 

SAVE ERROR 

CODE 

4 

; 
CONDITIONAL 

OPR WITH 

FIELD NAME 
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OPR-CONVERT \ 

THRU OPR- 

CONVERT-EXrr 
\ / 

r 
RETURN CODE> 

1 

f_ 
OPERATOR ERROR 

- _ J i- 

*j0PR-ERR-EXIT 

INDICATE 

OPR EFUOR / 

L 
MOVE 'INVAL 

OPR' TO ERROR 

MESSAGE 

_! _ 

29A 

INSERT 

OPERATION CODE 

INTO TRANS¬ 

ACTION ITEM 

INDICATE 

VALID 

OPERATION 

FOUND 

INDICATE 

j NOP OPERATION 

29A 
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r 

1 

VAR OPTION YES 

* ' :i 

MOVE FIELD 

LENGTH TO 

TRANSACTION 
ITEM 

NO 

r 

/ X 

YES 
—r 

SUBCON-DATA 

NO 
DATE LENGTH, 

ZERO? ' j —/ 

SIZE " 

OF TRANS TEXT 

ÂRÇA EXCEEDED? 

NO 

rr~ 
16A 

i f-i 

YES 

■ 

ÎÎAS SUBC0N 

CONVERSION V 

SJJBROUTINE 

BEBI} USEIÍ . i 

MOVE SUB¬ 

ROUTINE OUTPUT 

SIZE ’’’O 

TRANSACTION ITEM 

\ 

IN U 

r: 

SIZE 

N0 xtRANS TEXT J YES 

AREA 

CALL MOVARAYSi ÈXC!^“L'; 1 

TO MOVE SUB-! 17A 

ROUTINE OUTPUT 

TO TRANS T^X^ AREA 

>c; 
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j VSKIPl 

'CALL movarays 

INPUT DATA TO 

TRANS TEXT 

AREA 

SKIP-INPUT-DATA 

' —I MOVE-FLDNO 

INSERT FFT # 

INTO TRANS 

ITEM 

FORMATV 
_1_, 

SET POINTER 

TO COUNT 

FIELD IN VAR| 

CONTROL FIELD 
l_i 

_1_ 
SET POINTER 
TO HOP FIELD 

IN VAR CONTROL 

FIELD 

> MOVE-COUNTS 

ADD TRANS¬ 

ACTIONS 

LENGTH TO 

TEXT AREA SIZE 

GET COUNT 

AND HOP 

FIELDS 

_ y 
MOVE HOP OF 

TEXT TO TRANS 

ITEM AREA 

INDICATE 

VALID 

OPERATION 

f 
29A 

J CONTROL FIELD 

ERROR 

YES 

\~dc 

MOVE COUNT 

TO TRANS¬ 

ACTION LENGTH 

INDICATE 

INVALID 

OFiv 

! 

29A 
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TEXT-EXCEEDS-TABLE 

INDICATE \ MOVE SET ERROR 

REJECTION Of\ 'REMAINING NUMBER TO 10 

REST OF GROUE' ¡ TEXT SKIPPED' ** 

TO MESSAGE 

PERFORM 

PARAGRAPH 

FOLLOWS 

HIGHER-LEVEL- 

ERROR- ROUTINE 
MOVE-DATA-IN 

MOVE IN DATA PRINT ERROR 
► IN ERROR L ► MESSAGE 

f-Î_ 
MOVE IN REST 

OF ERROR 

MESSAGE 

!_I 
MOVE-DATA-IN-EXIT 

I 
EXIT PERFORM [ V-; 

,- * 
CONTINUATION 
OF REJECT- 

REMAIN ING- 
TEXT-OR-TRANS 
PARAGRAPH 

r-i_ 
ELIMINATE 

ERRONOUS 

TRANSACTIONS 

RETURN 

GET-NEXT-GROUP 

GET-NEXT-RECORD 
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NO 

INDICATE 

INVALID 

OPERATION 

18A 

i OPR2 GET 2 DIGIT bfcT L DI 
FIELD VSET? yes opr CODE 

f 
/ PERFORM 

OPR-CONVERT 
THRU OPR- 

CONVERT-EXIT Í 
' RETURN 

X CODE? / 

CON-OPR-2 

INSERT OPERAT 

CODE INTO 

TRANSACTION 
ITEM 

:on 
14C 

1 

OBTAIN HOP 

POINTER FROM 

VAL-LIT-AREA 

1 
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f. FMIPTRN 

(1) Function. To sort transaction table entries and 

write transaction file records. 

(2) Calling Sequence. 

ENTRY 1IPTRN' USING IP-DD UNSORTED-TRANS-TAB TEXT-TAB. 

(3) Capabilities. 

FMIPTRN is called by FMIPX to sort a transaction table for an 

input group and write transaction file records for the input 

group. Upon completion of input processing, FMIPTRN is 

instructed to close the transaction file. WRITE-SW is used 

to control these alternatives. WRITE-SW is initially A, 

causing the transaction file to be opened and causing WRITE-SW 

to be changed to 0. When WRITE-SW is 0 upon entry to 

FMIPTRN, the Confirmation Record is written on the 

transaction file, WRITE-SW is changed to 1, and the first 

subordinate group of transactions is processed. When WRITE- 

SW is 1 (as Is normally the case), a subordinate group of 

transact tens is processed. WRITE-SW-3 causes a Reject Group 

Record to be written and WRITE-SW to be changed to 1. WRITE- 

SW* 2 indicates that the transaction file is to be closed. 

(WRITE-SW is cleared to 0 if no sort of transaction records 

is required.) The transaction table sorting process in 

paragraphs SET-UP-SORT to REDO orders the fields to be updated 

so that they can be handled in sequence by Maintenance 

Proper. Three TRANS-ITEM fields take part in the sort — 

TRANS-3ETN0, TRANS-SUBSET, and TRANS-FLDNO. TRANS-SETNO 

orders the transaction entries by set, TRANS-SUBSET orders 

the transaction entries by subsets within a set, and TRANS- 

FLDNO orders by positions within a single subset. Figure 

3-3-3 shows the possible values for these fields. 
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TRANS- TRANS- TRANS- TRANS- TRANS- TRANS- 

TRANS-SETNO = 000 for Fixed Set 

ONN for Periodic Set NN 

INN for Variable Set NN 

200 for LMCON 

TRANS-SUBSET = 0000 for Fixed, Whole Vset, or LMCON 

0NNN for Periodic Subset Number 

(Pseudo if NNN is greater than 600) 

NNNN for HOP (relative to 1) of Partied 

Vset Change 

TRANS-FIELD = Subscript of Field in FFT LR2 

Delete Length for Partied Vset Change 

1 for Whole Record Operations 

0 for LMCON 

TRANS-OPCODE = Code Number of Operation/Field-Type. 

TRANS-LENGTH = Length of Text String for this item. 

TRANS-HOP = HOP of Text in Total Text String (relative to 1). 

Figure 3-3-3. Tremsaction Item Format 

The balance of the FMIPTRN subprogram writes out six types cf 

transaction records into a transaction file. These records 

are variable in length and are blocked. (For the IBM 360, 

BLOCK CONTAINS 0 RECORDS is specified in the COBOL File 

Description for the transaction file so that the maximum 

block size is determined from the Job Control Language DD 

card. The minimum permitted block size is 1060 characters.) 
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The six transaction record types are indicated below. Their 

formats are specified in figure 3-3-4. 

The Confirmation Record is written at the beginning of 

the transaction file and specifies the fields to be 

confirmed by Maintenance Proper. CONSW has l value of 

"0" when no confirmations are specified, "1" for 

individual field confirmations, or "2" when all fields 

will be confirmed. CONFIRM INFO contains one digit 

entry for each of 299 possible fields. Each position 

normally contains a "0" value except that when CONSW 

is "1" and the field is to be confirmed, the entry will 
have a "1". 

A Reject Group Record is writttn when a group rejection 
is encountered after one or more subordinate groups 

have been written on the transaction file. IP sort 

will place this record in front of all of the subordinate 

group control records so that Maintenance Proper will 

skip over the transection records for all subordinate 

groups of the input group. 

A Subordinate Group Control Record is written at 

least once for each input group, once for each subordinate 

group. It contains the number of transaction items in 

the transaction table, the total number of characters 

required for the table entries, and the total size of the 

text entries for the subordinate group. IP sort will 

place all subordinate group control records together 

so that MP will process all subordinate groups of a 

single input group as if it occurred on a single control 
record. 

Item Information Records subdivide the transaction table 

into segments of 62 items per record. Any subordinate 

group may require multiple Item Information Records to 

hold the entire transactio table. 

Text Information Records subdivide the transaction text 

area into segments of 1000 characters without regard to 

the transaction entries they belong to. 

The Last Record is written at the end of the transaction 
file. 
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Figure 3-3-4. Transaction File Record Formats (IBM 360) 
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The following fields are placed in transarM™ j 
the actions of IP ¿“transaction records to control 

information applies to "a <JU1 format HP Lies co the IBM 360 version of MIDMS only.) 

r’nX VcWalte^T8 VlT" ^ 
transaction racoîd ‘y1' fr,“0“ °l ^ 
the OCCURS...DEPENDING variable so that COROT 88 
the logical record sire of each ».nsäctZ reco^““^* 
maximum value for INFO SIZE is 1000 Th* ? Í* ^ 
Record and the Last Record have no variable 
INFO SIZE is 0000 for these records í^ r T S°/ 

0012 characters. INFO SIZE is a multiple of 16 ' 
0016 and 0992) for Item Information Records fext 
n ormation Records may contain 0001-1000 characters. 

lalor^/k 3 ííVe ^haracter field which would be the 
pliLed in a fl i UP 68 f°r multiPle files could be 
file is neL^S6 file. Since only one 

the standard Ä fil fCept the last contain 

(311^1° i ”^“ee“^P^“nuoeric^charactersSt 

SäI“?“ 
blank* 18 leftTstifi^^Uh^rliU^ ID 
blanks when the defined control fields mïli i .u 
tnirty characters Th0 ,,=i rieids total less than 
is dariRpJÎ Î !* ^ alue of the RECORD ID field 

contains low values fbinarv , ’ t[le Confirmation Record 
field and the Tear d inary zeroes) in the RECORD ID 

ones), ä“:! :r: .“ri“ ^ 

uni ^ 

FILE NAME alreadyScontains^high°values. ^he 8l"“ 

distinguish typas^ôrtr.^sa^tlo^cÓrd.0 TîactT 

$ 
HÏCODE has the digit "r îcr ?n f n ReC°rd8' 
identified by the digit »2'' ií Records are 
one Subordinate Group Control Record.'onf"™ 
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Information Records, and zero or more Text Information 

Records whenever requested by FMIPX. When more than 

one subordinate group are created for a source input 

group or more than one source input group apply to the 

same MIDMS file record, the sort will cause all type "0" 

records for a particular record ID to be placed before 

all type "1" records and both will be placed before type 

"2" records. This is the sequence expected by MP, which 

will combine all of the information obtained into a 

single series of field updates. The Reject Group Record, 

when present for any group, will be sorted in front of 

all Subordinate Group Control Records for the group 

because of a SUBNO value of zero. As special cases, 

RECODE has binary zeroes for the Confirmation Record 

and binary ones for the Last Record. 

GRPNO is a four character binary number which is 

generally unaligned because of blocking of transaction 

records. It is derived from a counter for source 

input groups as determined by FMIPREC or ^MIPUN. After 

sorting, similar types of records will be ordered by 

group number so that field update precedence in MP will 

be partly determined by input sequence. GRPNO has 

binary zeroes for the Confirmation Record and binary ones 
for the Last Record. 

SUBNO is a four character binary number assigned (starting 

from 1) to each subordinate group of an input group. 

SUBNO fields are generally unaligned. When a group is 

rejected by FMIPREC or FMIPVAL based on DSD criteria, 

binary zeroes are placed in SUBNO so that the Reject 

Group Record will sort before Subordinate Group Control 

Records causing elimination of the group by MP. SUBNO 

has binary zeroes for the Confirmation Record and binary 
ones for the Last Record. 

RECNO is a four character binary number (generally unaligned). 

Within each type of record in a subordinate group, RECNO 

counts the records starting from zero. That is, RECNO is 

zero for the Subordinate Group Control Record; it is 0, 1, 2 

.... for Item Information Records; and it is 0, 1, 2 ..., 

for Text Information Records. The sort will not change 

the order of individual Item or Text Information Records. 

A Reject Group Record also has a RECNO of zero. A zero 

value in RECNO is used by MP to determine the end of a 

previous series of records of a particular type. RECNO 

has binary zeroes for the Confirmation Record and binary 
ones for the Last Record. 

(4) Flowchart. 
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g. FMIPBIN 

(1) Function. IPBIN is a binary search routine to look 

for a field name in LR11 of an FFT. 

(2) Calling Sequence. 

Called by ’IPCD' and 'IPUN' 

Entry Point 'IPBIN' 
Calling Sequence FM-DD IP-DD MAJ0R-LR11 

(3) Capabilities. 

After entry point, FLD-LR11-LU is performed. CNT1 is initialized 

at 0 and CNT-LR (the total number of field names) plus one 

is divided in half and stored in TALLY. ,.,. 
FLD-BINARY-TEXT adds TALLY to CNT1 and then compares the field name 

with the LRll table entry at CNT1. If the names are equax, 

the processing is complete. If the field name is 8r®a^r’ ^ 
the program proceeds to FLU-GREATER; if it is less, ^D-LESSTHAN. 

FLD-GREATER computes a new TALLY value and loops back to FLD-BINARY- 

TEST The new TALLY value is the smallest number which when 

multiplied by a pouer of two will result In a product ..lue no 

less than CNT-LR. This assures that every entry in LR-11 required 

to be tested will actually be tested. __ __ 
FLD-LESSTHAN computes a new TALLY value in the same manner as FLD- 

GREATER but negates the value so that an earlier table entry 

can be tested. Processing loops back to FLD-BINARY-TEST. 

The processing continues with increasing powers of two until a match 

is made or until TALLY is less than 2 or greater than -2 

indicating that the test name is not in the table. 

(4) Flowchart. 
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h. FMIPSRT 

(1) Function. To sort transaction file records. 

(2) Calling Sequence. There is none. FMIPSRT is entered 

through its PROGRAM-ID and no parameters are passed. 

(3) Capabilities. 

FMIPSRT is dynamically loaded and executed by the File Maintenance 

Supervisor after FMIPX determines that the transaction file 

must ba sorted. A sort key of 48 characters is used. (See 

figure 3-3-4 with the FM1PTRN subprogram for the format of 

the sort key.) The transaction file is directly sorted by 

a COBOL SORT statement with no INPUT PROCEDURE or OUTPUT 

PROCEDURE. NOTE: For the IBM 360, BLOCK CONTAINS 0 RECORDS 

is specified for the input and the output transaction files 

so that records can be blocked. A DCB BLKSIZE parameter 

is required on the SORTIN and SORTOUT DD cards at execution 

time to specify the maximum block size. The BLKSIZE value 

may be no smaller than 1060. 
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3. IP ERROR MESSAGES. 

a. "ACCEPTING" 

(1) FMIPVAL: CONTINUE-REAL, CON-OPR-2 

(2) Advisory message indicating value accepted. 

b. "BLANK GROUP ID ILLEGAL" 

(1) FMIFREC: START-GROUP 

(2) A grouy ID which contains all blanks was found. 

c. "BLANK PSEUDO PSS ILLEGAL" 

(1) FMIPUN: TEST-FOR-3 

(2) Location in the Unit Update record normally containing 
the PSS number contains blanks. 

d. "COMMA MISSING AFTER SUBROUTINE" 

(1) FMIFCD: LOAD-CARD 

(2) More than one subroutine name appears on a load card 
and is not separated by a comma. 

e. "CONTINUED" 

(1) FMIPVAL: CONTINUE 

(2) An error has been detected, but processing will continue. 

f. "CONTINUING" 

(1) FMIPREC: CONTINUE 

(2) An error has been detected, but processing is continuing. 

g. "DATA SIZE EXCEEDS FIEL» SIZE" 

(1) FMIPIIN: CHECK-SIZE 

(2) Length of uata portion of unit-record exceeds field length. 
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h. "DSD NAME OMITTED" 

(1) FMIPCD: GET-DST 

(2) Name of DSD did not follow DSD keywork on ACCEPT card. 

i. "DSD NOT IN TABLE LIBRARY" 

(1) FMIPCD: GET-DST, GET-DSD 

(2) Librarian could not find DSP given within the user's 
library specified by JCL. 

j. "EXPECTED CONTINUATION NOT FOUND" 

(1) FMIPUN: NO-CONTINUATION, CHECK-CONTINUATION 

(2) Continuation of a unit record input is expected when 

position 80 of the previous record is not blank. It is found when 

the new record matches the previous one from position through the 

record ID delimiter (first record-mark or 0-2-8 punch). 

k. "FFT NOT IN TABLE LIBRARY" 

(1) FMIPCD: READ-LR1 

(2) Librarian could not find FFT given within the users 
library specified by JCL. 

l. "FIELD DATA OMITTED" 

(1) FMIPUN: MOVE-RECORD 

(2) Zero length data field in a transaction not DEL or NEX. 

m. "FIRST FMIP CARD MUST BE ACCEPT" 

(1) FMIPCD 

(2) First FMIP control card read was not an ACCEPT card. 

n. "FLD DELETED" 

(1) FMIPVAL: PSSQ-ILLEGAL 

(2) An error has occurred, field rejected as per DSD 
description. 

o. "FIELD REJECTED" 

(1) FMIPVAL: CON-OPR-2 
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(2) An error has occurred, field rejected as per DSD 

description. 

p. "FIELD WILL BE SKIPPED" 

(1) FMIPVAL ; C0N-0PR-2 

(2) An error has occurred and the field indicated 

will be skipped. 

q. "FIRST REC MUST HAVE GROUP ID" 

(1) FMIPREC: BUILD-GROUP-ID 

(2) First record read had a blank group ID. 

r. "FLD BLANKED" 

(1) FMIPVAL : BLANK-INPUT-FIELD 

(2) Field specified has had blanks moved to it. 

s. "FLD REJECTED" 

(1) FMIPVAL: DELETE-TRAN 

(2) A field has been rejected due to an error. 

t. "FMIP CNTRLEND CARD MISSING" 

(1) FMIPCD: GET-NEXT-CARD 

(2) A card other than an FMIP control card has been read 

without first indicating that all FMIP cards had been read with an 

FMIP CNTRLEND card. 

u. "GROUP FREQUENCY ERROR" 

(1) FRIPREC: GROUP-FREQ-ERR 

(2) Frequency of a record is larger than specified on DSD 
group card. 

V. "GROUP REJ" 

(1) FRIPREC: REJECT-GROUP 

(2) An error has occurred, group rejected as per DSD 

specifications. 
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W. "ID EXCEEDS LENGTH OF REC CTL" 

(1) FMIPUN : BUILD-GROUP-ID-X 

(2) A record ID has been specified larger than the record 
ID control field. 

X. "ILLEGAL SOURCE CODE" 

(1) FMIPCD: SOURCE-CARD 

(2) Source code given on source card was not between 1 and 9. 

y. "INDIVIDUAL CONFIRMS IGNORED" 

(1) FMIPCD: CONFIRMS-CARD 

(2) A CONFIRM ALL card has already been processed. 

z. "INPUT GROUP REJECTED" 

(1) FMIPVAL: ERR-CODE-G 

(2) An error has occurred, input group rejected as per DSD 
description. 

aa. "INVALID DSD NAME" 

(1) FMIPCD: GET-DST 

(2) DSD name given does not end in D. 

ab. "INVALID FIELD NAME" 

(1) FMIPCD: PROCESS-NEXT-FIELD 

(2) Length of a field on a CONFIRM card exceeded 5 characters. 

ac. "INVALID FILE SEQ/ORDER" 

(1) FMIPREC: FILE-SEQ-ORD-ERR 

(2) Values for file level, sequence or order, test are 
not in order. 

ad. "INVALID FILE NAME" 

(1) FMIPCD: ACCEPT-CARD 

(2) Name of file on ACCEPT card does not end in A or T. 
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ae. "INVALID FMIP CONTROL CARD" 

(1) FMIPCD: GET-NEXT-CARD 

(2) An FMIP control card has been read which was not a 

CLASS, CONFIRM, LM, INHIBIT, SOURCE, RESERVE, CNTRLEND, SUBTRN 
or LOAD card. 

af. "INVALID GROUP SEQ/ORDER" 

(1) FMIPREC: GROUP-SEQ-ORD-ERR 

(2) Values for group level, sequence or order, test are 
not in order. 

ag. "INVALID RECORD TYPE" 

(1) FMIPREC: TEST-REC-TYPE 

(2) Record code type does not match any in DSD. 

ah. "INVALID SUBTRN SPECIFICATION" 

(1) FMIPCD: SUB-ERR 

(2) The word following SUBTRN must consist of a field name 

an », and a subroutine name example: FLD01=SUBRS. The field name 
must be longer than 5 characters and the subroutine name Jiust end 
ln S. The offending word appears as error word. 

ai. "ITEM CNT" 

(1) FMIPVAL: FORMAT-OUTPUT 

(2) IP is trying to build a transaction in excess ol the 

maximum number of transactions a]lowed for this installation. 

aj. "LAST ITEM" 

(1) FMIPVAL: ITEM-EXCEEDS-TABLE 

(2) This message appears along with "ITEM CNT". 

ak. "LOC SPEC NOT NUMERIC" 

(1) FMIPVAL: C0N-0PR-2, FORMAT-OPR-ID-TYPE 

(2) A source data record field which is supposed to 

contain a numeric pointer, does not have numeric contents. 
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al. "MUST BE DSD OR UNIT" 

(1) fmipcd: no-fourth 

(2) Keyword of DSD or UNIT is missing from ACCEPT card 

am. "MULTIPLE CLASS CARDS NOT ALLOWED" 

(1) FMIPCD: CLASS-CARD 

(2) Only one class card is allowed per FMIP run. 

an. "NEXT FID" 

(1) FMIPVAL: TRANSACTION-SKIPPED 

validated^ A tranSactlon has be«n skipped, next field will be 

ao. "NO TRANSACTIONS GENERATED" 

(1) FMIPX: CALL-IPS RT 

to FKMP.<2Nor^Uy‘‘d“rto0LIr“rrõrhaVe ^ t0 1,6 passs 

ap. "PERMITTED ONLY FOR UNIT UPDATE" 

(1) FMIPCD: SUBTRN-CARD 

(2) A SUBIRK card is not ailowed for batch update. 

aq. "RECORD FREQUENCY ERROR" 

(1) FMIPREC: RECORD-freq-err 

group card. ^uency °f a record is fewer than specified on DSD 

ar. "RECORD ID NOT COMPLETE" 

(1) FMIPREC: CDMS-ID-ERR 

to produce a cooplete^econTlD. ^ VariOUs) types were supplied 

as. "RECORD ID NOT SPECIFIED" 

(1) FMIPUN: BUILD-GROUP-ID-X 

(2) Record ID portion of firch j 
«to length. Chech for record 
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at. "RECORD REJ" 

(1) FMIPREC: REJECT-RECORD 

(2) An error has occurred, record rejected as per DSD 
specifications. 

au. "RECORD REJECTED" 

(1) - FMIPVAL: REJECT-RECORD-R 

(2) An error has occurred, record rejected as per DSD 
description. 

av. "REMAINING TEXT SKIPPED" 

(1) FMIPVAL: REJECT-REMAINING-TEXT-OR-TRANS 

(2) A record has been built which is larger than allowed, 
remaining text for record is skipped. 

aw. "SOURCE OMITTED" 

(1) FMIPCD: SOURCE-CARD 

(2) Source code not given on SOURCE card. 

ax. "SUBROUTINE LIMIT EXCEEDED" 

(1) FMIPCD: LOAD-CARD 

(2) More than 10 subroutines were requested to be 
loaded from LOAD cards. 

ay. "SUBROUTINE MISSING AFTER COMMA" 

(1) FMIPCD: LOAD-CARD 

(2) A comma was punched after the last subroutine name 

listed, indicating more subroutine names to follow of which there 
were none. 

az. "SUBTRN MAXIMUM EXCEEDED" 

(1) FMIPCD: SUB-CHECK 

(2) Maximum number of subroutines from SUBTRN card per 
run was exceeded. 
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ba. "SUBTRN NAME MUST END WITH S" 

(1) FMIPCD: SUB-CHECK 

(2) Subroutine name given on SUBTRN card does not end in S. 

bb. "SYS ERROR" 

(1) FMIPVAL: SYSTEM-ERROR, ERR-CODE-S, ERROR-CODE-EQUALS-A 

(2) Program malfunction. A programmer should be consulted, 

be. "UNDEFINED FIELD NAME" 

(1) FMIPCD: FLD-NOT-FOUND 

(2) Field given on CONFIRM card could not be found within 

the FFT of the user library specified. 

bd. "UNDEFINED FIELD NAME" 

(1) FMIPUN-PROCESS-RECORD 

(2) A field name has been specified which is not in the FFT. 

The field name appears as error-word. 

be. "VSET CHG CTL INVALID" 

(1) FMIPUN: PROCESS-FIELD-LEN 

(2) Control field for a variable set change is not valid. 

bf. "ZERO HOP ILLEGAL FOR VSET" 

(1) FMIPVAL: CON-OPR-2 

(2) A variable set change control field has a zero as a 

high order position. 
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CHAPTER 3 

Section IV 

File Maintenance Maintenance Proper (FMMP) 

1 OVERVIEW. File Maintenance Maintenance Proper (FMMP) generates 

or updates a MIDMS data file. It is divided into two general areas: 

Ordinary Maintenance (OM) and Logical Maintenance (LM). OM uses 

the transaction file produced by Input Processor to specify records 

and fields to be modified. LM uses a load module produced from a 

COBOL program originally generated by Language Processor to determ ne 

the specific changes to the MIDMS file. 

a. Maintenance Proper consists of a series of load modules which 

are loaded and deleted as needed. They are dynamically loaded and 

^executed by either the File Maintenance Supervisor (the FM load module) 

'or FMMP (file Maintenance Maintenance Proper Supervisor). In addition, 

the FMIO load module is used for reading FMMP control cards and print g 

confirmations and error messages. Figure 3-4-1 shows the deta e 

structure of the load modules and their relationship to FM, FMMP and 

FMIO. The primary functions of the load modules/programs controlled by 

FMMP are as follows: 

b. FMMPX is the Maintenance Proper Supervisor and controls the 

execution of Ordinary Maintenance and subroutine mode Logical Maintenance, 
In addition, it handles the reading and writing of the MIDMS file being 

updated. 

c. MPCDl and MPCD2 analyze the parameters on FMMP control cards, 

set appropriate switches, and read File format and LM Define Tables. 

Modification of LM define values is also handled by MPCD2 in accordance 

with redefine card specifications. 

d. OMMPX performs the detailed field updates as specified by the 

transactions in the transaction file. 

e. OMMPTIO reads the transaction file and acts as intermediary 

between FMMPX and OMMPTRN. 

f OMMPTRN causes the reading of transaction records, reconstructs 

the transaction table and text area originally produced in FMIP, and 

logically combines multiple transaction groups applying to the same 

MIDMS file record. 

g. LMMPX handles Logical Maintenance processing by causing the 

dynamic loading and execution of Logic Package load modules. 
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FMMPSRT 

MPSRT 
*CALLIO 
*COMARAYS 
*MOVALF 
*MOVARAYS 

FMMPSRT FMMPMRG 

FMMPX 

FMMPXL 
OMMPTIOL 
OMMPTRNL 

*GOMARAYS 
*MOVALF 
^•'M OVA RAYS 
*CALLIO 
*LOAD 
* DELETE 
★BRANCH 

MPCDl 

MPCDl 
*MUVE 
★CALLIO 
FMSCN 

★MOVALF 
ROLIB2 

MPCD2 

MPCD2 
★MOVE 
★CALLIO 
FMSCN 

★MOVALF 
ROLIB2 

★MOVNUM 
★MOVCMP 
DATESUB 
YMDSUB 

*ALC ROUTINES 

OMMP 

OMMPXL 
★MOVALF 
★CALLIO 
★MOVARAYS 
★MOVNUM 
★COMARAYS 
★BRANCH 

OMOVL 

OMMPDRV 
★MOVALF 
★CALLIO 
★MOVARAYS 
★MOVNIIM 
★COMARAYS 

I-1 
3MMPX1 OMMPtXÈ 

LMMP 

LMMPXL 
★LOAD 
★DELETE 
★BRANCH 

Figure 3-4-1.. FM File Maintenance Proper (FMMP) Structure 
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h. MPSRTX calls the FMMPSRT and FMMPMRG subprograms when records 

in the updated file must be sorted. 

i. FMMPSRT sorts keys pointing to a file of out-of-sort records 

from the MIDMS file. 

j. FMMPMRG merges the just-sorted out-of-sort records with the 

main MIDMS file. 

k. The relationships between the FFMP subprograms are indicated 
by figure 3-4-2. 

2. FILE MAINTENANCE PROPER (FMMP) SUBPROGRAMS, 

a. FMMPX 

(1) Function. To control Ordinary Maintenance and subroutine 

node Logical Maintenance execution and to read and write the MIDMS 
file being updated. 

(2) Calling Sequence. 

ENTRY 'FMMP' USING FM-DD. 

CALL 'FMSET' USING FMIO. 

CAL.., ' FMPRT' USING PRT-LINE CC. 

CALL ’MOVARAYS' USING ...* 

CALL ’COMARAYS' USING ...* 

CALL 'DELETE' USING ...* 

CALL 'MOVALF' USING ...* 

CALL 'LOAD' USING ...* 

CALL 'BRANCH' USING ...* 

CALL 'MPTIO' USING MP-DD AREA2-BUFFER. 

*The subroutinesMOVARAYS, COMARAYS, and MOVALF are called several times 
by FMMPX. 

(3) Program Description. 

FMMPX. 

Is the first program executed for the Maintenance Proper process. 

FMMP, the entry point of FMMPX, is also the entry point for the 

FMMP load module which is dynamically loaded by the File Maintenance 

Supervisor when a Maintenance Proper control card is read. 

The beginning of FMMPX execution consists of five calls to 

subroutines which initialize the program processing. FMSET 

inserts the FMIO subprogram entry address into the CALLIO 
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subroutine so that subsequent calls in MP to FMCRD and 

FMPRT will result in branching to FHIO. 
MPCD1. 

Analyzes the FMMP control cards and determines how much core 

is needed for LR2, LR3 and the defines for logical maintenance. 

MPCD1 then returns to FMMP with this computed size. MPCD1 

is deleted. AREA1 is then opened with the computed size as 

its hlocksize. MPCD2 is loaded and branched to. MPCD2 

processes any LM redefines and reads from the library LR2, 

LR3, and any LM defines into AREA1. Upon return to FMMP, 

MPCD2 is deleted. Any subroutines that were specified by the 

LOAD option on the *TMP card are permanently loaded for this 

run; ’wo calls to MOVARAYS clear IBM 360 DCB LRECL and 

BLKSIZE fields for the input and output MIDMS data files so 

chat records can be blocked and buffer space can be allocated 

based on parameters at execution time in Job Contro' Language 
cards. e 

HALL-INIT thru READ-HIST-LOOP. 

Handle history file processing. The old history file is 

first read and copied onto the new history file. When a record 

is changed in the maintenance run it will be appended to the 

new history file in paragraphs WRITE-HIST thru HIST-EXIT. 

ReguJar processing starts by opening the MIDMb output file so*that 

either Ordinary Maintenance or Logical Maintenance will have 

an area to place the output record. MPTIO is called. The 

ínr?oa?tÍng fÍle ÍS °Pened and the first transaction is fetched. 
AREA2 is used similar to AREA1 only for transactions. An input 

rile is not opened for an OM create run (OMCRE)—OMMP is called 

directly. If a file revision LM run is indicated, no OM is 
needed so LUMP is called. 

CALL-RDMAJ. 

This paragraph performs the paragraphs required to read an 
input file record. 

TEST-OM. 

Initializes record-processing switches and determines if OM is 

to be executed; if there is no transaction for the record read 
then LM is checked. 

The next series of paragraphs determines what is needed to be loaded. 

deletes modules that are not needed, and loads the modules that 
are needed. 

NO-MAJOR-FILE. 

Is used to process all remaining transactions when either there 

is no previous major file (OMCRE) or when the input file has 
reached an end-of—file condition. 

TEST-IDS. 

Determines if there is a transaction for the 

read; if so, OMMP is called to process it. 
input record just 
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TEST-LM. 
Determines first if there was any change in the record through 

OMMP; if so, change-date is maintained. Secondly, if there is 

no LM indicated, the record is written to the output file; 

finally, the record is considered as changed (since FMMP 

cannot foresee what LM does to it) and is parsed to LMMP. 

The next several paragraphs determine which load modules are present; 

unnecessary modules are deleted while absent modules which are 

needed get loaded. 

CALL-WRTMAJ. 
Writes the record, then passes to TEST-TRANS-SW to determine 

if there are more transactions or MIDMS-file input records. 

If there are either, control loops back to the appropriate 

paragraph to continue processing; otherwise, the output file 

is closed and statistics are printed giving the number of records 

in the input file; the number generated, deleted, and updated; 

the number in the output file; and the maximum record size of 

the records in the output file. 

FINISH- FMMP. 

Returns control to the File Maintenance Supervisor upon 

completion of Maintenance Proper. 

SUBR-DELETE. 

Deletes any subroutines that were permanently loaded. 

SORT-CALL. 
Sets FM-LINK-SW to 2 when out of sort records occurred. This 

signals FM to execute the Maintenance Proper sort. 

RDMAJ. 

Reads a MIDMS file record. If the input file is not open, 

it is opened before reading. It also puts the record-ID 

of the record read into PRESENT-RECID. 

SF.T- EOF. 
Sets the end of file switch (MAJOR-EOF-SW) when the input file 

has been completely read. 

RESET-SWITCHES. 

Clears LM switches SWITCHA to SWITCHZ for each record. 

WRTMAJ. 
Is the beginning of the routine to write an output record. If 

the input record is to be deleted from the file, control 

passes to DELETE-RECORD. If the record ID of an input record 

was changed for output (CID operation), the updated record is 

assumed to be out of sort and is handled by WRT-UNSORT thru 

FMMP-2A. When the unsorted file is to be opened, those load 

modules which are loaded and deleted and are presently loaded 

must be deleted prior to opening the unsorted file. They then 

must be loaded again. This will prevent core fragmentation. 

If no change was made to an input record, processing continues 

with NO-CHANGE. Otherwise, the output record ID is compared 
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(through CUMARAYS) with the previously written ID with one 

of three possible outcomes: If the last record ID is less 

than the current one, WRT-OUT is executedi if equal, control 

passes to RECID-ERROR; if greater, WRT-UNSORT. If the 

record was generated, the create date is inserted in the 

record. 

WRT-OUT. 
Writes an updated record and saves its record—ID in LAST—RECID. 

WRT-UNSORT thru FMMP-2A. 
Are used to write records which are out of sort relative to the 

main output file. There are two files associated with this 

capability: UNSORTED-FILE and KEY-FILE. UNSORTED-FILE, in the 

IBM 360, is a variable length unblocked ORGANIZATION DIRECT 

file with a maximum record size of 2004 characters. A MIDMS record 

larger than 2004 characters is subdivided into segments with the 

following characteristics: The first 2000 characters of the 

MIDMS record are placed in the first segment record but the record 

is given a special size of 2001 characters. The balance of the 

MIDMS record is rlaced in the succeeding segments. Each record 

segment is assigi ed a SYMBOLIC KEY of its sequence number within 

the file. (The ¿CTUAL KEY — track number — is handled 

automatically by IBM 360 output routines.) KEY-FILE is an unblocked, 

fixed length rec.-d file containing the record ID's of out-of¬ 

sort records and their keys to the UNSORTED-FILE. KEY-FILE will 

be sorted in FMMPSRT when normal MP processing is complete. 

RECID-ERROR. 
Moves the current record ID into an error message area because 

a duplicate record ID has occurred. 

MOVE-ERROR. 
Moves the words "DUPLICATE RECORD ID, 2ND RECORD DELETED" into 

the error message area and causes the printing of the diagnostic. 

The record with the duplicate ID is not written into the output 

file. 

CLSMAJ. 
Starts the process of closing files in FMMPX. At the present 

time, it only contains a NOTE regarding a possible future 

requirement to specifically handle as deletes the portion of an 

input data file which is not read in by file revision Logical 

Maintenance. 

CLOSE-FILES. 

Closes all of the open files handled by FMMPX. When there are 

out-of-sort records, the number of records written on UNSORTED- 

FILE is printed. 

FINISH-INOUT. 

Is the last paragraph executed for the perform of both reading 

and writing MIDMS file records. 
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DELETE-RECORD. 

Clears DELETE-RECORD SW and goes to UNISH-INOUT. In the future, 

specific additional processing of record deletes may be required 
in this paragraph. 

DELETE-RECORDS. 

This paragraph is for a possible future capability (see CLSMAJ). 
NO-CHANGE. 

WRT-OLD. 

OLD-UNSORT. 

OLDID-ERROR. 

Have the same functions as the end of WRTMAJ, WRT-OUT, WRT-UNSORT, 

and RECID-ERROR. The only difference between these paragraphs 

is that the "OLD" paragraphs handle the writing of non-updated 
MIDMS file records. 

The greater part of the Working-Storage Section of FMMPX is contained 

in the COBOL COPY library under the name MPDDV. MPDDV has 

definitions for all fields used by FMMPX as well as those required 

between calls to other MP subprograms. MPDD is the COPY library 

name for the Linkage Section of most other MP routines. Under 

the group name MP-DD, MPDD includes a field by field and character 

by character duplicate of MPDDV except that MPDD excludes VALUE 

clauses. In addition, MPDD includes definitions for the input 

and output MIDMS records. These are associated with the FD records 

in FMMPX through the calls to routines requiring these records. 

(4) Limitations. None. 
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b. MPCDl 

(1) Function. To interpret FMMP control cards, set control 

switches, and determines the core needed for the logical records 
and LM Define Tables. 

(2) Calling Sequence. 

ENTRY 'MPCDl' 

CALL 'LB' 

CALL 'FMCRD' 

CALL 'FMSCAN' 

CALL 'FMPRT' 

CALL 'MOVALF' 

USING FM-DD MP-DD MAJOR-LR2 

MAJ0R-LR3 DEFINE-AREA. 

USING CALLING-SEQ DATA-AREA.* 

USING FM-INPUT END-SW. 

USING FM-DD. 

USING PRT-LINE CC. 

USING ... 

*LB is called several times by MPCDl referencing different data areas. 

(3) Program Description. Since the basic purpose of MPCDl 

is to analyze FMMP control cards, most paragraphs of this subprogram 

validate the contents of the control cards. Therefore, the 

activities of each paragraph are summarized. 

CHECK-FILE. 

Validates the form of a file or FFT name on the FMMP card. 
CHECK-FILE-EXIT. 

Is a GO TO which is altered to distinguish between the first 

control card and a continuation card. 
READ-FFT. 

Reads Logical Record 1 of the FFT. If it is not found on the 

library, an error message is printed and the MP run is terminated. 
TEST-FOR-LAST-WORD. 

Determines if all words have been processed. 

TEST-FOR-LAST-WORD. 

CHECK-PARAMETERS. 

GET-NEXT-WORD. 

Look for the presence of most of the MP option specifications. 

Certain of the options (NOFND, NOXCH) are tested for compatibility 
with Mark III FFS, but are not presently used. 

CHECK-CONTN. 

Determines if there is a continuation specification on the FMMP 

card. If so, another control card is read in the GET-NEXT-CARD 

paragraph. If not, an error message is printed indicating that 

an invalid parameter is on the control card and the MP run is 
terminated. 

GET-NEXT-CARD. 

Reads a card through FMCRD and uses FMSCAN to divide it into words 
MORE-CONTN. 

Determines that the card read after a continuation is an FMMP 
card. If not, a message is printed. 
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CHECK-OM. 

MORE ^Still8uishes between OM and LM runs. 

Determines if more than one Logic Package name is specified Jnlv 

CHE™! Permlt'ed f0r £1U ‘-«le I«- PCtled- Jnly 

“ Flle Revlsl0n JOb- 0M ls permitted with File 

more-lmfr, 

D£tTlnllre L°8lC Packages are ppprified for File Revision. 

CHECK-PKG. 

«nf6 8en\ral fímat °f a L°8IC PackaSe O"“ determines 
validIte-pkg een sPeclfie<1- 

îh contr°f foformatlon for the Logic Package Is on 

œ%:ra-w-n.-înïïf 
ln question. The LOP for these defines In DEFINE-ÍmL la 8 
saved in the DEP-HOP field of tho im-tt™ r 18 

VAL-PKG-EXIT. ^ ITEM for the Logic Package. 

Is an altered GO TO which will distinguish between the processing 

last-Sord and FUe Revlsl°” 

PRINT-ERROR. iinal vafrdation of parameter combinations and omissions. 

ERROR “?Arr°r ^SSag! area t0 the prlnc area P"«1 «te the FM- 
ERkOR switch so that the FM run will be terminated due to the 

PRINT-LINE. 

TEST-END-SW 3 ^ ^ °f thû Subroutine- 

CHECK-LITERAL8thru ^ retUrn1"8 “ PmPR- 

Place the classification literal, if specified on the FMMP card 
into an atea to be passed to FMIO for setting up the writing ’ 

CET-LR-hSpS rS and trailerS £°r tha raSt af tunP rltI"8 

SÍJe °£ kR2 and LR3 fr0m the ^formation provided 
,LRd <f1'e" "umber of items in LR2 times 21 is the sigf 

LR3) ’LR:eañ7:RÍ “I ItemS ln LR3 10 ls tha nt« °f LRJJ. LR2 and LR3 sizes are added together with the total 

: bslzas- TOTAI^EFINE has these combined s g^^Vhis 
size will be used by FMMP to open AREA1. 
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Because of the extensive use of LM-PKG-LIST and REDEF-LIST within 

the MPCD1 and MPCD2 subprograms, their entries will be explained 
here. 

02 LM-COUNT PICTURE 99 

02 LM-PKG-LIST. 

03 LM-ITEM OCCURS 10 TIMES. 

04 DEF-HOP PICTURE 9(5) 

04 REDEF-FIRST PICTURE 999 

04 REDEF-LAST PICTURE 999 

04 LM-PKG PICTUPi: X(5) . 
02 REDEF-COUNT PICTURE 999 

02 REDEF-LIST. 
03 

04 

04 

04 

04 

REDEF-ITEM OCCURS 

REDEF-POINT 

REDEF-SIZE 

REDEF-NEXT 

REDEF-NAME 

100 TIMES. 

PICTURE 9999 

PICTURE 99 

PICTURE 999 

PICTURE X(6). 

COMPUTATIONAL. 

COMPUTATIONAL. 

COMPUTATIONAL. 

COMPUTATIONAL. 

COMPUTATIONAL. 

COMPUTATIONAL. 

COMPUTATIONAL. 

COMPUTATIONAL. 

LM-COUNT. 

Contains the number of Logic Packages specified on 
the FMMP control card. 

DEF-HOP. 

Contains the first position subscript of DEFINE- 

CHAR and indicates the beginning of the define 
values for this Logic Package. 

REDEF-FIRST. 

Contains the subscript of the first entry in REDEF- 

LIST applying to this Logic Package. REDEF-FIRST 

is zero when no redefines have been specified. 
RFUEF-LAST. 

Contains the subscript of the last entry in 

REDEF-LIST applying to this Logic Package. 
LM-PKG. 6 

Contains the name of the Logic Package. 
REDEF-COUNT. 

Contains the number of REDEF cards which have 
been processed. 

REDEF-POINT. 

Contains the first position subscript of REDEF- 

CHAR and indicates the beginning of a particular 
redefine value. 

REDEF-SIZE. 

Contains the number of characters of redefine data 
REDEF-NEXT. 

Contains the subscript of the next REDEF-ITEM 

applying to the same Logic Package. It is zero when 
there is no next redefine. 
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REDEF-NAME. 

Is the define name specified on the REDEF card. 

(4) Limitations. None. 
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READ-FFT 
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GET-LR-HOPS 

Enter via 

PERFORM 

Compute 

HOPs of 

FFT-LR2, 

-LR3 

Exit 3 
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CHECK-EJECT 

Advance scan 

to next word 

on FMMP card 

Store this 

word as 

EJECT-NO 

INVALID-EJECT 
Set up 

error msg 

e> 
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c. MPCD2 

(1) Function. To interpret FMMP REDEF control cards, set 

control switches, and read File Format and LM Define Tables into 

AREA1 whose size was computed by MPCD1. Tais allows utilization 

of only that amount of core required and precludes the use of 

fixed length tables in the data division. 

(2) Calling Sequence. 

ENTRY 

CALL 

CALL 

CALL 

CALL 

CALL 

CALL 

CALL 

CALL 

CALL 

CALL 

'^02' 

'LB' 

'fmcrd' 

'FMSCAN' 

'FMPRT' 

'MOVARAYS' 

'MOVNUM' 

'MOVCMP' 

'MOVALF' 

'DATESUB' 

'YMDSUB' 

USING FM-DD MP-DD MAJ0R-LR2 MAJOR-LR3 

DEFINE-AREA. 

USING CALLING-SEQ Da^a-Area.* 

USING FM-INPUT ENU-SW. 

USING FM-DD. 

USING PRT-LINE CC. 

USING ... 

USING ... 

USING ... 

USING ... 

USING JUL-DATE-X 

USING JUL-DATE-X YMD-DATE-X. 

*LB is called several times by MPCD2 referencing different data areas. 

(3) Program Description. Since the basic purpose of MPCD2 

is to analyze FMMP REDEF control cards, most paragraphs of this 

subprogram validate the contents of the control cards. Therefore, 

the activities of each paragraph are summarized. 

GET-NEXT-CARD. 

Reads a card through FMCRD and uses FMSCAN to divide it into words. 
MORE-REDEF. 

Validates REDEF cards by checking for the word "REDEF" and the 

presence of a Logic Package name with the proper format. 
TEST-NAME. 

Insures that the Logic Package name was specified on the FMMP 
control card. 

TEST-LABEL. 

Checks the format of the define name and the presence of a 

literal. It also sets up a REDEF-ITEM with control information 

about the redefine and moves (using MOVARAYS) the REDEF data to 
REDEF-AREA. 

CHECK-ENDREDEF. 

Looks for an ENDREDEF card terminating REDEF cards. Any other 
card is illegal. 

READ-LRS. 

Reads FFT Logical Records 2 and 3 into the first part of DEFINE- 

AREA. Their relative high order position are contained in 
LR2-H0P and LR3-H0P. 
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tXECUTE-REDE F. 

Starts the processing of LM-PKG-LIST and REDEF-LIST information. 
NEXT-PKG. 

Determines if the Logic Package has redefines. 
ADJUST-PKG. 

Determines if all Logic Packages have been tested for redefines. 

If not, the next one is checked. 

READ-DEF-TABLE. 

Reads the define table for the Logic Package from the Table 

Library. 

FIRST-DEFINE. 

Initializes the search for the define name. 

TEST-FOR-END. 

Determines the present of a name in the define table. If the 

name is found, the size of the redefine data is compared to the 

define field size to determine that it fits. Then the type of 

define data is checked and one of three subroutines is used to 

move the redefine data into the define data area. MOVNUM 

is used for ordinary numeric defines to right justify the number 

and insert leading zeros. MOVCMP (called in the COMP-DEFINE 

paragraph onverts numeric characters to computational form. 

M0\A1F (called in the ALPHA-DEFINE paragraph) left justifies 

alphanumeric defines and pads with trailing blanks. If the 

MOVNUK or MOVCMP subroutines determine that the redefine, data 

is not actually numeric, an error message is printed and the 

MP run is aborted. Ordinarily, the NEXT-REDEFINE paragraph is 

executed to locate the next redefine. 
PRINT-ERROR. 

Moves the error message area to the print area and sets the 

FM-ERROR switch so that the FM run will be terminated due to 
the error. 

PRINT-LINE. 

Prints a line by means of FMPRT subroutine. 

FINISH-MPCD. 

Sets up the classification header and the YYMMDD date. If CREDT 

and CHGDT are specified for the FFT, the fixed-set HOP's for these 
fields are also determined. 

TEST-END-SW. 

Wnps up processing for this module and returns control to FMMP. 
CHECK-FOR-CREDT-CHGDT. 

CFCC thru CFCC-EXIT. 

These paragraphs obtain the Julian date from the Operating System, 

convert it to YYMMDD format, and determine whether CREDT and 

CHGDT are present in the FFT. If they are, their fired-set HOP's 
are determined. 

MOVE-IN-LM-VALUES. 

MOVE-THEM thru MT-EXIT. 

These paragraphs fetch REDEF values from the library for all Logic 
Packages. 

(4) Limitations. None. 
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(Enter via 

PERFORM J 
CALL-FMSET 

Initialize 

module FMIOX 

(CALL FMSET) 

Q Exit 

- / 
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EXECUTE-REDEF 
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FIRST-DEFINE 
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9A 

PRINT-ERROR 
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CHECK-FOR-CPEDT-CHGDT 

Enter Via 

10 

Find current 

date in form 

YYMMDD 

find HOPs of 

:redt, chgdt 

in FFT 

Exit ) 
CFCC 
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d. OMMPX 

(1) Function. This routine performs three basic functions: 

(a) It puts transactions together to make new data 

file records. Where the transaction-ID is matched by an old record-ID, 

an updated record r-ïsults. If there is no match, the result is a 

generated record. 

(b) Any confirmations which have been requested are 

formatted and printed. 

(2) Calling Sequence. 

(a) There is one entry-point: OMMP. OMMP is loaded 

by FMMP whenever a new record-ID is to be processed. 

ENTRY 'OMMP' 

CALL 

CALL 

CALL 

CALL 

'FMSET' 

'FMPRT' 

'MOVALF' 

'MOVNUM' 

USING MP-DU INPUT-RECORD MAJOR-RECORD 

MAJ0R-LR2 MAJOR-LR3 TRANS-TABLE FM-DD. 

USING FMIO. 

USING PRT-LINE CC. 

USING ... 

USING ... 

CALL 'COMARAYS' USING . 

(b) Some of the more important fields passed to OMMP 

are listed below, with their functions: 

1. MAJ0R-LR1, MAJ0R-LR2, MAJ0R-LR3 are the first 

three logical records for the FFT of the file being maintained. The 

latter two are passed by DEFINE-AREA and received in MAJOR-LR2 and 

MAJOR-LR3. 

2. MAJOR-EOF-SW indicates when end of file has 

been reached on the old data file. 

3. GENERATED-RECORD-SW indicates that a new record 

has been generated on the new data file. 

4^. DELETE-RECORD-SW indicates a data file record 

(input) is being deleted from the output. 

j>. CHANGE-ID-SW indicates that the record-ID of an 

input data file record is being changed in output. 

(i. TRANS-SW indicates whether no transactions have 

been process*^ yet, some transactions have been processed (but not all), 

or all transactions have been processed. It is mainly used for 

communication wi :h the transaction-input routine OMMPTRN. 
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7. CONFIRM-SW indicates whether confirmation 

was requested for no fields, some fields, or all fields. If some 

fields are to be confirmed, the fields in quest!jn are indicated 

by the CONFIRM-ITEM switches. Each of these switches corresponds 

to the field with the same entry-number in MaJ0R-LR2. 

8. OM-SW indicates the status of Ordinary 

Maintenance 

0 * no OM 

1 » OM 

2 = LMCONS 

3 “ Record deleted by OM; 

do not write out 

A = Transactions need 

more core - open 

ÀREÀ2 with 2K more. 

(c) The transactions are held in fields TRANS-TABLE, 
-J »im A ATO T T O T1 Oä •mm «4 ^ «k 4 1 A AAA A A A •- -i A«% A A ^ T V- A A A A A 4 TRANS-TEST and TRANS-LIST. For details, see section on "Transaction 

Formats." 

(3) Program Description. 

Within OMMP there are certain switches that designate the status of 

the transaction, the record and the operation to be performed. 

These switches will be discussed first since they a’-e applicable 

to all processing within OMMP. Each transaction is given a 

designation of three numeric characters which indicates the opr: 

ATC 110 

NEX 120 

CMA 130 

ADS 140 

REP 150 

REG 160 

GER 170 

GEV 180 

ATV 190 

CHV 200 

ADD 010 

SUB 020 

CHG 030 

CHGV 040 

GEN 050 

GENU 060 

GEC 070 

GECU 080 

CID 090 

DEL 100 

and the type of field that the operation is to be performed on 

(this value is added to the opr indicator): 

RECORD ID 

FIXED FIELD 

PERIODIC FIELD 

VARIABLE SET 

PERIODIC SET 

PSC 

VSC 

LMCON 

(ID) 

(FX) 

(PE) 

(VS) 

(SV) 

(PC) 

(VC) 

1 
2 
3 

4 
5 

6 
7 

8 
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The second important switch is called SW-BOX. Depending on the 

operator-field-type value (as described above), a predetermined 

SW-BOX value is moved in. This contains three numeric characters: 

OLD-RECORD-SW. 

Indicating the required status of the record 

(1 if must be present, 2 if must be absent, 

3 for don't care). 

OLD-SUBSET-SW. 

Indicating the required status of the subset 

(same code as OLD-RECORD-SW). 

OPR-ACTION-SW. 

Indicating the operation to be done: 

1 = 
2 = 
3 - 

4 = 
5 = 

6 = 
7 = 

8 - 
9 * 

Therefore, if the opr 

contain 322. 

NEX 

CHG 

DEL-ID 

DEL-PSC or DEL-VSC 

DEL-SUBSET 

Arithmetic (ADD or SUB) 

CHG-VSET 

Whole record transaction 

Skip transaction (set only 

when an error-condition is 

detected). 

code was given as 055, the SW-BOX would 

The transaction opr (055) indicates a GENerate on a periodic SUBset. 

In order for this transaction to be valid, the record 

may be either absent or present (SW-BOX(l)=3), the 

subset must be absent (SW-BOX(2)*2), and the opr-action is 

CHG (SW-BOX(3),*2). To validate that this is the case two 

other switches are checked which indicate the status of the 

record. These are REC-STAT-SW and SUB-STAT-SW. They are 

set as follows: 

1 = record not present 

2 * record present 

3 = record successfully generated 

4 = record provisionally generated. 

By testing the required values against the actual status values, 

it is determined whether the transaction is valid or invalid. 

One additional switch is used chiefly for the record confirmation 

trailer indication. GEN-CHG-SW is set to: 
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1 m generated 

2 - updated 

3 = deleted. 

START-OMMP. 

Does the initialization that is needed once per run, and for 

transaction record when a combination OM-LM run is indicated. 

From LR3, it is determined which periodic set is the last 

one and also which set "s the first variable set 
INIT-FOR-TRANS. 

Does the initialization needed once per transaction. It also 

determines if the transaction is to be treated as a generate 

or as a change. If a change, the old fixed set is moved into 

the output area; otherwise, in MP-3 the transaction record- 
ID is moved to the output area. 

GET-NEXT-TRANS. 

Determines if there are more transactions for this record and 

if so goes to MP-5; otherwise, the wrapup of the record is 

performed. This process (MP-3A thru MP-4B) does the confirmation 

for the last processed variable set (MP-3A1); prints the confirmation 

trailer, i.e. updated, generated, deleted (MP-3B); determines 

if a record is to be written out (MP-3B1); copies from the 

ÎÜTÎ rS0ylt0 the °UtpUt reCOrd a11 remaining sets if applicable 
(MP-4, MP-4A); and inserts the record mark at the end of the 

^ ^ record and moves in the record character count (MP-4B). 

Finds the next sort-order transaction for this record and 

moves it into a non-subscripted area. A check is then made 

to determine if a whole-record transaction has been followed 

wn -, by 3 non~whole-record transaction on the same rec-ID. 

Does a Computed Go To depending on the operator for this 

transaction and moves in the required absent 'present indicators 

as well as an indicator for the type of operation action. 

If there is a valid operation code, then control is passed 

anH ^ invalid code has been passed from IP 
and FALSOP forces an abnormal termination. 

MP-8. 

Determines if the operation code is consistent with the absence/ 

presence of the record, i.e. illegal to GEN record on a record 

thfLfXÍStS' The different conditions are checked for 
validity in CK-REC1 thru SET-UP-ERROR 

If no errors ere detected, FIXED-FIELDS determines if the present 

transaction is for a fixed field. If not control goes to 

ERIODIC-mu^i otherwise, the high order position of the 

FIXED-AND-PERIODIC^ ^ ^ and the 

th* Peters to move th. changed field into the output 
record. It determines if the transaction is on the record- 

ID if so goes to RECID-PROCESSING. It also checks to see 

it the transaction is trying to change the PSS. 
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MP-9. 

Goes to the appropriate paragraph depending on the value of 
opr action code. 

CHG-OPR. 

Determines if the transaction is attempting to update the 

alphanumeric data into a numerically defined 
FFT field. 

CALL-MOVALF. 

Handles all the moving of transaction data to the output data 

record and sets NO-CHANGE-SW to 0 to Indicate that the record 
has been changed. 

MP-10. 

Makes all provisional generates definite generates after the 
valid transaction has been processed. 

CONFIRM-CK. 

hÏÏeTSÜs hie^r^r“10”5 and “ the ““«'»tlon 
NEX-CONF. 

Handles the action for the NEX opcode. It prints out the 

value of the field in the old record and what the value would 
be if the transaction were applied. 

MP-11 thru MP-12. 

MP-ll^thn^HP-lSA. t*le tra"SaCtl0n data 18 3tr‘«ly "^tlc. 

Reset switches REC-STAT-SW and SÜ3-STAT-SW from "provisional 

invalidated0 PreSent ' f°r transacti°ns which have been 

HP-14. 

“^siTh^rto recor-iD has baaa ’aiidatad 
RECID-PROCESSING. 

First check for the CID (change id) opcode. If it is CID 

v^id contr°l is passed back to MP-9 which will e-entually 
move in the transaction data. If the opcode is DEL-ID cmtrol V 

goes to DEL-RECID. MP-14A thru MP-14B checks to see if the 

th!rpaítl0n datA 18 the Same 33 the data file record, if so, 
there is no need to move the transaction data in as it has 

beer, moved in already in MP-3; otherwise control goes eventually 

DEL-RECID.t0 W'9 “h'” the data “1U ba "O«" 

DEL-PSC-VSCMankS t0 the reCOrd"id and sets DELSTE-RECORD-SW to 1. 

Moves 'D' to the left-most position of the PSC/VSC. At a later 

tije when the set is reached) a check is made for the ’D’ 
and if present the old set is skipped over 

WHOLE-RECORD. P 

Checks fo inanra that this is the only transaction against 

this tec rd. A determination is then made as to whether the 

” d“a is a change or a ganeraSe If a changa 

and CHASGE re“rd 18 «»»l^red as out of sort 
and CHANGE-ID-SW is set to 1 to indicate this. In any case 

the transaction data is moved into the output area as an entire 
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record. The first four characters are assumed to be the correct 

RECCT - no check is made for validity of the RECCT or the 
control fields. 

PERIODIC-FIELDS. 

First determines if the transaction is on a variable set. 

If so, control goes to VSET-FIELDS; otherwise processing 

is performed to search thru the old record until the desired 

periodic set is reached. If the previous transaction was 

rejected on a periodic subset (SUB-STAT-SW * 1) the pointer 

must be backed up to the prceding subset. If the set is to 
be deleted it is skipped over. 

HP-15. 

Checks for pseudo subset notations and goes to PSEUDO-PROCESSING 

if present. If there is no old file or no old record a blank 

subset is built with the desired PSS number; otherwise the 

old subsets are stepped thru, copying each one onto the output 

file, until the desired location in the old record is reached 

where the blank subset is built with the desired PSS number. 
HP-16 thru CK-SUB3. 

Validate that the requirements for presence/absence of the 
subset are met. 

HP-17. 

Controls the loop for stepping thru the subsets. 
MP-19 thru MP-19-EXIT. 

Builds the blank subset with the desired PSS number. 
MOVE-SUBSETS. 

Compares the current PSS number of the subset we are pointing 

at, to the one desired. INDICATOR equal to 3 signifies that 

the desired location in the set has not been reached. 
MOVE-SUBSET-DATA. 

Moves the collection of subsets, up to the position of insertion 
or change, into the output record. 

NO-OLD-SET. 

Determines if the subset desired is a generate or a change. 
PSEUDO-PROCESSING thru MP-21A1. 

Handles processing of all subset numbers greater than 599 

and converts the PSS number to the next sequential PSS number. 

A pseudo subset is placed at the end of all existing subsets 

in that particular set. This entails copying all of the 

old existing subsets into the output record. 

MOVE-SETS-NOT-PROCESSED thru MP-23B. 

Handle the processing which locates the desired transaction 

set. First is a determination of whether any subsets from 

the last processed set have been skipped over; if so, the 

number of characters remaining in that set is computed by 

multiplying the number of remaining subsets by the subset 

length. These characters are then moved into the output record 

by MP-20 thru MP-20-EXIT. This initial process finishes up 

the processing of the last set. MP-22A now moves in the 

control field for the last processed set. MP-23 loops thru 

subsequent non-transaction sets in a similar manner (i.e. 
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computing the number ^ u^liThedeelred 
them in and generatlng ^ thru „..„g han(ilee the name 

86t 1S r:ren there ls nf oli input record, 
process when there 

SET-FIELDS. transaction is on the same variab 
First determines if the tra b confirmed (if 
se” If not. the iast t^^ ^ s 
confirmation was specified)- ^ tranBactlon set. There will 

be only oneeconfi™tion per variable set. 

^¿ontrols the processing for co^hto 

^ rÄe"« the present transaction set is presen 

the^validity of the transaction against the presence/a 

requirements. 
VSET-OPR. „„hinations of operators on the varia e 

ÄlÄ^P-e paragraph for processing. 

^Tnhes opcodes “ft ÍÂ^Ânes 

Toï^s ”r rirÄrUrations. 

“•"is the entry for GEO opcodes as well “¿“^^1^* 

ceses that.£aUbBa”^ ;ood transactions on this variable 

r/t ÍÜrXoTtí: lid variable set. 

“•28iets up the '^i^i^g^iee^th^higt^orde^position'of^the^variable 

fefo; the"first^ransaction for the vset. MP-29 sets up 

pointers and moves in the transacti 

ATIACH-VSEI. lnt0 the output record and then 

Copies any e*1“1“8™“.““ onto the end. appends the transaction data ont 

PARTIAL-VSET thru MP-31. „„mH ne the original vset data up 
Handle partial processing (1<p-29B>. The transaction 

dâtíeisfíhãn appended ^- "^^^"“^oter^FiMUy rté remainder. 

« -nr^Ä-charact«. are copied into the output 

record (MP-29C). 

DElj-^Blanks out the existi^ then"set'toT sÍb-STAT- 

I^equVto^'will signify durang confirmations that the o 

ri 
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subset exists. However, CNT4 will be used to restore SUB-STM- 

SW to 1 when the next transaction is fetched, which will cause 

the pointers to be moved back to the beginning of the subset; 

subsequent transactions will overlay the old subaet position, 

thus effectively causing deletion. 

ARITHMETIC. t , 
Handles the ADD and SUB opcodes. First the FFT f.eld must be 

defined numerically. The old field is then fetched and is validated 

as containing strictly numeric data. If not, it is treateu 
as 0. The transaction data is next validated as numeric. Ove.-rlow 

conditions are checked for. The character to the left of the 

first significant digit is checked for sign indication. If a sign 

is present the FFT field must be defined as SGNUM. MP-32 moves 

in the updated field. 

MP-33A. 
Returns to FMMP. 

PRT-ERR-MSG thru PRT-EXIT. 
Handle the formatting and printing of all error messages. For 

exact format see MIDMS User’s Reference Manual. 

CONFIRMATIONS thru CONF-VAR-2. 
Handle the formatting and printing of all confirmations. For 

exact format see MIDMS User's Reference Manual. 

CONF-UPDATE-OR-GEN. j , „ 
Produces the confirmation trailer (i.e., generated, updated, 

or "deleted"). 

GET-VSET-FIELD. J . . 
Is used to find the real variable set name when there is a partial 

change transaction since in this case T-FLDNO contains the delete 

length instead of the LR2 entry. 

WHOLE-RECORD-CONF. 
Sets up processing in the special case when whole record operators 

are used and the original record is larger than the replacement 

record. This processing will enable the total old record to 

be printed out in the confirmation listing. 
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GET-NEXT-TRANS 
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MP-3A 
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CK-REC-STATl 

Gen träns, 

old record 

present 

Skipping all 

other trans 

on record 

Set switches 

for provis- \ 

ional / 

generate/ 
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(Enter via A 

PERFORM J 
SET-UP-ERROR 

Find set, 

subset for 

error-msg 

PERIODIC 
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17A 
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e. OMMPTIO 

overflow ^transactionnrecords?ad tran8action file records and write 

(2) Calling Sequence. 

ST 'ÎffTRN' nSïNG ^-011 TliA!<S-TABLE. 
MPTRN Using MP-DD TMS-IABLE link-irans-rec. 

(3) Program Description. 

OMMPTIO. 

Xn4h%ir:rfpï»“rs^j'r"8““™ th. 
sizes. OMMPTIO acts according o^h/6^?8 eyceedln8 the table 

accordln8 -o the setting of MPTIO-SW. 

0 = Return to OMMPX 

1. 2, 3 - Read one transaction record 

trans-sw. 

Is a switch set within OMMPX, OMMPTIO ommptdm t 

the processing of all three subprogrl^“^^^:^!^: 

Î ^ tio» fu» 

3 * pi«?8“?"8 !nd 0Í fUe’ ternlinate OM 
ío hí e °f fUe- transactions still to be processed 
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f. OMMPTRN 

(1) Function. To set up transactions against a single MIDMS 

file record so that OMMPX can process the transactions. 

(2) Calling Sequence. 

ENTRY 'MPTRN' USING MP-DD TRANS-TABLE LINK-RECORD. 

CALL 'MOVARAYS' USING ... 

(3) Program Description. OMMPTRN performs the processing 

necessary to build a single group of transactions to update a MIDMS file 

record even when several input groups originally produced the transactions. 

As OMMPTRN decides to read a transaction record, it will return to 0MMPT10 

to have the record read. (OMMPTIO will recall OMMPTRN for processing.) 

If a combined group exceeds the capacity of the area holding it, additional 

transactions for the same data file record are placed in an overflow 

file by OMMPTIO. Upon completion of an entire group, OMMPTIO will 

return to OMMPX. The valve of the switch MPTIO-SW determines the 

action of OMMPTIO after f.ne return from OMMPTRN: 

0 = Return to OMMPX 

1 = Read one transaction record 

Upon ^ntry to OMPTRN, MP-ERROR is tested to determine if processing 

should continue. If OM-SW is equal to 4, AREA2 has been open 

with the new size needed for the transaction. MPTRIO-SW is 

tested to determine where to continue. 

ENTER-MPTRANS. 

Initializes various control fields for a new input group. When 

TRANS-SW is 1, the next transaction record is already in memory 

so that processing can begin immediately. A physical end of 
file condition is changed to processing end of file by the 

modification of TRANS-SW from 3 to 2. 

READ-RETURN. 

Starts processing of a record obtained by OMMPTIO. Processing 

end of file, and physical end of file conditions are tested. 

If LINK-RECID is low value, Confirmation Record information is 

saved and a new record is read. 

GRPID-TEST. 

First determines if the record is an item record. If not it is 

a control record. If it is for the same group as the previous 

control record was for, is this a good group? If the tot..! 

number of subgroups has been exceeded stop processing this 

subgroup and perform procedure to eliminate, forward and back¬ 

ward, processing for this group. Set FIRST-SW to 1 for the 

first item in a new group. Make appropriate adjustments to 

TOT-JTEM-CNT, TOT-TEXT-CNT and TOT-CHAR-CNT. 
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FIND-TOT-SIZE. 

Determines if AREA2 is presently large enough to hold the 

transactions for this MIDMS record. If not AREA2 size is 

readjusted by returning to FMMP. 

ADJ-BUFFER-SIZE. 

Provides a return point for those cases in which ARKAZ had to 

be enlarged. 

ITEM-REC. 

Is the return point when an item record has been processed for 

a subgroup and determines what kind of record is now present 

from LINK-TYPE (0=control, l^item, 2=text). A control record 

at this point signifies the beginning of a new MIDMS record 

and all the transactions for the previous transaction record 

must be merged (there is no text). If LINK-TYPE is equal to 

2, control passes to SFT-UP-TEXT. If LINK-TYPE is 1 then more 

items are moved in by paragraph MOVE-ITEMS. 

SET-UP-TEXT. 

Sets up pointers to mova the textual data in. If any is present 

(i.e., none would be for a DELETE) BLD-SUP-TEXT actually does 
the moving. 

TEXT-REC. 

Is the return point when there has previously been a text record 

for this subgroup. If this record is not a control record, 

the text is moved in via BLD-SUP-TEXT. If it is the end of a 

group merge the transactions via START-MERGE otherwise set up 

the pointers and move in the text. 

PRE-MERGE. 

Initializes TRANS-LIST pointers prior to the operations of 
START-MERGE. 

START-MERGE. 

Initializes pointers for the merging of all transactions for a 
given MIPMS record. 

START-MERGE. 

Initiates each pass of the merge process. 
GETNEX-GRP. 

Determines whether an item in one group has a smaller key than 

the previous items from other groups tested during this pass. 
ENDGRP-TST. 

Determines whether all groups have been tested in this pass. 

If not, the next group is obtained. 
UN-FLAG. 

Clears FLAG-SET to 0 indicating that a pseudo subset sequence 
number is not the minimum item encry. 

ADJ-GRPCNT. 

Saves the number of the group containing the minimum item, the 

value of the minimum key, and the item number of the minimum 
item. 

BUILD-SUPTRANS. 

Modifies the TRANS—TEXT-HOP of the item with the minimum key 

(to reflect the position of the group's text in TRANS-TEXT) 

and determines if the item refers to a pseudo subset sequence 
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number. If not, the subscript of the item is placed in TRANS¬ 

LIST. If not all transaction items have been handled, the pointer 

to the first item of the group containing the minimum item is 

adjusted by one (so that the same item will not be referenced 

again) and control is given to START-MERGE. 
ADJ-PSEUDO and MOVE-GRPSUB. 

Handle pseudo subset sequence numbers. First they idd proper 

adjustment to the subset number to reflect pseudos in the previous 

groups. If more transaction items are to be processed, the 

next item in the group is checked to see if it refers to the 

same set (it will also have a pseudo subset). If not, the pseudo 

adjustment (PSEUDO-ADJ) for the next group is computed as 600 
less than the last pseudo subset number. 

ENDGRP-TST2. 

Determines whether all groups have been processed after a pseudo 

has been located. If not, the first unprocessed item of the 

next group is checked to see if the same set is referenced. 
70UND-MIN thru FG1. 

Find the minimum pseudo in all the groups and readjusts its 

pseudo number. This loop must be done and the pseudo readjusted 
for every pseudo present. 

UN-FLAG2. 

Clears PSElfJO-ADJ before beginning the next pass of the merge 
BACK-UP thru BACK-UP-EXIT. 

Reset TOT-CHAR-CNT, TOT-ITEM-CNT and TOT-GRP-CNT when the maximum 

number of subgroups has been exceeded. All subgroups within this 
group are eliminated. 

LEAVE-TRANS. 

Completes thu processing of OMMPTRN by moving 0 to MPTIO-SW and 
returns to OMMPTIO. 

(4) Limitations. None. 
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g. LMMPX 

(1) 
Proper. 

Function. To execute Logic Package within Maintenance 

(2) Calling Sequence. 

ENTRY 'LMMP' 

CALL 'BRANCH' 

USING MP-DD INPUT-RECORD MAJOR-RECORD 
FMIO DEFINE-AREA 

USING PKG-ADDR LMMP-DD 

MAJOR-RECORD INPUT-RECORD 

FMIO DEFINE-CHAR (DEF-POINT). 

(3) Program Description. 

LMMPX. 

Is loacieci by FMMPX through the LMMP entry point to dynamically 

needJTh Packa8es ln round-robin fashion. Parameter 
needed by the Logic Packages are taken from areas within the 

l™Th ecîi°" 0f1.LmPX- 0£ the parameters passL to the 

PackagedrOUt^ne' * St flVe arC actuall>r 8iven to the Logic 

The six parameters are described as follows: 

PKG-ADDR. 

Is the address of the Logic Package load module to be 
■loaded and executed. 

LMMP-DD. 

Contains those switches passed between Logic Packages 

MAJOR-RECORD^66" ^ L°8lC Paaka^‘ 

INPUT-RECORD? th6 “°rk ar6a f°r tha reC°rd bel”* Maintained. 

Contains the original record being undated. For single 

file Logic Packages, it is treated as a minor file. 

SÍOÂ:^.L081C PaCkage8’ “ ^ the 
FMIO. 

Is passed to Logic Packages so that the FMIO load module 

will be availaole for the read card or print line 

capaoiiities of LM. The value of the entry point for 

Zckagl P CALLI° Subroutine by the Logic 

DEFINE-CHAR (DEF-POINT). 

forCtííeiS th<* Sl8ï 0rder of the define area tor the Logic Package so that values can be saved 
uetween uses of the Logic Package even it must be 

overlaid. Detailed fields in the define area 
appear only in the Logic Package. 

(4) Limitations. None. 
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h. MPSRTX 

(1) Function. To call FMMPSRT and FMMPMRG when a 
Maintenance Proper Sort is required. 

(2) Calling Sequence. 

ENTRY 'XMPSRT' USING FM-DD. 

CALL 'FMSET' USING FMIO. 
CALL 'FMMPSRT'. 

CALL 'FMPMRG' USING FM-DD. 

(3) Program Description. 

MPSRTX. 

Is called by FM through the entry point XMPSRT after FMMPX 

discovers that out-of-sort records were to be written upon the 

°ïtP^J!IDMS flle- is the flrst Pro8ram executed in 
the FMMPSRT load module. The only processing in MPSRTX are 

calls. FMSET sets up the entry point of FMIO in the CALLIO 

subroutine so that the FMMPSRT subprogram can print using 

FMPRT. FMMPSRT sorts the key file pointing to the out-of¬ 

sort records. MPMRG merges the out-of-sort records with the 
main M1DMS file. 

(4) Limitations. None. 
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i. FMMPSRT 

(1) Function. To sort the key file to the out-of-sort 
MIDMS file records. 

(2) Calling Sequence. None. FMMPSRT is entered directly 
through its PROGRAM—ID name with no parameters. 

(3) Program Description. 

FMMPSRT. 

Uses a COBOL SORT to order the keys to the out-of-sort records. 

The SORT Input Procedure consists of reading the key file 

records and releasing them to the sort. The Output Procedure 

consists of writing out records returneo from the sort. 

(4) Limitations. None. 
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j, FMKPMRG 

(1) Function. To merge out-of-sort records with the main 

MlDM5 output file. 

(2) Calling Sequence. 

ENTRY 'MPMRG' USING FM-DD. 

CALL 'MOVARAYS' USING ... 

CALL 'COMARAYS' USING ... 

CALL 'MUVE' USING ... 
CALL 'FMPRT1 USING PRT-LINE CC. 

(3) Program Description. 

called by MPSRTX through the entry point MPMRG. After entering 

this subprogram in the IBM 360, MOVARAYS is called twice to clear 

the input and output DCB LRECL fields to 0 so that MIDMS records 

can be blocked. The processing of FMMPMRG reads the MP output 

file and the sorted key file determining lower record ID s for 

each record. Equal ID's are rejected as duplicates and the 

sort file records are eliminated from the final output file with 

a message. 

(A) Limitations. None. 
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k. OMOV". 

(1) Function. This load module is comprised of three 

subprograms (OMMPDRV, 0MKPX1, 0MMPX2). They perform the same 

function as OMMPX. In the overlay format 6K less is required. 

(2) Calling Sequence. 

ENTRY 'OMGVL1 USING MP-DD INPUT-RECORD 

MAJOR-RECORD MAJOR-LR2 MAJOR-LR3 

TRANS-TABLE FM-DD 

CALL '0MMP1' USING MP-DD INPUT-RECORD 

MAJOR-RECORD MAJOR-LR2 MAJOR-LR3 

TRANS-TABLE FM-DD OMMP-DDV. 

CALL 1OMMP2' USING MP-DD INPUT-RECORD 

TRANS-TABLE FM-DD OMMP-DDV. 

(a) OMMPX1 and OMMPX2 are entered with the same 

parameters as they are called with except receive OMMP-DD instead 

OMMP-DDV. 

(b) The same ALC subroutines are used as in OMMPX. 

(3) Program Descriptions. 

The same capabilities are present in the OMOVL load module as exist 

in the OMMPX load module. Paragraph names, functions and 

methodology are identical, except for the situations which cause 

overlaying. In the&e cases OMMPDRV-SW is set; the processing 

program (either CMMPX1 or 0MMPX2) returns to OMMPDRV which will 

call the appropriate program depending upon the setting of 

OMMPDRV-SW. Upon entry into the subprogram the desired paragraph 

is reached depending upon OMMPDRV-SW. 

OMMPDRV. 

Is just a supervisor which controls the calling of the two 

processing subprograms. 

0MMPX1. 

Handles all the ordinary processing and will transfer control via 

OMMPDRV te CMMPX2 on the following conditions: 

A detected error. 

Variable set processing. 

Arithmetic operation. 

For wrap up processing of the record. 
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When using the overlay version there will be at least one overlay 

for each M1DMS record for which there is a transact on. 

Additional overlays will be required whenever any of the 

first three conditions as described above occur. 

(4) Limitations. None. 
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3. FILE MAINTENANCE CONFIRMATIONS AND ERROR MESSAGES. 

a. Confirmations. 

(1) Whenever confirmation of any field is requested, a 

confirmation header is produced for every record against which 

transactions are issued. The header is in the form of: 

CONFIRMATION OF RECORD ***record id*** 

(2) Following this, each field which had a valid trans¬ 

action performed against it and for which confirmation is desired 

is printed out with the supporting information present when appropriate 

in the following format: 

1-5 7 - 15 17 - 19 21 - 23 28 - 31 33 - 75 77 - 78 80 - 123 

field- subset OPR field- 'FROM* original 'TO' present 

name or type contents contents 
partial 

range on 

Vset 

(3) After all field confirmations have been printed a 

confirmation trailer will be printed provided that there were valid 

transactions carried out against this record. This will be in the 
form of: 

GENERATED 

CONFIRMATION OF RECORD ***record id*** UPDATED 

DELETED 

NOTE: Confirmation for a variable set is done only 

after all transactions for that VSET have been processed. Therefore, 

the opcode that appears in the OPR position of the confirmation will 

be the last OPR against the VSET. The FROM contents are those in the 

original record and the TO contents represents the end result of all 

the transactions applied against the specific VSET. In addition, if 

any field exceed 43 characters as defined in the FFT (except in 

the variable set where the exact number of characters present is useu), 

multiple FROM and TO lines will be produced to accommodate the maximum 

size of either field. 

b. Error Diagnostics. 

(1) The error diagnostics are designed to piovide the 

user with enough information so that he may identify the exact trans¬ 

action that was found to be in error as well -".s the reason for its 

rejection. The messages are in a three line format as follows: 
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OMMP ERROR error message 

**RECID** record id 

DATA data (up to first 

***ERROR*** OPR IS opr 

field-name PSS IS pssq 
120 characters) 

., The following are the specific error messages givine 
the error message and an explanation of its probable cause: 

ERROR MESSAGE 

01 ARITHMETIC OVERFLOW 

02 DATA NOT NUMERIC 

03 FIELD TYPE NOT NUMERIC 

04 GEC ILLEGAL FOLLOWING GEN 

05 GEC OPR CANNOT CHANGE 

EXISTING RECID 

06 GEC OPR ILLEGAL - RECORD 
PRESENT 

07 GEN OPR ILLEGAL - VSET 

EXISTS 

08 ILLEGAL OPR SET NOT PRESENT 

09 ILLEGAL SUBSET GEN, SUBSET 
IS PRESENT 

10 INVALID PARTIAL VSET CHANGE 

11 NEGATIVE NUMERIC FIELD 
.LLEGAL 

EXPLANATION 

The result of an arithmetic operation 

exceeded the size of the FFT field. 

Either an arithmetic operation or a 

change was attempted on a numerically 

defined FFT field and the input data 
was not numeric. 

An arithmetic operation is being 

attempted on an FFT field not defined 
as numeric. 

Illegal sequence for variable set 
operators, use GEC. 

GEC cannot change the ID of an 
existing record. 

An attempt was made to generate a 
record that is present. 

Self-explanatory. 

A delete PSC or VSC was attempted 

on a set containing no data. 

An attempt was made to generate a 

subset which already existed. 

(1) Either the change range exceeds 
the original vset size or 

(2) there has already been a 

transaction against this vset. 

The result of an arithmetic operation 

was negative and the FFT field was 
not defined as SGNUM. 
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ERROR MESSAGE EXPLANATION 

12 NEW RECORD EXCEEDS MAX 

RECORD LENGTH 

13 OLD RECORD RESTORED 

1A ONLY ATC/ATV CAN FOLLOW 

ATC/ATV 

15 VSET NOT PRESENT 

16 OPR ILLEGAL, OLD SUBSET 

IS NOT PRESENT 

While building a record the maximum 

record size, as specified in the JCL, 

was exceeded. 

If, while building a new record or 

updating an existing record the 

maximum size record was exceeded, all 

updates to the record are canceled. 

Self-explanatory. 

An attempt was made to replace an 

empty Vset. 

An attempt was made to change a 

nonexistent subset. 

17 OPR ILLEGAL WHEN RECORD 

NOT PRESENT 

The opr specified an action requiring 

an old record. 

18 PARTIAL CHANGE CAN BE 

ONLY TRAN ON V6ET 

Self-explanatory. 

19 PSSQ CANNOT EXCEED 599 

20 RECCT CANNOT BE UPDATED 

An attempt was made to assign an 

actual subset number greater than 599 

from a pseudo subset number. 

An operation was attempted against 

the RECCT. 

21 RECORD SIZE EXCEEDS 

MAXIMUM 

Whole record operation data exceeds 

the maximum record size as specified 

in JCL. 

22 TRANSACTION ILLEGAL WITH 

WHOLE RECORD OPR 

Whole record transactions must be the 

first and only transactions on a record. 

23 WHOLE RECORD OPR MUST BE 

FIRST TRANS 

Whole record operations must be the 

first and only transaction on a 

the record. 
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CHAPTER 3 

P 

SECTION V 

Logical Maintenance 

1. SUBSYSTEM STRUCTURE, 

a. LMLP. This program controls the processing for LM runs. 

It prints all logical maintenance cards through the LMLPPG1 and 

LMLPPG2 (which generate the initial portion of the generated 

COBOL program)t LMLPSCN is called to read a card and build a word 

table composed of the words on the logic package card. Upon 

return from LMLPSCN an operation lookup is executed to determine 

what subprogram is needed for the particular operation indicated 

on the card. The appropriate subprogram is called where the 

necessary COBOL code is generated. Each logic package card is 
read and processed independently. 

b. LMLPASN. This subroutine generates COBOL instructions to 
assign index numbers to periodic sets. 

c. LMLPATC. This subroutine generates COBOL to attach data to 
a variable set. 

d. LMLPBLD. This subroutine generates COBOL instructions to 
build a subset. 

e. LMLPCNG. This program controls the procening of CHANGE 

and DELETE field operations. LMLPFMT1 is utilized to verify the 

field names. COBOL code is generated depending on the type of 
field or fields. 

f. LMLPDDS. This program takes the COBOL Dai t Division 

generated by FS and writes it out on DATAOUT or LINKOUT in the case 

of single file. The fixed set is written whenever a MAJOR or MINOR 

file is used on the FMLP control card. This is done from LMLPPG1 

or LMLPPG2 depending on the run type. The Data Division for each 

periodic set is written only if the set is referenced by a BUILD 
statement. This is done from LMLPWP2. 

g. LMLPDEF. When the keyword DEFINE is found, control is passed 
here. The define word is put into the define table and the 

appropriate COBOL Data Division code is generated. 

h. LMLPDEL. This subroutine generates COBOL coding to 
delete a record, periodic set, or periodic subset. 
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i. LMLPFLD. This subroutine is used by the other processing 

subroutines to qualify major and minor fixed and periodic field 

names and defines. It also builds COBOL Data Division statements 

whenever a partial field is specified. 

j. LMLPFKT (LMLPFMT1). This program is used to verify all 

field names by the routines subordinate to LMLPMOV, LMLPSUB, LMLPCNG. 

Two copies of this program are used. 

k. LMLPGEN. This subroutine produces the Data Division Code, 

Linkage Section Code, and Procedure Division Code determined necessary 

by the other functional processing routines. 

l. LMLPGRP. If DEFINE GROUP is indicated, this subroutine 

generates the appropriate COBOL Data Division code and remains in 

f control until an ENDGRP card is encountered. 

m. LMLPMLT. If a MULTIPLY or DIVIDE is indicated, this subroutine 

generates the appropriate Procedure Division COBOL coding. 

n. LMLPMOV. This program is the driver for all processing of all 

MOVE/PUT statements. It selectively calls LMLPPUT, LMLPNMO, LMLPNM1, 

LMLPNM2, LMLPNM3, LMLPZNO, LMLPZN1, LMLPZN2, LMLPZN3. 

o. LMLPNMO. This program controls the processing for MOVE NUM 

or MOVE NUMERICS statements. The purpose is to replace the magnitude 

of field 2 by that of field 1 without changing the sign of field 2. 

A further breakdown cor processing is determined according to the 

field types. 

(1) LMLPNM1. In case of an alphanumeric receiving field. 

(2) LMLPNM2. In case of a numeric defined receiving field. 

(3) LMLPNM3. In the case of numeric receiving field. 

Each of these generate the code appropriate for the particular type 

of receiving field. 

p. LMLPPG1, LMLPPG2. These routines are used once each per logic 

package and together generate the IDENTIFICATION DIVISION, 

ENVIRONMENT DIVISION, the fixed portion of the WORKING-STORAGE 

SECTION (which is needed for every generated program), the LINKAGE 

SECTION (when the type of run needs one), and the initial part of the 

PROCEDURE DIVISION. The presence of two routines to do the task is 

to facilitate operating in less core. Control is passed to LMLPPG1 

and then . MLPPG2 sequentially from LMLP. 
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q. LMLPPRT. This subroutine generates the appropriate code for 
a t i’INT or XPRINT operation. 

r. LMLPPUT. This program processes the key word PUT and generates 
appropriate code depending on the field types. 

s. LMLPRFD. This program isolates the two fields and verifies 
them. 

t. LMLPRLN. This program verifies the combination of relational 

words and sets the relational switches to indicate the standard 
relation to be used. 

u* UMI.PRMN. This program contains the three entry points (IF, 

AND, OR) and controls the processing for conditional statements. 

It initializes the areas used by the subordinate routines. 

rwrvn ’ îîf ’nD?ÎÎLPn08ram checks for operations of (NOT) IN RANGE, 
(NOT) IN TABLE, DELETED RECORD, FIND RECORD, GENERATED RECORD, EOF, 
and generates the appropriate COBOL code. 

w. LMLPRST. This program processes LM statements of the following 
types, checking for valid statements, and generating COBOL input: 

READ 

WRITE 

SAVE 

SCRAP 

STOP 

RELOAD 

PUNCH 

CONVERT 

STOP SFL 

Each of these verbs is assigned a specific entry 

process "READ", the program LMLP executes a call 
LMREAD. 

point. Thus, to 

to entry-point 

(1) READ. Reads in a record from the major file, minor file 
or card reader, tape, as indicated by the user. ' 

(2) WRITE. Writes a record on the major file. 

j n u (3> SíyE-, Saves the contents of the MP work area so that it 
WRITE06 aVailable for further processing after the area is used for a 
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t-h ^ SCRAP. Abandons the building of a major file record, 
so that it will not be written out. 

(5) STOP. In single file LM, the STOP statement causes the 

ouîCon#ÎK8 0f/ r!??rd t0 be terminated, and that record to be written 
ut on the major file. Control is then passed to MP supervisor, 

which reads another record and gives control to the first rtatement 

n e pac ge. In file-to-file LM, the STOP statement causes all 
files online to be closed. 

(6) RELOAD. Restores the major file record to its input 
state, cancelling all updating previously done to that record. 

(7) PUNCH. 
the user. 

Punches a card from a card-.mage area defined by 

(8) CONVERT. Takes data from one operand, calls a user- 

subroutine to process it, stores the result into another operand, 

and passes control to a failure exit if the subroutine indicates 
that an error was detected. 

(9) STOP SFL. Terminates any further use of a single file 

Ârïr;umoei:.used ln fue-to-fiie s* 
th X‘ LMLPRT2* These Programs generate the output for 

tf%î0ÎÎltr0n FLDA relation format. Depending on the^ombination 

LMLPRT2di f0Uní either LMLPRT1 or LMLPRT2 is used. 
LMLPRT2 is used only when the first field is a numeric data field. 

y. LMLPSCN. This program reads each card by use of FMCRD then 

aC,M rte words (word terminators are bS or a 
comma) and places them In FM-WORD-AREA. Next, It examines the 

wÕrd1or0GRoí£ “ ,ls DEFINE and lf checks the third 

;«atLTLdÄ te suUches are set t0 notlfy ““ "hat 

j nix/\nT^1LPSP0 * This Progra-1' is called to check for BIT SWITCH 
and PROFILE operations. If found, validity checkins is -Le ío^he 

retire fie°rvãíidntrd 8anerated ior SWITQI. PROFILE and BIT 

co2e éeneî«l„r ï°"fh LMLPRrD and th“ oall LMLPSP1 for 

ré?urn frÓm ÍT¿spí T* , tht,P«cadi”8 operations were found upon 
return trom LMLPSPO, the only valid operation remaining must be in 
the form of: condition FLDA relation FLOB. 

aa. LMLPSP1. Called by LMLPSPO for COBOL code generation. 
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ab. LMLPSTE. This subroutine generates COBOL coding for 

STEP INDEX instruction. 

iMiPSim This program controls the processing foj; b°«;h ADD 
ac. LMLPSUB. This Pro*““ d t0 verify the field names. 

type ot nena. 

a,^ r?rr 
the appropriate code. If the v , h appropriate code 
the field name is verified through LMLPRFD and tne app p 

is generated. 

ae. LMLPVPT. This subroutine allows a specified variable set 

to be printed (displayed) in whole or part. 

a£. lmlpwpo, ^\n“tIo0 

=¾ ä £--h::u 
needed“by XZ* Per logic package and is generated by these 

routines. 

(1) LMLPWPO. This program verifies that for ^ 

FXITS there exists corresponding LABELS. It also scans the BUILD 

“Île, SOT tablet and DeIeTE table to insure that the proper set 

index combinations have been assigned. 

(2) LMLPWP1, LMLPWP5. These programs generate 

Procedure Division Code for BUILD and STEP statements by using 

tables previously built. LHPWP1 calls LKLPWP5. 

(3) LMLPWP2. Tels program generates the Procedure Division 

Code for ATTACH statement by use of switches previously set. 

Generates code for expand-record, attach major-to-major, attach 

to-major, attach minor-to-major. 

(4) UÍDPWP3. This program ^«ates the Proc d^ Division 

Generates^code^o^CONTRACT-RECORJ)! â^U disasîigns (This Utter 

function allows user to us® th® one time.) 
logically but only one combination will be active y 

(5) LMLPWPA. This program generates Data DivJ8Í0“ ^°J*t”geded 

for user calling so,nance, I/O oÂÎ/O 
Procedure Division Code to open and close I/O files ano 

functions. 
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ag. LMLPZNO. This program controls the processing for MOVE ZON 

or MOVE ZONES statements. The purpose is to replace the sign ° 

field 2 by that of field 1 without changing the magnitude of field L. 

A further breakdown for processing is determined according to the 

field types. 

(1) LMLPZN1. In the case of an alphanumeric receiving field 

(2) LMLPZN2. In the case of a numeric defined receiving 

field. 

(3) LMLPZN3. In tht case of a numeric receiving field. 

Each of these generate the code appropriate for the particular type 

of receiving field. 

» 

i 
* 
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2. SUBPROGRAM IDENTIFICATION AND DESCRIPTION, 

a. LMLP. 

supervisor U n ! P 8 18 the l0glcal maintenance 
X-Ir^ ¿V I J l Íí1 ínPUt Card8‘ lt analy«s the FM- 
WORD-AREA by doing a table lookup for key second words Accordina 

to the second „„rd. It cells the approptLe procese^ s'hptógtaL. 

(2) Calling Sequence. 

ENTRY 

CALL 

CALL 

CALL 

CALL 

CALL 

CALL 

CALL 

CALL 

CALL 

CALL 

CALL 

CALL 

CALL 

CALL 

CALL 

CALL 

CALL 

CALL 

CALL 

CALL 

CALL 

CALL 

CALL 

CALL 

CALL 

CALL 

CALL 

CALL 

CALL 

CALL 

CALL 

CALL 

CALL 

CALL 

GALT, 

CALL 

CALL 

'LMLP' 

'LMLPPGl' 

'LMLPPG21 

'LMLPSCN* 

'LMLPPRT' 

'LMLPGRP' 

'LMLPPFL' 

'LMLPRDR' 

'LMLPWRT' 

’LMLPSCP' 

'LMLPCVT' 

'LMLPPCH * 

'LMLPSAV 

'LMLPSTO' 

'LMLPRLD' 

' LMLPASN’ 

’LMLPSTE' 

'lmlpbld' 

'LMLPATC' 

'LMLPADD' 
'LMLPSUB' 

'LMLPMOV 

'LMLPCNG' 

'LMLPRMN' 

'LMLPDEF' 

'LMLPRMN' 

'LMLPRMN' 

'LMLPVPT' 

'LMLPDEL1 

'LMLPMLT' 

'LMLPWPO' 

'LMLPWPl' 

'LMLPWP2' 

'LMLPWP3' 

'LMLPWP4' 

'LMLPGEN' 

'FMIO' 

'LMLPDDS' 

USING FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

USING LP-DD LM-DD 

USING LP-DD LM-DD 

USING FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

USING FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

USING FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

USING FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

USING FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

USING FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

USING FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

USING FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

USING FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

USING FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

USING FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

USING FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

USING FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

USING FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

USING FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

USING FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

USING FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

USING FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

USING FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

USING FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

USING FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

USING FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

USING FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

USING FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

USING FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

USING FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

USING FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

USING FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

USING FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

USING FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

USING FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

USING FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

USING OUTPUT-LINE 

USING PRNT-CARDS CC 

USING FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 
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(3) Program Description. 

CALL-PGl. 
CALL-PG2. 

For generation of Identification Division, Environment Division, 

FW-LOgSiAIN^ the Data D1Vision, and part of the Procedure Division. 

RETURN-T&ÍÍmscn?*1011 0f SWltCheS■ C0unters> a"d »“lO areas. 

generaÍe-ÍriS!0" t0 bUiW table °£ “or,ls from input l0*lc P'“*“*'' 

c«dr"as“ labe”“ ^ ^ COn"ents- end-°f-J0l>« -1 1£ l<>8ic 
OLU. 

OPERATION-LU. 

örcardlypä!'1'* Pr°CeSSlng a“111“"“»» should be callee dependias 

STOPIT. 

Call wrap up procedures. 
SKIP-WRAPUPS. 

and^et^urn.t0 ^°86 WOrk fUe8 (Dataout» Linkout, Procout) 

(A) Limitations. Processes one card at a time. 

* 
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b. LMLPASN 

(1) Function. Handles the ASblüN instruptlon. 

(2) Calling Sequence. 

ENTRY 'LMASN' USING FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

CALL 'LMPRO' USING CARD-IMAGE 

CALL 'FMPRT' USING PRNT-CARDS CC 

I 

(3) Program Description. 

GENERAT! ;-ASSIGN. 

This paragraph performs the following error checking on the 
fields of the ASSIGN card: 

The first word is a label, it is counted as 

field one whether or not it is present. 

The second word must be equal to 'ASSIGN'. 

The third word must be equal to 'INDEX'. 

The fourth word must be a two digit index 

number, whose value is not zero. 

The fifth word must be equal to 'TO'. 

The sixth word must be one of the following: 

PSETmm, VSETmm, $PSETmm, or $VSETmm. The set 

number mm must be two digits, not equal to zero, 

and must have been defined in the FFT as a 
periodic or variable set. 

The seventh word must be a period. 

The eighth word must be a failure exit. No 
checking is performed here. 

GENERATE-ASSIGN-CODING and GEN-MOVE. 

The paragraphs generate the in-line coding for the ASSIGN 
INDEX-INFO-LOOKUP. 

procedure. 

This paragraph searches the INDEX-INFO table for the set/index 

combination defined on this card. If they are not already in the 
table, they are entered. 

GEN-MOVE. 

This paragraph continues the COBOL code generation. 

(4) Limitations. Two hundred (200) ASSIGNS per Logic Package. 
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GENERATE-ASSIGN 
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LMLPATC c. 

t 

(1) Function. Handles the ATTACH instruction. 

(2) Calling Sequence. 

ENTRY 'LMATC' 

CALL ’LMFLD' 

CALL 'LMPRO' 

CALL 'FMPRT' 

USING FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

USING FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

USING CARD-IMAGE 

USING PRNT-CARDS CC 

(3) Program Debcription. 

GENERATE-ATTACH thru GEN-ATCH-2 

Perf0rmS th' £0U0Wl”g err0r -"«king o„ the attach 

» The first word is the label, 

regardless of its presence. 
It is counted as word 1 

The second word must be 'ATTACH'. 

The third word may be: 

VSETnn or a variable set name, nn is the 
variable set number. 

$VSETnn or a minor variable set name, nn is 
the minor variable set number. 

a iiexa which is not a variable set field. 

Ih(íeld03ítían"0t be ”TrlC literal- «OSC or «NRC, nor a tield with a computational value. 

The fourth word must be 'TO'. 

me tiith word must be 'VSETmm' 

of a major field variable set. 

changed by the ATTACH action. 

, where mm is the number 

This is the set to be 

The sixth word must be a period. 

The seventh word must be a failure exit 
performed here. 

No checking is 
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GENERATE-ATTACH-CODING THRU GAT-EXIT. 

Generates the COBOL coding for the ATTACH procedure. 
SWITCH VALUES• 

VARIABLE-SW 

Equal to '1' - The field to be attached is a ($) 
variable set name or ($)VSEToo. 
Equal to - Other. 

MINOR-SW 

Equal to 1 - The field 'io be attached is from the minor 
file. 

Equal to 0 - From the major file. 

(4) Limitations. None. 

f 
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d. LMLPBLD 

(1) Function. Handles the BUILD SUBSET instruction. 

(2) Calling Sequence. 

ENTRY 'LMBLD' USING FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

CALL ' LMPRO* USING CARD-LMAGE 

CALL 'FMPRT' USING PRNT-CARDS CC 

(3) Program Description. 

GENERATE-BUILD and GEN-BLD2. 

This paragraph performs the following error checking on 

the words of the BUILD card: 

There must be eight (8) words on the card (the 

label field is always counted as number 1, even 

though it may not be present). 

The first word is the label field. No checking 

is performed at this time. 

The second word must be 'BUILD'. 

The third word must be 'SUBSET'. 

The fourth word must be a 2 digit set number. It 

must have been defined during File Structuring. 

The fifth Mord must be an 'X' followed immediately 

by a two digit index number (it cannot be zero). 

The sixth word can be a numeric minor file field, 

a numeric major file field, or a numeric define. 

Partial fields may not be used on a BUILD card. 

The seventh word must be a period. 

The eighth word must be a failure exit. No checking 
is performed here. 

BLD-TABLE-LU1. 

Scans the BUILD-TABLE looking for the combination of 

index and set numbers specified on this BUILD card. 

If it is already in the table, it will not be reentered. 
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GENERATE-BUILD-CXJDING. 

EXPAND-RECORD-SW is set to indicate that the EXPAND-RECORD 

paragraph must be generated in LMWRAPUP. The in-line coding 

for the BUILD procedure is generated here. 

(4) Limitations. One hundred (100) BUILDS per Logic 
Package. 

» 
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e. LMLPCNG 

» 

(1) Function. Handles the following instructions: 

DELETE field 

CHANGE SWITCH 

SET SWITCH 

(2) Calling Sequence. 

ENTRY 'LMCNG' 

ENTRY 'LMDFL' 

ENTRY ’LMSET' 

ENTRY 1LMPRO1 

CALL ’LMPRO' 

CALL 'FMPRT' 

CALL 'LMFMT1' 

USING FM-DD 

USING FM-DD 

USING FM-DD 

USING FM-DD 

USING FM-DD 

USING FM-DD 

USING FM-DD 

LP-DD LM-DD 

LP-DD LM-DD 

LP-DD LM-DD 

LP-DD LM-DD 

LP-DD LM-DD 

LP-DD LM-DD 

LP-DD LM-DD 

(3) Program Description. 

DELETE field 

Paragraph LM-EELETE-ROUTINE initializes all the switches and hold 

areas needed for the DELETE field instruction and validates the 

card for errors. Logic flow branches to paragraph LDR-1 for the 

generation of COBOL coding if the field to be deleted is a numeric 

field or to paragraph LDR-2 if the field is an alphanumeric field. 

CHANGE SWITCH 

Processing starts in paragraph LM-CHANGE-POUTINE where all switches 

and hold areas are initialized and the card validated for errors. 

Logic flow continues to paragraph LCR-1 where the COBOL coding is 

generated. 

SET SWITCH 

Processing starts in paragraph LM-SET-ROUTINE. All switches and hold 

areas are initialized and the card validated for errors. Logic flow 

branches to paragraph LSS-1 for COBOL code generation. Here it is 

determined if the switch is set 'ON' or 'OFF' and appropriate COBOL 

coding is generated. 

PARTIAL-IN-FLD2. 

This paragraph produces procedure division coding for the second 

half of two lines of coding needed for a partial FIELD-2. 

PERIOD-GEN-1. 

Generates a period at the end of a generated procedure division 

statement for output WORD-1. 

CHAR-CK-1. 

Generates a period at the end of a generated procedure division 

statement and is initiated by paragraph PERIOD-GEN-1 by a perform 

routine. 
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PERIOD-GEN-2. 

Generates a period at the end of a generated procedure division 
statement for the output holding area FM-WORD-2. 

CHAR-CK-2. 

Generates a period at the end oi a generated procedure division 

statement and is initiated by paragraph PERIOD-GEN-1 by a perform 
routine. r 

C0B0L-0UT1. 

COBOL-OUT2. 

INITIALIZER2 Pr0dUCe the Print 0ut of the generated COBOL statements. 

Generates all the switches and counters used in the ADD 

rv o.»^!lA^T\M0VE’ DELETE fleld- SET and CHANGE tentlnes. LK-rARiIAL-FLDZ• 

This paragraph determines if FIELD-2 is a partial and channels 

the logic flow to paragraph PARTIAL-IN-FLD2 if a partial is 
found. 

LM-DELETE-ROUTINE 

Calls LMLPFMTl to determine the field type of the field to 
be deleted. Tests for illegal format. 

LDR-1 

Deletes a numeric data field or numeric defined literal 

by generating code ’hich will move zeros to the field. 
LDR-2 

Deletes an alphanumeric data field or alphanumeric defined literal 
y generating code which will move space to the field 

LM-CHANGE-ROUTINE * 06 leirt* 

nCheCks the 8witch name f°r format and spelling. 
LCR-I 

Generates code to change the switch value. 
LM-SET-ROUTINE 

iCheCkS the 8witch name for format and spelling. 
LoS- X 

Generates code to set the switch ’ON' or 'OFF'. 

(4) Limitations. None. 
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> (Entry . 

LMDFI, J 
LM-DELETE-ROUTINE 

Initialize 

Switches and 

Counters 

LDR-1 

Move zeros 

to numeric 

field or 

defined 

literal 

_ NUMERI Field's^ ALPHA 
Move spaces 

to alpha 

field or 

alpha !e>.ine< 

literal 

Nmuneriir 

^- 

CK-PARTIAL-FLD2 

^Print Errors 

Message 

YES 

PARTIAL-IN-FLD2 

Generate code 

for Partial 

Field 

^ Exit ^ 
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f. LMLPDDS 

(1) Function. This program takes the COBOL Data Division 
generated by File Structure and writes it out into a work 
file where the generated code is produced. 

(2) Calling Sequence. 

ENTRY 'LMDDS' USING SET-NUMBER, FILE-NUMEA, 

HOP-HOLE 1, TNDEX-HOLD, 

RUN-TYPE 

CALL 'FMIO' USING ERROR-DIAGNOSTIC 

CALL 'LMLPGEN' USING DD-LINE(CNT2) 

(3) Program Description. 

CALL-LIB 

Calls the library and receives one block for the designated 

set number. An 'N' operation indicates that the set 

and block combinations do not exist. The first l^ne generated 
must be in the form 

01 MAJOR- file name-RECORD 
MINOR- 

GEN-01 

SKIP-FIXED 

These paragraphs perform the function of generating that 

first line. There can be a maximum of 120 80-characters 

lines per block. The remainder of these (the first one 

has already been written) are written out by paragraph 

GEN-DDS (in the case of file-to-file) or GEN-DDS-SINGLE-FILE 

(in the case of single file). A test provided to determine 

if there is another block associated with the same periodic 

or fixed set. If so control is looped to CALL-LIB which 
will get the next block. 

(4) Limitations. None. 
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LMLPDEF g- 

(1) Function. DEFINE value instruction. 

(2) Calling Sequence. 

ENTRY 

CALL 

CALL 

CALL 

CALL 

CALL 

CALL 

CALL 

'LMDEF' 

'MINESRCH' 

'MAJBSRCH' 

1FMPRT' 

'LMDAT' 

'LMLNK' 

'MOVALF' 

'MOVNUM' 

USING FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

USING FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

USING FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

USING PRNT-CARDS CC 

USING FM-CARD 

USING FM-CARD 

USING DEFINED-LITERAL-CHARS 

HOP-HOLD1 HOP-HOLD2 

DEF-VALUES HOP-HOLD 

HOP-HOLD2 

USING DEFINED-LITERAL-CHARS 

HOP-HOLD1 HOP-HOLD2 

DEF-VALUES HOP-HOLD 

HOP-HOLD2 HOLD-IT 

(3) Program Description. 

CHAR-CHECK. 

This paragraph determines if the field on the ’DEFINE' card is 

the field name or value. Logic flow branches to paragraphs 

GENERATE-DEF-TAB if the field is a name or to MOVE-LITERAL if 
it is a value. 

The processing of a possible name continues in GENERATE- 

DEF-TAB where it is validated for proper leading characters, 

then on to DEF-WORD-BUILD and TEST-NO-7 where it is error 

checked in the major or minor file's FFT. The Define Table is then 

checked in paragraph DEF-LU and DEF-TAB-LU to see if the DEFINE name 

has already been used. If the name is unique it will be added to 

the Define Table in paragraph DEF-TAB-ADD and logic flow returns 

to paragraph LM-FIRST-WORD to start processing the value 
portion of the define. 

The actual processing of the value portion of the define 

is in paragraph MOVE-LITERAL. In this paragraph an initial 

breakdown of the various types of allowable value types 

is made. An assumption is made that the define will be numeric 

until proven differently. The first check is to determine if the 

value io an area (numeric or alphanumeric). Logic branches to 

paragraph CK-PLUS if the first character is not a // sign indicating 

space reservation. Logic flow then proceeds to paragraph FINISH-CARD 
for COBOL Code generation. 
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CK-PLUS. 

This paragraph is used when the define value is not reserving 

space but actually contains a numeric or alphanumeric 

value. Error checking for invalid format for various 

types of possible values are made in paragraphs CK-PLUS, 

CK-4AT-SIGN, and CUECK-SIGN-SPACE. Logic flow branches 

to paragraph BUILD-LITERAL to build the actual value into a hold 

area for use in the code generation further on in the logic. 

Error checking continues in the portion of the logic as 

well as the building of the literal value. Paragraph BUILD-LITERAL 

is 'performed' by paragraph MAKE-VALUE. Logic flow continues in 

paragraph FINISH-CARD at the completion of the building of the 

literal value. 

FINISH-CARD. 

This paragraph generates part of the COBOL Data Division 

Coding needed for a define. If an area is being defined 

the logic flow branches to paragraph POUND-SIGN. See 

below. A check is made to determine if the value is 

alphanumeric and applicable indicators set. For an alphanumeric 

value a PICTURE clause with an 'X' will be generated, otherwise 

a PICTURE with a S9 will be generated. Further checking of a numeric 

value is made in paragraph IS-IT-COMP to determine if it has been 
defined as computational. 

MOVE-PAREN. 

This paragraph finishes the building of the Data Division PICTURE 

clauses. If the run type is single-file the data value is made 

available to the MIDMS library for storage and use. For file-to-file 

runs a 'value clause' is attached to the generated COBOL Data Division 

statements. Paragraphs GEN-VALUE-START handles the building of a data 

value string for alphanumeric data for single-file runs. Paragraph 

MOVE-NUMERIC-DATA moves numeric data. For file-to-file runs logic 

flow branches to paragraph GEN-VAL-START where the value of the define 

is moved to a hold area. The 'value clause' is generated in paragraph 

TERMINATE-CARD. Logic flow continues to paragraph DEF-RESET 

where switches and holding areas are reinitialized prior to the end of 
processing. 

POUND-SIGN. 

Generates COBOL code for a 'DEFINE' area. In this paragraph 

and paragraph MOVE-POUND-VALI the size of the area being defined is 

determined and validated for errors. Paragraph IS-IT-COMP 

determines if the area is being defined as a numeric computational area 

and is 'performed' in paragraph MOVE-POUND-7AL1. Logic flow continues 

in paragraph MOVE-POUND-VAL where the first portion of the COBOL Data 
Division. 

(4) Limitations. None. 
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h. LMLPDEL 

(1) Function. Handles the following delete instructions: 

DELETE SUBSET 

DELETE PSETnn 

DELETE VSETnn 

DELETE RECORD 

(2) Calling Sequence. 

ENTRY 'LMDEL' USING FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

CALL 'LMPRO' USING CARD-IMAGE 

CALL 'FMPRT' USING PRNT-CARDS CC 

(3) Program Description. 

GENERATE-DELETE. 

xhis paragraph tests DELETE-SWITCH and goes to the appropriate 
routine: 

DELETE-SWITCH*! A delete subset is being requested, 
go to GENERATE-DELETE-S. 

DELETE-SWITCH*2 A delete periodic set is being 

requested, go to GENERATE-DELETE-P. 

DELETE-SWITCH*3 A delete variable set is being 

requested, go to GENERATE-DELETE-V. 

GENERATE-DELETE-S. 

This paragraph performs the following error checking on the 
words of the DELETE SUBSET card: 

There must be six words on the card. 

The first word is the label field. It is counted 

as number one whether or not it is present. No 
checking is performed here. 

The second word must be 'DELETE*. 

The third word must be 'SUBSET'. 

The fourth word must be the set and index numbers 

in the form 'ss&Xnn', where ss=set number and 

nn-index number. The set number must be defined 
in FFT as a periodic set. 
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The fifth word must be a period. 

The sixth word must be an error exit label. No 
checking is performed here. 

The in-line coding for the DELETE SUBSET routine 

is generated here also. Enter the set/index 

combination in the DELETE-TABLE. 

GENERATE-DELETE-P. 

This paragraph peforms the following error checking on the 
i words of the DELETE SET card: 

There must be three words on the card. 

The first word is the label field. It is counted 

as number one whether or not it is present. No 
checking is performed here. 

The second word must be 'DELETE'. 

The third word must be 'PSETss', where ss is the 

periodic set number. It must be two digits, not 

equal to zero, and defined in the FFT as a periodic 
set. 

The in-line coding for the DELETE PSET routine is 
also generated here. 

GENERATE-DELETE-V. 

This paragraph performs the following error checking on the 
words of the DELETE VSET card: 

There must be three words on the card. 

The first word is counted as number one whether 

or not it is present. No checking is performed here. 

The second word must be 'DELETE'. 

The third word must be 'VSETss', where ss is the variable 

set number. It must be 2 digits, not equal to zero, 

and defined in the FFT as a variable set. 

The in-line coding is also generated here. 

(4) Limitations. Twenty-five (25) DELETES per Logic Package. 
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i. LMLPFLD 

(1) Function. This program determines a major, minor 

or defined field type and also checks for partial field types. 

A switch is set to indicate the field type to the calling 

program. 

(2) Calling Sequence. 

ENTRY 'LMFLD' 

ENTRY 'MINESRCH' 

ENTRY 'MAJBSRCH' 

CALL 'FMPRT' 

CALL 'LMDAT' 

USING FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

USING FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

USING FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

USING PRNT-CARDS CC 

USING FM-CARD 

(3) Program Description. 

START-GE-CODE. 
Entry points for MAISCH, MINSCH, and LMFLD. 

CHECK-FIELD-DEFINITION 
Initialize counters, pointers, etc. If the first character 

is '$', a minor field is to be processed and MAJOR-MINOR-SW 

is set to 1; go to IS-MINOR-INDEXED. If first character is not a 

• $•, the word can be a major field name or a define. The length 

of the word is checked to make sure it is not greater than nine 

characters long (FLDAA+XNN). If it is, an error has occurred and 

the subroutine is exited from. If the length is valid, perform 

IS-MAJOR-INDEXED. 

IS-MAJOR-INDEXED. 
If any character after the first and before the third character 

from the end of the word is a plus sign, this indicates that the 

word is an indexed major periodic field. INDEX-SW is set to 1 to 

indicate indexing and MAJOR-FIELD-BUILD is gone to. Else, if the 

sixth character of the word is gotten to and '+' has not been 

found, the word can ¿cill be a define or a major fixed 

field and MAJOR-IS-IT-SPACE is branched to. 

MAJOR-IS-IT-SPACE. 
Since a define can be 6 characters long, MAJOR-IS-IT-SPACE 

and MAJOR-SPACE scans the word through the seventh character 

looking for the space. If it is not found by the time 7 

characters have been checked, the word is too long and an error 

has occurred and the subroutine is left. If a space is found, go 

to MAJOR-FIELD-BUILD. 

MAJOR-FIELD-BUILD and BUILD-MAJOR-FIELD. 

Moves the word (can still be a define or major fixed field) 

to FIELD-DEFINE-NAME. 

LOOKUP-DEFINE and DEFINE-LOOKUP. 
Checks to see if the word is a define. If it is not, EXIT-SW is 

set to 1 and MAJ0R-LR2-L00KUP is gone to. If word is a define and 

INDEX-SW“!, an error has occurred and the subroutine exit is taken. 
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Location in the define table is stored in LR2-DEF-P0INTER. If the 

word is a define and it is numeric (D' J’_TYPE*9) set NUMERIC-SW to 1, 

MOVE 'D* to FIELD-OR-DEFINE, qualify define with '-U* and go 

to PRINT-WORD. If the define is not numeric, leave NUMERIC-SW 

blank and go to PRINT-WORD. 

BUILD-30-CHARACTERS 
Qualifies major/minor field name with '-U'. If field is a minor 

field (MAJ0R-MIN0R-SW-1), move 'OF MINOR-' to output/save area; 

else, move 'OF MAJOR-' to output/save area. If the field is a 

fixed field (FIXED-FIELD-SW-1), move '-RECORD' to output/save 

area; else, go to BUILD-PSETNN. If the field is a minor field 

(MAJOR-MINOR-SW“1), move the minor file name to the output/save 

area; else move the major file name to the output/save area. Go 

to PRINT-WORD. 

BUILD-PSETNN. 

If the periodic field is not indexed (INDEX-SW^l) an error 

has occurred and the subroutine exit is taken. Move 'PSET' to 

the output/save area. If the periodic field is a minor field 

(MAJ0R-MIN0R-SW-1), move the minor periodic set number to the output 

save area; else, move the major periodic set number to the 

output/save area. Move '-X' to output/save area. Move the index 

number to the output area. 

PRINT-WORD. 
Move the output/save area to FIELD-SPECIFICATION. 

MAJOR-LR2-LOOKUP. 
Performs LAB-MAJOR-LU thru LAB-MAJOR-LU-EXIT which checks 

LR11 of the major file to see if word is a major field name. If 

it is not (HIT-0R-MISS^2) an error has occurred and the subroutine 

exit is taken. If it is, it is indicated by setting FIELD-OR-DEFINE 

to 'F,' its location in LR11 is stored in LR2-DEF-P0INTER. 

IS-IT-MAJOR-FIX 

If the field is fixed (SET-ID-2*0), FIXED-FIELD-SW is set to 1. 

If the field is periodic (INDEX-SW-1, SET-ID-2 0) FIXED-FIELD-SW 

is set to 2. 

If field is variable (SET-ID-2-0), FIXED-FIELD-SW is set 

t) 3 and VARIABLE SW to 1. 

If none of the above conditions are met, an error has occurred 

and the subroutine exit is taken. 

PERFORM-BUILD-WORD. 
Performs BUILD-30-CHARACTERS thru BUILD-30-CHARACTERS-EXIT 

which builds the qualified word (see examples) in an output 

area. Go to IS-IT-PARTIAL-FIELD. 

IS-MINOR-INDEXED. 

Checks to see if the word to be processed exceeds its limit 

of ten characters ($FLDAA+X01). If it does, an error has 

occurred and the subroutine exist is taken. 
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Performs MINOR-INDEXED to see if any character after the 

first and before the third character from the end of the word 

is a plus sign. If it is, this indicates that the word is an 

indexed minor periodic field. INDEX-SW is set to 1 to indicate 

an index and MINOR-FIELD-BUILD is gone to. 

MINOR-IS-IT-SPACE. 
Performs MINOR-SPACE to see if a space is found before the eighth 

character of the word is reached. If not an error has occurred 

and the subroutine exit is taken. 

MINOR-FIELD-BUILD and BUIID-MINOR-FIELD 
Moves the minor field name to FIELD-DEFINE-NAME after removing the 

dollar sign prefix. 

MINOR-LR2-L00KUP. 
Performs LAB-MINOR-LU thru LAB-MINOR-LU-EXIT which checks LR11 of 

the minor file to see if word is a minor field name. If it is not 

(HIT-OR-MISS¿2) an error has occurred and the subroutine exit is 

taken. If it is, it is indicated by setting FIELD-OR-DEFINE to 

'F', MAJOR-MINOR-SW is set to 1, and its location in LR11 is stored 

in LR2-DEF-P0INTER. 

IS-IT-MINOR-FIXED. 
If the field is fixed (SET-ID-2*0), FIXED-FIELD-SW is set to 1. 

If the field is periodic (INDEX-SW=1, SET-ID-2=0), FIXE^-FIELD- 

SW is set to 2. 

If the field is variable (SET-ID-2=0), FIXED-FIELD-SW is set 

to 3 and VARIABLE-SW to 1. 

If none of the above conditions are met, an error has 

occurred and the subroutine exit is taken. 

If any condition is met, PERFORM-BUILD-WORD is gone to. 

IS-IT-PARTIAL-FIELD 

If the field was a variable field (PARTIAL-SW*!), go to 

SET-FIELD-SWITCHES. 

Update the word table counter (FM-WORD-POINTER). 

If there are no more words in the word table (FM-WORD-POINTER- 

FM-WORD-COUNT), go to SET-FIELD-SWITCHES. 

If the word to be processed now is a partial field, it is 

to be processed to generate COBOL Data Division statements. 

To qualify as partial field notation, the word can have 

a minimum of A numeric characters followd by a iash 

followed by a maximum of A numeric characters. 

The length of the word is checked to see if it exceeds 

its limit of 9 characters. If it does it is not a partial field. 

The word table pointer (FM-WORD-POINTER) is set to the previous 

word in the word table and SET-FIELD-SWITCHES is gone to. 

The word is examined for a dash. If the dash occurs after the 

fourth character or no dash is found, the word is not a partial 

field, the word table pointer (FM-WORD-POINTER) is set to the 

previous word in the word table and SET-FIELD-SWITCHES is gone to. 
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TALLY-3 is set to point at the dash in the word, TALLY 

contains the number of characters preceeding the dash. 

SAVE-PARTIAL-1 

The job now is to build the picture of the first 02 level in 

the generated COBOL Data Division statements. The number 

of leading zeros to put into the 4 character 02 level 

filler is stored in TALLY-1. Then MOVE-ZEROES is performed 

to move these zeroes into a 4 position save area (CHARACTER-4). 

STOP-ZERO-1 and MOVE-NUMBER-1. 

The first part of the partial field for the first 02 

filler is now moved into the save area (CHARACTER-4) behind 

the zeroes previously moved in. The save area (CHARACTER-4) 

is moved to SAVE-1. SAVE-1 now contains the picture of the 

first 02 filler. 

EXAMINE-1 and MOVE-ZEROES-2 and STOP-ZERO-2. 

Next the data word is examined to determine how many 

characters are in the second portion of the partial 

field. This number is stored in TALLY-2. The number of 

leading zeroes required in the second 02 filler is stored 

in CNT2. 

The save area (CHARACTER-4) is built which contains the 

picture of the second 02 filler to generate. The save area 

is stored in SAVE-2. 

CHECK-PARATIALS. 

If the first part of the partial field (SAVE-1) is zero or 

the first part (SAVE-1) is greater than the second part 

(SAVE-2), an error has occurred and the subroutine exit is 

taken. 

If the partial is for a define (FIELD-OR-DEFINE-D), go to 

CHECK-PARTIAL-DEFINE. 

If the partial is for a minor field (MAJ0R-MIN0R-SW-1), go to 

MINOR-PARTIAL-FIELD. 

If the major field is numeric, set NUMERIC-SW to 1. 

Put tf' major field size in SAVE-3. 

Go to CONTINUE-PARTIAL. 
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MINOR-PARTIAL-FIELD. 

If the minor field is numeric, set NUMERIC-S'.J to 1. 

Put the minor field size in SAVE-3. 

Go to CONTINUE-PARTIAL. 

CHECK-PARTIAL-DEFINE. 

If the define is numeric, set NUMERIC-SW to 1. 

Move the define size to SAVE-3. 

CONTINUE-PARTIAL. 

Checks to see if the second part of the partial (SAVE-2) is 

larger than the size of the field (SAVE-3). If so an error has 

occurred and the subroutine' exit is taken. 

BUILD-PARTIAL-DATA-DIVISION thru BUILD-02-2. 

These paragraph use SAVE-1, SAVE-2, and SAVE-3 to generate 

the 01 level, 02 level fillers, and the 02 level partial 

field (see examples of output). 

SET-FIELD-SWITCHES. 

This paragraph proceeds through a series of levels of IF 

and ELSE statements testing combinations of previously 

set switches to determine exsutly what type of field is 

present. The switches are tested in the following order: 

LAB-MAJOR-LU thru LAB-MAJOR-LU-EXIT. 

This is a binary search designed to search major LR11 to 

see if the word being processed is a major field. If it 

is, FIELD-SW is set to 1 and HIT-OR-MISS is set to 2. 

LAB-MINOR-LU thru LAB-MINOR-LU-EXIT. 

This is a binary search designed to search minor LR11 to 

see if the word being processed is a minor field. If it 

is, FIELD-SW is set to 1 and HIT-OR-MISS is set to 2. 

SWITCHES USED IN UmPFLD 

FIELD-OR-DEFINE 

“F LR2 Mnemonic 

0F define 

FIXED-FIELD-SW 

-3 Variable Field 

03 Non-Variable Field 

MAJOR-MINOR-SW 

-1 Minor Field 

01 Major Field 
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DATA-TYPE 

“2 
n 

(for LR2 Mnemonic Fields) 

Numeric 

Alphanumeric 

DEF-TYPE 

-9 

«C 

¿9 and +Ç. 

(for Define Fields) 

Numeric 

Numeric 

Alphanumeric 

FLD-SWITCH 

=1 
n 

First Field from Calling Program 

Second Field from Calling Program 

Depending on the combination of these switches, one of the 

following values is given to FIELDl-TYPE-SW (for FLD-SWITCH*!) 

or FIELD2-TYPE-SW (for FLD-SWITCH^l). 

l*non-variable alphanumeric LR2 mnemonic or alphanumeric define 

3*numeric define 

5*non-variable numeric LR2 mnemonic 

6*variable minor LR2 mnemonic 

7*variable major LR2 mnemonic 

Final processing is done to place the field size in either 

FIELD-1-SIZE or FIELD-2-SIZE depending on the setting of FLD-SWITCH. 

(4) Limitations . None. 
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Build 01 

Level Code 

Move 1 to 

REDEFINES-SW 

Build 01 

REDEFINES 

1st 
YES 

\ 1? 

NO 

Build 

Level 

02 

Filler 

Build 02 

LIT-NNNN 

9 YES Partial* 
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j. LMLPFMT and LMLPFMT1 

(1) Function. This program is used to determine a field for 

programs LMLPSUB, LMI.PCNG and LMLPMOV. 

System Flow 

♦ 
LMLPSUB LMLPCNG 

LMLPFMT 

LMLPMOV 

(2) Calling Sequence. 

ENTRY 

CALL 

CALL 

CALL 

1LMFMT' or 'LMFMTl' USING FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

'LMFLD' USING FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

'LMPRO' USING C0B0L-F0RMAT1,2,3 

'FMPRT' using prnt-cards cc 

(3) Program Description. 

(a) Paragraph LM-FORMAT-TEST initially establishes the 

possible field type by examining the first character of the 

field. Logic branches to one of four paragraphs depending on the 

possible field type. If the first character of the field is a 

logic flow passes to paragraph LMR—1 where a check is made to determine 

if the field is the system references $$ORC or $$NRC. If the field 

is not one of the two system references, it is assumed to be a minor 

field and the logic flow continues in paragraph FIELD-PERFORM where 

a call is made to LMLPFLD for determination il the actual minor 

field type. (For the continued logic flow after the return from 

LMLPFLD skip down to the section labeled return from field.) Switches 

are set to indicate this type field. 

(b) If the first character is a numeric digit, logic 

flow branches to paragraph LMR--2. Paragraphs LMR-2 thru LMR-2B1 

validate a numeric literal. Valid numeric literals are moved into 

an output holding area and processing returned to the program which 

called LMLPFMT(l). If, in paragarph LM-FORMAT-TEST, the first 

character of a field being examined, should be a or '+' sign, 

logic flow would first proceed to paragraph LMR-IB to test for numeric 

length limitation. Logic flow would then proceed to paragraph LMR- 

2A for continued validation as shown above for a numeric literal. 

The assumption is made that the field is a signed numeric literal. 

Switches are set to indicate this type field. 
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(c) If the first characters of the field were alphabetic, 

logic flow would branch to LMR-4 to test a major data field. Switches 

are set to indicate this type field and logic flow continues to 

paragraph FIELD-PERFORM to actual determination of major field type 

by calling program module LMLPFLD. 

(d) Return from LMLPFLD. upon return from LMLPFLD 

for the determination of minor or major data field types, a test 

is made in paragraph FIELD-PERFORM to determine if the minor or 

major field has a partial field notation attached with it. If no 

partial field is indicated, no further processing by LMLPFMT(l) is 

necessary and logic flow returns to the calling program. Logic 

flow branches to paragraph CFD-PARTÏAL for determination of a partial 

field for fieldl or field2 of an input logical maintenance statement. 

If field2 is in question, logic flow branches to CFD-4. Fieldl 

is processed in paragraphs CFD-PARTIAL and CFD-3A for the generation 

of COBOL Procedure Division coding for a partial field in fieldl. 

Paragraphs CFD-4 generates the Procedure Division COBOL Coding necessary 
for a partial field in field2 position. 

(e) Processing is terminated at the FORMAT-TEST-EXIT 
paragraph and logic flow returns to the calling program. 

LM-FORMAT-TEST 

This paragraph tests the first characters of an input field to 

initially determine if the first character is $ (FOR $$ORC, 

$$NRC, or a minor field), -, +, or numeric digit (for a numeric 

literal), alphabetic (for special literal or major field). 

The FORMAT TEST routine checks a field for special literal, 

numeric literal, $$ORC, $$NRC, $$YMD, $$DAT, and major or minor 

field format. In the case of a major or minor field control is 

returned to the scan routine through the CHECK-FIELD-DEFINITION 

perform for further determination of the field format. 

LM-FORMAT-TEST ^s initiated when needed by a perform instruction 

and terminated upon identification of a correct field format 
or determination of an error. 

LMR-1 

This paragraph determines if the field being tested is $$NRC, 

$$ORC, or a minor field. Appropriate data is moved to an 

output holding area for display for $$NRC and $$ORC, $$MYMD, $$DAT, 

minor fields are tested further in other paragraphs. 
LMR-1B 

This paragraph tests a signed numeric literal to insure it does not 

exceed the maximum length for numeric literals in COBOL. 
LMR-2 

This paragraph tesf.s an unsigned numeric literal to insure it does 

not exceed the maximum length for numeric literals in COBOL. 
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LMR- 'Ai, LMR-2A, LMR-3B1 
Are used together to validate a numeric literal as consisting 

of all numeric data. 

LMR-2B, LMR-2B1 
Removes a 'r' sign from numeric literals. Moves the field 

to an output holding area and sets switches to indicate 

a numeric literal in fieldl position. 

LMR-3 
Removes sign from numeric literals. Moves the field to an 

output holding area and sets switches to indicate a numeric literal 

in field2 position. 

LMR-4 
Determines if a field starting with an alphabetic character is an 

alphanumeric literal or a major field name. Major fields are 

processed in FIELD-PERFORM. 

LMR-4A 
Processes an alphanumeric literal by moving it to an output 

holding area and setting appropriate switches. 

FIELD-PERFORM 
A switch and pointer are set to indicate which field is being 

tested and which word of the input instruction is to be tested. 

LMLPFLD is called to actually determine the field type. The field 

is moved to an output holding area and a test is made to determine 

if a partial field is present. 

CFD-2. 

CFD-PARTIAL. 

CFD-3A. 
Generates Procedure Division coding to handle a partial field 

in fieldl position. 

CFD-4 
This paragraph generates the first of two COBOL statements 

needed to handle a partial field in fieldf position. The 

second line is generated in the program which generates 

the actual instruction coding. 

FORMAT-TEST-EXIT 
Returns logic flow to the program which called LMLPFMT(l). 

PERIOD-GEN-1 thru PERIOD-GEN-1-EXIT 

Places a period at the end of a COBOL statement. 

PERIOD-GEN-2 thru PERIOD-GEN-2-EXIT 

Same as above. 

C0B0L-0UT1. 

C0B0L-0UT2. 

COBOL-OUT3. 
Outputs COBOL generated coding. 

(4) Limitations. None. 
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LMFMT 
lm-format-test 



k. LMLPGEN 

(1) Function, „is ^ ^ ^ 

Procedure Plv^10" “^^‘Ira/modulee whenever a line of COBOL 

cõd^h« been built and is teady for generation. 

(2) Calling Sequence. 

ENTRY 'LMDAT’ 

entry 'LMLNK' 

ENTRY 'LMPRO' 

ENTRY 'LMCLO' 

USING OUTPUT-LINE 

USING OUTPUT-LINE 

USING OUTPUT-LINE 

USING OUTPUT-LINE 

(3) Program Description. 

ENTRY 'LMDAT* ubttf.-DATA opens the output files and 

r.;.Ä y";"-“..-"*“ “«•"« 
S™ .r«: »ui w 

ENTRY ’LMLNK' urites LINKAGE SECTION COBOL coding as 

Paragraph WR^'^all t0 ’IMLNK. ' After writing the line 
built prior to the calling program, 
of code processing returns to the calling P 

ENTRY 'LMPRO' procedure Division coding which has 

Ä^b^luVthrcaUlng^ogta., proceaeing teturna 

to the calling program after the w 

ENTRY 'LMCLO' doses the three output areas for 

TPe ÎÎÎÂ.'Si Â Section, and Procedure Division. 

(4) Limitations. None. 
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1. LMLPGRP 

% / 

f 

(1) Function. This program allows for the defining of a large 
area for the reading in of tape or card records. 

(2) Calling Sequence. 

ENTRY 'LMGRP' 

CALL 'MINBSRCH' 

CALL 'MAJBSRCH' 

CALL ’LMDAT' 

CALL 'LMLNK' 

CALL ’FMPRT' 

CALL 'FMCRD' 

USING FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

USING FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

USING FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

USING FM-CARD 

USING FM-CARD 

USING PRNT-CARDS CC 

USING FM-INPUT END-SW 

(3) Program Description. 

CONTINUE-TO-SCAN. 

FIRST-WORD-SCAN. 

CHER-NAME. 

The input card is validated for the keywords 'DEFINE GROUP'. 
VALIDATE-FIELD-NAME. 

Determines validity and syntax of the group name. 
DEF-MINOR. 

In a file-to-file LM run, the minor file's FFT is searched to 

determine if the defined group’s name is also a minor field or 

group name. If they are the same, an error message is issued. 
DEF-MAJOR. 

Determines if the define group name is the same as a major file 

or group name. If they are the same, an error message is issued. 
IS-IT-ZERO. 

DEF-TAB-LU. 

Determines if the define group name has previously been used as a 
define. 

DEF-TAB-ADD. 

ADD-U. 

If the define group is a new group which has met all the above tests 

successfully, the group name is entered into the define table. 
CHECK-FOR-POUND. 

Determines if an area is being defined or it is one of the 
subdefines. 

VALIDATE-SPACE. 

If the area from the group card is being defined, it will then be 
checked for errors. 

GENERATE-01. 

Data division statements are generated. 
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(a) If the define is a subdefine of the Group, the 

area will be checked for numeric or alphanumeric and validated for 

errors. Data Division coding will then be generated for the 

subdefines. Paragraph CHECK-FOR-POUND will generate a FILLER statement 

to define the area between subdefines. LMLPGRP will read in all cards 

after a DEFINE GROUP is found and will return control to LMLPSCN when 

the ENDGRP card is identified in paragraph CONTINUE-TO-SCAN. 

(b) The user may have as many GROUP DEFINES as desired. 

However, only 100 DEFINES are allowed per logic package. Similar 

to the normal individual DEFINE, a GROUP DEFINE must be located in the 

logic package prior to any other logical maintenance statements. 

A DEFINE GROUP is initiated with the DEFINE GROUP card and is terminated 

with the ENDGRP statement. A Group cannot have another group contained 

within it. The partial ranges of the subdefines need not be contiguous 

but must be in ascending order. It is dependent upon the file monitor 

to properly define his subdefines to properly reflect his input data. 

It is possible to read alphanumeric data into a numeric subdefined area 

thereby presenting the danger of a core dump. 

(c) For the subdefine fields the file monitor may specify 

NUMER to define numeric data; SGNUM for signed numeric data; or ALPHA 

for alphanumeric data following the partial area indicator. If this 

area is left blank, the data area will be assumed to be alphanumeric. 

(d) Any type of formatted data may be read into a DEFINE 
GROUP area. A file could be input for the group. 

(4) Limitations. None. 
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Read Next 
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tn. LMLPMLT 

(1) Function. Handles the MULTIPLY and DIVIDE instructions. 

(2) Calling Sequence. 

ENTRY 'LMDIV' 

ENTRY 'LMMLT' 

CALL 'LMPRO' 

CALL 'LMFMT1' 

USING FM-DD LP-DD 

USING FM-DD LP-DD 

USING COBOL-FORMAT 

USING FM-DD LP-DD 

LM-DD 

LM-DD 

LM-DD 

(3) Program Description. 

CK-FLD2. 

Error checking is performed for illegal receiving fields. A 

computed GO TO is used for determining the combination type of 
ileldz. 

NDEF-FLD2. 

NFLD-M2rml',e £leldl ty,>e’ fleld2 18 3 "Ume,:1C deflned literal- 

Determine fieldl type, field2 is a numeric data field. 
ND-ND. 

NF-ND. 

ND-NF. 

NF-NF. 

Km Gen®ra^es COBOL code dependent on combinations of fieldl and field2 
ND-numeric defined literal; NF=numeric data field 
CK-PARTIAL-FLD2. 

rn^T ” fleld2 iS 3 partla1' lf s°. generates appropriate 
COBOL code. 

LINE-1 thru LINE-5. 

Moves COBOL coding into point line position. 
C0B0L-0UT1. 

C0B0L-0UT2. 

COBOL-OUT3. 

INITIALIZER.appropriate C0B0L codin8 according to a predefined format. 

Initializes counters and switches. 

(4) Limitations. None. 
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(Entry 

LMDIV J (Entry \ 

LMMLT J 
—3T— 

Move 'D* to 

OP-CODE-TYPE 
Move 'M' to 

OP-CODE-TYPE 

Initialize 

Switches 

and Counters 

NO 

Print Error/ 

Message 

NDEF-FLD2 
Ô 

Go to 

depending on 

FIELD-TYPE- 
SW 

NFLD-FLD2 

Go to 

depending on 

Fieldl Type 

Go to 

depending on 

Fieldl Type 

ND-ND 

Generate code 

for Numeric 

Def. Numeric 
Def. 

NF-ND 

Generate code 

for Numeric 

Fid Numeric 
Def. 

ND-NF 

Generate code 

for Numeric 

Def. Numeric 
Fid 

T 

■NF-NT 
Generate code 

for Numeric 

Fid Numeric 
Fid 
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n. LMLPMOV 

I 

(1) Function. This program initially processes the MOVE/PUT 

instructiona when the statement is in the following form: 

MOVE/PUT 

(2) Calling 

ENTRY 'LMMVE' USING 

CALL 'LMPUT' USING 

CALL 'LMNMd' USING 

CALL 'FMPRT' USING 

CALL *LMNM1* USING 

CALL ,LMNM2, USING 

CALL 'LMNM3' USING 

CALL *LMZNd * USING 

CALL ’LMZN1' USING 

CALL ,LMZN2, USING 

CALL 'LMZNa' USING 

(3) Program 

NUM 

ZON 

- fieldl 

ZONES 

NUMERICS 

Sequence. 

FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

PRNT-CARDS CC 

FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

Description. 

TO/INTO field2 

(a) LMLPMOV determines in paragraph LM-MOVE-ROUTINE 

if a move statement is MOVE NUM, MOVE NUMERICS, MOVE ZON or MOVE 

ZONES. If the move is one of the types shown above, logic flow 

goes to paragraph NUM-AND-ZON-MOVE-RTN for validation of the first 

field of the input card. LMLPFMT is called to determine the first 

field type. Continued processing determines if there are any errors 

on the card and what position field2 is in. LMLPFMT is called again 

in paragraph NUM-OR-ZON to determine field2 type. The third word on 

the card is checked for ZONES or ZONE and logic flow goes to CALL-ZON 

if it is, otherwise the logic flow goes to CALL-NUM. These paragraphs 

will call LMLPZN0 or LMLPNM0. A computed GO TO is used to select the 

program (LMLPZN1,2, or 3 or LMLPNM1,2 or 3) for the actual code 

generation. 

(b) If in paragraph LM-MOVE-ROUTINE it is determined 

that the input card is a MOVE field, instruction LMLPFMT is called 

to determine fieldl type and the card validated for proper format. 

TEST-FLD2-RTN calls LMLPFMT to determine field2 type. Logic flow 

continues to NEXT-IF where LMLPPUT is called to generate COBOL coding. 
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Error messages are 

Initializes all the switches, counters, and storage areas. 

^Determines which type oí MOVE instruction is being processed. 

Calls LMLPFMT to detersiine fieldl type. Checks t e connec o 

between fields for the word TO or INTO. 

TEST-FLD2-TRN. _ 
LMLPFMT is called to determine field/ type, 

generated for invalid field combinations. 

NEXI'SlPPUT is called to generate coding for the MOVE field instruction. 

"“'""lhes here fron 1M-M0VE-R0UTIME for MOVE ZOOTUM 
type instructions. Field! type is determined by calllnf 
Checking is done to determine if the connector between fields 

•TO' or 'INTO'. 

NUM-OR-ZON. caiied to detennlne field2 type. Word 3 is checked to 

determine if the MOVE instruction is a MOVE ZON or MOVE NUM. 

is celled for the «OVE MUM Instruction to determine what 
COBOL coding is to be generated. A computed GO TO is u8ed ^ 

the appropriate program for generating the COBOL cödin«. IF PAS 

is set in LMLPNM0 and used to select the program to be ca 

RKH-TEST-EXIT. 

Common exit point. 

CALL"SpzN0 is called for the MOVE ZON instruction to determine which 

COBOL coding is to be generated. A Computed Go ^used to cal! 

the appropriate program for actually generating the COBOL coding. 

IF-PASS-SW is set in LMLPZN0, and is used to determine which 

program is called. 

(4) Limitations. None. 
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O. LMLPNM0 

(1) Function. This program controls the Drocessino fnr »-ho 

MOVE NUM (NUMERICS) instruction.8 It performs an er^r ch ^ing f^n tion 
and determines the field type of field! and field2. function 

(2) Calling Sequence. 

ENTRY 

CALLS 
'LMNM0' USING FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

'FMPRT' USING PRNT-CARDS CC 

, tait f(3) DescrlPtion- Ent'-'y into LMLPNM0 is through 
fom EMLPMOV. A Computed Go To in paragraph NUM-FLD2-RTN 

determines where the logic flow goes next dependent upon field2 

flow'i S”itch/S set according to the field type of field2 and logic 
flow is returned to LMLPMOV for the calling of LMLPNM1 2 or 3 for8 
the actual COBOL generation. ’ OT 3 for 

NUM-FLD2-RTN. 

Error checking is peí formed for illegal receiving field tvoes 

^Computed Go To Is used for determining the comM»«! gp“’ 

ALPHA-NUM. 

COBOLSft t0 ind^ate which Pro8ram is needed to generate 
NDEF-NUM d 1,8 °r an aiphanumeric receiving field (IF-PASS-FW-1). 

COBOL^hÍ8 Sft tü indlcate which Program is needed to generate 

a?-PASS-sS82) 3 nUme defÍned llteral 38 3 recelvin8 field 
NUMF-WUM 

cobÕÍ^ÍsÍ8 sr t0 lndicate "hich program Is needed to generate 

(IF-PASS-SW“3)?r 3 nU”e data fleld as a receiving field 

RKA-TEST-EXIT. 

Returns logic flow to LMLPMOV which will call the required 

program to generate the COBOL coding dependent upon IF-PASS-SW. 

(4) Limitations. None. 
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p. LMLPNMl 

(1) Function. Handles a portion of the HOVE NUMERICS 

instruction. Generates COBOL code for an alphanumeric receiving field. 

(2) Calling Sequence. 

ENTRY 

CALL 

CALL 

CALL 

'LMNM1' USING FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

'LMPRO' COBOL-FORMAT1,2,3 

'FMPRT' PRNT-CARDS CC 

'LMDAT' FM-CARD 

(3) Program Description. Entry is made due to a call from 

LMLPMOV. In paragraph CK-PARTIAL-FLD2 a Computed Go To determines 

which paragraph the logic flow will go to depending on fieldl type. 

See the 'MOVE NUM TABLE' for paragraph names which actually 

generate the code. Some paragraphs are broken into segments. In these 

cases an alphabetic character is attached to the paragraph number 

(i.e. LMR-3A). These breakdowns are made to take advantage of commonly 

generated statements which may be generated by PERFORMing a paragraph 

rather than duplicating it. 

PARTIAL-IN-FLD2. 

Produces Procedure Division coding for the second half of two lines 

of coding needed for a partial in field2. 

DATA-GENERATION-1. 

Generates a Data Division statement to define an alphanumeric 

literal. 

DG-REDEFINES-1. 

Generates a Data Division statement to redefine the alphanumeric 

literal as a signed numeric literal. 

DATA-GENERATION-2. 

Same as DATA-GENERATION-1. 

DG-REDEFINES-2. 

Same as DG-REDEFINES-1. 

DG-SINGLE-1. 

Generates a Data Division statement to define a signed numeric 

literal. 

PERIOD-GEN-1 thru PERIOD-GEN-1-EXIT. 

Places a period at the end of a variable length field name when 

that field name is the end of a COBOL statement requiring a 

period for fieldl. 

PERIOD-GEN-2 thru PERIOD-GEN-2-EXIT. 

Same as above except it is used for field2. 

COBOL-OUT1. 

C0B0L-0UT2. 

cobol-out:. 

Generates the printed COBOL generated output line. 
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CK-PARTIAL-FLD2. 
Contains program entry point. A Computed Go To is used to 

determine the coding which will be generated dependent upon 

the field type of fieldl and an alphanumeric receiving field. 

LNR-3 thru LNR-11 c ¢4 un 
Generates COBOL coding for the various combinations ot tieldi 

and 2 types. See table. 

RKH-TEST-EXIT. 
Returns logic flow to LMLPMOV. 

MOVE NUM TABLE 
This table shows the paragraph names which generate COBOL 

coding for the MOVE instruction format: 

{NUM 
NUMERICS 

fieldl TO 

' INTO 

field2 

FIELDl 

FIELD2 

A L ND NL N 

[- 
LNR-3 

■ ■ ■■ r 

ERROR LNR-7 ERROR LNR-6 

ERROR ERROR ERROR ERROR ERROR 

LNR-11 ERROR LNR-13 ERROR LNR-12 

THRU 

LNR-12A 

LNR-4 ERROR LNR-16 ERROR LNR-5 

LNR-8 
THRU 

LNR-8D 

ERROR LNR-10 

i 
1 

ERROR LNR-9 

THRU 

LNR-9A 

NOTE: The table is derived from a combination of paragraph names from 

three different programs: LMLPNM1, LMLPNM2, and LMLPNM3. 

(4) Limitations. None. 
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(Entry \ 

LMNM1 J 
START-PGM 

Computed Go To depending on Fieldl 

type and Field2 Alphanumeric 

Generate 

COBOL Coding 
* 

i____ 

LNR-' 

thru 

LNR-11 

CK-PARTIAL-T-LD2 

PARTIAL-IN-FLD2 

NO 

Generate 

Partial Field 

COBOL Coding 

Ç Exit ^ 
*SEE MOVE NUM TABLE ON PREVIOUS PAGE 
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q. LMLPNM2 

a 

(1) Function. Handles the MOVE NUMERICS instruction. 

Generates code for a numeric defined literal receiving field. 

(2) Calling Sequence. 

ENTRY 

CALL 

CALL 

CALL 

'LMNM2' USING FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

'LMPRO' USING COBOL-F0RMAT1,2,3 

'FMPRT' USING PRNT-CARDS CC 

'LMDAT' USING card 

(3) Program Description. Entry is made through a call 

from LMLPMOV. In paragraph CK-PARTIAL-FLD2 a Computed Go To determines 

which paragraph the logic flow will go to depending on fl^ldl type. 

See the MOVE NUM TABLE' for paragraph names which actually generate 

the code. Some paragraphs are broken into segments. In these cases 

an alphabetic character is attached to the paragraph number (i.e. LMR-3A). 

These breakdowns are made to take advantage of commonly generated 

statements which may be generated by PERFORMing a paragraph rather 
than duplicating it. 

PARTIAL-IN-FLD2. 

DATA-GENERATION-1. 

DG-REDEFINES-1. 

DG-SINGLE-1. 

PERI D-GEN-2 thru PERIOD-GEN-2-EXIT. 
C0B0L-0UT1. 

C0B0L-0UT2. 

COBOL-OUT3. 

All above paragraphs perform the same function as in LMLPNM1. 
CK-PARTIAL-FLD2. 

Same as LMLPNM1 except field2 will be a numeric defined literal. 
LNR-6A thru LNR-16. 

Generates COBOL coding depending upon fieldl and field2 types. 
See table. 

MOVE NUM TABLE 

This table shows the paragraph names which generate COBOL coding 
for the MOVE instruction format: 

{NUM 
NUMEFTCS ’ 

fieldl 

See LMLPNM1 for MOVE NUM TABLE. 

(A) Limitations. None. 

field2 
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*SEE MOVE NUM TABLE UNDER LMLPNM1 
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r. LMLPNK3 

(1) Function. Handlec the MOVE NUMERIC instruction. Generates 

coding for a numeric data field as a receiving field. 

(2) Calling Sequence. 

ENTRY 'LMNM3' USING FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

CALL 'LMPRO' USING C0B0L-F0RMAT1,2,3 

CALL *FMPRT' USING PRNT-CARDS CC 

CALL 'LMDAT' USING FM-CARD 

(3) Program Description. Entry is made due to a call from 

LMLPMOV. In paragraph CK-PARTIAL-FLD2 a Computed Go To determines which 

paragraph the logic flow will go to depending on fieldl type. See the 

’MOVE NUM TABLE' for paragraph names which actually generate the code. 

Some paragraphs are broken into segments. In these cases an alphabetic 

character is attached to the paragraph oumber (i.e., LMR-3A). These 

breakdowns are made to take advantage of commonly generated statements 

which may be generated by PERFORMing a paragraph rather than duplicating 

it. 

PARTIAL-IN-FLD2. 

DATA-GENERATION-1. 

DG-REDEFINES-1. 

DG-SINGLE-1. 

PERIOD-GEN-2 thru PERIOD-GEN-2-EXIT. 

COBOL-OUT1. 

C0B0L-0UT2. 

COBOL-0UT3. 

All above paragraphs perform the same functions as in LMLPNM1. 

CK-PARTIAL-FLD2. 

Same as LMLPNM1 “xcept field2 will be a numeric data field. 

LNP.-5 thru LNR-12A 

Generates COBOL coding depending upon fieldl and 2 types. See table. 

MOVE NUM TABLE 

This table shows the paragraph names which generate COBOL coding 

for the MOVE ins:ruction format: 

fieldl field2 

See LMLPNM1 for MOVE NUM TABLE 

(4) Limitations. None. 



*SEE MOVE NUM TABLE UNDER LMLPNM1. 
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s. LMLPPGl 

(1) Function. This 

generated COBOL program. It 

on the run type) through the 

program generates the initial 

generates that code necessary 

WORKING-STORAGE SECTION. 

part of the 

(depending 

(2) Calling Sequence. 

ENTRY 'LMLP1' USING LP-DD ML-DD 

CALLS 'LMLPGEN' USING GENERATED-PROG 

(3) Program Description. 

GENERATED-PGM-START ç . . 
Generates Identification Division, Configuration Section, 

Input-Output Section and Select Clause for major file. 

RUN S£^rates select clause for minor-file, card file, punch 

file, tape file. 

SINGLGenerates DATA DIVISION header. Generates FILE SECTION. 

rl'F2¿e™rÍ?es th. major record file description RUW-SPEC2,F5-F6.FY. 

Generates the minor record file description. Generates the 

unnvTNG—STORAGE SECTION. 

(A) Limitations. None. 
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RUN-SPECl 
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t. LMLPPG2 

(1) Function. This program generates the remainder of the 

fixed portion of the COBOL program down through initialization in the 

Procedure Division. If it is a single-file run, a LINKAGE SECTION 

and ENTER statements are generated. 

(2) Calling Sequence. 

ENTRY 'LMPG2' USING LP-DD LM-DD 

CALLS 'LMLPGEN' USING GENERATED-PROG 

(3) Program Description. A Computed Go To Li executed upon 
entry and a branch taken to GEN-LINKAGE for a file-to-file run 

subroutine mode (TYPEl), F8 for a file-to-file run program mode (TYPE2), 

or SINGLE-FILE2 for a single file run (TYPE3). 

F8,F3,F4. 
Generate card, punch, print, and tape file record descriptions. 

SINGLE-FILE2. 

Generates the WORKING-STORAGE SECTION header. 

FIX. 
SINGLE FILE3. 

SINGLE FILES. 

Generates the system defined Data Division names (SWITCH A-Z, 0-9, 

$$0RC, $$NRC, etc.) for TYPE2 runs. Generates the Data Division 

entry for the. fixed portion of the major record. Generates the 

PROCEDURE DIVISION header; opens card, print, punch files. 

INIT-PARA. 

Generates code to initialize values. 

GEN-LINKAGE. 

SINGLE-FILE4. 

F92. 
Generates the necessary LINKAGE-SECTION code ror TYPEl and TYPE3 

runs. Generates PROCEDURE DIVISION header and entry Logic Package 

'name' using parameters. 

RUN-SPEC4. 

Generates code to initialize values. 

GENERATED-PROGRAM-EXIT 

Determines initial value? for number of minor psets and vsets, 

and major psets and vsets. 

GEN-SYS-DATES. 

Determines the Julian date of the execution run and converts it 

into a year, month, day format. 

(4) Limitations. None. 
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U. LMLPPRT 

(1) Function, 
instructions. 

This program handles the PRINT and XPRINT 

(2) Calling Sequence. 

ENTRY 

CALL 

CALL 

CALL 

CALL 

'LMPRT' 

'LMFLD' 

1LMPRO' 

'FMPRT' 

'LMDAT' 

USING FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

USING FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

USING PROCEDURE-RECORD 
USING PRNT-CARDS CC 

USING FM-CARD 

(3) Program Description. 

CENERATE-PRINT. 

the 'PRINT' verb by develooinc enfii3 processing 

- ----- -- 

GPR-lJT-OPERAND.are alPha UntiI 

Builds the print-setup tables from operands 21 of n, 

Xs TrTcZ;ntu £ra"8farrad “ c: 
SETUP-TABLE-DESCRIPTION. 
GPR-PRODUCE-SETUPS. 

gpr-produce-one-setup?tatLments £r°" tha setup tab1-- 

GPR-PRO^eIprinTe“601 SetUP of the setup-tables. 

iiterais dasti"ad 
of level 02 data definitions and saves uí-'m ^ P!°dUC.tlon 
part of the levt»l ni r . ^^XX, the numeric 

GENERATE-PRINT-PROPER e> °r Subsequent use i" 

GPR-PRODUCE-PRINT-LIT-02. 

- X ri-is - ía£“p 

generate-prisiÍpropÊrÍ dafl''ltlp" 18 —d 8 18 8lVen 

GPR-SETUP-ONE-FIELDía8£ 1Íne8 °£ C°B0L °utput f°r the print verb. 

check-special-fieldÍ £leldS in the prIot stat— 

ssmc frrrperal Uteral and «eterna references (l.e SSORC 
for printing. ferais to alphanumeric literals 

BUILD-NUM-LIT. 

cia”:i“„;^ad“ insertion into a value 
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OUTPUT-PROCEDURE. 

Outputs one card image to the Procedure Division of the generated 
program. 

INSERT-PERIOD. 

INSERT-PERIOD-1. 

INSERT-PERIOD-2. 

INSERT-PERIOD-EXIT. 

The above paragraphs place 

character in the sentence. 
a period after the right most nonblank 

(4) Limitations. None. 





V. LMLPPUT 

(1) Function. 
LMLPMOV calls LMLPPUT. 

Processes the PUT/MOVE field instruction 

(2) Calling Sequence. 

ENTRY 

CALL 

CALL 

CALL 

LMPUT' USING FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

LMPRT' USING PRNT-CARDS CC 

* LMPRO1 USING COBOL-OUT1 COBOL-OUT2 
'lmdat* using fm-card 

COBOL-OUT3 

th. entry^point°for01 th^MOVE/PUT fi CK-PARIIA1.-FLD2 contains 

detarninL^lîuîïy “"¿o»MCOT“d ^ T° 

s fc”d 

«r ------ 
of fieldl and 2 types See the MOTE HeÎd Sr,. ? SreClflC 
of the code generaiing paragraphs ““ f°r -ra*raPh naa.es 

PARTIAL-IN-FLD2 

n:i=tsa sssr h-lf o£ - 
DATA-GENERATION-1 F otation in field2. 

DG-REDEFINES-18 DIVISI0N codin8 to define an alphanumeric literal, 

Generates DATA DIVISION coding to redefino ft, i u 
literal defined by DATA-GENERÎrrnw . Î alphanumeric 

DATA-GENERATION-2 RATION-1 as a signed numeric literal. 

Same as DATA-GENERATION-1. 
DG-REDEFINES-2 

Same as DG-REDEFINES-1. 

PERIOD-GEN-1 thru PERIOD-GEN-1-EXIT 

that'iield"name is ÎÎe e'nd' of a3 COBOL^st When 
period for fieldl. statement requiring a 

PERIOD-GEN-2 thru PERIOD-GEN-2-EXIT 

C0B0L-Spmas above “cept 11 ls uaad f°r 
C0B0L-0UT2. 
C0B0L-0UT3. 

Generates the printed COBOL generated n 
CK-PARTIAL-FLD2. generated output line. 

SuaV?* P?TÎ" point. A Computed Go To is used 
alpha-MOV. PAr.ial combination type for field2. 

This paragraph uses a Computed Go To to m 

for generating COBOL coding depending upon fieldî t^“ 
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with field2 an alpahanumeric field or defined literal. 

NDEF-MOV. 
Uses a Computed Go To to select the paragraph necessary for 

generating COBOL coding determined by fieldl type with field2 

a numeric defined literal. 

NUM-MOV. 
Use a Computed Go To to select the paragraph necessary for generating 

COBOL coding determined by fieldl type with field2 a numeric data field. 

LFR-2 thru LFR-6 
Generates COBOL coding depending on fieldl and 2 types. See MOVE 

field TABLE 1. 

RKH-TEST-EXIT. 
Returns logic flow to LMLPMOV. 

MOVE field TABLE 1 
This table shows the paragraph names which generate COBOL coding 

for the MOVE/PUT instruction format: 

field2 

FIELD1 

A 

N 

ND 

L 

NL 

FIELD2 

A N ND L NL 

LFR-2 LFR-4 LFR-A ERROR ERROR 

LFR-3 LFR-3 LFR-3 ERROR ERROR 

LFR-6 LFR-2 LFR-2 ERROR ERROR 

LFR-2 ERROR ERROR ERROR ERROR 

ERROR 
I 

LFR-2 LFR-2 ERROR ERROR ¡ 

. 

(4) Limitations. None. 
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*SEE MOVE HELD TABLE ON PREVIOUS PAGE. 
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w. LMLPRFD 

(1) Function. This program generates the code for the IN RANGE 

and NOT IN RANGE operations. It furthermore is the program that does all 

the field name validation for the conditionals. 

(2) Calling Sequence. 

ENTRY ’LMRFD’ 

CALL 'LMLPFLD' 

CALL 'FMPRT' 

CALL 1LMLPGEN * 

CALL 'LMLPGEN' 

USING FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

USING Ftt-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

USING PRNT-CARDS CC 

USING IF-CARD1 

USING IF-CRD3 

(3) Program Description. If the RANGE statement was found, 

go to the processing for RANGE. Determine the first field type. If 

control was passed here for verification of the BIT or PROFILE field 

go to the exit. The next section of processing locates the second 

field by checking from right to left determining if there is a failure 

exit and/or partial field notation. The second field is now validated 

and control is passed back to LMRMN. 

GENERATE-IF-CODE. 
Generates COBOL code before the 'IF' conditional. 

IF-END. 
Generates COBOL code after teh 'IF' conditional. 

GENERATE-OR-CODE. 

Generates COBOL code before the 'OR' conditional. 

OR-END. 
Generates COBOL code after the 'OR' conditional. 

GENERATE-AND-CODE. 

Generates COBOL code before the 'AND' conditional. 

AND-END. 
Generates COBOL code after the 'AND' conditional. 

GENERATE-ORIF-CODE. 

Generates COBOL code before the 'OP IF' conditional. 

ORIF-END. 
Generates the COBOL code after the 'OR IF' conditional. 

FIELD-GENER. 
Put the word pointer back on the field name then verify 

that field. A unique value is accumulated which will signify 

RANGE or NOT RANGE and if the first part of the range is zero. 

Control is passed to the appropriate paragraph for code 

generation. 

PARTIAL-TYPE. 
Checks to insure that no partial notation is used on a RANGE card. 
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RANGE-NO-ZERO 
breaki 
BREAKS 
BREAK4 

?hâr«ro.the COde f°r IN ““»-«M»' "here NNNN is greater 
NOT-RANGE-NO-ZERO 
BREAK2 

grêâuÎlhàî'zero? ^ IN ^ "h«e NNNN is 
RANGE-ZERO. 

eqúirírreÍe.001*6 f°r IN NNI™-®™ "here NNNN is 
NOT-RANGE-ZERO 

?n,r£“ ò\«rfor no1 in ^ »h"e 
CREATE-QUOTES 
QUOTES1 

FM-DETERMINE-TYPE-FIFU>£ qUOte Cl0Sed UP t0 the last hheracter. 

the fleld be8lna "lth a + - - -d if it 
IF-NUM-NEG-POS. 

IF-NUM-LIT-OUTtlVe °r P0SU1Ve S‘ltCh baSed °" fleld- 

ut”ai (ia £p™ “o. 
IF-PARTIAL-FIELD-FORMAT. 

where^NNN and^^Ir h"1"8 ?X“”lned 18 ln the tor" »»NM-MHM«, 
IF-PASS 10 a"d NNNN ls Uss then MMMM. 

^d^pelilî: LreaVldeUfi“t t 
to verify n,ra fd u Tf ««»ta rieid. LMFLD is called 
fiJn lfy ï fÍ ld* If 3 V9lld field is f°und, the desired 

IF-NUM-LIT generated in the output area. d 

.««slES“ :::,. 

« "Sr” r_t.——■ - - 

IF-SEQ3-GENER?^raPh 0UtPUtS “B°L COd1“* fht fieldl. 

d^tt^riSlh1^^*1^1 “d fiald2 “ba" their format 
generate-partial-move. p 

caThrru:edh™eWSfnthaeP?üíds.£leld 1S 3° tha “‘-ais 

(4) Limitations. None. 
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X. LMLPRLN 

(1) Function. This program validates the relational words and 

generates a standard relation depending on the combinatio-; of relational 

words. 

(2) Calling Sequence. 

ENTRY 'LMRLN' USING FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

CALLS 'FMPRT' USING PRNT-CARDS CC 

(3) Program Description. 

RESTORE-TEMP 

This paragraph determines the actual number of words in the 

relational, it must be less than 7. 

FM-RELATION-CHECK 

Rejects the invalid combination of fields such as comparing 

two numeric literals. 

SCAN-RELATION 

Controls stepping through the relation words to determine 

if they are valid. 

RELATION-LU 

Performs a table lookup of all the valid relational words and 

determines if the particular input relation word is valid. 

If it is valid, the appropriate switch or switches are set. 

Relations 'IS', ’OR', 'THAN' and 'TO* are considered as n^ise 

words and do not set switches. 

SET-EQUAL. 

Found relational EQUALS, EQUAL ON or EQ. 

SET-GREATER. 

Found relational GREATER, AFTER, LATER, GT. 

SET-LESS. 

Found relational LESS, BEFORE, EARLIER, LT. 

SET-GE. 

Found relational GE. 

SET-LE. 

Found relational LE. 

SET-NE. 

Found relational NE. 

SET-NOT. 

Found relational NOT. 

SET-RELATION-SWITCHES . 

Accumulates a total by adding a different value for each of the four 

switches. By this method a unique value is reached for each group 

of relationals. A standard relational term is generated depending 
on this accumulated total. 

EQ-REL. 

Generates code for IS EQUAL TO. 

NE-REL. 

Generates code for NOT EQUAL TO. 
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GR-REL. 

Generates code for IS GREATER THAN. 
EL-REL. 

Generates code for IS NOT GREATER THAN. 
EG-REL. 

Generates code for 13 NOT LESS THAN. 
LE-REL. 

Generates code for IS LESS THAN. 

(4) Limitations. None. 
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y. LMLPRMNl 

(1) Function. LMLPRMNl is the supervisor for all of the 

conditional statements beginning with IF, AND, OR jt OR IF. It controls 

the processing of all these types of statements by calling the appropriate 
subprogram to check for keywords and code generation. 

(2) Calling Sequence. 

ENTRY 'LMRMN' USING 

CALL 'LMLPRMS' USING 

CALL 'LMLPSP0' USING 

CALL 'LMLPRFD’ USING 

CALL 'LMLPRLN' USING 

CALL 'LMLPRT1' USING 

CALL 'LMLPRT2' USING 

CALL 'LMLPTAB' USING 

FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

(3) Program Description. 

FM-IF 

FM-AND 

FM-OR 

Is the supervisor for conditional statements. It contains 

the entry points for IF, AND, OR and OR IF statements 

and sets a switch depending on which condition is indicated. 
INITIAL-CARD 

INITIAL-CARDl 

Initialization of counters and switches. 
START-PROCESSING 

Calls LMRMS to check for third and fourth keywords (RANGE, TABLE, 

DELETED RECORD, FIND RECORD, GENERATED RECORD, EOF). Testing 

of MAJOR-SW2 tells whether keywords have been found and appropriate 

code generated. If TABLE was found, LMTAB is called to generate 

the appropriate code. If RANGE was found, LMRFD is called to 

verify the field name and generate the appropriate code. 
CALL-BSP 

If none of the above keywords were found LMSP0 is called. 

This checks for BIT, PROFILE and SWITCH field name 

verification must be done by calling LMRFD. Code for SWITCH 

is generated here and code for BIT and PROFILE is 
generated by calling LMSP1. 

CALL-RLN 

Calls LMRLN to verify the relational words. LMRT1 is called 

and depending on the field combinations code is generated. 

If the combinations are not found in LMRT1, LMRT2 is called 
to generate the code. 

FM-IF-EXIT. 

This paragraph checks for failure exit. 
CALL-LMLPTAB. 

Calls LMLPTAB if a TABLE-LOOKUP is indicated. 
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CALL-DETERMINE-FLD 

Calls LMRFD to generate the code for RANGE operations and to 

validate all fields. In the case of BIT and PROFILE return 

goes back to LMSP0 otherwise It goes to LMRLN. 

Each of the subprograms called by LMRMN contains much 

duplicated coding. For this reason, these commonly used 

paragraphs will be discussed separately form particular 

subprograms. Each of the conditionals are controlled 

by truth switches (TRUTH-0, TRUTH-1, and TRUTH-2). It need 

not concern us as to the specific function of each but only 

that collectively they govern the status of the total 

condition at any one time, and indicate whether following 

conditions should even be tested (i.e. with an IF 

conditional and an AND conditional, if the IF is false 

there is no point in testing the AND statement). Depending 

on the type of conditional, certain switches are initialized 

preceding the actual conditional statement and switches 

set according to the truth of the condition. 

GENERATE-IF CODE 

GENERATE-OR- CODE 

GENERATE-AND-CODE 

GENERATE-ORIF-CODE 

These paragraphs perform the initialization function of the 

truth switches depending on the particular conditional. 

IF-END 

OR-END 

AND-ELI 

ORIF-END 

These paragraphs perform the setting of the truth switches 

depending on the truth of the total condition so far. 

When the exact code to be generated has been determined, 

GENER-FIRST-PART thru GENER-FIRST-PART-EXIT is performed 

and this generates the appropriate initialization of the 

truth switches. The code for the logic statement is then 

generated. Finally, CHECK-CARD-TYPE-SWITCHES thru CHECK-END 

is performed to generate the code to set the truth switches 

based upon the truth of the condition. Other common paragraphs 

include: 

SEE-IF-FALL-EXIT 

Which determines if there is a failure exit on the statement 

and if so, generate the appropriate code. It also sets 

MAJ0R-SW2 which will indicate that processing is complete 

for the card. 

IF-SEQ1-GENER 

IF-SEQ2-GENER 

IF-SEQ3-GENER 

These all produce the Procedure Division generated code. 

The only difference is the format of the output. 
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IF-CLOSE-UP 

if-close-upi 

“ord generated^and^^period^oi^right «-““h” ^ laSt 
:hES USKn .. .. 8ht Pa‘entheSlS "h“ needed, 

SWITCHES USED IN RELATIONAL TESTING: 

Initiation of IF condition 

fm-if-sw 

=1 

FIRST-PART-SW 

“1 AND conditional 
*2 OR conditional 

*3 OR IF conditional 

IF conditional 

if-field-sw 

“I First field 

Second field =2 

partial-sw 

*1 Second field is partlal 

IF-PARTIAL-INDICATOR 

-1 First field is partial 

ERROR-SW 

'4 Err0r enC0Unt'redi “o generate any code 

FM-RELATION-SW 

=1 IS EQUAL TO 

IS NOT EQUAL TO 

IS GREATER THAN 

IS NOT GREATER THAN 

IS LESS THAN 

IS NOT LESS THAN 

if-negpos-sw 

=1 Negative nonzero number 

Positive nonzero number 

Negative zero 

Positive zero 

Zero 

*2 
*3 

=4 

=5 

=6 

=2 
=3 

=4 

=5 

IELD1-TYPE-SW and FIELD2-TYPE-SW 

“I Alphanumeric data field or k 
Special literal d alPhanumeric define field 

Numeric define 

Number 

Numeric data field 

= 2 
=3 

=4 

= 5 
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EQUAL-SW 

“1 Relational word 'equal' 

GREATER-SW 

=1 Relational word 'greater' 

LESS-SW 

*1 Relational word 'less' 

NOT-SW 

=1 Relational word 'not' 

SWITCH-SW 

■1 Keyword SWITCHX found 

IF- NOT- IN- RANG E- S W 

-1 Keywords 'NOT IN RANGE' found 

PRINT-ERR-SW 

=1 Error was detected while processing a field in LMFLD 

PROF-SW 

*1 Detected an invalid profile character 

PROF-NOT-SW 

*1 Keyword 'NOT' found 

IF-PARTIAL-FIELD1-SW 

= The number of non-numeric characters in a word 

IF-PARTIAL-FIELD2-SW 

* The number of '_' in a word 

(4) Limitations. None. 
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z. LMLPRMS 

/ 

(1) Function. This program checks for the keywords of DELETED, 

FIND, GENERATED, RECORD, EOF in the third position. If found, generates 

the appropriate COBOL code. It further checks for keywords of RANGE 

and TABLE. 

(2) Calling Sequence. 

ENTRY 'LMRMS' 

CALL 'FMPRT' 

CALL 'LMLPGEN' 

CALL 'LMLPGEN* 

USING FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

USING PRINT-CARDS CC 

USING IF-CARD2 

USING IF-CRD3 

(3) Program Description. 

GENERATE-IF-CODE. 

Generates COBOL coding for the 'IF' condition. 

IF-END. 

Generates COBOL coding for the conclusion of the 'IF' condition. 

GENERATE-OR-CODE. 

Generates COBOL coding for the 'OR' condition. 

OR-END. 

Generates COBOL coding for the conclusion of the 'OR* condition. 

GENERATE-AND-CODE. 

Generates the COBOL coding for the 'AND' condition. 

AND-END. 

Generates COBOL coding for the conclusion of the 'AND' condition. 

GENERATE-ORIF-CODE. 

Generates COBOL coding for the 'OR IF' condition. 

ORIF-END. 

Generates COBOL coding for the conclusion of the 'OR IF' condition. 

FM-FIELD-CHECK 

This paragraph checks for the varie us keywords in the third 

position (DELETED, FIND, GENERATED, RECORD, EOF) and for 

the keywords RANGE and TABLE in their various formats. 

NOT-LM-ORD. 

Checks for keywords BIT, PROFILE, or RANGE as the fourth word. 

LM-OR-MAINT. 

Determines if LM-OM run. 

FM-DELETED-PROCESS 

Generates the code for DELETED RECORD. 

FM-FIND-PROCESS 

Generates the code for FIND RECORD. 

FM-GENERATED-RECORD-PROCESS 

Generates the code for GENERATED RECORD. 

FM-RECORD-ID-PROCESS 

Generates the code for RECORD ID. 
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V J 

FM-EOF-PROCESS 

chegc-eSf-c^s''16 Code fc,r E0F E0F M»s- 

FM-IN-RANGE-PROCESSCOde TAPE' E0F CAFi- 

E" the 
ranges. into the !-wo separate 

MOVE-MI 

If the word (NNNN-MMMM) is ereat-*»- 

the remainder of the word must be reÎrieÎedT Cha5acters 
area and concatenated with thp rh trieved froin the overflow 

MOVE-N ith the characters in the word. 

MOVE-MalldateS the f0rMt of the first part of the range. 

Validates the formt of the second part of the range. 

(4) Limitations. None. 
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aa. uMLPRST 

(1) Function. Handles the following 

READ (CARD,TAPE,MAJOR,MINOR) 

WRITE 

SAVE 

SCRAP 

STOP 

RELOAD MAJOR 

STOP SFL 

(2) Calling Sequence. 

ENTRY 'LMRDR' USING 

CALL 'LMWRT' USING 

CALL 'LMSAV' USING 

CALL 'LMSCP' USING 

CALL 'LMSTO' USING 

CALL 'LMRLD' USING 

CALL 'LMPCH' USING 

CALL 1LMCVT * USING 

CALL 'LMFLD' USING 

CALL 'LMFLD' USING 

CALL 'FMPRT' USING 

CALL 'LMDAT' USING 

CALL 'LMPRO' USING 

FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

PRNT-CARDS CC 

FM-CARDS 

PROCEDURE-RECORD 

(3) Program Description. 

GENERATE-READ. 

This paragraph does a check for the type of 'READ' being processed 

(i.e., READ CARD), and for errors of format or spelling. If 

a READ MAJOR or READ MINOR is detected further tests are made 

in paragraph GEN-READ-MAJOR-MINOR for type run and the appropriate 

Procedure Divison COBOL code for a READ MAJOR or MINOR statement 

is generated by 'performing' paragraph BUILD-RETURN-CODE-SENTENCE. 

GENERATE-READ thru GEN-READ-CARD. 

If it is deten, ined that the READ is for tape or cards, logic 

flow branches from paragraph GENERATE-READ to GEN-READ-CARD. 

Here the receiving field is tested to te a defined area of 

proper type and format. The appropriate COBOL Procedure Division 

coding is then generated. 

GENERATE-WRITE. 

This paragraph performs error checking for a file-to-file Logic 

Package 'WRITE' state lent. The generated COBOL coding is 

produced by performing paragraph BUILD-RETURN-CODE-SENTENCE. 
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GENERATE-SAVE. 

This paragraph handles the 'SAVE' instruction. Error checking is 

performed and the appropriate COBOL code generated. 

GENERATE-SCRAPE. 

Run type is determined in this paragraph and appropriate COBOL 

Procedure Division coding for the SCRAP statement is generated 

when the run type is single file. Logic then branches to 

paragraph GENERATE-STOP where coding for the 'STOP' instruction 

is also generated. For file-to-file runs only the 'STOP' 

instruction coding is generated. No error checking is necessary. 
GENERATE-STOP. 

Generates COBOL Procedure Division coding for the 'STOP' or 

'STOP SFL' statements. No error checking is necessary. If the 

STOP SFL instruction is used, a switch value is generated which 

will indicate to FM not to recall the single-file LM package. 

For file-to-file runs the STOP SFL instruction acts exactly like 
the STOP instruction. 

GENERATE-RELOAD. 

This paragraph handles the 'RELOAD MAJOR' statement. Error clicking 

to determine RUN-TYPE is made. If no error is detected COBOL 

Procedure Division Code is generated. 
GENERATE-PUNCH. 

This paragraph validates for errors and generates COBOL Procedure 

Division coding for the PUNCH instruction along with paragraphs 

GP-FULL-FIELD and GP-PROPER. These paragraphs allow for the 

punching directly from field, partial field or group areas. 
GP-FULL-FIELD. 

This paragraph is used in conjunction with GENERATE-PUNCH and 
is for punching ú full field. 

CP-PROPER. 

This paragraph is used in conjunction with GENERATE-PUNCH and is 

for generating COBOL code to punch a card from an output area. 
CHECK-SPECIAL-FIELD. 

This paragraph is used in conjunction with GENERATE-CONVERT to 

determine the field type of the field to be converted. 
BUILD-NUM-LIT. 

This paragraph builds a numeric literal value for a CONVERT 
operation. 

GENERATE-CONVERT. 

Determines the type of field which is to be converted. It 'performs' 

paragraph CHECK-SPECIAL-FIELD to determine if the field is 

a special literal or system reference. Program LMLPFLD is 

called to determine major or minor field type. If a partial 

field is indicated, logic branches to paragraph GC-MOVE-PART- 

FLD1. If a system reference ($$ORC) or literal is detected, 

logic flow branches to paragraph GC-M0VE-SPEC-FLD1. See below. 

For any nonpartial field or defined literal, COBOL coding 

needed initially for the convert statement is generated. Logic 

Flow continues in paragraph GC-MOVE-FILE-NAME and then paragraph 

GC-FLD2 to generate addxLÍoual Procedure Division ceding. 
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If the output area for CONVERT data is numeric, logic flow 

branches to paragraph GC-FLD2-NUMERIC where additional Data 

Division coding is generated, otherwise processing is completed 
at paragraph GC-EXIT. 

GEN-NAME-LINE. 

This paragraph works in conjunction with GENERATE-CONVERT to 

generate COBOL coding for a field name for any nonpartial field 
or defined literal. 

GC-M0VE-PART-FLD1. 

Generates COBOL Procedure Division coding for a partial field. 

From here logic branches to paragraph GC-HOVE-FILE-NAME for 

generation of additional COBOL coding. Logic continues into 

paragraph GC-FLD2-ALPH to handle Procedure Division coding 

for partial fields. From here logic flow continues to paragraph 
GC-EXIT and processing is completed. 

GC-M0VE-SPEC-FLD1. 

Generates COBOL Procedure Division coding for a CONVERT of 

a system reference, special literal or literal. Logic branches 

to paragraph GC-MOVE-FILE-NAKF and processing continues as 

in a CONVERT FIELD statement shown above. 
GC-MOVE-FILE-NAME. 

This paragraph generates COBOL Procedure Division coding to 

initiate the CONVERT activity in the generated COBOL program. 
GC-FLD2. 

This paragraph does error checking of the result field of the 
CONVERT statement. 

GC-FLD2-ALPH. 

This paragraph generates COBOL coding for the CONVERT instruction 

to move the subroutine output into the result field when the 
result field is alphanumeric. 

GC-FLD2-NUMERIC. 

This paragraph generates COBOL coding for the CONVERT instruction 

to move the subroutine output into a numeric result field. 

(4) Limitations. None. 
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FM-DATA-WORD(3) 

Generate 

COBOL Proc. 

Division 

Coding 

^Print Error 

Message 

Entry 

^ LMSAV 

— 7 1 
Generate 

COBOL coding 

for SAVE 

Statement 

^ Return ^ 

Return 

Entry 

LMSCP 

rx~":: 
Determine 

Run Type 

Generate 

COBOL Coding 

for SCRAP 

Operator 

Generate 

COBOL Coding 

for STOP 

Operator 

I 
’riit Error 

Message 

Generate 

COBOL Proc. 

Division for 

RELOAD MAJOR 

(Entry \ 

LMSTO J 
^ Retv 

Return Generate 

COBOL Code 

for PUNCH 
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ab. LMLPRTl 

(1) Function. This program generates the appropriate code 

when the statement is in the format 

conditional FLDA relational FLDB .FAILURE 

The only case it does not handle is when FLDA is a numeric data field. 

This is handled in LMLPRT2. 

(2) Calling Sequence. 

ENTRY 'LMRT1' 

CALL 'FMPRT' 

CALL 'LMLPGEN1 

CALL 'LMLPGEN' 

CALL 'LMLPGEN' 

USING FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

USING PRNT-CARDS CC 

USING IF-CARD1 

USING IF-CARD2 

USING IF-CRD3 

(3) Program Descriptions. 

GENERATE-IF-CODE. 

Generates COBOL 

IF-END. 

Generates COBOL 

GENERATE-OR-CODE. 

Generates COBOL 

OR-END. 

Generates COBOL 

GENERATE-AND-CODE. 

Generates COBOL 

AND-END. 

Generates COBOL 

GENERATE-ORIF-CODE. 

Generates COBOL 

ORIF-END. 

Generates COBOL 

FIELD-DECISION. 

code before the 'IF' conditional, 

code after the 'IF' conditional, 

code before the 'OR' conditional, 

code after the 'OR' conditional, 

code before the 'AND' conditional, 

code after the 'AND' conditional, 

code before the 'OR IF' conditional, 

code after the 'OR IF' conditional. 

Controls the spliting for FIELD1 types. Branches to 

the designated FIELD-DECISION subparagraphs depending on 

the type of the first field. 

FIELD-DECISI0N1. 

Comes here if the first field is alphanumeric and then 

proceeds to the appropriate GENERATE code paragraph depending 

on FIELD2. 

FIELD-DECISION3. 

Comee here if the first field is numeric define and then 

proceeds to the appropriate GENERATE-CODE paragraph depending 

on FIELD2. 
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FIELD-DECISIONS. 

Comes here if the first field is number (numeric literal) 

and then proceeds to the appropriate GENERATE-CODE paragraph 
depending on FIELD2. 

FIELD-DECISI0N6. 

Comes here if the first field is a special literal (enclosed 

in quotes) and then proceeds to the appropriate GENERATE-CODE 
paragraph depending on FIELD2. 

GENERATE-C0DE1. 

Generates appropriate code when FIELD1 is an alphanumeric 

data field, a special literal, or alphanumeric defined 

literal, and FIELD2 is an alphanumeric data field, a special 

literal, or alphanumeric defined literal. (FIELDl and FIELD2 

cannot both be special literals.) When FIELDl is a numeric 

defined literal and FIELD2 is a numeric defined literal or 

a numeric literal. When FIELDl is a numeric literal and 

FIELD2 is a numeric defined literal. 

GENERATE-C0DE4. 

Generates appropriate code when FIELDl is a numeric defined 

literal and FIELD2 is a numeric data field. 
GENERATE-C0DE11. 

Generates initial code when fieidl is a numeric literal 

and FIELD2 is a numeric data field. The rest of the code 

is generated in GENERATE-C0DE8. 

GENERATE-C0DE8. 

Generates the appropriate code when FIELDl is an alphanumeric 

data field or defined literal and FIELD2 is a numeric data 

field. Additional code is generated when the relation is 

equal, not less, not greater and other code generated when 

the relational is not equal, less, or greater. 
GENERATE-CODE10. 

Generates appropriate code when FIELD2 is a numeric defined 

literal and FIELDl is an alphanumeric data field or defined 
literal. 

GEN ERAT E-C0DE9. 

Generates the appropriate code when FIELDl is a numeric 

defined literal and FIELD2 is an alphanumeric defined 
literal or data field. 

REDEFINES-GENER. 

Generates an 01 literal for the alphanumeric field and redefines 
01 literal as numeric. 

IF-SEQ1-GENER. 

Outputs COBOL coding for fieidl. 

IF-SEQ2-GENER. 

Outputs the COBOL coding for the relation and field2. 

IF-SEQ3-GENER. 

Outputs the COBOL coding for both fieidl and field2 when their 

format does not fit in the previous two output areas. 

GENERATE-PARTIAL-MOVE. 

Generates the moves when a partial field is specified so the 

literals can be used in place of the fiel^«?. 
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GENER-FIRST-PART. 

Does a Computed Go To depending on the conditional and generates 

the appropriate code previous to the relation testing. 

CHECK-FIRST-PARTIAL. 

This paragraph is used when the first field is an alphanumeric 

partial and the second is numeric. 

(4) Limitations. None. 
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ac. LMLPRT2 

(1) Function. This program generates the appropriate code 

when the statement is in the form: 

conditional FLDA relational FLDB .FAILURE 

and FLDA is a numeric data field. 

(2) Calling Sequence. 

ENTRY 'LMRT2' 

CALL 'FMPRT' 

CALL 'LMLPGEN' 

CALL 'LMIPGEN' 

CALL 'LMLPGEN' 

USING FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

USING PRNT-CARDS CC 

USING IF-CARD1 

USING IF-CARD2 

USING IF-CARD3 

(3) Program Description. Control only comes here if the 

first field is a numeric data field. In any other case the appropriate 

code would be generated in LMRT1. 

GENERATE-IF-CODE. 

IF-END. 

GENERATE-OR-CODE. 

OR-END. 

GENERATE-AND-CODE. 

AND-END. 

GENERATE-ORIF-CODE. 

ORIF-END. 

For descriptions of the above paragraph headings, see LMLPRT1 

program description. 

FIELD-DECISION4. 

Comes here when the first field is numeric data field and then 

proceeds to the appropriate GENERATE-CODE paragraph depending 

on FIELD2. 

GENERATE-C0DE3. 

Generate appropriate code when FIELD1 is a numeric data 

field and FIELD2 is a numeric defined literal. 

GENERATE-C0DE5. 

Generates appropriate code when FIELD1 is a numeric data 

field and FIELD2 is a numeric literal and when the combination 

of the relation and FIELD2 allows FIELD1 to have a value of 

zero. The second part of this paragraph generates the 

appropriate code when FIELD1 and FIELD2 are the 

same as in previous note but the combination of the 

relation and FIELD2 does not allow FIELD1 to have a value of 
zero. 
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GENERATE-C0DE6. approprlate code when nEU)1 d FIELD2 are 

numeric data fields and the relation is equal, not less or 

not greater. The second part of this section generates the 

code for the above fields when the relation is not equal, less 

or greater. 

Generates appropriate code when FIELD1 is a nu®eric 

data field and FIELD2 is an alphanumeric data field 

or defined literal. Additional code is generated 

vhen the rtlation is equal, not less, or not greater 

and other code generated when the relation is not equal, 

less or greater. 

Generates an 01 literal for the alphanumeric field and a 

redefines 01 literal as numeric. 

IF-SEQ1-GENER. 

IF-SEQ2-GENER. 

COBOL coding for flnldl, fidld2, and the relational. 

GENERATE-PARTIAL-MOVE. , ^ . a-a . thp 
Generates the moves when a partial field is specified 

literals can be used in place of the fields. 

GENER-FIRST-PART. , 
Does a Computed Go To depending on the conditional and 
generates the appropriate code previous to the relation testing. 

greck-first-partial. is used when the first field is an alphanumeric 

partial and the second is numeric. 

TABLEIs a conditional output table and shows where control branches 

to depending on fieldl and field2. 

(4) Limitations. None. 
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ad. LMLPSCN 

X ^ 
^uncti°n- This program scans an input card to determine 

the type of instruction involved. Appropriate switches are set to 
indicate the type instruction to program LMLP. 

(2) Calling Sequence. 

ENTRY 

CALL 

CALL 

CALL 

CALL 

CALL 

'LMSCN' USING FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

' LMCRD' USING FM-INPUT ENIhSW 

'FMPRT' USING PRNT-CARD CC 

’LMPRO' USING IF-CRD3 

'LMDAT' USING FM-CARD 

' LMLINK' USING FM-CdH 

(3) Program description. 

FM-LOG-MAIN. 

Controls reentry from LMLP. The switch SEQ-OK is set according 

FM-READ the tyPe Card beÍnS prOCesSed (i*e-* PRINT* DELETE, etc.). 

Calls FMCRD which reads and prints each logic package card. 

If there is an asterisk in column 1, it is treated as a 
comment and the next card is read. 

FM-READ1. 

Performs the initialization. If column is not equal to a 

LM-LABEL?6 ^ ^ ^ aSSUmed that thls is the beginning of a LABEL. 

LM-LABELI. 

CHECK-7. 

LU-LAB-TAB. 

LAB-TAB-LU. 

These paragraphs collectively validate a label entry for proper 

format and syntax. A table of labels is checked to insure a 
label has not been previously used. 

LABEL-FAILURE-LU. 

LABEL-FAILURE-LUI. 

Determine if there has bean a reference to this label and if so 
delete it from the failure-tab1^. 

LAB-TAB-ADD. 

Enters the valid label in the Label Table. 
MOVE-DASH-F-C. 

Qualifies the label by adding a '-L' 
CLEAR-FIELD-SW. 

Produces the PROCEDURE DIVxSIPN entry. 
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LM-FI RS T-WORD. 

FIRST-WORD-SCAN. 

Scan the card until spaces are found terminating a word, 

puts these words in the word-table. A period is considered 

as a word and signifies the presence of a failure exit. 
SKIP-PARAI. 

CARD-GO-TO. 

GO-TO-WHERE. 

LABEL-TABLE-LOOKUP. 

FAIL-TABLE-LOOKUP. 

FAIL-TABLE-LU. 

Each Failure Exit is checked against the Label Table to determine 

if there is a corresponding label. If a corresponding label is 

found, no other action is necessary. If no corresponding label 

is found, the Failure Exit is entered Into the FAIL TABLE. 
DETERMINE-DEFINE. 

Determines if a card entry contains a literal value and validates 
a literal for proper quote or At-sign. 

CREAT-LITERAL. 

LIT-LU. 

COUNT-LITERAL. 

These paragraphs scan the literal value until a closing quote 

or At-sign is found. The literal is then built for use in 

the generated COBOL PROCEDURE DIVISION entries. 
MOVE-LITERALS. 

MOVE-QUOTE. 

Generate the COBOL Data Division code for the literal. 
IS-IT-DEFINE. 

Checks to see if the word is DEFINE. 
GROUP-CHECK. 

If DEFINE was found, the next word is checked for GROUP. 

Switches are set to tell LMLP what conditions was found. 

(A) Limitations. None. 
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CREATE-LITERAL 
LIT-LU 

COUNT-LITERAL 

MOVE-LITERALS 
MOVE-QUOTE 



ae. LMLPSPO 

(1) Function. This program handles the processing of BIT, 

SWITCH, and PROFILE operations. 

(2) Calling Sequence. 

ENTRY 'LMSPO' 

CALL 'FMPRT' 

CALL 1LMLPGEN' 

CALL 'LMLPGEN' 

CALL 'LMLPGEN' 

CALL 'LMLPSP1' 

USING FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

USING PRNT-CARDS CC 

USING IF-CARD1 

USING IF-CRD3 

USING FM-CARD 

USING FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

(3) Program Description. 

START-LMSPO. 
First determines if LMRFD was called to validate the field names 

for BIT or PROFILE operations, if so return to the point where 

they left and continue processing those statements. 

FM-FIELD-CHECK. 

Checks for the SWITCH operation. 

FM-CHECK-WORDA 

Checks for BIT operation or PROFILE operation and if 

found goes to the appropriate processing paragraph for 

those statements. 

FM-SWITCH-PROCESS 
Controls the processing of the SWITCH operation. It utilizes 

much of the BIT processing paragraphs to validate the words 

after SWITCH. A unique total is returned and the appropriate 

paragraph is branched to generate the desired code. 

ON 4 
Generates the code for SWITCH ON or NOT OFF. 

0FF4 
Generates the code for SWITCH OFF or NOT ON. 

FM-BIT-PROCESS 

Returns to LMRMN which calls LMRFD for validation 

of the field name on the BIT operation. 

RETURN1 
Validates that the field is a legal type. 

SWITCH-TYPE 

Determines the number of words after BIT or SWITCH. 

Controls the table lookup to validate those words. 

DETERMINE-SWITCH-TYPE 

Does a table lookup for each of the words after SWITCH or 

BIT. They must be +, NOT, ON, OFF, -. 
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SWITCH-SET 

S J- the aPPrOPrlate P—h — - a nimber t0 the 

C - SWNOt“8 1 the tota^ «ant. 

SWON AddS 3 t0 th€ t0tal count- 

SWOFFAddS 4 C° the C0Cal 

SWHINUSd8 5 t0 the t0tal Count- 

reflects the'combination‘ôt^ords t TÎT* nU"ber “hlch 
statement. Calls LMSPl which een*. \ fleld tyPe for the BIT 

* depending on the value of th ? erates the code for BIT 
G0T0-RETURN2. UC °f the total accumulated. 

0f C0B0L DaU DlïlSl0n dependln8 °n s"ltch 

Generates the numeric redofir.« 

that is needed when the field typV^th Data Dlvlsl°n 

fM-pÄSls 0Peratl0n 18 

0Cpmi“fD t0 VaUdata '»a field name f„r the PROFIT 
RETURN2 

pROFdmEemtmíLM^d up“smnmthe format oí the rcst °t ^ 
entry necessary calls LM^Pi 'be Data “ivieion 

GOTO-RETURNS. “0n °f aPPr0',rlata 

»• -a. 

Outputs the coding for fipim 8‘ 
IF-SEQ3-GENER. tieldl. 

doesPlSt'fhiet"mittfp0rremabuVtlao1-'luandtfleld2 „hen their format 
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' \ 

IF-CLOSE-UP. 

ICU1-PFRM. 
IF-CLOS5-UP1. 

IF-CLOSE-UP-EXIT. 

IF-ERROR. 

GENERATE-PARTIAL-MOVE. 

Generates the moves when a partial field is specified so the 

literals can be used in place of the fields. 

(4) Limitations. None. 

« 

t 
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af. LMLPSPl 

(1) Function. This program generates the appropriate COBOL 

coding for BIT and PROFILE operations. 

(2) Calling Sequence. 

ENTRY 'LMSP1' 

CALL 'FMPRT' 

CALL 'LMLPGEN' 

CALL 'LMLPGEN' 

CALL 'LMLPGEN' 

USING FM-DD LP-OD LM-DD 

USING PRNT-CARDS CC 

USING IF-CARD1 

USING IF-CRD3 

USING FM-CARD 

(3) Program Description. 

LMLPSPl 

has two functions: (a) to generate the code BIT statements and 

(b) to generate the code for PROFILE statements. Upon entry, a 

determination is made as to which code generation is desired. 

The generation of BIT code proceeds through the following 

path. 

ENTER1 

This paragraph goes to the desired paragraph which will generate 

the appropriate code for the BIT statement depending on the 

words following BIT and the type of field. The paragraphs 

are in the form 

PLUS ON 1 

MINUS OFF 2 

3 

The first bracket is determined by the key symbols + or -. The 

second bracket is determined by the keyword or words ON or OFF 

with NOT OFF equivalent to ON and NOT ON equivalent to OFF. 

The third bracket is determined by the type of field present; 

1 indicates an alphanumeric field, 2 indicates a numeric 

data field, and 3 indicates a numeric define. 

LIT-02-PIC 

LIT-FILLER-ST 

LIT-FILLER 

If PROFILE was indicated, generate the Data Division code 

required for PROFILE. 

ADD-l-HM 

Verifies each PROFILE character and replaces the alphabetic 

PROFILE character by a two digit numeric indicator which 

will be used during execution to verify the input data. 
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LAST-CONVERT .„ . 
Generates the Procedure Division code for the PROFILE operation. 

FINISH-DD , u r .u 
Generates a COBOL 02 Data Division entry for each of the 

PROFILE characters specified. The decoded alpahabetic 

PROFILE character is used in the VALUE clause. 

IF-SEQ1-GENER. 
This paragraph outputs the coding for FIELDl. 

IF-SEQ3-GENER. , 
This paragraph outputs the coding for both FIELDl and FIELD2 

when their format does not fit in the previous two output areas, 

(4) Limitations. None. 



t 
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ag. LMLPSTE 

(1) Function. Handles the STEP INDEX instruction. 

(2) Calling Sequence. 

ENTRY 'LMSTE' USING FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 
CALL 'LMPRO' USING FM-CARDS 

CALL 'FMPRT* USING PRNT-CARDS CC 

(3) Program Description. 

GENERATE-STEP. 

This paragraph performs the following error checking 
on the words of the STEP card: 

There must be eight (8) words on the card 

(the label field is always counted as 1, 
but may or may not be present). 

The first word is the label field. No checking 
is done on this field at this time. 

The second word must be 'STEP’. 

The fourth word must be a two digit index 
number and not zero. 

The fifth word must be 'BY*. 

The sixth word must be an unsigned or signed 
numeric literal from 1 to 3 digits. 

The seventh word must be a period. 

The eighth word must be a failure exit. The 

validation of the eighth word is performed by 

CHECK-3. 

CHECK-1. 

Validates increment and 
GENERATE-STEP1. 

insures that it is not greater than 599. 

STEP-BY-ZEROya8raPh g“nerateS the in‘line codln8 

Checks to insure that increment of step is not zero. If it is 

warning message is issued indicating that nothing has changed.’ 

(4) Limitations. None. 
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ah. LMLPSUB 

(1) Function. Handles the following two instructions; 

ADD field TO field 

SUBTRACT field FROM field 

(2) Calling Sequence. 

ENTRY 'LMADD' USING 

ENTRY 'LMSUB' USING 

CALL 'LMPRO' USING 

CALL ' FMPRT' USINC- 

CALL 'LMFMTl' USING 

FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

COBOL-FORMAT1,2,3 

PRNT-CARDS CC 

FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

(3) Program Description. 

(a) Paragraph LM-ADD-ROUTINE initializes switches and areas 
used for the ADD instruction. The field type for the first fiejrl 

is determined by calling LMLPFMT1 and the connecting word is check 

to be •TO'. FIELD2 type is determined in CK-FLD2-ADD by calling 

LMLPFMT1 and a Computed Go To is used to determine initially the 

firot field combination type. Computed Go To statements are used 

in CK-FLD1-ADD and CK-NDEF-ADD to determine logic flow for the generation 

of COBOL coding. Paragraph LAR-2 is used only when FIELD1 is a numeric 

data field and paragraph LAR-3 is used only when FIELD2 is a numeric 

data fiold. Paragraph LAR-4 is used when FIELD1 is a numeric literal 

or numfric defined literal and FIELD2 is a numeric defined literal. 

Paragraph LAR-5 is used when FIELD1 is a numeric data field and FIELD2 
is a numeric defined literal. See ADD TABLE. 

(b) Paragraph LM-SUBTRACT-ROUTINE initializes switches 
and hold areas used for the SUBTRACT instruction. FIELD1 type is 

determined by calling LMLPFMT1 and the connecting word between fields 

is checked for the word 'FROM'. The second field type is determined 

in CK-FLD2-SUB by calling LMLPFMT1 and a Computed Go To is used to 

initially determine the field types combination. A Computed Go To in 

CK-FLD2-SUB and CK-NDEF-SUB determines the actual field combination 

types and logic flow is directed to the appropriate paragraphs for the 

actual COBOL code generation. Paragraph LSR-2 is used only when 

FIELD1 is a numeric data field. Paragraph LSR-3 is used when FIELD2 

is a numeric data field. Paragraph LSR-4 is used to generate COBOL 

coding when FIELD1 is a numeric literal or numeric defined literal and 

F.ELD2 is a numeric defined literal. LSR-5 is used when FIELD1 is a 

numeric data field and FIELD2 is a numeric defined literal. See 
SUBTRACT TABLE. 
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PARTIAL-IN-FLD2. 

hííf nfr?eraw 8enerates Procedure division coding for Che second 

PFRIoIÍen-I.1“0 llneS 0' COdln8 needed f°r a Pa«lal fleÍdl. 

•tatasent ío^Wm-WK-l“1 ° 8“erated praaadure Division 
CHAR-CK-1 * 

== Xszsisr; 
PERIOD-GEN-2. 

CHAR-H??“" 'PrP“íado“puÍeh0ídlñ¡ arr^“ÖL-TedUre D1Vl8l°" 

statement.3 at end °f 3 8enerated Procedure Division 
COBOL-OUT1. 

C0B0L-0UT2. 
COBOL-OUT3. 

move-fldi—to?“8 the 8ancrated C0B0L pp-ii-e. 
M0VE-F1D2-T0. 

GIVINGS8!'8 the £lr8t hal£ °f a C0"0L m0va 

INITIALIZER888 tile receivin8 Held of a COBOL move statement. 

sramc“!8^; ^E?E£He8d8 in iha ADD- 
ERROR-OUT1 thru ERROR-OUTIO. * T’ d CHANGE routines- 

Generates error messages. 
CK-PARTIAL-FLD2. 

Determines If fleldZ Is a r.^.± cnanneis t] 

paragraph PARTIAL-IN-FLD2 If a nartial ic f ^ 
LM-ADD-ROUTINE THRU LAR-5. ? tA 1 ÍS found- 

Handle«- the ADD instruction. 
LM-ADD-ROUTINE. 

™:^a?raph Inl“alizes switches and storage areas 
yaPPHTl Is called to determine the field "pe of m¿Dl 

CK-FLD2-A¿D0nn8Ct0r b8tUae" £laldS 1S taStad £a« ”a «rd ^0'.' 

LM.PFMT1 is called to determine the field type of FIELD2 

type ErllMZ? 18 U88d 80 88UbUah the flald ««»ination 
CK-FLD1-ADD. 

r.fr;i,;s s,“ “ 

partial and channels the logic flow to 
■ ** a r* Q V* ♦* -Í « 1 J — ^ - m 
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LAR-2 

Generates code for a combination of two numeric data fields. 

LAR-3 thru LAR-3A2. 

Generates code for a combination of field2 as a numeric data 

field and fleldl as a numeric defined literal or a numeric 

literal. 

LAR-4. 

Generates code for a combination of field2 as a numeric defined 

literal and fieldl as a numeric defined literal or numeric literal. 

LAR-5. 

Generates code for a combination of field2 as a numeric defined 

literal and fieldl as a numeric data field. 

LM-SUBTRACT-ROUTINE THRU LSR-5. 

Handles the SUBTRACT instruction. 

LM-SUBTRACT-ROUTINE. 

This paragraph initializes switches and storage areas. 

LMLPFMT1 is called to determine the field type of fieldl. 
The connector between fields is checked for the word 'FROM'. 

CK-FLD2-SUB. 

LMLPFMT is called to determine the field type of field2. A 

Computed Go To is used to establish the field combination 

type of field2. 

CK-FLD1-SUB. 

A Computed Go To is used to determine which coding is 

being generated when field2 is a numeric data field. 

CK-NDEF-SUB. 

A Computed Go To is used to determine which coding is 

generated when field2 is a numeric defined literal or a 

numeric literal. 

LSR-2 thru LSR-5. 

Generate the actual COBOL coding. Which paragraphs are used 

is dependent upon the combination of fieldl and 2 types. 
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ADD TABLE 

t 

FIELD1 

A 

L 

ND 

NL 

N 

FIELD2 

L ND NL 

ERROR ERROR ERROR 

-—— 

ERROR ERROR 

ERROR ERROR ERROR ERROR ERROR 

ERROR ERROR LAR-4 ERROR LAR-3 

ERROR ERROR LAR-4 ERROR LAR-3 

ERROR ERROR LAR-5 ERROR LAR-2 
i 

SUBTRACT TABLE 

FIELD1 

A 

L 

ND 

NL 

N 

FIELD2 

A L ND NL N 

ERROR ERROR ERROR ERROR ERROR 

ERROR ERROR error ERROR ERROR 

ERROR ERROR LSR-3 ERROR LSR-4 

ERROR ERROR LSR-3 ERROR LSR-4 

ERROR ERROR LSR-2 ERROR LSR-5 

(4) Limitations. None. 
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ai. LMLPTAB 

(1) Function. This program generates the appropriate COBOL 
code tor IN TABLE and NOT IN TABLE operations. 

(2) Calling Sequence. 

ENTRY 'LMTAB' USING FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

CALL 'FMPRT' USING PRNT-CARDS CC 

CALL 'LMLPGEN' USING IF-CRD3 

(3) Program Description. 

GENERATE-IF-CODE. 

vJ,enerateS aPPr°Priata C0B0L code before the 'IF' conditional. 
Ir—LND. 

Generates appropriate code after the 'IF' conditional 
GENERATE-OR-CODE. nuicionai. 

OR ENDenerateS aPPropriate code Before the 'OR' conditional. 

GENER£Ê!^fc0DrOPrlate ^ ^ '°R' 

AND-ENDnerateS the approPriate code before the ’AND' conditional. 

GENERATE-ORIF-CODE.aPPr°Pr^ate the 'AM,' “““^ional. 

ORIF-END?rateS the appr0priate code Before the 'OR IF' conditional. 

SEE-IF-FAIL-EXIThe appr°priate Code after the '0R IF' conditional. 

This paragraph generates the code for a failure exit 
CHECK-CARD-TYPE-SWITCHES. 

This paragraph does a Computed Go To depending on the conditional 

word and generates the appropriate code after the relational 
testing. 

CHECK-END. 

IF-SEQ3-GENER. 

This paragraph outputs the coding for both FIELD1 and FIELD2 when 

IF-ClSse-Íp * n0t fÍt ln the previous two °“tput areas. 

ICU1-PFRM. 

IF-CL0SE-UP1. 

IF-CLOSE-UP-EXIT. 

GENER-FIRST-PART. 

This paragraph does a Computad Go To dapandlng on the conditional 

testing6 68 the approprlate code Previous to the relation 

FM-IN-TABLE-PROCESS. 

Checks for field in table. 
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SKIP-ONE-MORE. 

Checks to see if the table name is five characters. 
NOTEXX. 

NOTEXX-END. 

Table name must begin with an alphabetic character and end with 

a 'L.^ Checks for a failure exit with no result field. 

CHECK-FT-PART-SW. 

Positions word-pointer on field name and calls LMFLD to verify 

the field name. Generates part of the Procedure Division code. 

MOVE-DATA-TO. 

Generates Procedure Division code. Goes to a paragraph depending 

on the card format. 

OR-IF-CONDITION. 

Checks for failure exit on 'OR IF' condition. 

NO-RESULT-NO-FAILURE. 

Card Type IF FLDA IN TABLE AXXXL. 

NO-RESULT-FAILURE. 

Card Type IF FLDA IN TABLE AXXXL .FAIL. 

RESULT-NO-FAILURE. 

Card Type IF FLDA IN TABLE AXXXL RESULT. 

RESULT-FAILURE. 

Card Type IF FLDA IN TABLE AXXXL RESULT .FAIL. 

NOT-IN-TABLE. 

Sets switches for NOT IN TABLE. 

(A) Limitations. None. 

4 
4 

/ 
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SKIP-ONE-MORE 

NOT-IN-TABLE 
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a j • LML^VT5^- 
„ Handles the VPHINT Instruction. 

(!) Function. H“% ubU set. 
print of all or part of the var 

Allows for the 

entry 
CALL 
CALL 
CALL 

(2) Calling Sequence. 

■LMVPT’ USING FM-DD LP-UU 

1LMFLD' using FM-DD y 
• i vtprd ' USING CARD-IMAGE 
•FMPRT' USiNG PRNT-CARDS C 

(3) Program Description. 

LM-DD 
LM-DD 

VPRiNT-PROCESS. t^e field name. Checks to ^ form mmmm-I«) . 

r « ucfT Builds the tirso ya 
is a VSEi. field for the 

PUT-IN-ZEROS-1. fiU out a four character fiel 

Inserts leading ze . . g^QP-MOVING-ZEROS-1. 
first part of the partial output 

that each character is numeric and move them 

area. 
CONTINUE-EXAMINING. partial PUT-IN-ZEROS-2- 

Builds the second part or ^ a four character field 

Inserts leading zeroes to fin 

second part of the partial. ^ 

ST0PTerffÎef t°hSa't2;ach character is numeric and moves t em 

^^firsf pa^'of the partial must be smaller than the second pa 

variable set desired. itself. 

N0-VPRhINT-ímRAL-CODE. n there i8 no literal associated with the 
Generates COBOL coo ms 

VSET. J p 
CHECK-HLE-OTE. o£ the „ajor file ot ainor file. 

Determines if VSET is pa 

the variable set is P x t. 
of characters in the variaoxe 

(A) Limitations. None. 
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PUT-IN¬ 

ZEROS- 1 

STOP-MOVING- 

ZEROS- 1 

MOVE-mmm 
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ak. LMLPWPO 

hav^been^assigned^3^^6 “ ^ that the co^blnauLs 

(2) Calling Sequence. 

ENTRY 'LMWP01 

CALL 'FMPRT' 

'DATESUB' 
'LB' 

'LB' 

'LB' 

'LMPRO' 

CALL 

CALL 

CALL 

CALL 

CALL 

USING FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

USING PRNT-CARDS CC 

USING ITEM-DATE 

USING CALLING-SEQ 

USING CALLING-SEQ 

USING CALLING SEQ 

USING CARD-IMAGE 

FM-DEF-AREA 

DEF-VALUES 

XXXX-P00 

(3) Program Description. 

PERFORM-FAIL-LU. 
Determines if all labels have been defined. 

PERFORM-BUILD-LU thru BID-LOOK-UP-EXIT. 
insures that aH index/set combinations in the BUILD-TABLE 

INDEXeiNFO f n the, IN°EX'INF0 table- BUILD-SW is set in 
INDEX-INFO for each of these combinations 

START-SCANING thru DELETE-LOOKUP-EXIT. 

ír^thr,aJVndeX/Set comblnati°ns in the DELETE-TABLE 

TNDFY ÎwîînV11 theuINDEX-INF0 table. DELETE-SW is set in 

STEP-LOO^ °f theSe “"'“"“i“"*. 

Insures that all step/index combinations in the STEP-TABLE 
have been assigned. 

WRITE-DEFINES-ON-LIB 

«ÄBf^'dU^ i“;'- Ad¿USt length 0f the “SnNE-IABLI 
table outran .hí wi 0 th“ 11 can 1)6 Pas8ed- It writes the defi, 
the locrír n V llbrary. Three entries are put on the library 00'« 
thl h package name with which the defines are associated 01 is 

the definee8namAeî ^ SÍ2eS’ ^ ÍS the Strin8 of values forlil of 
the defines. Also, contains the total length of the define area 
as adjusted for boundary alignment. 

(4) Limitations. None. 
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STEP-LOOKUP 

PERFORM-BUILD-LU 
thru 

BUILD-LOOK-UP-EXIT 

WRITE-DEFINES- 
ON-LIB 

START-SCANING 

thru 

DELETE-LOOKUP- 
EXIT 
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al. LMLPWPl 

(1) Function. This program in conjunction with LMLPWP5 generates 

the Procedure Division code for the BUILD and STEP statements using 

the tables previously built. 

(2) Calling Sequence. 

ENTRY 'LMWPl' 

CALL 'LMPRO * 

CALL 'FMPRT' 

CALL 'LMWP5' 

USING FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

USING CARD-IMAGE 

USING PRNT-CARDS CC 

USING FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

(3) Program Description. 

START-SCANNINGl 
Initiates the scanning of the LAST-CODE table for non-zero entries, 

each of these indicates that an index (which is the value of 

the subscript for that entry) has been assigned. Various step, 

build, attach, assign, and delete paragraphs must be generated. 

INDEX-SCAN 

Initiates the generation of step, build, assign, and delete 

paragraphs as needed for the various indexes. 

GEN-STEP-XNN 

Generates the coding for the step paragraphs (STEP-XNN and 

STEP-SUBSET-XNN) for this index, NN. 

GO-STEP. 

Determines if the index being pointed at in INDEX-INFO table 

is the one being processed for a step operation. If so, an 

entry is made in STEP-TABLE and one of the following is 

generated: 

Major file periodic set - generate STEP-aa-XNN 

where NN is the index number and aa is the code¬ 

number from INDEX-INFO table. 

Major file variable set - generates STEP-00-XNN 

where NN is the index number. 

Minor file periodic set - generates STEP-aa-XNN 

where NN is the index number and aa is the 

code-number from INDEX-INFO table. 

Minor file variable set - generates STEP-99-XNN 

'where NN is the index number. 

INDEX-INFO 

Scans the INDEX-INFO table for each assignment of an 

index, NN. (The value of the index (NN) is given by 

SUBI.) The number of entries that will be found in the 

INDEX-INFO table is equal to the value of the entry 

in LAST-CODE table subscripted by SUBI. 



GEN-BUILD-XNN 

INFO-CHECK31168 the COding f0r the BUILD-XNN. 

Scans the INDEX-INFO table for each index and checks if it 

^pointer ifpÍace^i^SUB-NO^JÍÍÍi'8”1^11 n0t t0 SpaCe)- GO-GEN. SUB-NO-TABIÆ at the entry in INDEX-INFO. 

Generates the BUILD-aa-XNN paragraph nan.es for each index 
(NN) and set combination used in a build operation For 

TZlV lndeit “hlch 18 -»"-“a For 
of ! ? í! "aa" Is the nuuber 

curre« «H “ y a6 8"ed t0 thl8 lndex- includl^ the 

(4) Limitations. None. 
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Make Entry in 
Step Table 

T 

Generate 
Paragraph Naim 
for Major 
PSET Step 

::,: i- 
Generate Name 
for Major Vseu 
Step 

Make Entry 
in Step 
Table 

T 

Generate Name 
for Minor 
PSET Step 

N0n £-ZZ_1 

Generate 
Name for 
Minor VSET 
.Step __ 

Step to 
End of Table 
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am. LMLPWP2 

ft 

(1) Function. This program generates Procedure Division 

code for the ATTACH statement by use of switches previously set. 

Generates code for expand-record, attach major-to-major, attach LIT- 
to-major, attach minor-to-major. 

(2) Calling Sequence. 

ENTRY 'LMWP2' 

CALL 'LMDAT' 

CALL 'LMPRO' 

CALL 'FMPRT' 

USING FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

USING CARD-IMAGE 

USING CARD-IMAGE 

USING PRNT-CARDS CC 

(3) Program Description. 

GEN-CHECK-SET-MM thru GEN-SET-EXIT. 

Generates the CHECK-SET-MM for each major file periodic set (MM). 

This coding insures that all work areas created for subsets 

are written back into the record. 
GEN-READ-AND-WRITES. and 

GEN-READ-WRITE1 thru GEN-READ-WRITE1-EXIT. 

Generates the coding to move data from a major file periodic 

set, and move it back in. Also to move data from a minor 

file periodic set to a work area. 
WRAPUP1 

Initiates the generation of the coding for the following 
paragraphs : 

GEN-CHECK-PSC-MAJOR 

GENER/. TE-EXP AND-RECORD 

GENERATE-CHECK-PSC-MINOR 

GENERATE-MAJOR-TO-MAJOR 

GENERATE-MINOR-TO-MAJOR 

GENERATE-LIT-TO-MAJOR 

(4) Limitations. None. 
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an. LMLPWP 3 

(1) Function. This program generates Procedure Division 

code for the DELETE statement by use of the DELETE table which was 

previously built. Generates code for contract-record, and all disassigns. 

(This latter function allows the user to use the same index any number 

of times logically with only one combination active at any one time.) 

(2) Calling Sequence. 

ENTRY 'LMWPS' USING FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

CALLS 'LMPRO1 USING CARD-IMAGE 

(3) Program Description. 

GEN-CONTRACT-RECORD. 
Generates the COBOL code used during the DELETE operation. Performs 

the function of closing up the record after a portion has been 

deleted. 

GENERATE-DELETE-SET. 
Generates the code which controls the processing of the DELETE 

operation. 

GEN-WRITE-DISASSIGNS. 
Generates a logic package paragraph to perform the disassignings 

required as part of the implementation of the 'WRITE' verb. 

GEN-DSN-PARA. 

Generates sentences of the form: 

PERFORM DISASSIGN-X** THRU DISASSIGN-EXIT 

MOVE ZERO TO SET-X(**) 

where ** is some two digit number for which an index must be 

disassigned at the processing of the write verb. 

GEN-DELETE-XNN. 

Generates the codes to delete the desired periodic set/subset, 

variable set, fixed set or record. 

DELETE-LU. 

DELETE-SEARCH. 
Scans the DELETE table to see what DELETE operations are requested. 

(4) Limitations. None. 
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ao. L MLP WP A 

(1) Function. This program generates Data Division coding 

needed for user calling sequence, I/O areas, and VPRINT. It also 

generates Procedure Division code to open and close I/O files and 

to do I/O functions. 

(2) Calling Sequence. 

ENTRY 'LMWP4' USING FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

CALL 'LMDAT’ USING CARD-IMAGE 

CALL 'LMPRO' USING CARD-IMAGE 

(3) Program Description. 

(a) The initial part of LMWP4 generates the Data Division 

entries that are needed only one time. The most important of these 

is INDEX-INFO which is used during the processing of ASSIGNS, BUILDS, 

ATTACHES, STEPS and DELETES. Also generated as the standard USER¬ 

CALLING-SEQUENCE, the output areas used in subroutine mode, the data 

division elements needed for VPRINT. 

(b) The remainder of the program generates the procedure 

division code used to control the input/output functions. I/O functions 

are controlled by use of RETRN-CODE and a unique value is placed 

in it. SET-EXIT thru EXIT-RETURN is then performed. These paragraphs 

do a Computed Go To depending on the value in RETRN-CODE and thereby 

get to the functional paragraph which will perform the desired I/O 

operation. The remainder of the program generates the code for the 

individual I/O paragraphs. In case of single-file runs much of the I/O 

is illegal within the logic package as it is handled in MP. Therefore, 

only the paragraph name and an exit is generated. 

CLOSE-FILE-START 

Generates the closing of the major-file, card-file, punch- 

file, and print-file for file-to-file runs. 

CLOSE-FILE-SKIP 

For single-file runs generates the return linkage, otherwise 

generates STOP RUN. Generates the call to LINK for user called 

subroutines. For single-file runs generates a call to 

FMPRT for printing. 

PRINT-SKIP 

For file-to-file runs generates the code to read the major 

file and controls the opening and closing of the file. 
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MAJOR-READ-SKIP 

For file-to-file runs generates the code to read the minor 

file and contrQiss the opening and clojing of the file. For 

single file runs generates a call to FMCRD in order to read 

a card. For file-to-file runs generates the code to read 
a card. 

CARD-SKIP 

For file-to-file runs generates the code to read a tape 

TADr o??nCOntr0lS the °Penin* and closing of the tape. 
TAPE-SKIP 

For file-to-file runs generates the code to write the major 

record and blanks out the output area after writing 
MAJOR-WRITE-SKIP writing. 

For single file runs generates the code to call FMPUN in order 

to punch cards. Otherwise generates the code to punch the 
CcllTCIS • 

PUNCH-SKIP 

Cenerates a call to PROFILE if the PROFILE operation was 

t'mtjtiip í0r ir¡ the Packa8e* Generates the code to call 
LMLKUP in order to do table-lookups. 

(A) Limitations. None. 
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ap. LMLPWP5 

(1) Function. This program generates Procedure Division 

code in conjunction with LMLPWP1 for the BUILD and STEP statements 

by using tables previously built. 

(2) Calling Sequence. 

ENTRY 'LMWPS' USING FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

CALL 'LMPRO’ USING CARD-IMAGE 

CALL 'FMPRT' USING PRNT-CARDS CC 

(3) Program Description. 

CEN-DISASSIGN-XNN 

Generates the DISASSIGN-XNN for each index used in a logic 

package. A subparagraph is generated for each set associated 

with this index (NN). 

INDEX-PAR 

Generates the STEP-aa-XNN paragraphs for this index (NN), and 

the BUILD-aa-XNN paragraphs if the index was used in a build 

operation, i.e. BUILD-Swi*b. 

GEN-STEP-aa-XNN 

Generates the in-line coding for the step (index/set) paragraphs: 

STEP-aa-XNN (where NN is the index number) for major 

file and minor file periodic sets. 

STEP-00-XNN for major file variable sets. 

STEP-99-XNN for minor file variable sets. 

BUILD-aa-XNN. 

Generates the in-line coding for every assignment of index NN 

used in a build operation, "aa" is the CODE-NO entry in the 

INDEX-INFO table. 

(4) Limitations. None. 
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aq. MLMPZNO 

MOVE ZON1^^^011: Thí8 Pr°8ram control8 the processing for the 
(2.0NES) instruction. It performs error checking functions 

and determines the field types of fieldl and field2. 

(2) Calling Sequence. 

ENTRY 'LMZNO1 

CALLS 1FMPRT' 
USING FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

USING PRNT-CARDS CC 

nun Program Description. Entry is made to LMLPZNO throueh 

^ typ,! ^ determined ïrparagraph 
ZON-FLIí2-RTN and logic flow la directed from that paragraph naing 

th^fUli ?VT0 dppe"d1;? on tleld2 'ypd- A awltch la aet indicating 

LMLPZN11 2 ir l'a ^ fl°" returns to “ILPMOV for the calling of 
LMLPZN1, 2 or 3 dependent upon the switch setting. 

Z0N-FLD2-RTN. 

Error checking is performed for illegal receiving field types, 

of fieldl S USed f0r detennlnin6 the combination tjpe 

ALPHA-ZüN. 

T t0 ln?iCate Which Pro8ram is needed to generate 
NDEF-ZON d ng f0r an alphanumeric receiving field (IF-PASS-SW-1). 

CObÕl^LÍ8 Sft t0 indicate whlch Program is needed to generate 
COBOL coding for numeric defined literal as a receivina 
field (IF-PASS-SW-2). receiving 

NUM-ZON. 

COBOL^cnHin Sdt t0 in' lcatd uhlch Pr°gram la needed to generate 

(IP-PASS-SM).,r a nume data £Ield as a field 
RKH-TEST-EXIT. 

Returns logic flow to LMLPMOV which will call required 

program to generate COBOL coding dependent upon IF-PASS-SW. 

(4) Limitations. None. 
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ar. LMLPZ.l 

(1) Function. This program generates COBOL code for the 

MOVE ZON (ZONES) instruction when the receiving field is alphanumeric, 

(2) Calling Sequence. 

ENTRY 

CALL 

CALL 

CALL 

'LMZN1* USING FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

'LMPRO' USING COBOL-F0RMAT1,2,3 

'FMPRT' USING PRNT-CARDS CC 

'LMDAT' USING FM-CARD 

(3) Program Description. Entry is made through a call from 

LMLPMOV. in paragraph ALPHA-ZO» a Computad Go To detarminaa which 

paragraph tha logic flow will go to depending on fieldl W6- °ee 

the 'MOVE ZON TABLE' for paragraph names which actually generate the 

code. Some paragrapns are broken into segments. In these cases an 

alphabetic character is attached to the paragraph number (i.e. LMR 3A). 

These breakdowns are made to take advantage of commonly generated 

statements which may be generated by PERFORMlng a paragraph rather than 

duplicating it. 

PARTI^0JyCegDpr0cedure Division coding for the second half of two lines 

of coding needed for a partial in field2. 

DATA- GEN ERAT ION-1. „ ,.. . . 
Generates a Data Division statement to define an alpahnumeric literal 

DG-REDEFINES-1. , . , 
Generates a Data Division statement to redefine the alphanumeric 

literal as a signed numeric literal. 

D/TA-GENERATION-2. 
Same as DATA-GENERATION-1. 

DG-REDEFINES-2. 
Same as DG-REDEFINES-1. 

DG-SINGLE-1. 
Generates a Data Division statement to define a signed numeric 

literal. 

DG-SINGLE-2. 
Same as DG-SINGLE-1. 

PERIOD-GEN-1 thru PERIOD-GEN-1-EXIT. 
Places a period at the end of a variable length field name when that 

field name is the end of a COBOL statement requiring a period for 

fieldl. 
PERIOD-GEN-2 thru PERIOD-GEN-2-EXIT. 

Same as above except it is used for field2. 

COBOL-OUT1. 

COBOL-OUT2. 

C0B0L-0UT3. 
Generates the printed COBOL generated output line. 
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CK-PARTIAL-FLD2. 

ALPHA-ZON. determine the coding which will 

e Rident upon field type of fleldl and e„ 

alphanumeric receiving field. Contain, program entry point. 

'cJm coding for the various comhinations of fieldl 

and 2 types. See table. 

RKH-TEST-EXIT. 
Dot-iimQ 1 Oí?i i 

MOVE ZON TABLE 
This table shows the paragraph names 

coding for the MOVE instruction format: 

which generate COBOL 

IZON l fieldl 

[ ZONESI 

FIELD2 

] 
TO l 

INTof 
field2 

FIELDl 

A 

L 

ND 

NL 

N 

L ND NL 

; LZR-3 
THRU 
LZR-3F 

ERROR LZR-8 

THRU 
LZR-8B 

ERROR LZR-7 

THUR 
LZR-7B 

ERROR ERROR ERROR ERROR ERROR 

LZR-12 

THRU 
LZR-12C 

ERROR LZR-14 ERROR LZR-13 

THRU 
LZR-13B 

LZR-4 

THRU 
LZR-4D 

ERROR LZR-6 
THRU 
LZR-6A 

ERROR LZR-5 

LZR-10 

THRU 
LZR-10D 

ERROR LZR-11 
THRU 

LZR-ilA 

ERROR LZR-9 
THRU 
LZR-9B 

J-—-- 
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NOTE: This table is derived from a combination of paragraph names from 

three different programs—LMLPZNl, LMLPZN2, and LMLPZN3. 

V ✓ 
(4) Limitations. 

C 

V .r 

0 >- 

^ * 

None. 
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* SEE MOVE ZON TABLE ON PREVIOUS PAGE. 
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* SEE MOVE ZON TABLE ON PREVIOUS PAGE. 
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as. LMLPZN2 

(1) Function. This program generates COBOL code for the MOVE 

ZON (ZONES) instruction when the receiving field is a numeric defined 

literal. 

(2) Calling Sequence. 

ENTRY 

C/VLiL 

CALL 

CALL 

'LMZN2' USING FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

'LMPRO' USING COBOL-FORMAT1,2,3 

' FMPRT' USIfiG PRNT-CARDS CC 

'LMDAT' USING FM-CARD 

(3) Program Description. Entry is made through a call from 

LMLPMOV. In paragraph NDEF-ZON a Computed Go To determines which 

paragraph the logic flow will go to depending on fieldl type. See 

the 'MOVE ZONE TABLE' for paragraph names which actually generate 

the code. Some paragraphs are broken into segments. In these cases 

an alphabetic character is attached to the paragraph number (i.e. 

LMR-3A). These breakdowns are made to take advantage of commonly 

generated statements which may be generated by PERFORMing a paragraph 

rather than duplicating it. 

PARTIAL-IN-FLD2. 

DATA-GENERATION-1. 

D3-REDEFINES-1. 

DATA-GENERATION-2. 

DG-REDEFINES-2. 

DG-SINGLE-1. 

DG-SINGLE-2. 
PERIOD-GEN-1 thru PERIOD-GEN-1-EXIT. 

PEIROD-GEN-2 thru PERIOD-GEN-2-EXIT. 

COBOL-OUT1. 

COBOL-OUT2. 

C0B0L-0UT3. 

All above paragraphs perform the same functions as in LMLPZN1. 

CK-PARTIAL-FLD2. 

Determines if field2 is a partial and channels the logic flow 

to paragraph PARTIAL-IN-FLD2 if a partial is found. 

NDEF-ZON. 

A Computed Go To is used to determine the coding which will be 

generated dependent upon field type of fieldl and a numeric 

defined literal as a receiving field. 

LZR-3A thru LZR-14. 

Generates COBOL coding for the various combinations of fieldl 

and 2 types. See MOVE ZON TABLE in LMLPZN1. 

(4) Limitations. None. 
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* SEE MOVE ZON TABLE UNDER LMLPZN1. 
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at. LMLPZN3 

(1) Function. This program generates COBOL 

MOVE ZON (ZONES) instruction when the receiving field 
field. 

code for the 

is a numeric data 

(2) Calling Sequence. 

ENTRY 'LMZNS' USING FM-DD LP-DD LM-DD 

CALL 'LMPRO' USING COBOL-FORMATl,2,3 

CALL 'FMPRT' USING PRNT-CARDS CC 

CALL 'LMDAT' USING FM-CARDS 

impmov (3 Pr°8ram Entry is raade through a call from 
hÍ Íolír n Par^íaph NUM-Z0N a Computed Go To determines which paragraph 
the logic flow will go to depending on fieldl type. See the 'MOVE TABLE' 

Irl para8raph names which actually generate the code. Some paragraphs 

aitaripï6? Se8ments' In these cases an alphabetic character is 
maHp ? d,- ? ! paragraph number (i.e., LMR-3A). These breakdowns are 
made to take advantage of commonly generated statements which may be 

generated by PERFORMing a paragraph rather than duplicating it. 

PARTIAL-IN-FLD2. 

DATA-GENERATION-1. 

DG-REDEFINES-1. 

DATA-GENERATION-2. 

DG-REDEFINES-2. 
DG-SINGLE-1. 

DG-SINGLE-2. 

PERIOD-GEN-1 thru PERIOD-GEN-1-EXIT. 

PERIOD-GEN-2 thru PERI0D-GEN-2-EXIT 
C0B0L-0UT1. 

C0B0L-0UT2. 

C0B0L-0UT3. 

CK-PARTIAL-FLD2. 

NUM-ZOnÍ ab0Ve para8raphs perfonn the same functions as in LMLPZN1. 

^^!“patad,G° T° is used t0 determine the coding which will be 
generated dependent upon field type of fieldl and a numeric 
data field as a receiving field. 

LZR-3A thru LZR-13B. 

Generate COBOL coding for the various combinations of fieldl 
and 2 types. See MOVE ZON TABLE in LMLPZN1. 

(4) Limitations. None. 
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* SEE MOVE ZON TABLE UNDER LMLPZN1. 
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3. LM ERROR MESSAGES. 

a. ASSIGN INDEX TO PSETS ONLY 

(1) LMLPASN: GENERATE-ASSIGN. 

(2) An index may only be assigned to periodic sets for use as 

a pointer. The entry must be designated in the form "PSETnn," where nn 

is the desired periodic set number to be associated with the index 
number. Ninety-nine indexes are available. 

b. AT-SIGN MISSING 

(1) LMLPDEF: BUILD-LITERAL. 

(2) An '(ü' or quote he«» been detected as part of a defined 

literal but no corresponding opending or closing sign is present. @ or 

quotes may be used interchangeably. A space following an @ or quote is 

considered a termination sign and any characters following a termination 

sign and any characters following the space will be ignored. Consequently, 

the @ or quote must be in or before card column 79. @ signs or quotes 

are required for continuation of defined literals. Do not mix @ signs 
and quotes. 

c. CHARACTER NOT NUMERIC 

(1) LMLPRMS: MOVE-M, MOVE-MI. 

(2) Characteis in range values are not numeric. Characters may 

only be numeric digits except for the hyphen between the two values. 

d. COMP NUMERIC DEFINE ILLEGAL 

(1) LMLPATC: GEN-ATCH-TEST. 

(2) An LM constant which is defined as computational (signed 

binary) on a DEFINE card with a C cannot be used in the first operand 
on the ATTACH card. v 

e. COMPUTATIONAL NOT ALLOWED IN SFL 

(1) LMLPDEF: S FL-COMP. 

(2) "C" on DEFINE card is valid only in file-to-file LM. 

Computational (signed binary) is not allowed in single file logic 
packages. 
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f. CONNECTOR -BY- REQUIRED 

(1) LMLPMLT: ERROR-OUT 2. 

(2) Keyword -BY- is misting, misplaced, or misspelled on 

MULTIPLY card. "BY" must follow first operand. 

g. CONNECTOR -INTO- REQUIRED 

(1) LMLPMLT: ERROR-OUTA. 

(2) Keyword -INTO- is missing, misplaced, or misspelled on 

DIVIDE card. "INTO" mast follow first operand 

h. CONNECTOR MUST BE -FROM- 

(1) LMLPSUB: ERROR-OUT4. 

(2) The word following the first operan, « n the SUBTRACT card 

must be "FROM." 

i. CONNECTOR MUST BE -TO- 

(1) LMLPSUB: ERROR-OUT2. 

(2) The word following the first operand on the ADD card must 

be "TO." 

j. CONNECTOR MUST BE -TO- OR -INTO- 

(1) LMLPMOV: LM-MOVE-ROUTE, NUM-AND-ZON-MOVE-RTN 

(2) The connnector between fields on a MOVE card is required 

and must be either the word "TO" or "INTO." Check for misplaced, 

misspelled or missing words. 

k. DATA DIVISION FOR FFT NOT ON LIBRARY 

(1) LMLPDDS: CALL-LIB. 

(2) FFT referenced on FMLP card is not on library. Restructure 

FFT under FS or check spelling on card. 
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l. DATA NOT ALLOWED AFTER DELETE FIELD 

(1) LMLPCNG: LM-DELETE-ROUTINE. 

(2) Extraneous data has been detected following the field which 
is to be deleted. Check for an illegal partial field format. 

m. DEFINE CANNOT BE INDEXED 

(1) LMLPFLD: DEFINE-LOOKUP. 

(2) A defined value cannot be indexed. Remove index from card. 

n. DEFINE IS EQUAL TO MAJOR FIELD NAME 

(1) LMLPDEF: DEF-MAJOR. 

(2) Define name is the same as a major file field name. Change 
define name. 

o. DEFINE IS EQUAL TO MINOR FIELD NAME 

(1) LMLPDEF: DEF-MINOR. 

(2) Define name is the same as a minor file field name. Change 
define name. 

p. DEFINE NAME TOO LARGE 

(1) LMLPDEF: TEST-NO-7. 

(2) Define name over six characters. Shorten name to 1-6 
characters long; the first character alphabetic. 

q. DEFINE NOT ALLOWED HERE 

(1) LMLPSCN: IS-IT-DEFINE. 

(2) All defines must be placed at the start of the logic 

package. Once a nondefine statement is used, no more defines are 
acceptable. 

r. DEFINE PREVIOUSLY DEFINED 

(1) LMLPDEF, DEF-TAB-LU, LM.PGRP: DEF-TAB-LU. 

(2) Define name has already been used for a previous define. 

Change name of define. If continuation of a define is desired, a card 
with the same name must immediately follow the first. 
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s. DEFINE TYPE NOT NUMERIC 

(1) LMLPBLD: CK-DEF. 

(2) The periodic subset sequence number defined area is a 

nonnume.ric defined field. Use a numeric file field or a numeric 

constant not to exceed three digits. 

t. DEFINE VALUE MISSING 

(1) LMLPDEF: FWS-PFRM. 

(2) No value statement follows define name. Insure there is 

at least one space between the name and value. 

i. DEFINE VALUE TOO LARGE 

(1) LMLPDEF: GEN-CONTINUE. 

(2) Value of define exceeds 132 character limit. Reduce size 

of DEFINE. 

V. DEFINE VALUE TABLE EXCEEDED 

(1) LMLPDEF: GEN-VALUE-START, MOVE-POUND-VAL. 

(2) Single file defined storage area maximum of 5000 characters 

exceeded. Reduce the number of defines. 

w. DIVISION OVERFLOW ERROR 

(1) lMLPMLT: MULT-EXIT. 

(2) First oparand on DIVIDE card is equal to zero; cannot 
divide by zero. Insure that first operand is not zero. 

X. DST, DSD, OR LOG REQUIRED 

(1) FMLPVAL: FMLP. 

(2) Keyword missing, misplaced, or misspelled on F’ILP card. 

Second word on card must be DST, DSD, or LOG depending on type run 

desired. 

y. EXPECTED -To¬ 

il) LMLPATC: GEN-ATCH-2. 

(2) The connector "TO" is requited on the ATTACH card after 

the data to be attached is indicated. 
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z. EXPECTED -.- 

(1) LMi-DDEL: GENERATE-DELETE-S. 

(2) A period is required prior to the failure exit. Check 

for extraneous words in the statement. 

aa. EXTRANEOUS WORD ON STOP CARD 

(1) LMLPRST: GENERATE-STOP. 

(2) Word other than SFL is on stop card. Remove extra word. 

ab. FAILURE EXIT EXCEEDS 6 CHARACTERS 

(1) LMLPSCN: SKIP-PARA1. 

(2) Failure exit must be from 1-6 characters in length, 

with the first character being alphabetic. No special characters 
are allowed. 

ac. FAILURE EXIT OMITTED ON PREVIOUS CARD 

(1) LMLPSCN: OPERATION-Ll'l. 

(2) Failure exit must be present on last card of a 

consecutive series of relationship test cards. If only one card, then 
failure exit must be on it. 

au. FIELD CANNOT BE NUMERIC 

(1) LMLPRST: GEN-READ-CARD. 

(2) The receiving area for the READ CARD/TAPE must be an 

aiphanumeric defined area large enough to hold the largest value to 
be read. 

ae. FIELD MUST BE IN THE FORM MMMM-NNNN 

(1) LMLPVPT: VPRINT-PROCESS. 

(2) Partial field notation of the first operand is illegal. 

af. FIELD MUST BE VARIABLE 

(1) LMLPVPT: VPRINT-PROCESS. 

(2) Only a variable set as defined in the FFT may be printed 
using VPRINT. 
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ag. FIELD NOT NUMERIC 

(1) LMLPMLT: ERR2. 

(2) First and/or second operand on MULTIPLY or DIVIDE card 

is not a numerically defined field or field name. 

ah. FIRST CHARACTER MUST BE ALPHABETIC 

(1) LMLPDEF: GENERATE-DEF-TAB. 

(2) First wharacter of a defined constant name must be 
alphabetic. 

ai. FIRST FIELD NOT NUMERIC 

(1) LMLPSUB: ERROR-OUT3. 

(2) The first operand of an ADD or SUBTRACT operation is not 

numeric. Check to see if the field in question has been defined as 

numeric. Defined literals which have a value in @ signs or quotes 

are considered alphanumeric even if the value contains all numeric 
digits. 

aj. FIRST WORD MUST BE *DEFINE* 

(1) LMLPGRP: CHECK-NAME. 

(2) Only DEFINE statements are allowed following a GROUP 

DEFINE until an ENDGRP statement is encountered. 

ak. GROUP DEFINE EQUAL TO MAJOR FIELD NAME 

(1) LMLPGRP: DEF-MAJOR. 

(2) The name chosen for the define is already used as major 

field name in the major FFT. Choose a unique and different DEFINE 
name. 

al. GROUP DEFINE EQUAL TO MINOR FIELD NAME 

(1) LMLPGRP: DEF-MINOR. 

(2) The name chosen for the define is already used as a minor 

field name in the minor FFT. Choose a unique a.A different DEFINE 
name. 
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am. ILLEGAL CARD FORMAT 

(1) LMLPCNG: LM-CHANGE-RODTINE. 

(2) An excessive number of words are on the CHANGE SWITCH 

card. Check for imbedded blanks in the switch name. 

an. ILLEGAL CHAR IN GROUP NAME 

(1) LMLPGRP: VALIDATE-FIELD-NAMl. 

(2) The GROUP DEFINE name must have an alphabetic first 

character with the remaining characters (2-6) either numeric digits 

or alphabetic (or combination of both). No special characters 
allowed. 

ao. ILLEGAL CHARACTER IN FIRST FIELD 

(1) LMLPFMT: ERROR-OUT7, LMLPFMT1: ERR0R-0UT7. 

(2) First character of the first field must be a $ (for $$ORC, 

$$NRC, $$YMD, or a minor field), -, +, or numeric digit (for a 

numeric literal), or alphabetic (for special literal or major field). 
Field names must be alphabetic or numeric. 

ao. ILLEGAL CHARACTER IS SET INDEX 

(1) LMLPDEL: GENERATE-DELETE-S. 

(2) After the subset number, the characters "&X" or "+X" are 
required on the DELETE card. 

aq. ILLEGAL CHARACTER IN SPACE PARAMETER 

(1) LMLPGRP: VALIDATE-SPACE. 

(2) The size entry on a DEFINE GROUP card following the 

pound sign must be a number designating the group size. No spaces 

are allowed between the pound sign and the first numeric digit. 

ar. ILLEGAL CONTINUATION 

(1) LMLPDEF: FINISH-CARD. 

(2) Literals which cannot be placed on only one define card 

may be continued on the immediately following card by finishing the 

literal with an @ sign or quote on the first card, repunching DEFINE 

and the LM defined constant name, and specifying another literal where 
the previous one terminated. 
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as. ILLEGAL define name 

(1) LMLPDEF: DEF-MINOR. 

(2) Define name contains special characters or does not 

have an alphabetic character in the first position. Change name 

so characters are alphabetic and numeric. 

at. ILLEGAL DEFINE OPERATION 

(1) LMLPDEF: CHAR-CHECK. 

(2) All defines must be placed at the start of the logic 

package. Once a non-define statement is used, no more defines are 

acceptable. 

au. ILLEGAL DEFINE VALUE 

(1) LMLPDEF: BLDLIT-PFRM. 

(2) Define value cannot extend into column 80 <.f card. 

At-sign or quote cannot extend beyond card column 79. 

av. ILLEGAL FIELD FOR RANGE CARD 

(1) LMLPRFD: PARTIAL-TYPE. 

(2) First operand of RANGE test must be a numeric file field, 

system field, constant, or literal. 

aw. ILLEGAL FIELD SPECIFICATIONS 

(1) LMLPNMO 

LMLPNM1 

LMLPNM2 

LMLPNM3 

LMLPPUT 

LMLPRT1 

LMLPRT2 

LMLPSUB 

LMLPZNO 

LMLPZN1 

LMLPZN2 

LMLPZN3 

ERROR-OUT10 

ERROR-OUTIO 

ERROR-OUT10 

ERROR-OUTIO 

ERROR-OUTIO 

FIELD-ERROR 

FIELD-ERROR 

ERROR-OUTIO 

ERROR-OUTIO 

ERROR-OUTIO 

ERROR-OUTIO 

ERROR-OUTIO 

(2) The field type combinations are not compatible. 
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ax. ILLEGAL FIELD TYPE COMBINATION 

(1) FM-RELATION-CHECK, LMLPRLN, LMLPMLT: ERROR-OUT3. 

(2) The field types of the two values being compared in 

the relationship test are not compatible. Also, applies to 

MULTIPLY or blVIDE instructions. 

ay. ILLEGAL FIELD TYPE FOR BIT OPERATION 

(1) LMLPSPO: RETURN1. 

(2) Numeric or special literals cannot be used for the bit 

test. First field must be a file field, constant, or literal. 

az. ILLEGAL FIELD TYPE FOR SWITCH CARD 

(1) LMLPSPO: SWITCH-TYPE-SET. 

(2) Switch name must take the fonn of SWITCHn where "n" 
is any alphabetic or numeric character. 

ba. ILLEGAL FILE FOR RELOAD 

(1) LMLPRST: GENERATE-RELOAD. 

(2) Only the major file may be reloaded. 

bb. ILLEGAL TIRST FIELD 

(1) LMLPCNG 

LMiPNMO 

LMLPSUB 

LMLPZNO 

LMLPZN1 

LMLPZN2 

LMLPZN3 

ERROR-OUT8. 

ERROR-OUT8. 

ERROR-OUT8. 

ER0RR-0UT8. 

ERROR-OUT8. 

ERR0R-0UT8. 

ERROR-OUT8. 

(2) The first operand field type is not legal for the 
statement operation. 
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be. ILLEGAL FORMAT ON VPRINT CaRD 

(1) LMLPVPT: VPRINT-PROCESá. 

the varilhlP a the symbolic name rf 
the variable set to be printed and partial notation. 

bd. ILLEGAL INDEX 

(1) LMLPASN: GENERATE-ASSIGN. 

greater ihan zero?““ be tU° dleit characters 

be. ILLEGAL LABEL 

(1) LMLPSCN: LAB-E’{ROR, LU-LAB-TAB. 

i-K (2K A label raust be from 1-6 characters in length with 

anoved araCter beln8 al"h^etic. No special ch.“cï«s .« 

bf. ILLEGAL LINE SKIP VALUE 

(1) LMLPCNG: EJECT-LINES. 

(2) Skip value must be 1-9. 

bg. ILLEGAL NUMERIC DATA 

(1) LMLPDEF: FIN-NUMERIC. 

(2) Non-numeric data in a computational numeric define value, 

bh. ILLEGAL PARTIAL FIELD NOTATION 

(1) LMLPGRP: VS-PFRM3. 

range?yP“aa 

bi. ILLEGAL PARTIAL FIELD SPECIFICATION 

(1) LMLPFLD: MOVE-NWIBER-l, SIOP-ZERO-2, CHECK-PARTIALS. 
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bj. ILLEGAL PROFILE CHARACTER 

(1) LMLPSP1: ADD-l-HM. 

(2) Profile mask characters must be one of the following: 
A, B, C, E, F, K, L, M, N, S, T, U, V, X, Z. 

bk. ILLEGAL RECEIVING FIELD 

(1) LMLPFMT: 

LMLPMLT: 

LMLPMOV: 

LMLPNMO: 

LMLrSUB: 

LMLPZNO: 

LHLPZN1: 

LMLPZH2: 

LMLPZN3: 

(2) The PSET 

number greater than z 

ERROR-OUT1. 
ERR1. 

TEST-FLD2-RTN. 

ERROR-OUT1. 

LRROR-OUT1. 

ERROR-OUT1. 

ERROR-OUT1. 

ERROR-OUT!. 

ERROR-OUT1. 

or VSET number must be a two digit numeric 

Dl. ILLEGAL RUN SPECIAL-CODE IGNORED 

(1) FR'.PVAL: CHK-RUN-SPCL. 

(2) Illegal run type; check FMLP card, 

bm. ILLEGAL RUN TYPE 

(1) FMLPVAL : CHK-5TH-WRD. 

(2) Only the characters "0", "S", or "F" can follow the 
major file name. 

bn. ILLEGAL SET NUMBER 

(1) LMLPASN: GENERATE-ASSIGN. 

LMLPATC: GEN-ATCH-1. 

LMLPDEL: GENERATE-DELETE-S, 

GENERATE-DELETE-P, 

GENERATE-DELETE-V. 

(2) The PSET or VSET number must be a two digit numeric 
number greater than zero. 
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bo. ILLEGAL SUBROUTINE NAME 

(1) LMLPRST: GC-MOVE-FILE-NAME. 

„ (2) Subroutine name must be five characters long and end 

bp. ILLEGAL SWITCH NAME 

(I) LMLPCNG: ERR0R-0UT11. 

i h . Switch name must take the form of "SWITCHn" where 
n is any alphabetic or numeric character. 

bq. ILLEGAL TO CONVERT INTO MINOR FILE FIELD 

(1) LMLPRST: GC-FLD2. 

constant. 
(2) Receiving field can only be a major file field or a 

br. ILLEGAL TO CONVERT INTO THIS FIELD 

(1) LMLPRST: GC-FLD2. 

(2) A special literal cannot be used as a 
for converted data. 

receiving field 

bs. ILLEGAL VALUE FOR BUILD 

(1) LMLPBLD: CR-DEF. 

file fiei? The periodic subset sequence number is not a numeric 
rile field or numeric constant. 

bt. ILLEGAL WORD FOLLOWING *READ* 

(1) LMLPRST: GENERATE-READ. 

(2) Only the word MAJOR, MINOR, CARD, or TAPE is allowed, 

bu. ILLEGAL WORD FOR SWITCH OR BIT OPERATION 

(1) LMLPSPO: DETERMINS-SWITCH-TYPE. 

(2) One of the keyword parameters is incorrect. 
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bv. ILLEGAL WORDS ON SWITCH CARD 

(1) LMLPSP1: ENTER1. 

(2) Illegal combination or number of words on SWITCH 
card. 

bw. INCORRECT INDEX NUMBER 

(1) LMLPBLD: GENERATE-BUILD. 

(2) Index number must be in the form "Xnn," where nn is 

a two digit number greater than zero assigned to the periodic set. 

bx. INCORRECT NUMBER OF WORDS 

(1) LMLPATC: GEN-ATCH-2. 

(2) Insure that failure exit on ATTACH card is immediately 
following che period on the card. No space allowed. 

by. INCORRECT WORD COUNT 

(1) LMLFASN 

LMLPBLD 

LMLPDEL: GENERATE-DELETE-S, 

GENERATE-DELETE-P, 

GENERATE-DELETE-V. 

LMLPSPO: SWITCH-TYPE. 

LMLPSTE: GENERATE-STEP. 

(2) An incorrect card format has been detected for this 
instruction. 

bz. INDEX IS ILLEGAL 

(1) LMLPDEL: GENERATE-DELETE-S. 

(2) Periodic or variable set index number must be numeric 
and greater than zero. Must be two digits in length. 

ca. INDEX MUST BE 2 DIGITS AND NUMERIC 

(1) LMLPSTE: GENERATE-STEP. 

(2) Index number on STEP card must be numeric and greater 
than zero. Must be two digits in length. 
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cb. INDEX NOT PREVIOUSLY ASSIGNED 

(1) LMLPFi ): CIA-PFRM. 

designation tfJrîpeîîy^cÎes^a^^1611068 lnclude index 

previousiy assigned to tell the Merest. 

cc. INDEX-SET NEVER ASSIGNED FOR A BUILD 

(1) LMLPWPO: BLD-LOOK-UP. 

without f 1rstAssigningSantindexh° bUÍld 3 perlodic subset 
Prior to executing this instruction” ^ ASSlgn 30 lndex number 

cd. INDEX-SET NEVER ASSIGNED FOR A DELETE 

(i) LMLPWPO: DELETE-LOOKUP. 

( 2) Th 

-«4nln8 an" ^ wlth„ut 

executing this instruction. lgn a" lnd« prior to 

cc. INVALID COMBINATION OF RELATIONAL WORDS 

(1) LMLPRLN: SET-REL-ERROR. 

per logif L“So“e 0Perat0r and/or negativ operator is allowed 

Cf. INVALID DST OR LOG NAME 

(1) FMLPVAL: SCAN-3RD-WORD. 

in "P " i2^ LoSic package name must be fivp oh 
P, and be unique to the site. 1 characters long, ending 

eg. INVALID EOF TYPE 

(i) LMLPRMS: INVALID-FOF. 
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cb. INDEX NOT PREVIOUSLY ASSIGNED 

(1) LMLPFLD: CIA-PFRM. 

designation tf JrípSy^cfessVs^T68 mU8t include an ind^ 
Previously assigned to tell the svsf-Set\thlS indeX must be 

the system what subset is of interest. 

cc. INDEX-SET NEVER ASSIGNED FOR A BUILD 

(1) LMLPWPO: BLD-LOOK-UP. 

without first assignin^an^nde^n8 h° bUlld 3 periodic subset 
prior to executing this instruction” ^ Assign an lndex number 

cd. INDEX-SET NEVER ASSIGNED FOR A DELETE 

(1) LMLPWPO: DELETE-LOOKUP. 

( 2) Th 

»rst -signin/anTdex Perl°d1' without 
executing this Instruction. 8n an ln<iex "“"ber prior to 

ce. INVALID COMBINATION OF RELATIONAL WORDS 

(1) LMLPRLN: SET-REL-ERROR. 

P- logic ^connector?6 0Perat0r ^ -gative operator is allowed 

Cf. INVALID DST OR LOG NAME 

(1) FMLPVAL: SCAN-3RD-WORD. 

in "P " f ^ bogie package name must be fivp ph-s 
P. and be unique to the site. characters long, ending 

eg. INVALID EOF TYPE 

(1) LMLPRMS: INVALID-EOF. 
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ch. INVALID MAJOR FILE NAME 

(1) FMLPVAL: CHK-4TH-WORD. 

(2) Major file name must be five characters long with the 

first character alphabetic and ending in "A" or "T." 

ci. INVALID MINOR FILE NAME 

(1) FMLPVAL: CHK-RUN-ifPE. 

(2) Minor file name must be five characters long with the 
first character alphabetic and ending in "A" or "T." 

cj. INVALID OPERATION 

'D LMLP: OLD. 

(2) No operation exists in the LM instruction set as 
indicated by the user statement. 

ck. INVALID PROFILE 

(1) LMLPSPO: RETURN2. 

(2) Profile field size is less than the profile mask. Both 
fields must be equal. 

cl. INVALID RELATIONAL WORD 

(1) LMLPRLN: SCAN-RELATION. 

(2) Invalid operator in relational test statement. 

cm. INVALID SET ID 

(1) LMLPFLD: IS-IT-MINOR-FIXED. 

(2) A two digit number period set number greater than zero 
must be used. 

cn. INVALID SIZE 

(1) LMLPDEF: POUND-SIZE. 

(2) The size of a defined area has not been indicated. 

Only the pound sign was detected. Check for space between pound sign 
and value. No space is allowed. 
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co. INVALID WORD COUNT 

(1) LMLPSPO: IF-ERROR. 

LMLPSP1: IF-ERROR. 

(2) An incorrect card format has been detected for this 
instruction. 

cp. LABEL NOT DEFINED 

(1) LMLPVrO: PERFORM-FAIL-LU. 

(2) A failure exit label has not been defined. There is 
no statement or instruction to branch to. 

cq. LABEL PREVIOUSLY USED 

(1) LMLPSCN: LAB-TAB-LU. 

(2) Label is not unique to the program. Change label and 

insure that all references to it are changed. 

cr. LABEL TOO LARGE 

(1) LMLPSCN: CHECK-7. 

(2) A label must be from 1-6 characters in length with the 
first character being alphabetic. 

cs. LITERAL EXCEEDS 132 CHARACTERS 

(1) LMLPDEF: BUILD-LITERAL. 

(2) A defined literal cannot exceed 132 characters; size 
of one print line. 

ct. LITERAL HAS A LENGTH OF ZERO 

(1) LMLPSCN: COUNT-LITERAL. 

(2) A literal must be at leact one character long. 

cu. LITERAL TOO LARGE 

(1) LMLPSCN: COUNT-LITERAL. 

(2) Literal value cannot extend into card column 80. At-sign 
or quote cannot extend beyond card column 79. 
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cv. LOG NAME MUST END IN P 

(1) FMLPVAL: SCAN-3RD-WORD. 

Í2) Logic package name must end in "P," be five characters 
long, and be unique to the site. 

cw. MAJOR EFT NOT ON LIBRARY 

(1) FMLPVAL: CHK-0P-C0DE1. 

(2) The major FFT does not reside on the library. A file 

structuring run is necessary to place the FFT on the library. 

cx. MAJOR FIELD TYPE NOT NUMERIC 

(1) LMLPBLD: CK-MAJ. 

(2) The periodic subset sequence number must be either 
a numeric file field or numeric constant. 

cy. MAJOR PSET NOT DEFINED 

(1) LMLPASN: GENERATE-ASSIGN. 

(2) No periodic set has been defined for the major PSET 
designated. 

cz. MAJOR VSET NOT DEFINED 

(1) LMLPASN: GENERATE-ASSIGN. 

(2) No periodic set has been defined for the major VSET 
designated. 

da. MAXIMUM DELETES EXCEEDED (25) 

(1) LMLPDEL: GENERATE-DELETE-S. 

(2) The maximum number of deletes allowed for a logic 
package is 25. 

db. MINOR FFT NOT ON LIBRARY 

(1) FMLPVAL: CHK-0P-C0DE2. 

(2) The Minor FFT does not reside on the library. A File 

Structuring run is necessary to place the FFT on the library. 
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dc. MINOR FIELD CANNOT RECEIVE DATA 

(1) LMLPMLT: ERROR-OUT1. 

(2) Minor file fields cannot be updated, only major file 
fields. 

dd. MINOR FIELD TYPE NOT NUMERIC 

(1) LMLPBLD: GEN-BLD2. 

(2) The periodic subset sequence number must be either 
a numeric file field or numeric constant. 

de. MINOR PSET NOT DEFINED 

(1) LMLPASN: GENERATE-ASSIGN. 

(2) No periodic set has been defined for the minor PSET 
designated. 

df. MINOR VSET WOT DEFINED 

(1) LMLPASN: GENERATE-ASSIGN. 

(2) No periodic set has been defined for the minor VSET 
designated. 

dg. MMMM MUST BE SMALLER THAN NNNN 

(1) LMLPVPT: VERIFY-VSET-PARTIAL. 

(2) When utilizing partial notation on the VPRINT card, 

the first numeric must be smaller than the second numeric. 

dh. NAME FOR GROUP DEFINE MISSING 

(1) LMLPGRP: CHECK-NAME. 

(2) Following the word "GROUP," a unique name must be 
designated for the GROUP. 

di. NUMBER CAN CONTAIN A MAXIMUM OF 18 DIGITS 

(1) LMLPRFD: IF-NUM-LIT. 

(2) A numeric literal is a series of not more than 18 digits. 

A plus sign (or ampersand) or a minus sign may precede the numeric 
literal. 
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dj. NUMBER EXCEEDS MAXIMUM SIZE 
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(1) LMLPFMT: ERR0R-0UT13. 

LMLPFMT1: ERR0R-0UT13. 

(2) A numeric literal is a series of not more than 18 digits. 

A plus sign vor ampersand) or a minus sign may precede the numeric 
literal. 

dk. NUMBER ILLEGAL 

(1) LMLPATC: GENERATE-ATTACH. 

(2) The field following the ATTACH operator may only be 

an LM constant which is not defined as computational (C), or an 

FFT defined mnemonic (RiiRKS), including a mnemonic of another 
variable set. 

dl. NUMBER CONTINUATION ILLEGAL 

(1) LMLPDEF: IS-IT-ZERO. 

(2) Numeric defines cannot be continued. 

dm. NUMERIC FIELD CAN HAVE MAX OF 18 CHARS 

(1) LMLPGRP: VS-PFRM3. 

(2) CuBOL limits numeric digit length to 18 digits. Reduce 
numeric literal length. 

dn. NUMERIC FIELD CANNOT EXCEED 18 CHARS 

(1) LMLPDEF: FINISH-CARD, MOVE-POUND-VAL. 

(2) COBOL limits numeric fields to a maximum of 18 digits. 

Reduce size of numeric field to 18 digits not counting the sign 
if any. 

do. OPERAND MISSING 

(1) LMLPSCN: FWS-PFRM. 

(2) An operand had been misspelled, misplaced, or is illegal 
and not acceptable in the MIDMS instruction set. 
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dp. PARTIAL EXCEEDS FIELD SIZE 

(1) LMLPFLD: CONTINUE-PARTIAL. 

(2) The indicated partial field notation is larger than 

the actual field size. 

dq. PARTIAL FIELD NOT ALLOWED 

(1) LMLPRST: GEN-READ-CARD. 

(2) A partial field is not allowed on the receiving area 

for the card image on the READ CARD instruction. 

dr. PERIOD IS REQUIRED 

(1) LMLPSTE: GENERATE-STEP1. 

(2) A period must preceed the failure exit. No space is 

allowed between the period and the failure exit. 

ds. PERIODIC FIELD INDEX MISSING 

(1) LMLPFLD: IS-IT-MAJOR-FIX, IS-IT-MINOR-FIX. 

(2) All periodic type fields must have an index number 

with the format FIELDfXnn where nn is greater than zero. 

dt. PERIODIC FIELD IS NOT INDEXED 

(1) LMLPFLD: BUILD-PSETNN. 

(2) All periodic type fields must have an index number 

with the format FIELD+Xnn where nn is greater than zero. 

du. POUND SIGN REQUIRED 

(1) LMLPGRP: CHECK-FOR-POUND. 

(2) The pound sign is not on the size entry of the GROUP 

card. The size entry must take the form of "/hinn," where "n" 

is a one, two, or three digit number designating the group size. 

dv. PRINT STATEMENT EXCEEDS 132 CHAR 

(1) LMLPPRT: GPR-PRODUCE-SETUPS. 

(2) Line length cannot exceed 132 characters. Reduce size 

of line anu use a new PRINT statement for each 132 character line. 
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ec. RANGE FIELD NOT NUMERIC 

(1) LMLPRMS: MOVE-N. 

(2) The field which is being tested for a RANGE value must 

be numeric and must be the same size as the range values. 

ed. RANGE VALUE CANNOT EXCEED 37 CHARACTERS 

(1) LMLPRMS: FM-IN-RANGE-PROCESS . 

(2) Maximum size of range values are 18 digits for each 
number separated by a hyphen (18fl+18 = 37). 

ee. READ CARD MUST BE INTO DEFINED AREA 

(1) LMLPRST: GEN-READ-CARD. 

(2) The receiving area for the card image must be a 
previously defined alphanumeric constant. 

ef. READ REQUIRES FILE-TO-FILE OPERATION 

(1) LMLPRST: GEN-READ-MAJOR-MINOR. 

(2) All READ statements except READ CARD are only valid 

operations in file-to-file logic packages. FMLP LOG card must 

have an 'F" in the logic package type field. 

eg. READ TAPE REQUIRES PROGRAM MODE 

(1) LMLPRST: GEN-READ-CARD. 

(2) File-to-file logical Maintenance in the program mode 

is required for READ tape operations. On the FMLP control card 

specify run type as "F" and indicate program mode. 

eh. RECEIVING FIELD MISSING 

(1) LMLPRST: GEN-READ-CARD. 

(2) An alphanumeric defined field large enough to hold the 
largest record to be read is missing. 

ei. RECEIVING FIELD MUST BE A VSET 

(1) LMLPATC: GEN-ATCH-2. 

(2) Data to be attached can only be appended to the end of 

variable set.^ The receiving variable set must be specified in the 

form "VSETnn," where nn is the number assigned to the variable set 
in the major file FFT. 



ej. RECEIVING FIELD MUST BE NUMERIC 

(1) LMLPMOV: TEST-FLD2-RTN. 

(2) II the first operand is a special literal, the 

receiving operand cannot be numeric. 

ek. RECEIVING FIELD NOT NUMERIC 

(1) LMLPMOV: TEST-FLD2-RTN. 

LMLP5UB: ERROR-OUT5. 

(2) The second operand of an ADD or SUBTRACT operation 

must be either a numeric data field or numeric defined literal. 

In a MOVE operation, first field and receiving field are not 

compatible. 

el. RELATION CONTAINS TOO MANY WORDS 

(1) LMLPRLN: RESTORE-TEMP. 

(2) There can be no more than six words (counting a label, 

whether present or not) per relational statement. 

em. RELOAD REQUIRES FILE-TO-FILE RUN 

(1) LMLPRST: GENíRATE-RELOAD. 

(2) The RELOAD MAJOR statement reinitializes the major file 

record as it was input and places it into the MP work area. ^This 

operator is available in file-to-file runs only (run type "F on 

FMLP control card). 

en. RUN TYPE MUST BE S OR F 

(1) FMLPVAL: CHK-5TH-W0RD. 

(2) The run type entry may only have one of two forms: 

S and F. 

eo. SAVE REQUIRES FILE-TO-FILE RUN 

U) LMLPRST: GEN ERATE-SAVE. 

(2) SAVE is only used after a WRITE operation which is 

a valid operation only in file-to-file runs. 
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cp. SET 

(1) LMLPATC: GEN-ATCH-1. 
LMLPDEL: GENERATE-DELETE-P, 

GENERATE-DELETE-S, 

GENERATE-DELETE-V. 

(2) The indicated VSET or PSET does not exist and has 

ot been^defIned In the FFT. Restructure the FFT to Include 

l-i i C spf , 

eq. SET NUMBER ILLEGAL 

(1) LMLPATC: GEN-ATCH-2. 

(2) The variable set index number must be a two digit 

number greater than zero. 

er. SET NUMBER MUST BE 2 NUMERIC DIGITS 

(1) LMLp3LD: GENERATE-BUILD. 

(2) Periodic set number contains non-numeric digits or 
(2) rerioaie «= Check for omission of 

contains more than two numeric digits, cnecx ior 

a blank between the set number and index number. 

es. SINGLE RANGE VALUE CANNOT EXCEED 18 CHARACTERS 

(1) LMLPRMS: FM-IN-RANGE-PROCESS. 

(2) Thu range value on either side of the hyphen cannot 

exceed 18 numeric digits due to a COBOL Imitation. 

et. SIZE NOT NUMERIC 

(1) LMLPDEF: POUND-SIZE-ERROR. 

(2) The size parameter of a DEFINE area contains non 

numeric characters following the pound sign. 

eu. SIZE TOO LARGE 

(1) LMLPDEF: POUND-SIGN. 

(2) Size value following pound sign cannot exceed four 

numeric digits. 
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ev. SPACE CANNOT FOLLOW SIGN 

(1) LMLPDEF: CHECK-SIGN-SPACE. 

(2) A signed numeric literal cannot have a space after 

the sign. Make sign and numerics contiguous. 

ev. STEP INDEX NOT ASSIGNED 

(1) LMLPWPO: STEP-LOOKUP. 

(2) Assigning an index to a set must be done before 

f attempting to step the index. 

ex. STEP MUST BE NUMERIC VALUE LESS THAN 600 

(1) LMLÍ’ÓTE: STEP-ERR. 

(2) Increment on STEP card cai.iot exceed 599. 

ey. SWITCH MAY BE ONLY -ON- or -OFF- 

(1) LMLPCNG: ERROR-OUTló. 

(2) The switch condition indicator can only be set to ON or 

OFF. 

ez. SYNTAX ERROR ON TABLE LOOKUP 

(1) LMLPTAB: TABLE-ERROR2. 

(2) IN TABLE operator card has a format error. Check 

documentation for proper format. 

fa. TABLE LOOKUP PARTIAL FIELD NOT ALLOWED 

* (1) LMLPRMS: NOT-LM-ORD. 

(2) Use of partial field notation in the first field and/or 

the receiving field is not allowed. 

ê 
fb. TABLE NAME IN ERROR 

(1) LMLPTAB: TABLE-ERROR. 

(2) Incorrect table name. Table name must be a five 

character name ending in "L." 
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fc. TO MUS'T FOLLOW GO 
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(1) LMLPSCN: CARD-GO-TO. 

(2) GO TO is the correct operator in the MIDMS instruction 

set. Anything else will be ignored and flagged as an error. 

fd. TOO MANY LABELS 

(1) LMLPSCN: LABEL-FAILURE-LU1, LAB-TAB-ADD. 

(2) A maximum of 100 labels per logic package is allowed. 

fe. TOO MANY LABELS REFERENCED 

(1) LMLPSCN: LABEL-DEFINE-LU. 

(2) There can only be 100 unique failure exits within 

a single logic package. 

ff. TOTAL CONDITION MUST BEGIN WITH AN IF 

(1) LMLPRMN: FM-AND, FM-OR. 

(2) A conditional statement has been detected which does 

not start with an "IF." Check for an "OR" or "AND" statement which 

is not preceded by an "IF" statement. 

fg. VARIABLE FIELD NOT ALLOWED 

(1) LMLPFMT: FIELD-PERFORM. 

LMLPFMT1: FIELD-PERFORM. 

(2) The only operators that allow use of the variable set 

in their fields are: YTTACH, DELETE, and VPRINT (or PRINT for 

entire VSET). 

fh. VPRINT REQUIRED TO PRINT VARIABLE SET 

(1) LMLPPRT: GPR-OPERAND-CYCLE. 

(2) In order to print out a partial listing of the 

variable set, the VPRINT instruction is necessary. Change 
PRINT to VPRINT. 
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fi. WORD -BY- IS REQUIRED 

(1) LMLPSTE: GENERATE-STEP. 

(2) The index number must be followed by the word "BY." 

fj. WORD EXCEEDS CARD LIMITATION 

(1) LMLPSCN: BUILD-OVERFLOW1. 

(2) Only columns 1-78 are available. Except for an at-sign 
^ in column 79, data cannot be placed in 79-80. 

fk. WORD *INDEX* MISSING 

1 (1) LMLPASN: GENERATE-ASSIGN. 

(2) The word INDEX nust follow the ASSIGN operator. 

fl. WORD MUST BE *INDEX* 

(1) LMLPSTE: GENERATE-STEP. 

(2) The word INDEX roust follow the STEP operator, 

fro. WORD MUST BE SPELLED -SWITCH- 

(1) LMLPCNG: ERR0R-0UT15. 

(2) On the change switch card, the word switch must be 
spelled correctly. 

in. WORD NOT FIELD OR DEFINE 

(1) LMLPFLD: MAJOR-LR2-LOOKUP, MINOR-LR2-LOOKUP. 

(2) The field has not been defined in the logic package 
or in a major or minor FFT. If not spelling error, then FFT 

should be restructured or define the field in the logic package. 

• fo. WORD -SUBSET- IS REQUIRED 

(1) LMLPBLD: GENERATE-BUILD. 

(2) BUILD SUBSET is the correct operator. Insure that 

subset is after build and that it is spelled correctly. 
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fp. WORD -TO- MISSING 

(1) LMLPASN: GENERATE-ASSIGN. 

(2) The operand TO connector is required following the 

index number. 

fq. WORD TOO LARGE 

(1) LMLPFLD: CHECK-FIELD-DEFINITION. 

(2) If not indexed the word cannot exceed six characters; 

if indexed word cannot exceed nine characters. 

fr. WRITE REQUIRES FILE-TO-FILE RUN 

(1) LMLPRST: GENERATE-WRITE. 

(2) The WRITE operator is valid only in file-tc-file 

maintenance. The logic package type must be "F" on the FMLP control 

card. 

fs. XPRINT CARD OUT OF SEQUENCE 

(1) LMLPSCN: PRT-TEST. 

(2) An XPRINT card must be preceded by a PRINT card or 

another XPRINT card. 

ft. ZERO LENGTH NOT VALID 

(1) LMLPDEF: GEN-CONTINUE. 

(2) Continue card has no value following the defined name. 

fu. -.- REQUIRED FOR FAILURE EXIT 

(1) LMLPASN: GENERATE-ASSIGN. 

LMLPATC: GEK-ATCH-2. 

LMLPBLD: GENERATE-BUILD. 

(2) The period was missing prior to the failure exit. 



fv. $$NRC AND $$ORC ARE ILLEGAL 

. 1 

4 

(1) LMLPATC: GENERATE-ATTACH. 

(2) System fields cannot be attached to variable sets 

fw. $$ORC $$NRC ILLEGAL RECEIVING FIELDS 

(1) LMLPFMT: ERROR-OUT9. 

LMLPFMTI: ERR0R-0UT9. 

(2) The system fields cannot be used as the receiving fields 
in an action statement. 

fx. 

fy. 

limited 

20 CHARACTERS MAXIMUM PROFILE SIZE 

(1) LMLPSPO: RETURN2. 

(2) Profile mask can only be twenty characters long. 

100 DEFINES LIMIT EXCEEDED 

(1) LMLPDEF: DEF-TAB-AD. 

f2">innaXÍmUm nuInber of defines in a given logic package is 

l 
» 

♦ 
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